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JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH

Christmas Oratorio
Stephen Layton and the combined
forces of Trinity College Choir
Cambridge and the Orchestra of the
Age of Enlightenment present a joyous
rendition of Bach’s Christmas Oratorio,
featuring James Gilchrist, acclaimed as
one of the greatest Evangelists of today. 
JAMES GILCHRIST Evangelist
TRINITY COLLEGE CHOIR CAMBRIDGE
ORCHESTRA OF THE AGE OF
ENLIGHTENMENT
STEPHEN LAYTON conductor

BENJAMIN BRITTEN

String Quartets
Nos 1, 2 & 3
The Takács Quartet are one of the
greatest string quartets recording
today. Here in the composer’s
anniversary year they turn to Britten’s
absorbing masterpieces.
TAKÁCS QUARTET

SCHUBERT

Octet
An elegant, poetic performance of
one of the most popular chamber

works of the nineteenth century.
‘Glowing interpretations—a fine recording … 
this is a superb performance’ (Gramophone) 
THE GAUDIER ENSEMBLE

PALESTRINA

Missa Dum
complerentur

Westminster Cathedral Choir have the music of
Palestrina at the centre of their daily ritual. This album
focuses on music for Whitsuntide.
‘The renowned choir are on top form as they respond
to Palestrina’s majesty … highly recommended’
(Gramophone)
WESTMINSTER CATHEDRAL CHOIR
MARTIN BAKER conductor

THE ROMANTIC PIANO
CONCERTO – 62

Gounod
The Romantic Piano Concerto series
reaches 62 and makes an interesting
(although temporary) departure: these four
works are for pedal piano. Italian pianist Roberto
Prosseda, who gave the first modern
performance of Gounod’s Concerto
for pedal piano and orchestra, makes
his Hyperion debut. 
ROBERTO PROSSEDA pedal piano
ORCHESTRA DELLA SVIZZERA
ITALIANA / HOWARD SHELLEY

FERRUCCIO BUSONI

Late Piano Music
Marc-André Hamelin is indisputably the
king of Busoni pianists. This generously
priced triple album offers most of Busoni’s
mature works and the widest selection of
pieces from the Klavierübung so far recorded,
many of them for the first time. 
MARC-ANDRÉ HAMELIN piano

PAUL HINDEMITH
TWO ALBUMS MARKING THE FIFTIETH
ANNIVERSARY OF HINDEMITH’S DEATH

Piano Sonatas
In his three piano sonatas, Hindemith
presents himself not as the rebel and
revolutionary of the 1920s, but rather as
an heir to the contrapuntal skill and
keyboard dexterity of Johann Sebastian
Bach. Markus Becker has been acclaimed
for his authoritative recordings of German 
repertoire of the Jahrhundertwende.
MARKUS BECKER piano

Violin Sonatas
Hindemith’s Violin Sonatas
fascinatingly mirror the various stages
in the development of his musical
language. They are performed here by
virtuoso German violinist Tanja Becker-
Bender who has made a speciality of the
music of the early twentieth century.
TANJA BECKER-BENDER violin
PÉTER NAGY piano
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The Takács Quartet’s exceptionally polished interpretations 
of Britten’s three published string quartets on Hyperion join
the many excellent new centenary recordings (with more to
come, judging by the recent deluge of new releases) and is a
characteristically noteworthy addition to its multi-award

winning discography. The Takács, rightly described by Mark Pullinger
on page 54 as one of the world’s most distinguished ensembles, 
was formed in Budapest in 1975. Of the original ensemble, Károly
Schranz and András Fejér remain, with violinist Edward Dusinberre
joining in 1993 and violist Geraldine Walther in 2005.

The first organ recording to receive an IRR Outstanding (Stanford
from Daniel Cook) should please aficionados; and pianophiles eager
to acquire new recordings by their favourite artists will be delighted
with Angela Hewitt’s Fauré and Louis Lortie’s Liszt; the debut CD
by Igor Levit (who has a fully established recital career) of Beethoven
sonatas strikes Nicholas Salwey as ‘extraordinary’. There are four
orchestral nominations: Bruckner’s Sixth Symphony (Jaap van Zweden);
Hindemith from Tabea Zimmerman; new piano concertos by John
Musto; and ‘Epifania’, an intriguing collection from Ostrobothnia.
A lone chamber disc – Bach transcriptions by and performed by a
harpsichord duo (Chani and Nadja Lesaulnier) – beguiles Nicholas
Anderson. Aleksandrs Antonenko as Otello is outstanding in every
way: see the final instalment of Tutto Verdi, marking the bicentenary.
IRR goes digital! From this issue we are also available as a digital

edition (see page 81 for further details). Máire Taylor
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Rognoni. Scarani. Victoria ‘The Golden
Age of the Cornett’, inc. Castello’s ‘Sonata
seconda per canto solo’, Grandi’s ‘O quam
tu pulchra es’, Monteverdi’s ‘Pianto della
Madonna’ and Scarani’s ‘Sonata sesta a due
canti’ Hassler; Moran; Dongois; Le Concert Brisé
ACC24264 (two CDs)

Haydn String Quartets – Hob. III/32 
(Op. 20 No. 2) in C; Hob. III/58 (Op 54
No. 1) in G; Hob. III/74 (Op. 74 No. 3) in
G minor Schuppanzigh Quartet ACC24223

Traditional ‘La Tarantella nel Salento’
Tamminga; Tricomi; Mangiocavallo; Rausa;
Albarello ACC24236

Wagenseil ‘Quartets for low strings’:
Sonatas Nos. 1-6 Piccolo Concerto Wien/Sensi
ACC24242 (two CDs)

Accentus
Mozart Requiem in D minor, K626 

(ed. Beyer/compl. Levin) Prohaska; Mingardo;
Schmitt; Pape; Chor des Bayerischen Rundfunks;
Swedish Radio Ch; Lucerne Festival Orch/Abbado,
C. (Lucerne, 2012)
ACC20258 (DVD-V); ACC10258 (Blu-ray disc)

Accentus Music
Bruckner Symphony No. 1 in C minor

(1891, ed. Brosche) Lucerne Festival
Orch/Abbado, C. ACC30274

Accord
d’Indy L’Étranger Berthon; Tézier; Brenciu

et al; Orch National de Montpellier Languedoc-
Roussillon/Foster 481 0078 (two CDs)

Humperdinck Königskinder Kaufmann;
Sala; Roth; Gubisch et al; Orchestre National de
Montpellier Languedoc-Roussillon/Jordan, A.
480 4088 (three CDs)

agOgique
Bach, C. P. E. Viola da gamba Sonatas –

Wq 88 (H510) in G minor; Wq136 (H558)
in C; Wq137 (H559) in D. Rondos –
Wq59/2 (H268) in G; Wq61/1 (H288) in 
E flat; Wq61/4 (H290) in D minor, etc.
Guigues; Isoir AGO012

Alba Records
Heininen. Nielsen ‘Autrefois –

yesteryears’: Flute Concerto, ‘Autrefois’.
Flute Concerto, FS119 Helasvuo; Saimaa
Sinfonietta/Bogányi ABCD350

Albion Records
Vaughan Williams ‘The Solent – Fifty

years of music by Ralph Vaughan Williams’:
Three Impressions. Songs of Travel (Book 1).
Four Hymns. Incidental Music to ‘The Mayor
of Casterbridge’. Prelude on an Old Carol
Tune Wood; Kennedy; Bootiman; Royal Liverpool
PO/Daniel ALBCD016

Alia Vox
Ortiz Recercadas del Tratado de Glosas

(Rome, 1553) Savall, J.; Pandolfo; Koopman;
Lislevand; Lawrence-King
AVSA9899 (Hybrid SACD)

Alto
Albéniz. Rodrigo. Tórroba. Villa-

Lobos et al ‘Solo Guitar Music’, inc. Mateo
Albéniz’s ‘Sonata (arr. Pujol)’, Rodrigo’s ‘En
los trigales’, Tórroba’s ‘Sonatina in A’ and
Villa-Lobos’s ‘Five Preludes’ Bream ALC1238

Mozart Serenade in B flat, K361, ‘Gran
Partita’. Harmoniemusik from the operas
‘Figaro’ and Così fan tutte’ (arr. Wendt)
London Mozart Wind Ensemble/Glover; New York
Philharmonic Winds/Johnson ALC1208

Nielsen ‘Complete Symphonies’
LSO/Schmidt ALC2505 (three CDs)

Palestrina Misssa Papae Marcelli. 
Missa ‘Assumpta est Maria’ Pro Cantione
Antiqua/Brown ALC1225

Schubert Octet in F, D803. String
Quartet in C minor, D703, ‘Quartettsatz’.
Grazer Galopp, D925, etc. Vienna Octet;
Tokyo Quartet; Boskovsky Ensemble ALC1227

Shostakovich Symphony No. 7 in C, 
Op. 60, ‘Leningrad’ USSR SO/Ivanov
ALC1241

Tchaikovsky ‘Complete Music for String
Quartet’ Shostakovich Quartet
ALC2024 (two CDs)

Tchaikovsky ‘Eight Symphonies’ Russian
Federation Large SO/Rozhdestvensky
ALC6003 (six CDs)

Various composers ‘The Very Best of
Mario Lanza’ Lanza et al ALC1231

Aparté
Corelli. Reali Sonatas, Opp. 2-4 –

excerpts. Capriccio primo, Op. 1 Stravaganza
AP073

Holliger. Liszt. Ravel ‘Poems’: Elis: 
Drei Nachtstücke. La Vallée d’Obermann,
S160 No. 6. Zwölf Lieder (Schubert), S558
– No. 2, Aus dem Wasser zu singen; No. 3,
Du bist die Ruh; No. 4, Erlkönig; No. 9,
Ständchen. Gaspard de la nuit Schwizgebel
AP067

Lully Phaëton, LWV61 Gonzalez Toro;
Perruche; Druet; Arquez; Foster-Williams; Caton;
Arnould; Auvity; Les Talens Lyriques/Rousset
AP061 (two CDs)

Ars Produktion
Mozart ‘piano works 4’: Piano Sonatas –

No. 2 in F, K280/K189e; No. 12 in F,
K322/K300k. Fantasia in C minor,
K396/K385f. Fantasia in C minor, K475,
etc. Bloch ARS38504

Arthaus Musik
Bruckner ‘Celibidache in St Florian’: 

Mass in F minor (A film by Jan Schmidt-
Garre) Price; Soffel; Straka; Hölle; Sotin;
Philharmonischer Chor München; Münchner
Philharmoniker/Celibidache 101 678 (DVD-V)

Chopin. Debussy. Mozart.
Rachmaninov. Ravel. Schumann ‘Martha
Argerich and Friends’: Scherzo No. 2 in B-
Flat Minor, Op. 31. Estampes. Sonata for
Piano Four Hands in D, K381. Suite No. 2,
Op. 17. La valse (version for two pianos).
Fantasiestücke, Op. 73 Argerich; Freire;
Economou; Maisky (Munich Klaviersommer, 1982)
101 671 (DVD-V)

Mozart Die Entführing aus dem Serail,
K384 (stage direction: Günther Rennert)
Hallwachs; Donat; Vogel; Laubenthal; Orth;
Talvela; Sommer et al; Chor und Orch der
Deutschen Oper Berlin/Bertini (Berlin, 1976)
101 691 (DVD-V)

Salieri Falstaff (stage direction: Michael
Hampe) Del Carlo; Ringholz; Croft; Ziegler;
Gardner; Feller; Brooks et al; Ludwigshafener
Theaterchor; Radio-Sinfonieorch Stuttgart des
SWR/Östman (Schwetzingen, 1995)
102 306 (DVD-V)

Tchaikovsky The Nutcracker and the
Mouse King (choreography: Toer van Schayk
and Wayne Eagling) Tsygankova; Golding;
Stout; Tietze; Yanowsky; Sliphorst; Zhembrovskyy;
Dutch National Ballet; Holland Symfonia/Florio
(Amsterdam, 2011) 108 097 (Blu-ray disc)

Wagner Das Rheingold (stage direction:
Guy Cassiers) Pape; Buchwald; Jentzsch;
Rügamer; Kränzle; Ablinger-Sperrhacke; Youn;
Riihonen et al; Eastman Ballet Company; Orch del
Teatro alla Scala di Milano/Barenboim (Milan,
2010) 101 693 (DVD-V); 108 090 (Blu-ray disc)

Weber ‘Hunter’s Bride’: A film opera by
Jens Neubert based on the romantic opera
‘Der Freischütz’ Grundheber; Schollum; Banse;
Mühlemann; Volle; König; Pape; Bär;
Rundfunkchor Berlin; LSO/Harding
101 692 (DVD-V); 108 097 (Blu-ray disc)

ASC Records
Bingham. Grange. Plowman. Shaw.

Skempton ‘Horizons – New Music for
Oboe and Harp’, inc. Bingham’s ‘The Island
of Patmos’, Grange’s ‘The Knell of Parting
Day’, Plowman’s ‘Floating, Turning,
Spinning’, Shaw’s ‘The House of Asterion’
and Skempton’s ‘Horizons’ Shaw; Wakeford
ASCCSCD51

Audite Musikproduktion
Brahms. Dvo∑ák ‘Lucerne Festival

Historic Performances’: Symphony No. 1 in
C minor, Op. 68. Symphony No. 8 in G,
B163 Czech PO; Swiss Festival Orch/Szell
(Lucerne, 1962; 1969) audite 95.625

Various composers ‘Celibidache – 
The Berlin Recordings 1945-1957’ Deutsches
Symphonie-Orch Berlin; Rundfunk-Sinfonieorch
Berlin/Celibidache audite 21.423 (13 CDs)

Vierne ‘Complete Organ Symphonies, 
Vol. II’: Organ Symphonies – No. 3 in 
F sharp minor, Op. 28; No. 4 in G minor,
Op. 32 Roß audite 92.675 (Hybrid SACD)

Avie Records
Castaldi. Castello. Kapsberger.

Monteverdi. Pesenti. Rossi ‘Uno + One:
Italia Nostra’, inc. Castaldi’s ‘Un bocconcino
di fantasia’, Monteverdi’s ‘Quel sguardo
sdegnosetto’ and ‘Pur ti miro’ and Rossi’s
‘Occhi belli’ TENET AC2303

BelAir Classiques
Minkus La Bayadère (chroeography:

Marius Petipa et al) Zakharova; Lantratov;
Alexandrova; Loparevich; Sitnikov; Medvedev;
Bolshoi Ballet; Bolshoi Theatre Orch/Sorokin
BAC101 (DVD-V); BAC501 (Blu-ray disc)

BIS Records
Bach, C. P. E. ‘Solo Keyboard Music, 

Vol. 26’: Keyboard Sonatas (inc. embellished
versions) – No. 1 in C, Wq51/1 (H150);
No. 2 in B flat, Wq51/2 (H151); No. 3 in
C minor, Wq51/3 (H127) Spányi BIS-2040

Bach, J. S. ‘Cantatas, Vol. 54’: Was Gott
tut, das ist wohlgetan, BWV100. Wär Gott
nicht mit uns diese Zeit, BWV14. Gott ist
unsre Zuversicht, BWV197. Ehre sei Gott in
der Höhe, BWV197a Blazíková; Guillon; Türk;
Kooij; Bach Collegium Japan/Suzuki, M.
BIS-2021 (Hybrid SACD)

Bennett. Byrd. Jackson. Plummer.
Smith. Tallis ‘Times go by Turns’: A
Colloquy with God. Mass for Four Voices.
Ite missa est. Missa sine nomine. Kyrie:
Cunctipotens Genitor Deus. Mass for Four
Voices New York Polyphony BIS-2037 (Hybrid

SACD)

Chaminade. Griffes. Nielsen. Poulenc.
Reinecke. Rimsky-Korsakov.
Tchaikovsky ‘great works for flute and
orchestra’: Concertino, Op. 107. Poem.
Flute Concerto, FS119. Flute Sonata, FP164.
Flute Concerto in D. The Flight of the
Bumble-Bee. Little Allegro, with
introduction, in D Bezaly; Residentie Orkest Den
Haag/Järvi, N. BIS-1679 (Hybrid SACD)

Corigliano. Kuusisto, J. ‘The Red
Violin’: Concerto for Violin and Orchestra,
‘The Red Violin’. Leika, Op. 24. Concerto
for Violin and Orchestra, Op. 28 Vähälä;
Lahti SO/Kuusisto, J. BIS-2020 (Hybrid SACD)

Goldmark Symphonies – No. 1, Op. 26,
‘Ländliche Hochzeit’; No. 2 in E flat, 
Op. 35 Singapore SO/Lan Shui
BIS-1842 (Hybrid SACD)

Prokofiev Violin Sonatas – No. 1 in 
F minor, Op. 80; No. 2 in D, Op. 94.
Three Pieces from ‘Romeo and Juliet’, 
Op. 64 Gluzman; Yoffe BIS-2032 (Hybrid SACD)

Bridge Records
Crumb. Lansky. Ruders. Starobin

‘New Music with Guitar, Vol. 8’: The
Ghosts of Alhambra (Spanish Songbook I).
Partita. Six Pages. Variations on a Theme by
Carl Nielsen Starobin; Yoshinaga; Mason;
Druckman BRIDGE9404

Musto Piano Concertos Nos. 1 and 2.
Two Concert Rags Musto; Odense SO/Yoo;
Greeley PO/Cortese BRIDGE9399

C Major Entertainment
Bartók. Beethoven. Berg. Boulez.

Bruckner. Mahler. Ravel. Schubert.
Strauss, J. Stravinsky ‘Salzburg Festival
Opening Concerts 2008-2011’ Soloists et al;
Wiener Philharmoniker/Boulez; Barenboim;
Harnoncourt 713608 (four DVD-Vs)

Bellini La Sonnambula (stage direction:
Bepi Morassi) Parodi; Mellor; Pratt; Mukeria
et al; Coro e Orch del Teatro La Fenice di
Venezia/Ferro (Venice, 2012)
713908 (DVD-V); 714004 (Blu-ray disc)

Verdi ‘Tutto Verdi’: Messa da Requiem
Theodossiou; Ganassi; Meli; Zanellato; Coro e
Orch del Teatro Regio di Parma/Temirkanov
(Parma, 2011)
725408 (DVD-V); 725504 (Blu-ray disc)

Capriccio
Nussbichler. Ofenbauer. Seidelmann.

Stankowski. Wang ‘exxj – 21st Century
Portraits’: Schattenspiele IV: jeu de mime.
Kommt Sirenen klagt. Skulptur 1 (Mobile).
Spiegel-Maske-Gesicht. Schwebende
Fragmente II Ensemble XX Jahrhundert/Burwik
C5171

Schmidt Notre Dame Jones; King; Moll;
Laubenthal et al; Radio-Symphonie-Orch
Berlin/Perick C5181 (two CDs)

Schreker Der ferne Klang Moser; Schnaut;
von Halem; Nimsgern et al; Radio-Symphonie-
Orch Berlin/Albrecht C5178 (two CDs)

Schreker Der Schatzgräber Protschka;
Schnaut; Stamm; Haage et al; Philharmonisches
Staatsorch/Albrecht C5175 (two CDs)

Schumann. Wolf Liederkreis, Op. 39.
Mörike-Lieder Schwanewilms; Lange
C5166

Zani ‘Complete Cello Concertos’ Rummel;
Die Kölner Akademie/Willens C5145 (two CDs)

Challenge Classics
Barrios. Lauro. Moreno-Torroba.

Pujol. Sagreras. Tárrega. Villa-Lobos
‘Around Barrios’, inc. Barrios’s Una limosna
por el amor de Dios’, Moreno-Torroba’s
‘Suite Castellana’, Sagreras’s ‘El Colibri’ and
Villa-Lobos’s ‘Gavôta Chôro’ Voorhorst
CC72601
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New Releases

Disc of the Month
Adams  
Doctor Atomic Symphony 
Peter Oundjian and the Royal Scottish National Orchestra tackle 
three important works by the American composer John Adams. 
An expansive, richly expressive piece, Harmonielehre is influenced 
by many great twentieth-century composers as well as Adams’s 
own surreal dreams. The Doctor Atomic Symphony draws on 
material from the controversial opera Doctor Atomic. Also included 
is the energetic fanfare Short Ride in a Fast Machine.

CHSA 5129

www.chandos.net          
www.theclassicalshop.net (24-bit downloads, lossless, MP3)
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Chandos Records, Chandos House, 1 Commerce Park, Commerce Way, Colchester, Essex CO2 8HX. Tel: 01206 225200

Choir of St John’s 
College, Cambridge
Sacred Choral Works 
by John Sheppard
The Choir of St John’s 

College, Cambridge, 

recognised for its distinctive, 

rich, and expressive sound, 

has been a cornerstone of 

the English choral tradition 

since the 1670s. Here it 

performs sacred choral 

works in a wide range of 

styles spanning the career of 

the English composer John 

Sheppard.

CHSA 0401

Tasmin Little
The Lark Ascending
Tasmin Little once again 

demonstrates her unique 

affinity with some of 

the best-loved British 

composers of the 20th 

century. Alongside Moeran’s 

Violin Concerto are Elgar’s 

three salon pieces, Holst’s 

A Song of the Night, 

Delius’s Légende and 

Tasmin Little’s pièce de 

résistance, The Lark 

Ascending by Vaughan 

Williams.

CHAN 10796

Bartók
Miraculous 
Mandarin Suite
Edward Gardner and the 

Melbourne Symphony 

Orchestra perform three 

great orchestral works by 

Béla Bartók. The Suite 

from the gritty ballet 

score The Miraculous 

Mandarin includes some 

of the composer’s most 

colourful and dramatic 

music. Also featured are 

the Four Orchestral Pieces 

and the atmospheric Music 

for Strings, Percussion, and 

Celesta.

CHSA 5130

Sullivan
The Beauty Stone 
The Beauty Stone is a 

neglected gem among 

the works of Sir Arthur 

Sullivan, better known for his 

famous collaboration with 

W.S. Gilbert. This premiere 

commercial recording, 

featuring some of the finest 

singers on the operatic 

stage today, restores all 

the original music. The 

release follows Chandos’s 

highly regarded recording of 

Ivanhoe.

CHAN 10794(2)

Aquarelle Guitar 
Quartet
Cuatro
In this release the 

dynamic and innovative 

Aquarelle Guitar Quartet 

offers a homage to 

Spain, the spiritual home 

of the classical guitar. 

Arrangements of works 

by Fernando Sor, Rimsky-

Korsakov, and Isaac 

Albéniz join Ian Krouse’s 

evocative Folías.

CHAN 10786

SUPER AUDIO CD IN SURROUND SOUND



Bottesini. Hindemith. Schubert.
Schumann ‘Illuminated Bass’: Myrna.
Fantasie on ‘La Sonnambula’. Sonata for
Double Bass and Piano. Arpeggione Sonata in
A minor, D821. Drei Romanzen, Op. 94
Thiery; Labandibar CC72604

Haydn ‘Haydn’s Nature’: String Quartets
– Hob. III/39 (Op. 33 No. 3) in C, ‘Bird’;
Hob. III/49 (Op. 50 No. 6) in D, ‘Frog’;
Hob. III/78 (Op. 76 No. 4) in B flat,
‘Sunrise’ Matangi Quartet CC72592

Champs Hill Records
Esposito, M. Violin Sonatas – Op. 32 in

G; Op. 46 in E minor; Op. 67 in A. Cello
Sonata, Op. 43 Cooper; Butt; Coburn
CHRCD066

Thuille ‘Songs’: Drei Mädchenlieder 
nach Gedichte von Wilhelm Hertz, Op. 36.
Drei Gesänge, Op. 12. Drei Lieder, Op. 15.
Drei Frauenlieder von Karl Stieler, Op. 5.
Drei Lieder, Op. 26. Fünf Lieder, Op. 19,
etc. Bevan, S.; Johnston; Bevan, M.; Middleton
CHRCD063

Chandos Records
Britten. Shostakovich. Wolf

‘Michelangelo in song’: Seven Sonnets 
of Michelangelo, Op. 22. Suite on Verses 
of Michelangelo Buonarroti, Op. 145. 
Drei Gedichte von Michelangelo Tomlinson;
Norris CHAN10785

Enescu Piano Quintet in A minor, 
Op. 29. Piano Trio in A minor. Aria and
Scherzino Schubert Ensemble
CHAN10790

Handel Serse, HWV40 Stéphany; Daniels;
Summers; Sherratt; Joshua; Harvey; Wolf; Early
Opera Company/Curnyn
CHAN0797(3) (three CDs)

Mascagni ‘Mascagni in concert’: Suite
from ‘The Eternal City’. Danza esotica. 
La gavotta della bambole. Ave Maria. Visione
lirica. Padre nostro. Mein erster Walzer.
Serenade. L’apoteosi della cicogna Ganci;
Filarmonica ’900 del Teatro Regio di
Torino/Noseda CHAN10789

Prokofiev ‘Complete Works for Violin’:
Violin Concertos – No. 1 in D, Op. 19; 
No. 2 in G minor, Op. 63. Violin Sonatas –
No. 1 in F minor, Op. 80; No. 2 in D, 
Op. 94a. Sonata for Two Violins in C, 
Op. 56. Sonata for Solo Violin in D, 
Op. 115. Five Melodies, Op. 35bis Ehnes;
Moretti; Armstrong; BBC Phil/Noseda
CHAN10787(2) (two CDs)

Szymanowski Stabat mater, Op. 53.
Harnasie, Op. 55 Crowe; Stephen; Bretz;
Murray; BBC Symphony Chor and Orch/Gardner
CHSA5123 (Hybrid SACD)

Wagner ‘Overtures and Preludes’, inc.
‘Eine Faust-Ouvertüre’ and excerpts from
‘Die Feen’, ‘Columbus’, ‘Rienzi’,
‘Das Liebesverbot’, ‘Der fliegende
Holländer’, ‘Lohengrin’, ‘Tristan und Isolde’
and ‘Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg’ Royal
Scottish National Orch/Järvi, N.
CHSA5126 (Hybrid SACD)

Christophorus
Bach, J. S. Buxtehude. Rosenmüller.

Schütz et al ‘Lied der Liebe – The Song of
Songs in German Baroque’ Movimento
CHR77378

Collegium Records
Rutter ‘O Praise the Lord of Heaven –

Music of rejoicing and reflection’: The
Falcon. Go forth into the world in peace. 
Te Deum. I will lift up mine eyes. A Choral
Fanfare. The Peace of God. O Praise the
Lord of Heaven, etc. The Cambridge Singers/
Rutter CSCD522

Coro Recordings
Haydn Violin Concerto in G, Hob.

VIIa/4. Symphonies – No. 6 in D, Hob. I/6,
‘Le matin’; No. 82 in C, Hob. I/82,
‘L’ours’ Nosky; Handel and Haydn Society/
Christophers COR16113

Palestrina ‘Palestrina Vol. 4’: Missa 
‘O magnum mysterium’. Magnificat quinti
toni. A solis ortu cardine. Surge, illuminare.
Ave Regina caelorum. Ad te levavi. Iubilate
Deo. Deus enim firmavit, etc. The Sixteen/
Christophers COR16114

Coviello Classics
Danzi Flute Concertos – Op. 30 in G;

Op. 31 in D minor. Wilhelm Tell –
Overture. Cleopatra – Overture. Camilla und
Eugen – Overture Laflamme; Orch Le Phénix
COV21305

CPO
Kuhnau ‘Frische Clavier-Früchte’: Sieben

Suonaten von guter Invention und Manier
auff dem Claviere zu spielen (Leipzig 1696)
Katzschke (2000 harpsichord by Dietrich Hein)
777 532-2

Liszt ‘The Sound of Weimar, Vol. 6’:
Hungarian Rhapsodies, S244 Nos. 1-6 (orch.
Liszt/Doppler) Orch Wiener Akademie/Haselböck
777 797-2

Mizler von Koloff ‘Lieder und Oden’:
Dass die Freiheit besser sei, als wenn man
sich verliebt. Die unglückliche Liebe. Kurzer
Begriff eines glückseligen Lebens. Ein guter
Freund, das beste Vergnügen. Als er sich
endlich wagte, etc. Mertens; Rubens; Lutz;
Amrein 777 803-2

Röntgen Cello Concertos – No. 1 in E
minor; No. 2 in G minor; No. 3 in F sharp
minor, ‘Phantasie über irische Volkslieder’
Horsch; Netherlands SO/Porcelijn
777 234-2

Schütz Il Primo Libro de Madrigali
(Italienische Madrigalen, SWV1-19) Sette
Voci/Kooij 777 660-2

Suppé Extremum Judicium (Requiem-
Oratorium) Klobucar; Kaiser; Reinhard; Zelinka;
Chor und Extra-Chor der Oper Graz; Grazer
Philharmonisches Orch/Martinolli D’Arcy
777 842-2 (two CDs)

Wagner Piano Sonatas – WWV21 in B
flat; WWV26 in A, ‘Große Sonate’. Sieben
Kompositionen zu Goethes Faust, WWV15
Koch; Peter; Schoene; Männer-Doppelquartett des
Madrigalchors der Hochschule für Musik und
Theater München 777 800-2

CSO Resound
Verdi Otello Antonenko; Stoyanova; Guelfi;

Di Castri; Gatell; Spyres; Battaglia; Owens;
Govertsen; Chicago Symphony Chor and
Orch/Muti (Chicago, 2011)
CSOR9011301 (two CDs)

Cybele Records
Bach, J. S. Das wohltemperierte Clavier,

Book 1, BWV846-69 Günther
131302 (two Hybrid SACDs)

Dacapo Records
Anonymous. Graun. Graupner.

Scheibe. Schickhardt ‘Royal Recorder
Concertos – Music from the Court of King
Frederik IV’: The Princess’s Suite. Double
Concerto in C, WilG3. Ouverture in F,
GWV 447. Concerto in F, GWV323.
Concerto a quattro in B flat Roed; Arte dei
Suonatori 6.220630 (Hybrid SACD)

Mozart ‘Symphonies, Vol. 1’: Symphonies
– No. 1 in E flat, K16; No. 4 in D, K19;
No. 5 in B flat, K22. Symphony in F, KAnh.
223/K19a. Symphony in F, K76/K42a Danish
National Chamber Orch/Fischer
6.220536 (Hybrid SACD)

Mozart ‘Symphonies, Vol. 10’:
Symphonies – No. 35 in D, K385, ‘Haffner’;
No. 38 in D, K504, ‘Prague’ Danish National
Chamber Orch/Fischer 6.220545 (Hybrid SACD)

Danacord Records
Khachaturian. Walton ‘A Tribute to

Erling Blöndal Bengtsson, Vol. 2 – The Live
Icelandic Recordings, 2002-03’: Cello
Concertos Bengtsson; Iceland SO/Lorio; Chen
DACOCD737

Decca (France)
Grétry. Philidor et al ‘L’Art de

Christiane Eda-Pierre – Airs d’opéras
comiques’: A portrait of the artist Eda-Pierre
et al 480 7700 (two CDs)

Decca Eloquence
Chopin Piano Sonatas – No. 2 in B flat

minor, Op. 35; No. 3 in B minor, Op. 58.
Berceuse in D flat, Op. 57. Barcarolle in 
F sharp, Op. 60. Andante spianato et Grande
Polonaise brillante in E flat, Op. 22, etc.
Kempff (1958) 480 6642 (two CDs)

Liszt Piano Concertos – No. 1 in E flat,
S124; No. 2 in A, S125. Années de
pèlerinage, S160-163 – excerpts Kempff
(1950-51); LSO/Fistoulari (1954)
480 6633 (two CDs)

Delphian Records
Maillard Missa ‘Jes suis déshéritée’. Motets

The Marian Consort/McCleery DCD34130

Deutsche Grammophon (France)
Vivaldi Quattro Stagioni, Op. 8 Nos. 1-4.

Arsilda, regina di Ponto, RV700 – excerpts.
Il Giustino, RV717 – excerpts (all arr. for
accordion) Galliano 481 0350

Deutsche Grammophon Eloquence
Mozart Piano Concertos – No. 8 in C,

K246; No. 21 in C, K467; No. 22 in E flat,

K482; No. 23 in A, K488; No. 24 in 
C minor, K491 Kempff; Berliner Philharmoniker;
Bamberger Symphoniker/Leitner (1962; 1960);
Symphonieorch des Bayerischen Rundfunks/Klee
(1977) 480 6645 (two CDs)

Mozart Piano Concertos – No. 9 in E flat,
K271, ‘Jeunehomme’; No. 15 in B flat,
K450; No. 27 in B flat, K595. Piano Sonatas
– No. 8 in A minor, K310; No. 11 in 
A minor, K331. Fantasia in C minor, K475.
Fantasia in D minor, K397 Kempff (1962);
members of Orch de la Suisse Romande; Stuttgarter
Kammerorch/Münchinger (1953); Berliner
Philharmoniker/Leitner (1962)
480 6648 (two CDs)

Schumann Piano Concerto in A minor,
Op. 54. Fantasie in C, Op. 17. Papillons,
Op. 2. Kreisleriana, Op. 16. Arabeske, 
Op. 18. Symphonische Etüden, Op. 13
Kempff (1951-57); LSO/Krips (1953)
480 6636 (two CDs)

Dolce Volta, La
Beethoven. Mozart. Schubert ‘Tales

from Vienna’: Bagatelles, Op. 126. Rondo in
A minor, K511. Piano Sonata No. 18 in G,
D894 Pressler LDV12

Doremi
Bach, C. P. E. Bach, J. S. Flute Concerto

in D minor, H426. Sonatas for Flute and
Harpsichord – BWV1030 in B minor;
BWV1032 in A; BWV1035 in E. Partita in 
A minor, BWV1013 Aitken; Kraus; Vancouver
Chamber Orch/Gardiner DHR6611

Mendelssohn Fantasy in F sharp minor,
Op. 28. Variations sérieuses, Op. 54. Scherzo
a capriccio in F sharp minor. Andante in 
A (with Rondo capriccioso, Op. 14). 
Scherzo in B minor, etc. Kuerti DDR6610
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AC A D E M Y  O F  A N C I E N T  M U S I C

B I R T H  O F  T H E  S YM P H O NY 
HANDEL  TO HAYDN
R I C H A R D  E G A R R   ·   D I R E C T O R  &  H A R P S I C H O R D

“Crisp, spirited, full of imaginative detail” 
THE OBSERVER

CLASSICAL MUSIC

The AAM launches its own record label by charting the development 

of the symphony in the eighteenth century, including a Handel 

Sinfonia, works by the avant-garde Franz Richter and Johann Stamitz, 

Mozart’s fi rst symphony and Haydn’s mature “La passione”. www.aam.co.uk

“Thrilling, uplifting”
THE ARTS DESK



Dux
Bach, J. S. Brahms. Chopin. Grieg.

Medtner. Rachmaninov. Saint-Saëns.
Scriabin. Tchaikovsky ‘Nostalgic Trip’,
inc. Brahms’s ‘Intermezzo in A, Op. 118
No. 2’, Grieg’s ‘Vanished Days, Op. 57 
No. 1’, Medtner’s ‘Canzona Serenata 
(from Forgotten Melodies, Op. 38)’ and
Tchaikovsky’s ‘Nocturne in C sharp minor,
Op. 19 No. 4’ Skolarski DUX0902

Paderewski Manru Ratajczak; Chodowicz;
Krahel; Golinski; Polkowska; Skrla et al; Chor and
Orch of Opera Nova in Bygdoszcz/Figas
DUX0793-94 (two CDs)

Dynamic
Kalkbrenner Three Piano Sonatas, Op. 1

Gerosa CDS7661

Marco ‘Chamber Works for Guitar’:
Tapices y Disparates. Verde Viento. Partita
de Espejos Fantoni CDS7664

Verdi ‘Verdi Collection, Vol. 2’: Simon
Boccanegra (stage direction: Giorgio
Gallione). Luisa Miller (stage direction:
Arnaud Bernard). La traviata (stage direction:
Stefano Mazzonis di Pralafera). Il trovatore
(stage direction: Stefano Vizioli). Falstaff
(stage direction: Stefano Poda). Attila (stage
direction: Plamen Kartaloff) Auguin (Palermo,
2008); Benini (Venice, 2006); Arrivabeni (Liège,
2009; Liège, 2011; Liège, 2009); Sangiorgi
(Sofia, 2011) et al 37660 (six DVD-Vs)

ECM New Series
Amigo. Brouwer. Calleja. Fleury.

Miller. Reis. Reiter. Sinesi. Towner 
‘En Otra Parte’, inc. Brouwer’s ‘An Idea’
and ‘Un dia de noviembre’, Calleja’s
‘Canción triste’, Miller’s ‘Eclipse’ and
Sinesi’s ‘Cielo abierto’ Boros 372 8783

Bach, J. S. Six Sonatas for Violin and
Piano, BWV1014-19 Makarski; Jarrett
476 4582 (two CDs)

Beethoven Piano Sonata No. 32 in C
minor, Op. 111. Diabelli Variations, Op.
120. Six Bagatelles, Op. 126 Schiff (1921
Bechstein and Hammerflügel fortepiano)
481 0446 (two CDs)

Eloquentia
Machaut ‘Mon chant vous envoy’:

Virelais, ballades and rondeaux Mauillon, M.;
Mauillon, A.; Biffi; Grébil; Vicens; Rizzo/Hamon
EL1342

Erato
Arlen. Bernstein. Blake. Chaslin.

Gershwin. Kálmán. Lehár. Rodgers.
Sondheim. Strauss, J. II et al ‘Diana
Damrau – Forever: Unforgettable Songs from
Vienna, Broadway and Hollywood’ Damrau;
Royal Liverpool PO/Abell 6026662

Bellini. Berlioz. Gluck. Handel.
Heggie. Monteverdi. Mozart. Rossini.
Strauss, R. Vivaldi et al ‘Rejoyce! 
The Best of Joyce DiDonato’: A portrait 
of the artist DiDonato et al
9341212 (two CDs)

EuroArts
Debussy ‘Claude Debussy – Music cannot

be learned’: A film by Georges Gachot Kocsis
et al 2066718 (DVD-V)

Puccini La Fanciulla del West (stage
direction: Christof Loy) Stemme; Lundgren;
Antonenko; Rygert; Schmidberger; Eliasson; Rombo;
Lundberg et al; Chor and Orch of Royal Swedish
Opera/Morandi (Stockholm, 2012) 2072598

(DVD-V); 2072594 (Blu-ray disc)

Various composers ‘Gottfried Helnwein
and the Dreaming Child’: A film by Lisa
Kirk Colburn Various artists 2059618 (DVD-V)

Various composers ‘Rudolf Barshai –
The Note: A lifelong quest for one single
note’: A film by Oleg Dorman Barshai et al
2059528 (DVD-V)

Verdi Un ballo in maschera (stage
direction: Ermanno Olmi) Pisapia; Vassallo;
Taigi; Chiuri; Yu; Wallén; Pursio et al; Chor der
Oper Leipzig; Gewandhausorch Leipzig/Chailly
(Leipzig, 2005) 2055107 (Blu-ray disc)

Farao Classics
Boulanger. Chaminade. Debussy.

Françaix ‘the french album’: D’un matin de
printemps. Trio No. 2 in A minor, Op. 34.
Piano Trio in G. Piano Trio ATOS Trio
B108073

Bruckner ‘1887’: Symphony No. 8 in 
C minor (1887 definitive version) Bayerisches
Staatsorch/Nagano B108075 (two CDs)

Bruckner Symphonies – No. 4 in E flat,
‘Romantic’; No. 7 in E; No. 8 in C minor
(1887 definitive version) Bayerisches Staatsorch/
Nagano B108074 (four CDs); 

A108076 (Blu-ray audio disc)

Schumann. Strauss, R. Wagner
Konzertstück for Four Horns in F, Op. 86.
Metamorphosen, TrV290. Siegfried-Idyll
Bayerisches Staatsorch/Nagano
S108061 (Hybrid SACD)

Wolf-Ferrari Concerto for Violin and
Orchestra in D, Op. 26. Le Donne curiose –
Ouverture. Il Campiello – Preludio. L’Amore
medico – Ouverture. I Quatro Rusteghi –
Intermezzo Schmid; Oviedo Filarmonia/Haider
B108069 (CD + DVD-V)

First Hand Records
Grieg. Liszt. Mozart et al Piano Sonata

in E minor, Op. 7. Piano Sonata in B minor,
S178. Piano Sonata No. 8 in A minor,
K310/K300d, etc. Cherkassky (1971) FHR19

Fra Bernardo
Caron ‘Masses and Chansons’ Erler;

Wegmann; The Sound and the Fury
FB1207302 (three CDs)

FRA Musica
Ravel L’Enfant et les Sortilèges (stage

direction: Laurent Pelly). L’Heure espagnole
(stage direction: Laurent Pelly) Madore;
Piolino; d’Oustrac; Shrader; Gay et al; Gadelia;
Méchain; Madore; Gay; Pasturaud; Piolino; Kim 
et al; LPO/Ono (Glyndebourne, 2012)
FRA008 (DVD-V); FRA508 (Blu-ray disc)

Genuin
Bach, J. S. Three Sonatas for Viola da

Gamba and Harpsichord, BWV1027-29
Altstaedt; Cohen GEN13268

Beethoven. Berg ‘Red’: String Quartet,
Op. 3. String Quartet No. 14 in C sharp
minor, Op. 131 Amaryllis Quartett GEN13261

Bridge. Martin≤. Schumann ‘Phantasy’:
Phantasy in F-sharp minor. Piano Quartet,
H287. Piano Quartet in E flat, Op. 47
Mariani Klavierquartett GEN13259

Cramer. Mozart. Onslow ‘Grande
Sonate’: Sonata for piano, four hands No. 2
in G. Sonata for piano, four hands in F,
K497. Sonata for piano, four hands, Op. 22
Piano Duo Danhel-Kolb GEN13286
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Australia: EOS Music    Canada: Naxos
France: Abeille Musique    Germany: Naxos    Greece: Musical Offering       

     Italy: Milano Dischi     Japan: Tobu Land    Malta: D’Amato Bros.   
New Zealand: Ode Records    Russia & Czech Republic: R.C.D.

Distribution in the USA by 

Divine Art Record Company 
UK:+44 (0)797 902 3121   uksales@divine-art.co.uk

USA: +1 802 247 4295   sales@divineartrecords.com

www.divineartrecords.com

Secure on-line purchasing for CDs and downloads

THE EXPRESSIVE VOICE
OF THE FLUTE 

A superb collection of 45 light classics, 
ranging from the dreamy and romantic 
to the lively and sparkling. Many well-

known favourites with real virtuosity. 
KENNETH SMITH / PAUL RHODES 

Divine Art DDA 21222 (2CD) 

Recently released: 
FLUTE VOCALISE 
The fantastic prequel to The 
Expressive Voice of the Flute – 
a programme of timeless concert 

KENNETH SMITH / PAUL RHODES 
Diversions DDV 24156 (mid-price)

ROMANTIC PIANO TRIOS
High-Romantic pieces including 

works by Dag Wirén, William 
Hurlstone and Max d’Ollone, and the 
premiere recording of Miriam Hyde’s 

“Fantasy Trio”
TRIO ANIMA MUNDI

Divine Art DDA 25102 (2CD)

ABSOLUTELY! 

year – a true fusion and blend of soft
jazz solos and improvisations, over
standard ‘straight’ classical playing
UWE STEINMETZ / MADS TOLLING 
FITZWILLIAM STRING QUARTET
Divine Art DDA 25112

NEW RELEASES

WHEN THE FLAME DIES
A new opera from acclaimed 

composer Ed Hughes – the story of 
lost love and betrayal with a strong 

link to the Orpheus legend 
and characters

SOLOISTS / NEW MUSIC 
PLAYERS CONDUCTED BY 

CARLOS DEL CUETO
Metier MSV 77203 (CD & DVD)

Distribution in the UK by 



d’Addona. Ginastera. Mendelssohn.
Mussorgsky. Prado. Ravel ‘Mambos 
y Fanfarria!’: Grand Fanfare, Op. 7. 
La Estancia – Danza Final (Malambo).
Konzertstück No. 1 in F minor, Op. 113.
Pictures from an Exhibition. Qué Rico
Mambo. Bolero Banda Sinfónica Juvenil Simón
Bolívar/Clamor GEN13260

Schubert ‘Between Heaven and Earth,
Vol. 1’: Piano Sonatas – No. 9 in B, D575;
No. 19 in C minor, D958. Zwölf Deutsche
Tänze (Ländler), D790 Faes
GEN13263 (two CDs)

Schubert Piano Sonata No. 21 in B flat,
D960. Drei Klavierstücke, D946 Badura-Skoda
(1826 Conrad Graf fortepiano)
GEN12251 (two CDs)

Schumann et al Bunte Blätter, Op. 99.
Albumblätter, Op. 124, etc. Koch GEN13285

Glossa Music
Rameau Les Surprises de l’Amour Pochon;

Mutel; Brahim-Djeloul; Deshayes; Dahlin; Pruvot;
Bou; Les Nouveaux Caractères/d’Hérin
GCD922701 (three CDs)

Glossa Platinum
de Cambrai. Villard de Honnecourt

‘Villard de Honnecourt: Métier, memories
and travels of a 13th-century cathedral
builder, Vol. 2 – Confrières: Devotional
Songs by Jaikes de Cambrai’ Graindelavoix/
Schemlzer GCDP32108

Glyndebourne Label, The
Wagner Tristan und Isolde Connolly; Kerl;

Kampe; Dobber; Zeppenfeld; Scheunemann;
Gijsbertsen; Kennedy; Mosley-Evans et al; The
Glyndebourne Chor; LPO/Jurowski (Glyndebourne,
2009) GFOCD019-09 (three CDs)

Grand Piano Records
Schmitt ‘Complete Original Works for

Piano Duet and Duo, Vol. 4’: Humoresques,
Op. 43. Lied et Scherzo, Op. 54. Trois
Pièces récréatives, Op. 37. Une Semaine du
petit elfe ferme-l’oeil, Op. 58 Invencia Piano
Duo GP624

Tcherepnin ‘Complete Piano Music, 
Vol. 4’: Entretiens, Op. 46. 12 Preludes,
Op. 85. Four Romances, Op. 31. Five
Concert Etudes, Op. 52, ‘Chinese’ Koukl
GP649

Griffin & Co.
Various composers ‘Christmas Time:

Carols from King’s College, Cambridge’
Ch of King’s College, Cambridge/Willcocks
GCCD4079

Hallé, The
Delius. Holst Cynara, RTiii/5. Sea Drift,

RTii/3. The Hymn of Jesus, H140 Williams;
Hallé Ch; Hallé Youth Ch; The Hallé/Elder
CDHLL7535

Hänssler Classic
Bach, J. S. ‘The Original Lute Works’:

Suite in G minor, BWV995. Prelude, Fugue
and Allegro in E flat, BWV998. Suite in E,
BWV1006a Held CD98.649

Bach, J. S. Six Brandenburg Concertos,
BWV1046-51 Oregon Bach Festival Chamber
Orch/Rilling CD98.025 (two Vinyl LPs)

Haydn ‘Complete Symphonies, Vol. 20’:
Symphonies – No. 25 in C minor, Hob.
I/25; No. 36 in E flat, Hob. I/36; No. 43
in E flat, Hob. I/43, ‘Military’ Heidelberger
Sinfoniker/Fey CD98.012

Honegger Jeanne d’Arc au Bûcher
Knabenchor Collegium iuvenum Stuttgart;
Gächinger Kantorei Stuttgart; Radio Sinfonieorch
Stuttgart des SWR/Rilling CD98.636 (two CDs)

Penderecki Piano Concerto,
‘Resurrection’ Uhlig; Polish Radio SO/Borowicz
CD98.018

Schubert ‘Piano Works, Vol. 10’: Piano
Sonata in A minor, D784. Fantasie in C,
D760, ‘Wandererfantasie’. Variations on a
Theme of Anselm Hüttenbrenner, D576.
Variations on a Waltz by Diabelli, D718
Oppitz CD98.616

Shostakovich Symphonies – No. 1 in 
F minor, Op. 10; No. 6 in B minor, Op. 54
Radio Sinfonieorch Stuttgart des SWR/Boreyko
CD93.303

Harmonia Mundi
Bach, J. S. Matthäus-Passion, BWV244

Güra; Weisser; Im; Fink, B.; Lehtipuu; Wolff;
RIAS Kammerchor; Akademie für Alte Musik
Berlin/Jacobs
HMC802156/58 (two Hybrid SACDs + DVD-V)

Dove. Vaughan Williams. Warlock 
The End. On Wenlock Edge. Ten Blake
Songs. The Curlew Padmore; Daniel; Watkins;
members of the Britten Sinfonia
HMU807566 (Hybrid SACD)

Mozart Clarinet Quintet in A, K581.
String Quartet in D minor, K421/K417b
Widmann; Arcanto Quartett HMC902168

Tchaikovsky ‘Nutcracker Suites’: Suites
from the ballet in arangements by Duke
Ellington and Billy Strayhorn Harmonie
Ensemble New York/Richman HMU907493

Traditional ‘Songs of Olden Times’:
Estonian folk hymns and runic songs
Heinavanker HMU907488

Honens Laureate Series
Mozart Piano Sonatas – No. 4 in E flat,

K282/K189g; No. 12 in F, K332/K300k;
No. 18 in D, K576. Adagio in B minor,
K540 Hong Xu 200603CD

Hyperion Helios
Anonymous. Compère. Dufay Concede

nobis, Domine. Salve maris stella. Omnium
bonorum plena. Missa ‘Puisque je vis’. Ave
regina caelorum The Binchois Consort/Kirkman
CDH55423

Langlais Missa ‘Salve regina’. Messe
solennelle. Triptyque grégorien – No. 1,
Rosa mystica. Trois Poèmes évangéliques,
Op. 2 – No. 2, La nativité. Trois
Paraphrases grégoriennes, Op. 5 – No. 3,
Hymne d’actions de grâces, ‘Te Deum'
Westminster Cathedral Ch; O’Donnell; Lumsden;
English Chamber Orch Brass Ensemble/Hill
CDH55444

Hyperion Records
Bach, J. S. Benjamin. Delibes.

Doheny. Ireland. Karg-Elert. Mayerl.
Moore. Parker. Poulenc. Rachmaninov.
Sherwin. Templeton et al ‘Piers Lane
Goes to Town’: Encores, party pieces and a
few pianophile rarities, from Dame Myra
Hess’s arrangement of Bach’s ‘Jesu joy of
man’s desiring’ to Dudley Moore’s irreverent
Beethoven parody ‘And the same to you’
Lane CDA67967

Döhler. Dreyschock ‘The Romantic
Piano Concerto, Vol. 61’: Piano Concerto in
A, Op. 7. Morceau de concert in C minor,
Op. 27. Salut à Vienne, Op. 32 Shelley;
Tasmanian SO CDA67950

Fauré ‘Piano Music’: Thème et variations,
Op. 73. Ballade pour piano seul, Op. 19.
Valse-caprices – No 1 in A, Op. 30; No. 2
in D flat, Op. 38. Nocturnes – No. 5 in B
flat, Op. 37; No. 6 in D flat, Op. 63; No.
13 in B minor, Op. 119 Hewitt CDA67875

Medtner Violin Sonatas – No. 1 in B
minor, Op. 21; No. 3 in E minor, Op. 57,
‘Sonata epica’ Hanslip; Tchetuev CDA67963

Tallis Salve intemerata virgo. Missa ‘Salve
intemerata’. O Lord, give thy Holy Spirit. I
call and cry to thee. If ye love me. Domine,

quis habitabit?. A new commandment.
Alleluia. Ora pro nobis. Nine Psalm Tunes –
No. 1, Man blest no doubt; No. 2, Let God
arise The Cardinall’s Music/Carwood CDA67994

IBA
Mozart ‘Idil Biret Archive, Vol. 15’: Piano

Sonatas – No. 11 in A, K331/K300i; No. 14
in C minor, K457. Fantasia in C minor,
K475 Biret 8.571300

Various composers ‘Idil Biret – LP
Originals Edition (1959-1986)’ Biret et al
8.501402 (14 CDs)

ICA Classics
Beethoven ‘Ingrid Jacoby’: Piano

Concertos – No. 1 in C, Op. 15; No. 3 in
C minor, Op. 37 Jacoby; Sinfonia Varsovia/
Kaspszyk (Warsaw, 2013) ICAC5107

Berlioz. Haydn ‘Sir John Barbirolli’:
Symphonie fantastique, H48. Symphony 
No. 83 in G minor, Hob. I/83, ‘The Hen’
SWF Sinfonieorch Baden-Baden/Barbirolli (Baden-
Baden, 1969) ICAC5105

Brahms. Chopin. Mozart. Schumann
‘Emil Gilels’: Four Ballades, Op. 10.
Polonaise in E flat minor, Op. 26 No. 2.
Piano Sonata No. 3 in B minor, Op. 58.
Fantasia in D minor, K397. Vier
Klavierstücke, Op. 32 Gilels (Abbotsholme,
1979) ICAC5108

Cherubini ‘Maria Callas’: Medea Callas;
Vickers; Cossotto; Zaccaria; Carlyle; Wells; Rust;
Allen et al; Chor and Orch of the Royal Opera
House, Covent Garden/Rescigno (London, 1959)
ICAC5110

Debussy. Sibelius ‘Hans Rosbaud’: Trois
Nocturnes. Jeux (Poème dansé). Symphony
No. 6 in D minor, Op. 104 Kölner Rundfunk-
Sinfonie-Orch/Rosbaud (Cologne, 1955; 1954;
1952) ICAC5109

Elgar ‘Leonard Bernstein’: Variations on an
Original Theme, Op. 36, ‘Enigma’ (rehearsal
and performance) BBC SO/Bernstein (London,
1982) ICAD5098 (DVD-V)

Elgar. Wagner ‘Sir Adrian Boult’:
Symphony No. 2 in E flat, Op. 63.
Tannhäuser – Overture; Venusberg Music
BBC SO/Boult (London, 1977; 1968) ICAC5106

Ives. Sibelius. Wagner Three Places in
New England. Symphony No. 4 in A minor,
Op. 62. Götterdämmerung – Dawn and
Siegfried’s Rhine Journey Boston SO/Tilson
Thomas (Boston, 1970) ICAD5111 (DVD-V)

Innova Recordings
Beck String Quartets – No. 1; No. 2,

‘Fathers and Sons’; No. 4; No. 5 San Gabriel
String Quartet; Nevsky String Quartet; Da Kappo
String Quartet innova867

Campbell/Cutler ‘Schooldays Over’:
Piano, Cellos, Glockenspiel. Song 1.
Marimba, Synths, Piano. Pump Organ,
Gongs, Balloon Bassoons. Song 2. Cello Bath,
Koto. Song 3 Campbell; Cutler; Kinney; Ultan;
Phillips innova862

Kitzke ‘The Character of American
Sunlight’: Mad Coyote Madly Sings. A
Keening Wish. The Animist Child. The Big
Gesture. Breath and Bone. We Need to
Dream All This Again. The Character of
American Sunlight Karrer; Klucevsek; Kitzke;
Lubman; Essential Music; The Mad Coyote
innova828

Reich Music for 18 Musicians Grand Valley
State University New Music Ensemble innova865

London Philharmonic Orchestra
Vaughan Williams Symphonies – No. 5

in D; No. 7, ‘Sinfonia Antartica’ Armstrong;
ladies of the London Philharmonic Ch;
LPO/Haitink (1994; 1984)
LPO-0072 (two CDs)

Louhi Productions
Kuula. Poulenc. Rachmaninov ‘Airs

Chantés’, inc. Kuula’s ‘Ave Maria’, Poulenc’s
‘Airs chantes, FP46’ and ‘Fiançailles pour
rire, FP101’ and Rachmaninov’s ‘Arion’
Tepponen; Räikkönen LP12002

LSO Live
Brahms Symphonies – No. 1 in C minor,

Op. 68; No. 2 in D, Op. 73. Variations on
a Theme of Haydn, Op. 56a, ‘St Anthoni
Chorale’. Tragic Overture, Op. 81
LSO/Gergiev LSO0733 (two Hybrid SACDs)

Marco Polo
Strauss, J. I ‘Johann Strauss I Edition,

Vol. 24’: Brühner National-Garde-Marsch,
Op. 231. Huldigungs-Quadrille, Op. 233.
Piefke und Pufke-Polka, Op. 235.
Des Wanderers Lebewohl, Op. 237. 
Zwei Märsche der königlichen spanischen
Nobelgarde, Op. 240, etc. Slovak Sinfonietta
Zilina/Pollack 8.225344

Mariinsky Label
Shostakovich Symphony No. 8 in 

C minor, Op. 65 Mariinsky Orch/Gergiev
MAR0525 (Hybrid SACD)

Métier
Beethoven. Romberg ‘Beethoven

Explored, Vol. 5’: Three Violin Sonatas, 
Op. 12. Violin Sonata in B flat, Op. 9 No. 2
Sheppard Skærved; Shorr msvcd2007

Burgess et al ‘Anthony Burgess – 
The Man and His Music’, inc. Burgess’s
‘Sonata No. 1 in C for recorder and 
piano’, ‘Sonatina for recorder and piano’,
‘Tre Pezzetti’ and ‘Siciliano’ Turner; Davies
msv77202 (two CDs)

Cooman ‘Rising at Dawn – Chamber
Music with Brass’: Chasing the Moon Down.
Cantus I. Quidnet Shadows. Cantus II (Into
Unknowing Light). Autumn Sun Canticle.
Woodbury Sestina. Tuba Sonata. Yizkor
Sadej; Gekker; Grossman; Smith; Nelson; Sierra
msv28538

Mirare, Disques
Bach, J. S. Das wohltemperierte Clavier,

BWV846-93 Zhu Xiao-Mei MIR235 (four CDs)

Beethoven ‘Complete Piano Sonatas’
El Bacha MIR187 (ten CDs)

MSR Classics
Beethoven ‘A Beethoven Odyssey, 

Vol. 2’: Piano Sonatas – No. 8 in C minor,
Op. 13, ‘Pathétique’; No. 14 in C sharp
minor, Op. 27 No. 2, ‘Moonlight’; No. 19
in G minor, Op. 49 No. 1; No. 20 in G,
Op. 49 No. 2; No. 21 in C, Op. 53,
‘Waldstein’ Brawn MS1466

Beethoven ‘Complete Works for Cello
and Piano’ Carr; Sauer MS1486 (two CDs)

Musical Concepts
Beethoven Piano Sonatas – No. 10 in G,

Op. 14 No. 2; No. 17 in D minor, Op. 31
No. 2, ‘Tempest’; No. 21 in C, Op. 53,
‘Waldstein’ Kvapil MC147

Brahms. Schenker Intermezzo in E, 
Op. 116 No. 4. Intermezzo in E minor, 
Op. 116 No. 5. Sechs Klavierstücke, 
Op. 118. Vier Klavierstücke, Op. 119.
Zweistimmige Inventionen, Op. 5. 
Fünf Klavierstücke, Op. 4 Joeres MC146

Naïve Classique
Beethoven String Quartets – No. 1 in F,

Op. 18 No. 1; No. 8 in E minor, Op. 59
No. 2; No. 11 in F minor, Op. 95, ‘Serioso’
Quatuor Voce V5356

Berlioz. Gluck. Handel. Massenet.
Mozart. Offenbach. Saint-Saëns. Vivaldi
‘La Passion Lemieux’, inc. excerpts from
‘Les Troyens’, ‘Orfeo ed Euridice’,
‘Iphigénie en Aulide’, ‘Giulio Cesare in
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Egitto’, ‘Hérodiade’, ‘Le nozze di Figaro’,
‘Mitridate’, ‘La Clemenza di Tito’, ‘La Fille
du Régiment’, ‘Samson et Dalila’ and
‘Orlando Furioso’ Lemieux; Gauvin; Jaroussky;
Ensemble Matheus/Spinosi; Les Violons du
Roy/Labadie; Orch Natioanl de France/Gabel; 
Il Complesso Barocco/Curtis V5340

Debussy. Nielsen. Spohr Première
Rapsodie. Clarinet Concerto, FS129. Clarinet
Concerto No. 4 in E minor, WoO20
Grammenos; Sposobina; Vienna Radio SO/
Rasilainen V5348

Prokofiev. Stravinsky Violin Concerto
No. 2 in G minor, Op. 63. Violin Concerto
in D Kopatchinskaja; LPO/Jurowski V5352

Naxos
Bloch Symphony in C sharp minor. Poems

of the Sea LSO/Atlas 8.573241

Clementi Symphonies – No. 3 in G,
WoO34, ‘Great National’; No. 4 in D,
WoO35. Overture in C Orch Sinfonica di
Roma/La Vecchia 8.573112

Françaix. Glass, P. Rutter ‘Harpsichord
Concertos’: Concerto pour Clavecin et
Ensemble instrumental. Concerto for
Harpsichord and Chamber Orchestra. Suite
Antique Lewis; McMurtery; West Side Chamber
Orch/Mallon 8.573146

Gesualdo ‘The Complete Madrigals’
Delitiae Musicae/Longhini 8.507013 (seven CDs)

Leclair Violin Sonatas, Book 2 – Nos. 6-7,
9-12 Butterfield; Manson; Cummings 8.572867

Liszt ‘Complete Piano Music, Vol. 37’:
Tre Sonetti del Petrarca, S168. Venezia e
Napoli, S159. Klavierstück No. 1 in A flat,
S189a. Galop de bal, S220. Grand Galop
chromatique, S219, etc. Jue Wang 8.572808

Maxwell Davies Strathclyde Concertos –
No. 5 for Violin, Viola and Chamber
Orchestra; No. 6 for Flute and Orchestra
Clark; Marwood; Nicholson; Scottish Chamber
Orch/Maxwell Davies 8.572354

Meyer, K. ‘String Quartets, Vol. 4’:
String Quartets – No. 1, Op. 8; No. 2, 
Op. 23; No. 3, Op. 27; No. 4, Op. 33
Wieniawski String Quartet 8.573165

Rachmaninov Symphony No. 1 in 
D minor, Op. 13. The Isle of the Dead, 
Op. 29 Detroit SO/Slatkin 8.573234

Saint-Saëns ‘Music for Violin and Piano,
Vol. 2’: Violin Sonata No. 2 in E flat, 
Op. 102. Suite in D minor, Op. 16.
Romance in C, Op. 48. Méditation. 
Le Cygne. Violin Sonata (unfinished)
Clamagirand; Cohen 8.572751

Schoenberg Verklärte Nacht, Op. 4.
String Quartet No. 1, Op. 7. Four Canons
Fred Sherry String Quartet and Sextet 8.557534

Urspruch Das Unmöglichste von Allem
Berowska; Broberg; Fendl; Föttinger; Grätzel;
Klava; Maier; Sauerbrey; Petitjean; Schmidt;
Wieben; Chor und Orch des pianopianissimo
musiktheater München; Sorbisches National-
Ensemble/Yinon 8.660333-35 (three CDs)

Naxos Blu-ray
Copland Rodeo. Dance Panels. El Salón

México. Danzón Cubano Detroit SO/Slatkin
NBD0037 (Blu-ray audio disc)

Naxos Musical Journeys
Beethoven ‘A Musical Journey – Austria:

Mühlviertel, Styria, Rust, Burgenland’ Various
artists 2.110337 (DVD-V)

Haydn ‘A Musical Journey – Oxford: 
A Musical Visit to the Town and University’
Various artists 2.110343 (DVD-V)

Verdi ‘A Musical Journey – Italy: Assisi,
Lucca, San Gimignano, Montalcino,
Montepulciano’ Various artists
2.110325 (DVD-V)

Neu records
Humet ‘Niwa – Chamber Works’: 

Quatre jardins zen. Jardín de haikus. Pètals
London Sinfonietta/Collon NEUMCHST002

Vivancos ‘blanc – choral works’: Obriu-
me els ilavis, Senyor. Messe aux sons des
cloches. El cant dels ocells. Bubbles. A Child
is Born. Nigra sum. Salve d’ecos. Le cri des
bergers. Nigra es, pulchra sum Latvian Radio
Ch/Klava NEUMCHST001 (two CDs)

Nimbus Alliance
Chopin Piano Sonata No. 3 in B minor,

Op. 58. 24 Préludes, Op. 28 van Bloss
NI6215

Elgar. Sawyers Violin Sonata in E minor,
Op. 82. Violin Sonatas Nos. 1 and 2 Steinberg
Duo NI6240

Nimbus Records
Schumann Frauenliebe und -leben, 

Op. 42. Gedichte von Königin Maria Stuart,
Op. 135. Sieben Lieder von Elisabeth
Kulmann zu Erinnerung an die Dichterin,
Op. 104, etc. de Rothschild; Farmer NI5908

von Bülow ‘von Bülow 2’: Mazurka-
Fantaisie, Op. 13. Elfenjagd, Op. 14.
Invitation à la Polka, Op. 6. Trois Valses
caractéristiques, Op. 18. Königsmarsch, 
Op. 28, etc. Anderson NI5907

Novum Records
Charpentier, M-A. ‘Musique sacrée’:

Conserva me, Domine, H230. Caecilia Virgo
et Martyr, H397. De profundis clamavi ad
te, H189 New College Ch, Oxford; Oxford
Baroque/Higginbottom NCR1387

Odradek Records
Bartók. Kodály. Kurtág. Ligeti et al

‘Splinters’: Trois Burlesques, BB55.
Méditation sur un motif de Claude Debussy.
Splinters. Fém, etc. Marczi ODRCD307

Benjamin. Cashian. King. Lindberg
‘Jubilees’: Shadowlines. Six Pieces after
paintings by Ben Hartley. Six Piano Etudes.
Piano Jubilees King ODRCD308

Oehms Classics
Bach, J. S. Handel. Hollins.

Rachmaninov. Tchaikovsky. Whiting.
Wolstenholme et al ‘The Brittanic Organ,
Vol. 6 – Welte’s British Organists: Five
Victorian Virtuosi’ Hollins; Wolstenholme; 
Goss-Custard, H.; Wolton; Goss-Custard, R.
OC845 (two CDs)

Brahms Symphonies – No. 3 in F, 
Op. 90; No. 4 in E minor, Op. 98
Hamburger Philharmoniker/Young
OC677 (Hybrid SACD)

Brahms. Castelnuovo-Tedesco.
Dohnányi. Kodály. Kreisler. Schubert
‘Recital for Cello and Piano’, inc. Dohnányi’s
‘Cello Sonata in B minor, Op. 8’, Kodály’s
‘Sonatine’ and Schubert’s ‘Arpeggione Sonata
in A minor, D821’ Yang; Oetiker OC866

Busoni Doktor Faust Koch; Humes; Daszak;
Very; Hanglestad et al; Chor und Extrachor der
Bayerischen Staatsoper; Bayerisches
Staatsorch/Netopil OC956 (three CDs)

Humperdinck Königskinder Behle; Majeski;
Borchev; Juon; Baldvinsson; Mitterrutzner; Bäuml
et al; Chor der Oper Frankfurt; Frankfurter Opern-
und Museumsorch/Weigle OC943 (three CDs)

Millöcker Der Bettelstudent Roschkowski;
Belakowitsch; Plech; Zink; Queiroz; Böhm; Plassa;
Bergmann et al; Festival Orch Mörbisch/Theimer
OC432

Schubert Die schöne Müllerin, D795
Schmitt; Huber OC822

Schumann Der Rose Pilgerfahrt, Op. 112.
Requiem in D flat, Op. 148 Stallmeister;
Bourvé; Vermeulen; Behle; Berndt; Chorus Musicus
Köln; Das Neue Orch/Spering OC871 (two CDs)
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"[Midori is] One of the most astonishingly gifted
musicians of her generation"

BBC Music (classial-music.com)
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Stunning dramatic works by Dmitri Shostakovich
featuring one of Opera's rising stars, bass-baritone
Shenyang, with one of classical music's legendary
figures Vladimir Ashkenazy.

Distributed exclusively in the UK by Select Music 
and in North America by Naxos of America. www.ondine.net

 

       
   

  

 
 

     
      

      
  

        
       

 

       
   

  

 
 

     
      

      
  

        
       

 

       
   

  

 
 

     
      

      
  

        
       

 

       
   

  

 
 

     
      

      
  

        
       

 

       
   

  

 
 

     
      

      
  

        
       

 

       
   

  

 
 

     
      

      
  

        
       

 

       
   

  

 
 

     
      

      
  

        
       

 

       
   

  

 
 

     
      

      
  

        
       

 

       
   

  

 
 

     
      

      
  

        
       

 

       
   

  

 
 

     
      

      
  

        
       

 

       
   

  

 
 

     
      

      
  

        
       

 

       
   

  

 
 

     
      

      
  

        
       

 

       
   

  

 
 

     
      

      
  

        
       

 

       
   

  

 
 

     
      

      
  

        
       

 

       
   

  

 
 

     
      

      
  

        
       

 

       
   

  

 
 

     
      

      
  

        
       

 

       
   

  

 
 

     
      

      
  

        
       

 

       
   

  

 
 

     
      

      
  

        
       

 

       
   

  

 
 

     
      

      
  

        
       

 

       
   

  

 
 

     
      

      
  

        
       



Ondine
Hindemith Symphonic Metamorphosis on

themes by Carl Maria von Weber. Violin
Concerto. Konzertmusik, Op. 50 Midori;
NDR Sinfonieorch/Eschenbach ODE1214-2

Lindberg, M. Violin Concerto. Jubilees.
Souvenir Kuusisto, P.; Tapiola
Sinfonietta/Lindberg, M. ODE1175-2

Shostakovich The Execution of Stepan
Razin, Op. 119. Zoya Suite, Op. 64a. Suite
on Finnish Themes Shentang; Palo; Katajala;
State Ch ‘Latvija’; Helsinki PO/Ashkenazy, V.
ODE1225-2

Onyx Classics
Bach, J. S. Beethoven. Liszt. Schubert.

Tchaikovsky ‘Mikhail Pletnev In Person’,
inc. Bach’s ‘Chaconne (transcr. Busoni)’,
Beethoven’s ‘Piano Sonata No. 2 in A, Op. 2
No. 2’, Liszt’s ‘Mädchens Wünsch (Chopin),
S480 No. 1’ and Tchaikovsky’s ‘Nocturne in
C sharp minor, Op. 19 No. 4’ Pletnev
ONYX4110

Beethoven. Brahms Romances – No. 1
in G, Op. 40; No. 2 in F, Op. 50. Serenade
No. 1 in D, Op. 11 Dumay; Kansai PO
ONYX4101

Bloch. Janá∂ek. Shostakovich Violin
Sonata No. 2, ‘Poème mystique’. Violin
Sonata, JW VII/7. Violin Sonata in G, 
Op. 134 Midori; Aydin ONYX4084

Opening Day Records
Schumann Carnaval, Op. 9. Kinderszenen,

Op. 15 (both arr. Coletti/Ridenour)
Canadian Brass ODR7438DL

Opera Australia
Puccini Madama Butterfly (stage direction:

Moffatt Oxenbould) Egglestone; Omura;
Macfarlane; Pendry; Ryan; Plumpton; Brown;
Arthur et al; Opera Australia Chor; Orch
Victoria/Reggioli (Melbourne. 2012)
OPOZ56040CD (two CDs); OPOZ56038DVD

(DVD-V); OPOZ56039BD (Blu-ray disc)

Opera Rara
Donizetti Caterina Cornaro Giannattasio;

Lee; Cook; Mlinde; Broadbent; Félix; Bevan, S.
et al; BBC Singers; BBC SO/Parry
ORC48 (two CDs)

Opus Arte
Argento. Berlioz. Britten. Copland.

Strauss, R. Vaughan Williams ‘The
Shining River’, inc. Argento’s ‘Winter’,
Copland’s ‘Twelve Poems of Emily
Dickinson’ and Old American Songs’ and
Vaughan Williams’s ‘Orpheus with his lute’
Chilcott; Burnside OACD9016D

Glass, P. The Perfect American (stage
direction: Phelim McDermott) Purves;
Pittsinger; Kaasch; Kelly; McLaughlin; Tynan;
Fikret; Lomas et al; The Improbable Skills
Ensemble; Coro y Orquesta Titulares del Teatro
Real/Davies (Madrid, 2013)
OA1117D (DVD-V); OABD7129D (Blu-ray disc)

Liszt. Massenet. Ravel. Satie. 
Strauss, J. I ‘Ashton Celebration’:
Marguerite and Armand. Meditation from
Thaïs. La valse. Monotones I and II. Voices
of Spring Artists of the Royal Ballet; Orch of the
Royal Opera House, Covent Garden/Plasson
(London, 2013)
OA1116D (DVD-V); OABD7128D (Blu-ray disc)

Shakespeare The Taming of the Shrew
(music: Richard Hammarton; stage direction:
Toby Frow) Spiro; Paisley Day; Bertenshaw;
Quigley; Timms; Weir; Anderson; Beamish;
Beames; Donaghy et al (Shakespeare’s Globe
Theatre, 2012) OA1113D (DVD-V)

Tchaikovsky ‘The Classic Ballets’: Swan
Lake, Op. 20 (choreography: Marius Petipa
and Lev Ivanov). The Sleeping Beauty, 

Op. 66 (choreography: Marius Petipa).
Nutcracker, Op. 71 (choreography: Peter
Wright after Lev Ivanov) Nuñez; Soares;
McGorian; Saunders et al; Cojocaru; Bonelli;
Saunders; McGorian et al; Yoshida; Cervera;
McRae; Avis et al; The Royal Ballet; Orchestra of
the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden/
Ovsyanikov (London, 2009, 2006); Kessels
(London, 2009) OA1119D (three DVD-Vs);

OABD7131D (three Blu-ray discs)

Tchaikovsky Eugene Onegin, Op. 24
(stage direction: Kasper Holten) Stoyanova;
Keenlyside; Maximova; Breslik; Rose; Montague
et al; Chor and Orch of the Royal Opera House,
Covent Garden/Ticciati (London, 2013)
OA1120D (DVD-V); OABD7132D (Blu-ray disc)

Opus Arte Essential Opera Collection
Bizet Carmen (stage direction: David

McVicar) Voschezang; Milne; Haddock; Best; von
Otter; Hegarty; Rice; Wise et al; Stoke Brunswick
School Children’s Chor; Glyndebourne Chor;
LPO/Jordan, P. (Glyndebourne, 2002)
OAMO6011D (two DVD-Vs)

Bizet. Monteverdi. Mozart.
Offenbach. Puccini. Verdi. Wagner 
‘The Essential Opera Collection’: Carmen.
L’Orfeo. Don Giovanni. Le nozze di Figaro.
Les Contes d’Hoffmann. Tosca. Rigoletto.
Aida. Il trovatore. Die Walküre Various artists
OAMO6000D (19 DVD-Vs)

Monteverdi L’Orfeo (stage direction:
Pierre Audi) Ainsley; Lascarro; Balleys; Smythe;
Cordier; Chance; Luperi; Fink et al; Tragicomedia;
Concerto Palatino/Stubbs (Amsterdam, 1997)
OAMO6007D (two DVD-Vs)

Mozart Don Giovanni, K527 (stage
direction: Lluis Pasqual) Álvarez; Reiter; Bayo;
Bros; Ganassi; Regazzo; López; Moreno et al; Coro
y Orquesta Titulares del Teatro Real/Pérez
(Madrid, 2005) OAMO6003D (two DVD-Vs)

Mozart Le nozze di Figaro, K492 (stage
direction: Christoph Marthaler) Mattei; Oelze;
Murphy; Regazzo; Schäfer; Schneiderman; Bracht;
Ulrich et al; Choeurs et Orch de l’Opéra National
de Paris/Cambreling (Paris, 2006)
OAMO6004D (two DVD-Vs)

Offenbach Les Contes d’Hoffmann (stage
direction: Giancarlo Del Monaco) Machado;
Gorny; Goeldner; Bayo; Kutzarova; Poblador; Fel;
Jean et al; Coro de Opera de Bilbao; Orquesta
Sinfónica de Bilbao/Guingal (Bilbao, 2006)
OAMO6006D (two DVD-Vs)

Puccini Tosca (stage direction: Nuria
Espert) Dessi; Armiliato; Raimondi; Spotti; Sola;
Sanchez; Ribot; Santiago et al; Coro y Orquesta
Titulares del Teatro Real/Benini (Madrid, 2004)
OAMO6002D (two DVD-Vs)

Verdi Aida (stage direction: José Antonio
Gutiérrez) Palatchi; Fiorillo; Dessì; Armiliato;
Scandiuzzi; Pons; Fadó; Nebot et al; Coro y
Orquesta Sinfónica del Gran Teatre del
Liceu/Gómez Martínez (Barcelona, 2003)
OAMO6009D (two DVD-Vs)

Verdi Il Trovatore (stage direction: Elijah
Moshinsky) Cura; Hvorostovsky; Villarroel;
Tomasson; Jeffers; Barnard; Telfer et al; Chor 
and Orch of the Royal Opera House, Covent
Garden/Rizzi (London, 2002)
OAMO6010D (two DVD-Vs)

Verdi Rigoletto (stage direction: David
McVicar) Álvarez; Auty; Broadbent; Ramsay;
Gavanelli; Hayes; Parodi; Halvarson et al; Chor
and Orch of the Royal Opera House, Covent
Garden/Downes (London, 2001)
OAMO6005D (DVD-V)

Wagner Die Walküre (stage direction:
Pierre Audi) Bröcheler; Keyes; Rydl; Secunde;
Altmeyer; Runkel; Vilsmaier; Stumphius et al;
Netherlands PO/Haenchen (Amsterdam, 1999)
OAMO6008D (two DVD-Vs)

Orchid Classics
Bach, J. S. Barber. Beethoven. Berg.

Busoni. Kurtág ‘Bach to the Future’, inc.
Bach’s ‘Aus tiefer Not schrei ich zu dir,
BWV687 (arr. Kurtág)’ and ‘Ich ruf’ zu dir,
Herr Jesu Christ, BWV639 (arr. Busoni)’,
Barber’s ‘Piano Sonata, Op. 26’ and Berg’s
‘Piano Sonata, Op. 1’ Wass; Abramski
ORC100033

Beethoven. Schubert An die ferne
Geliebte, Op. 98. Die schöne Müllerin,
D795. Winterreise, D911. Schwanengesang,
D957 Gilchrist; Tilbrook ORC100034 (two CDs)

Orfeo International
Wagner ‘Overtures and Preludes’, inc

excerpts from ‘Rienzi’, ‘Lohengrin’,
‘Tannhäuser’, ‘Götterdämmerung’, ‘Parsifal’,
‘Tristan und Isolde’ and ‘Die Meistersinger
von Nürnberg’ Orch der Deutschen Oper
Berlin/Thielemann C879132I (two CDs)

OUR Recordings
Mikkelborg Going to Pieces without

Falling Apart (Concerto for harp, recorder
and string orchestra). Afterthoughts
Mikkelborg; Davies; Petri; South Jutland
SO/Christensen 6.220607 (Hybrid SACD)

Praga Digitals
Bartók. Berg Violin Concerto No. 2,

BB117. Rhapsody No. 2, BB96b. Concerto
for Violin and Orchestra, ‘à la mémoire d’un
ange’ Stern; NYPO/Bernstein (1958; 1962;
1959) DSD350099 (Hybrid SACD)

Beethoven. Debussy Piano Concerto 
No. 5 in E flat, Op. 73, ‘Emperor’. Piano
Sonata No. 32 in C minor, Op. 111. Images
Michelangeli; Prague SO (FOK)/Smetá∂ek
DSD350098 (Hybrid SACD)

Dvo∑ák String Quartets – No. 12 in F,
B179, ‘American’; No. 14 in A flat, B193.
Terzetto, B148 Zemlinsky Quartet
DSD250300 (Hybrid SACD)

Mozart Piano Concertos – No. 11 in F,
K413/K387a; No. 12 in A, K414/K385b;
No. 13 in C, K415/K378b Pechocova-
Vernerova; Prazák Quartet
DSD250298 (Hybrid SACD)

Priory Records
Barber. Copland. Emerson. Jarrett.

Langlais. Lazzeri. LoMuscio. Vaughan
Williams ‘Great European Organs, Vol. 89
– The Chichi Organ of the Basilica del Sacro
Cuore, Rome’, inc. Emerson’s ‘Fantasy on
‘Fanfare for the Common Man’’, Jarrett’s
‘Invocations’ and Vaughan Williams’s
‘Fantasia on a Theme of Thomas Tallis’
LoMuscio PRCD1096

Sheppard ‘The Church Music of John
Sheppard – The Collected Vernacular Works,
Vol. 1’: O God be merciful. O Happy
Dames. Christ rising again. First Service:
Venite and Te Deum. Benedictus. I give you
a new commandment. Creed. Quia fecit.
Magnificat and Nunc dimittis. Four Short
Organ Pieces, etc. Academia Musica Ch,
Hereford/Arji PRCD1081

Stanford ‘The Complete Organ Works,
Vol. 1’: Fantasia and Toccata, Op. 57.
Organ Sonatas – No. 1 in F, Op. 149; 
No. 2, Op. 151. Prelude on Tallis’s ‘Canon’,
Op. 88, etc. Cook (organ of Salisbury Cathedral)
PRCD1095

Various composers ‘Great Hymns from
Lincoln’ Lincoln Minster Chamber Ch; Harrison/
Prentice PRCD1104

Resonus Classics
Dornel. Duphly. Francoeur. Leclair.

Marais. Rameau ‘sonnerie and other
portraits – french baroque chamber works’,
inc. Dornel’s ‘Sonate, Op. 2 No. 4’,

Marais’s ‘Tombeau pour M de Lully’ and
‘Sonnerie de Ste-Geneviève du Mont-de-
Paris’ and Rameau’s ‘Cinquième Concert’
Fantasticus RES10122 (download only)

Royal Conservatoire of Scotland
Britten. Elgar. Holst. Ledger.

O’Regan. Rutter ‘There is No Rose’: 
A Ceremony of Carols, Op. 28. The Snow,
Op. 26 No. 1. Jesu, Thou the Virgin-Born,
H82 No. 3. Mathew, Mark, Luke and John.
Bring Rest, Sweet Dreaming Child. Deck the
Hall, etc. Les Sirènes Female Chamber Ch
NI6249

RPO Records
Barry, J. ‘Movie Legends – The Music of

John Barry’, inc. music for the films ‘Born
Free’, ‘The Ipcress File’, ‘King Kong’,
‘Dances with Wolves’, ‘Chaplin’, ‘The
Quiller Memorandum’, ‘Indecent Proposal’,
‘Out of Africa’ and ‘Zulu’ RPO/Raine;
Bateman; Ingman; Kashif RPOSP042

Sadler’s Wells on screen
Cowton. Montoyas. Thompson ‘Push’:

Solo; Shift; Two; Push (choreography: Russell
Maliphant) Guillem; Maliphant
SWDVD001 (DVD-V)

Sheva Collection
Falla. Granados. Seabourne ‘Steps, 

Vol. 3’: Fantasía Baetica. Danzas Españolas.
Arabesques Bell SH088

Seabourne ‘Steps, Vol. 2’: Studies of
Invention Books 1-3 Santini SH065

Seabourne Sonata Appassionata. On the
Blue Shore of Silence. A Music Beginning
Shutko, Ostap; Shutko, Olga; Dragan SH082

Signum Classics
Mozart Die Schuldigkeit des ersten

Gebots, K35 Clayton; Kennedy; Bevan; Fox;
Burggraaf; Classical Opera/Page
SIGCD343 (two CDs)

Various composers ‘The Great American
Songbook’, inc. jazz arrangements by
Alexander L’Estrange The King’s Singers; South
Jutland SO SIGCD341 (two CDs)

Somm Céleste
Bogdanovic. Kolanian. Rodrigo.

Torroba. Villa-Lobos et al ‘Gypsy Ballad’,
inc. two of Bogdanovic’s ‘Balkan Miniatures’,
Kolanian’s ‘Noubar Noubar’, Rodrigo’s
‘Junto al Generalife’, Torroba’s ‘Suite
Castellana’ and Villa-Lobos’s ‘Valsa-Concerto
No. 2’ Kotzia SOMMCD0130

Delius ‘Orchestral Music for Two Pianos,
Vol. 2’: Paris – Song of a Great City. Eventyr
(once upon a time) (both arr. Buths).
Fantastic Dance (arr. Barthlett/Robinson).
Summer night on the river (arr. Heseltine).
A Song in the High Hills (arr. Grainger)
Callaghan; Takenouchi SOMMCD0129

Schubert Four Impromptus, D899. 
Four Impromptus, D935. 17 Ländler, D366
Williams SOMMCD0127

Stanford ‘Partsongs’: My heart in thine.
Farewell, my joy!. Out in the windy West.
God and the Universe. Diaphenia. The Blue
Bird, Op. 119 No. 3. On a hill there grows
a flower. Like desert woods. Corydon, arise!.
The Swallow, etc. Birmingham Conservatoire
Chamber Ch/Spicer SOMMCD0128

Somm Recordings
Bridge. Delius. Ireland. Keys. Rubbra

Cello Sonata in D minor, H125. Sonata for
Viola (or Violoncello) and Piano. Cello
Sonata. Cello Sonata in G minor. Cello
Sonata. Cello Sonata in G minor, Op. 60
Baillie; Thwaites SOMMCD251-2 (two CDs)

Steinway & Sons
Bartók. Janá∂ek. Kodály ‘A folk song

runs through it’: Piano Sonata, BB88.
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Romanian Folk Dances, BB68. In the Mists,
JW VIII/22. Seven Pieces, Op. 11 Rangell
30018

Bull et al ‘Basically Bull’: Christe
Redemptor omnium. Fantasia. Canon 4 in 2.
Pavan in the Second Tone. Lord Lumley’s
Gaillard. Ut re mi fa sol la, etc. Feinberg
30019

Stone Records
Britten The Heart of the Matter. Canticles

– No. 1, My beloved is mine, Op. 40; 
No. 2, Abraham and Isaac; No. 3, Still falls
the rain, Op. 55; No. 4, Journey of the
Magi, Op. 86; No. 5, The death of St
Narcissus, Op. 89 Norman; Gould; MacLean;
Towers; Williams; Walter; Watkins; Webb
5060192780314

Stradivarius
Danyel ‘Like as the lute delights’: Can

doleful notes?. Dost thou withdraw thy
grace?. Thou Pretty Bird. Mounsiers
Almayne. Daniells Jigge. I die whenas I do
not see. Mrs Anne Grene her leaves by
green, etc. Chance; Beier STR33903

Scelsi ‘Giacinto Scelsi Collection, Vol. 5’:
String Quartets Nos. 1-5. Khoom Arditti
Quartet STR33805 (two CDs)

Telarc
Brahms. Schumann, C. ‘Brahms

Beloved’: Symphonies – No. 2 in D, 
Op. 73; No. 4 in E minor, Op. 98. Lieder
Thomas; Cabell; Orch Sinfonica di Milano
Giuseppe Verdi/Axelrod TEL3465802 (two CDs)

Toccata Classics
Center ‘Instrumental and Chamber Music

Vol. 1 – Music for Solo Piano’: Piano
Sonata. Six Bagatelles, Op. 3. Three Etudes.
Pantomime. Sonatine, etc. Guild TOCC0179

Eller ‘Complete Piano Music, Vol. 4’:
Piano Sonata No. 1. Six Pieces. Nocturne.
Pastorale. Butterfly. Ballade, etc. Lassmann
TOCC0209

Facco ‘Pensieri Adriarmonici – Concerti 
à cinque, Vol. 1’: Concertos Nos. 1-6
Zogbi; Mexican Baroque Orch/Lawrence
TOCC0202

Tartini ‘30 Sonate piccole, Vol. 2’:
Sonatas Nos. 7-12 Sheppard Skærved
TOCC0208

Veress ‘Complete Music for String
Quartet’: Concerto for String Quartet and
Orchestra. String Quartets Nos. 1 and 2
Basel String Quartet; Hungarian SO/Schultsz
TOCC0062

TYXart
Genzmer ‘Organ Works/Orgelwerke’:

Osterkonzert, GeWV 400. Finale (Fantasie
über den Choral ‘Hinunter ist der Sonne
Schein’), GeWV 411. Festliches Präludium
(Introduktion, Aria und Finale) GeWV 407.
Pfingtskonzert, GeWV 399. Sinfonisches
Konzert No. 2, GeWV 409 Weinberger (Rieger
organ of St Johannes Baptist, Paderborn-Wewer)
TXA13023

Rolón. Zyman ‘Mexican Piano
Concertos’: El Festin de los Enanos, Op. 30.
Concierto para Piano y Grande Orquesta,
Op. 42. Concierto para Piano y Orquesta
Corona; Nürnberger Symphoniker/Bühl
TXA13024

Urlicht
Barthélemon. Handel ‘European Baroque

Masters in London’, inc. Barthélemon’s
‘Duettos in C and G’ and Handel’s ‘Trio
Sonata in G minor, Op. 2 No. 8’ and ‘Trio
Sonata in E, Op. 2 No. 9’ Karr; Darvarova;
Lewis UAV5993

Korngold. Marx Suite, Op. 23.
Klavierquartett in form einer Rhapsodie
New York Piano Quartet UAV5996

Mahler ‘The Music of Gustav Mahler –
Issued 78s, 1903-40’ Fried; Mengelberg;
Horenstein; Konoye et al UAV5980 (eight CDs)

Nono La lontananza nostalgica utopica
futura Cuckson; Burns
UAV5992 (Blu-ray audio disc + CD)

Walhall Eternity
Schreker Der ferne Klang Zeyen; Bensing;

Gonszar; Heimpel; Hofmann et al; Chor und
Symphonie-Orch von Radio Frankfurt/Zillig
(Frankfurt, 1948) WLCD0374 (two CDs)

Verdi Otello Kabaivanska; Vickers; Quilico
et al; Orquesta y Coro Estables del Teatro
Colón/Klobucar (Buenos Aires, 1963)
WLCD0375 (two CDs)

Warner Classics
Various composers ‘The Sound of Alison

Balsom’: A portrait of the artist Balsom et al
191622

Wergo
Henze Symphonies – No. 1 (‘Sinfonie’ 

for chamber orchestra); No. 6 (‘Sinfonia’ 
for two orchestras) Rundfunk-Sinfonieorch
Berlin/Janowski WER6724-2

Hosokawa ‘Silent Flowers – String
Quartets’: Blossoming. Floral Fairy.
Kalligraphie. Landscape I. Silent Flowers.
Urbilder Arditti Quartet WER6761-2

Winged Lion
Britten. Dove. Howells. Leighton.

Martin. Pott ‘Incarnation’, inc. Britten’s 
‘A Boy was Born’, Dove’s ‘The Three
Kings’, Howells’s ‘Long, Long Ago’,
Leighton’s ‘A Hymn of the Nativity’,
Martin’s ‘Adam Lay Ybounden’ and Pott’s
‘Balulalow’ trebles of Copenhagen Royal Chapel
Ch; Gabrieli Consort/McCreesh SIGCD346
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I was born in 1956 and Britten’s music was
part of my childhood: he was the first living
composer whose works I came to know,
either through performing or hearing them.
When I was a musical teenager, Britten’s
newest pieces always engendered excitement:
discovering the records of the War Requiem 
in about 1969, sitting glued to the BBC
television premiere of Owen Wingrave, and
awaiting the works of Britten’s final years
with impatience. So it feels a little strange to
be celebrating his centenary already, but here
we are, approaching November 22nd, 2013,
and record companies – especially Britten’s
own – have taken the opportunity to mark
the occasion. The most important by far is a
comprehensive celebratory box from Decca,
the company for which Britten made most of
his recordings.

Britten: The Complete Works
This mighty set is a remarkable collaboration
between Decca and some 20 other labels.
Thanks to the cooperative nature of this
venture, the Decca box is able to include 
all Britten’s original works (barring a handful
of marginal pieces, mostly noted below) in
their final versions; the first versions of Billy
Budd and the Violin Concerto are available
elsewhere – Billy Budd in Warner’s Essential
Benjamin Britten (discussed below). The
set does not include Britten’s performances 
of other composers (but those he recorded
for Decca are in Britten the Performer,
discussed below), nor arrangements such 
as Britten’s Purcell realizations and his
reorchestration of ‘What the Wild Flowers
Tell Me’ from Mahler’s Third Symphony. The
idea of this set has been to present Britten’s
original canonical works in toto and that’s
what we are given here. A few weeks of total
immersion in this set have proved to be an
infinitely rewarding experience, and a reminder
of what an astonishingly original and compelling
musical voice Britten was over more than five
decades of creative endeavour. During his
lifetime, he was variously charged with being
too fluent, or for not grappling with twelve-
tone technique, but these seem peculiarly
facile criticisms when one listens to the 
whole of his output. His position as one of
the most important and inventive composers
of the twentieth century is confirmed beyond
a shadow of doubt by this set: if anything, his
stature grows, not least through having the
opportunity to hear works that are seldom
performed alongside familiar masterpieces. 

Decca has a marvellous archive of its 
own Britten recordings on which to draw for
this release. Many of them are familiar and
most have been on CD before, but it’s the
comprehensiveness of this project that makes
it so valuable. This large box is organized in
four sections, to which is added an Appendix
of historical recordings (including the
rehearsals of the War Requiem, as well as
several important performances noted in the
course of this review, and a DVD of Tony

Palmer’s BBC film about The Burning Fiery
Furnace). The first section is ‘The Operas’ and
everything here is likely to be well known to
Britten collectors. Britten himself conducted
most of his own operas for Decca: Peter
Grimes, The Rape of Lucretia, Albert Herring,
Billy Budd, The Turn of the Screw, Midsummer
Night’s Dream and Owen Wingrave. Paul Bunyan
comes in the recording made for EMI/Virgin
by Philip Brunelle with the Plymouth Music
Series; the premiere recording of Death in
Venice features the original cast conducted 
by Steuart Bedford under the composer’s
supervision. Gloriana comes in the outstanding
recording conducted by Charles Mackerras,
long associated with Britten’s music ever since
conducting some of the original performances
of The Turn of the Screw. It’s impossible to
imagine more definitive performances than
these and most of them are in the finest
Decca sound of the time: for the most part
it’s still extraordinarily good. The Turn of the
Screw is in mono, but this hardly matters,
since the cast is at its freshest and the work
was still new. Peter Pears is central to the
success of most of these performances, singing
the roles that were directly inspired by and
created for him. I know there are some 
who find Pears’s voice just too individual, 
but this is the musician Britten had in mind
for major roles in several of his greatest
operas: Grimes, Captain Vere, Quint,
Aschenbach and so on. In other words, 
not only do these performances mostly have
the authority of Britten’s conducting but also,
in many cases, of the singers for whom the
parts were conceived – Pears above all. 

The second subdivision of the box is ‘Stage
and Screen’ and here we come to some far

less-well-known music. Of
the ‘stage’ works, Britten’s
‘new musical version’ of
The Beggar’s Opera comes in
the 1992 recording under
Bedford, while Noye’s Fludde
is the first recording under
Norman Del Mar (it’s
never been bettered) 
and The Little Sweep (Let’s
Make an Opera) is the 1956
mono recording by Britten
himself. The Golden Vanity is
described as a ‘vaudeville’
by Britten – he conceived 
it as a miniature stage work
(in costume but without
scenery) for the Vienna
Boys’ Choir. It comes 
in the recording by the

Wandsworth School Boys’ Choir conducted 
by Russell Burgess, with Britten at the piano.
The three ‘Church Parables’ are among the
most innovative of Britten’s stage works:
Curlew River based on a Japanese Noh-play,
The Burning Fiery Furnace and The Prodigal Son,
all written for hand-picked groups of singers
and players for performance in church and
heard here in the recordings all credited as
being under the joint musical direction of
Britten and Viola Tunnard. These are three 
of Britten’s most experimental pieces, given
performances of superb assurance and
compelling advocacy. The Children’s Crusade
(after Brecht) was written for children – the
Wandsworth Boys – on the 50th anniversary
of the Save the Children Fund, but the
musical language of this ‘ballad for children’s
voices and orchestra’ is stark and challenging.
The Prince of the Pagodas was composed for 
the Royal Ballet and the score incorporates
elements of the Balinese music that had
fascinated Britten for many years (his 1941
recording with Colin McPhee of Balinese
Ceremonial Music isn’t included here, though
it’s readily available elsewhere – it would
have been fascinating to have McPhee’s 
two-piano work juxtaposed with Britten’s
own recording of The Prince of the Pagodas,
which owes much to McPhee’s model in
places). The recording is slightly cut (Oliver
Knussen’s EMI version is complete – see
below). Britten’s other original ballet is a
rarity: Plymouth Town, composed in 1931
while he was a first-year student at the Royal
College of Music, comes in a recording by
the BBC SO conducted by Grant Llwellyn
that originally appeared as a cover disc on 
the BBC Music magazine. 

Britten box sets
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Britten’s film scores were mostly written
for the GPO (Post Office) Film Unit in 
the 1930s (the most famous of these is 
Night Mail), though The Way to the Sea 
was for the Southern Railway, and Love 
from a Stranger was the only feature film for
which he composed the music. An excellent
disc conducted by Martyn Brabbins includes
these, and Love from a Stranger comes in a
recording by the BBC SO under Jac van
Steen. Britten’s incidental music for plays 
and radio drama is perhaps even less familiar:
The Rescue of Penelope, The Company of Heaven
and more besides, including excerpts from
The Sword in the Stone from a rare recording
conducted by Walter Goehr. I should note 
a couple of omissions: the score of Stratton
(1949), Britten’s last incidental music, 
for a play by Ronald Duncan, is lost; 
all that survives is a recording by the 
English Opera Group Orchestra conducted 
by the composer (released by Pearl on
GEMS0231). That isn’t included in this set,
and nor are Britten’s scores for King Arthur
and The World of the Spirit (both available on
Chandos CHAN9487). 

The third subdivision, ‘Voices’, includes all
of Britten’s non-dramatic works that use vocal
forces, ranging from chorus and orchestra to
voice and piano. Among the choral-orchestral
works, the War Requiem, Spring Symphony and
Saint Nicolas are all firmly established in the
standard repertoire and come in the definitive
composer-conducted versions (Saint Nicolas 
is in mono, but it’s still marvellous; the
War Requiem rehearsals are included in the
Appendix). The Cantata Misericordium and
Cantata Academica are much less regularly
performed, and works like Ballad of Heroes,
Voices for Today, or the very late Welcome 
Ode and Praise we Great Men are seldom
encountered in the concert hall. Many of
these works (and all the major ones) were
recorded by Britten himself, while Simon
Rattle recorded Ballad of Heroes and Praise 
we Great Men; the Welcome Ode comes in a
recording of the first performance, given by
forces drawn from Suffolk schools, conducted
by Keith Shaw in July 1977. 

Choral works – unaccompanied, or with
organ, harp or piano – are very well served.
Rejoice in the Lamb, A Boy was Born and
A Ceremony of Carols are conducted by Britten,
while many of the shorter sacred pieces come
in the versions made for Argo by George
Guest with the Choir of St John’s College,
Cambridge and the brilliant but short-lived
Brian Runnett at the organ. Their recording
of the Missa brevis is very fine, but I’m
delighted that room has also been found in
the Appendix for the first performance at
Westminster Cathedral, directed by George
Malcolm. Other choral works are finely done
by The Sixteen, the Choir of Trinity College,
Cambridge, Louis Halsey’s Elizabethan
Singers, Pears’s Wilbye Consort and others.
The remarkable A.M.D.G. (1939) setting
poems by Gerard Manley Hopkins comes 

in an excellent recording by the London
Sinfonietta Chorus under Terry Edwards.
Britten’s choral output was prolific and there
are a number of shorter pieces here that are
far from familiar even to Britten devotees.
Though it’s not by Britten himself, I should
mention the orchestral arrangement of Rejoice
in the Lamb made at Britten’s request by
Imogen Holst – his assistant for many years –
for an Aldeburgh Festival concert in 1952.
Although not included here, it is available in
an excellent recording issued by Harmonia
Mundi (HMU907576).

The works for solo voice and orchestra
include several masterpieces: Les Illuminations,
the Serenade for Tenor, Horn and Strings, 
the Nocturne and Phaedra. The last of these
was written for Janet Baker, who sings it
incomparably on the 1977 recording with
Steuart Bedford. Les Illuminations was first
sung by a soprano, but Pears’s 1966
recording is used here, supplemented by three
discarded songs taken from Sandrine Piau’s
recent (and splendid) recording originally
released by NMC. The Serenade comes not
only in Pears’s 1963 recording with Barry
Tuckwell but also in his first recording with
Dennis Brain (included in the Appendix) –
both conducted by Britten – while ‘Now
Sleeps the Crimson Petal’, a discarded song
which Britten originally thought of including
in the Serenade, comes in the performance 
by Neil Mackie with the Scottish Chamber
Orchestra and Bedford. The other works for
voice and orchestra include the very early
Quatre chansons françaises (composed in 1928),
in a fine performance by Jill Gomez with
Rattle and the CBSO, and the extraordinary
Our Hunting Fathers is similary impressive from
Elisabeth Söderström with the Orchestra of
Welsh National Opera and Richard Armstrong
(a broadcast performance by Britten and 
Pears is included in the Appendix). The five
Canticles come in the recordings from 1961 
of ‘My Beloved is Mine’ (Pears), ‘Abraham
and Isaac’ (Pears and the boy alto John
Hahessy) and ‘Still Falls the Rain’ (Pears 
and Tuckwell), and the first recordings of
‘The Journey of the Magi’ and ‘The Death of
St Narcissus’. The Appendix also includes the
first studio recording of ‘Abraham and Isaac’
with Norma Procter and Pears: a wonderful
performance. ‘Still Falls the Rain’ appears 
not only in its original form but also in its
reincarnation as part of ‘The Heart of the
Matter’ (sung by Mackie, narrated by Pears). 

The song cycles with piano begin with
Britten and John Shirley-Quirk performing
Tit for Tat (1931). On This Island is an early
cycle based on Auden poems and it was first
performed by a soprano (Sophie Wyss) with
Britten at the piano in 1937. It’s performed
here by Barbara Bonney with Malcolm
Martineau (the first song, ‘Let the florid
music praise’, was recorded by Pears and
Britten in 1955 and is included in the
Appendix). The Cabaret Songs (also Auden
settings) come in a version by Caryl Hughes

and Martineau and the Appendix includes two
of these songs recorded by Pears and Britten
in 1955 – a splendid little discovery. The
Seven Sonnets of Michelangelo come in the
incomparable Pears-Britten mono recording
from 1954, while the Holy Sonnets of John
Donne were made later, in 1967. The first
recording of A Charm of Lullabies was by
Pamela Bowden with Peter Gellhorn at the
piano and is included here. The Hardy songs,
Winter Words, come in the first recording
(Pears-Britten, 1954) but with the addition of
two songs discarded from the work, sung by
Robin Tritschler with Martineau. The later
cycles are all present in their first studio
recordings: Songs from the Chinese with Pears
and Julian Bream, Six Hölderlin Fragments 
with Pears and Britten, Songs and Proverbs of
William Blake with Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau
and Britten, The Poet’s Echo with Galina
Vishnevskaya and Rostropovich and Who are
these Children? with Pears and Britten. A disc
of ‘Early and miscellaneous songs’ includes 
all sorts of unusual material, and two further
discs are devoted to Britten’s folk-song
arrangements, performed by Pears, Sophie
Wyss, Robert Tear, Philip Langridge and
Felicity Lott, with accompanists including
Britten, Osian Ellis and Graham Johnson. 

The fourth group, ‘Instruments’, includes
Britten’s orchestral, chamber and instrumental
works. Given the immense popularity of
The Young Person’s Guide, the outstanding
success of the Sinfonia da Requiem, Variations
on a Theme by Frank Bridge and Simple
Symphony, and regular outings for the Violin
and Piano Concertos, Britten’s orchestral
output is surprisingly small: apart from these
works, and the shockingly neglected Diversions,
the Cello Symphony and the Prelude and Fugue
for 18-part string orchestra (all here in
recordings conducted by Britten) there are
few major pieces. The late Suite on English
Folk Tunes (‘A time there was’) comes in 
a lovely performance by Rattle and the
CBSO, who also give splendid accounts 
of the Occasional Overture (written for the
inauguration of the BBC Third Programme),
An American Overture, Canadian Carnival and
Young Apollo (with Peter Donohoe). It’s
curious that Britten didn’t record his Rossini
arrangements – Soirées musicales and Matinées
musicales – but this set includes versions 
by the National Philharmonic conducted 
by Richard Bonynge. Men of Goodwill – 
a set of variations on ‘God Rest Ye, Merry
Gentlemen’ – is given a lively outing by the
Minnesota Orchestra under Neville Marriner.

The other orchestral works include several
interesting early pieces such as the Rondo
concertante for piano and orchestra (1930), the
Double Concerto for violin and viola (1932)
and the movement from a planned Clarinet
Concerto (1942). Two significant orchestral
recordings are released for the first time: the
Scottish Ballad for two pianos and orchestra
played by Bracha Eden and Alexander Tamir
with the Orchestre de la Suisse Romande

Britten box sets
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under Sergiu Comissiona, and the overture
(with chorus) The Building of the House
conducted by Britten himself. The original
slow movement of the Piano Concerto is
usefully added in the Appendix. Since the 
Four Sea Interludes and Passacaglia from Peter
Grimes are included in this set (the superb
Concertgebouw version under Eduard
van Beinum, in the Appendix of historic
recordings), I wonder why the ‘Symphonic
Suite’ from Gloriana (with its own opus
number, Op. 53a) isn’t also somewhere in
the set. Of the collaborative orchestral works
to which Britten contributed (Sellinger’s Round
and Mont Juic), only the parts composed by
Britten are included, which feels a little odd,
especially with the Variations on Sellinger’s
Round (the complete recording – conducted
by Britten – is included in Britten:
The Performer, reviewed below). Lachrymae
comes in both the original version for viola
and piano and the later arrangement for viola
and strings. 

The chamber music includes early works
played by the Endellion, Gabrieli and Utrecht
Quartets, the numbered string quartets played
by the Allegri (No. 1) and Amadeus (Nos. 2
and 3) Quartets, the Cello Sonata and Suites
from Rostropovich and good recordings of
everything else – including such delightful
oddities as the Timpani Piece for Jimmy (Blades)
played by its dedicatee. Most of the piano
music is recorded by Stephen Hough (solo
works) and Bracha Eden and Alexander 
Tamir (two-piano works), with the assistance
of Ronan O’Hora, Rolf Hind and Anthony
Goldstone, supplemented by historic
recordings of the two-piano pieces by 
Britten and Clifford Curzon. There are 
several rarities among the organ works 
(the Village Organist’s Piece, Voluntary on 
a Theme by Thomas Tallis and They Walk 
Alone Prelude) played by Timothy Bond, 
as well as the Prelude and Fugue on a Theme 
of Vittoria played by Simon Preston. 

Presentation includes five booklets:
standard-sized ones for each of the four work
groups, which contain complete performance
and recording details, excellent notes by
Andrew Huth and texts and translations 
for Britten’s settings of foreign-language 
texts, but not the English texts – so there 
are no opera librettos. There’s a fifth book, 
a larger hardback, handsomely illustrated, 
to accompany the whole set, with an
introduction by Paul Moseley, an essay by
Philip Stuart on Britten’s relationship with
Decca, and memoirs by John Culshaw and
Peter Glossop. This book also includes lovely
illustrations of the original LP sleeves, some
superb session photos, an alphabetical list of
Britten’s works and information about the
material contained on the discs that make up
the Appendix to this set. This is really fine
documentation – a genuine enhancement to
the recordings themselves. A recommendation
for this outstanding release seems almost
superfluous: Decca has produced the definitive

collection of Britten’s works in performances
that are almost all of the highest quality. The
result is a musical treasure house that nobody
who loves this composer’s music should be
without. Only 3,000 copies of this set have
been pressed, so it should be snapped up
without delay (Decca 478 5364, 65 CDs and 

one DVD, approx. 70 hours). 

Britten: The Performer on Decca
This is no mere supplement to The Complete
Works but a set that is significant in its own
right. Running to 27 discs, it includes all of
Britten’s studio recordings made for Decca 
of music by other composers, along with a
number of performances that were recorded
by the BBC and licensed to Decca – mostly
of instrumental and chamber music. (Just 
to clarify: this set does not include those
broadcasts that were issued by BBC Legends
in its Britten series – Shostakovich’s
Fourteenth Symphony, Mahler’s Fourth, 
and so on; as an aside, it would be good 
to have those discs back in circulation.) 

The set opens with Britten’s Bach. The
1971 recording of the St John Passion in
Imogen Holst’s English translation boasts 
a most involving group of soloists led by
Pears as the Evangelist, Gwynne Howell as
Jesus and Shirley-Quirk as Pilate. Britten’s
conducting is dramatic and the whole
performance is superbly paced. It’s a modern-
instrument version, of course, but the English
Chamber Orchestra plays beautifully and 
the contribution of the Wandsworth School
Boys’ Choir is really impressive. Two Bach
Cantatas – Nos. 102 and 151 – come in BBC
recordings made at Aldeburgh. Both are very
fine, marked by some superb solo singing:
Herr, deine Augen sehen nach dem Glauben,
BWV102 features Janet Baker, Pears and
Fischer-Dieskau, while Süsser Trost, mein 
Jesus kommt has a lovely contribution from
Heather Harper, joined by Helen Watts,
Pears and Fischer-Dieskau. Britten’s set of the
Brandenburg Concertos with the ECO is among

the most ebullient and refreshing modern-
instrument versions – animated, stylish and
extremely enjoyable. Purcell is represented
by the 1970 recording of The Fairy Queen with
a cast which includes Jennifer Vyvyan, Alfreda
Hodgson, James Bowman, Charles Brett, 
Ian Partridge, Owen Brannigan, Pears and
Shirley-Quirk. The performing edition of the
work devised by Pears, Britten and Imogen
Holst works extremely well, and though some
of the voices may seem a little operatic for
modern taste in Purcell, the results are so
entertaining that I, for one, don’t mind a bit.
The other Purcell comprises the birthday ode
for Queen Mary, Celebrate this Festival from a
1967 broadcast and Britten’s version of the
Chacony in G minor recorded the following
year with the ECO. 

Handel is represented by a recording that
has not been published complete before: the
Ode For St Cecilia’s Day, live at the inaugural
concert of the Snape Maltings in June 1967
with Harper and Pears, a chorus of East
Anglian choirs and the ECO. Handel was

something of a rarity in Britten’s
conducting repertoire, but this
spirited performance reveals a 
born Handelian. There are four
works by Haydn in this set: the
famous recording of the C major
Cello Concerto with Rostropovich
from 1964, two Symphonies:
No. 45, ‘Farewell’, and No. 55,
‘Schoolmaster’, recorded live at 
the Aldeburgh Festival in 1956 
and conducted in characteristically
illuminating and energetic style;
and the charming set of Haydn’s
Six Canzonettas made by Pears and
Britten in 1961. Britten’s special
affinity with Mozart is well
known, and made manifest in 
his consistently inspired readings 
of Symphonies Nos. 25, 29, 
38 (‘Prague’), 39, 40 and 41
(‘Jupiter’), all with the ECO,

along with a number of other recordings: 
the Serenata notturna, K229, two arias with
Pears – Si mostra la sorte, K209 and Per pietà,
non ricercate, K420 from 1962, and Piano
Concertos in which Britten can be heard 
both as soloist (in No. 12, K414, recorded
live in 1956) and conductor (No. 20, K466
and No. 27, K595) with Curzon. Britten 
and Sviatoslav Richter are a dreamworthy
partnership in the Sonata for piano four hands
in C major, K521 and the Sonata for two
pianos in D major, K448. This set also
includes an important discovery: a series of
Mozart recordings that Britten made with the
LSO in 1963, released here for the first time.
The Overture to Così fan tutte, the Masonic
Funeral Music, the same two arias he had
recorded with Pears and the ECO a year
earlier, and Symphony No. 40. Britten’s
relationship with the LSO at this time was
close – the same year they worked together
on the first recording of the War Requiem –

Britten box sets
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and it’s great to hear these performances 
at last, half a century after they were made.
Presumably the self-critical Britten was
unhappy with them for some reason, but 
it’s hard to see why. 

If any composer was even closer to
Britten’s heart than Mozart, it was Schubert.
Here we have his 1970 recording of the
‘Unfinished’ Symphony with the ECO
(originally released on LP coupled with
Mozart’s ‘Prague’ Symphony), the Arpeggione
Sonata, D821 with Rostropovich, and a
generous collection of piano four-hand music
with Richter: the Andante varié, D823, Fantasy
in F minor, D940, Variations in A flat, D813
and the glorious Grand Duo, D812 – an
engrossing performance of this expansive
masterpiece. Then there are the recordings 
of Lieder: the two great cycles, Die schöne
Müllerin and Winterreise with Pears, and a
number of individual songs, some of them
released for the first time in this set. As a
priceless bonus, the handful of Schubert songs
Britten recorded with Kathleen Ferrier are
also included here. 

Britten was an enthusiastic champion of
Schumann’s music and one of his last
recordings was of the Scenes from Goethe’s Faust
made at Snape in 1972, with an extraordinary
array of soloists including Fischer-Dieskau,
Elizabeth Harwood (a ravishing Gretchen),
Shirley-Quirk, Pears, Jennifer Vyvyan, 
Felicity Palmer, Alfreda Hodgson and 
Robert Lloyd. Britten’s magnificent advocacy
of this work produces a performance that 
is more compelling than any other I know.
There are two more Schumann pieces in 
this set: the Fünf Stücke im Volkston with
Rostropovich and Dichterliebe with Pears – a
work they had been performing for 20 years
when they made this recording in 1963. 

Britten may sometimes have been
outspoken in his views about British
composers, but his recordings reveal a
devoted interpreter. Elgar’s Introduction and
Allegro has seldom had a more committed or
detailed recording – a fiery and passionate
account marvellously played by the ECO.
The Dream of Gerontius is another triumph to
anyone who isn’t allergic to Pears. Speaking
for myself, I find him an extremely moving
Gerontius, and with Yvonne Minton and
Shirley-Quirk as the other soloists this is
vocally a distinguished reading. The revelatory
playing of the LSO really helps this
performance catch fire, from the Prelude
onwards: Britten’s care over balance brings
out colours and details that are not to be
heard in any other recording. Gerontius has
been lucky on record and this performance 
is among the finest. Britten’s Delius included
not only the Two Aquarelles but also Summer
Night on the River, released here for the first
time. On the whole Vaughan Williams
was not a composer whose music Britten
admired, but he gave several performances 
of On Wenlock Edge and his recording with
Pears and the Zorian String Quartet made 

at Decca’s West Hampstead Studios in 1945
is both atmospheric and subtle, and benefits
too from Pears’s impeccable diction. Britten
felt a closer affinity with Holst and recorded
the 12 Songs, Op. 48 (all Humbert Wolfe
settings) with Pears, along with Ireland’s
cycle The Land of Lost Content and other songs,
Tippett’s Songs for Ariel, Arthur Oldham’s
Three Chinese Lyrics as well as individual songs
by Butterworth, Moeran, Warlock and
Berkeley. Britten’s recordings of Bridge
are of particular interest: he remained
devoted to the music of his most important
teacher and this set includes the Phantasie
Quartet with Britten and members of the
Amadeus Quartet, the Cello Sonata with
Rostropovich, and a number of songs with
Pears of which the particular highlights for me
are Goldenhair, Go not, happy day and Love went
a-riding: it’s the most electrifying performance
of this thrilling song, with Britten voicing the
piano chords superbly, driving the rhythms
with rampaging energy, and Pears singing
with perfect clarity – every word clear as a
bell and his voice ideally resolute – 90
seconds of pure treasure. Grainger was
another of Britten’s great enthusiasms, and
his recordings (released on LP as ‘Salute to
Percy Grainger’) show the most joyous
engagement with Grainger’s folk-song
settings. 

Britten admired Shostakovich and this 
set includes two memorable broadcasts 
from Aldeburgh: the Cello Sonata with
Rostropovich and the Seven Poems of
Alexander Blok, Op. 127 with Vishnevskaya,
Emanuel Hurwitz and Rostropovich.
Among the other items in this richly
rewarding set, there’s Debussy with
Rostropovich (the Cello Sonata) and
Richter (En blanc et noir, live), and
Janá∂ek (Pohádka with Rostropovich) as well
as the complete performance of the collective
Sellinger’s Round variations (by Oldham,
Tippett, Berkeley, Searle, Walton and
Britten himself), and Britten’s arrangement 
of the National Anthem (preceded by a
fanfare from Gloriana) from the opening
concert at the Snape Maltings.

The booklet includes absorbing notes 
by Philip Reed on Britten as a performer, 
and by Graham Johnson on Winterreise. This
spellbinding set is a magnificent affirmation 
of Britten as a great interpreter as well 
as a composer of genius. A number of the
recordings are released for the first time and
several of those reissued have become rarities
(Decca 478 5672, 27 discs, approx. 30 hours). 

EMI’s Britten boxes
Five EMI (now Warner/Erato) boxes have
appeared during the year. The set of
Orchestral Works includes the most
complete recording available of The Prince of
the Pagodas, superbly conducted by Knussen.
Other treasures in the set include some of
Rattle’s best Britten (Diversions with Donohoe
and several rarely heard works), Iona Brown’s

disc of music for string orchestra and Ida
Haendel’s eloquent account of the Violin
Concerto with Paavo Berglund. Libor Pešek’s
Sinfonia da Requiem, Young Person’s Guide and
Four Sea Interludes with the RLPO are good
rather than great, but for anyone wanting to
acquire all of Britten’s orchestral output, this
set is a handy bargain, especially as works like
the Scottish Ballad, Russian Funeral Occasional
Overture and A Time There Was come in
excellent performances from Rattle and the
CBSO. The Cello Symphony (Steven Isserlis 
and Richard Hickox) and Piano Concerto
(Leif-Ove Andsnes and Paavo Järvi) are both
decently done, though neither is in the same
league as the Britten-conducted performances
with Rostropovich and Richter. Since the 
set is offered at budget price, there’s no
reason to hesitate if the repertoire appeals
(EMI Classics 9 78160-2, eight discs, 9 hours

3 minutes). 

The box of Chamber and Instrumental
Works is a particularly useful release. The
Endellion Quartet is an impressively cohesive
ensemble in all the string quartet pieces (the
three numbered quartets, the early Quartet in
D, Quartettino, Divertimento and various shorter
works) and plays the Phantasy Quartet, Op. 2
with oboist Nicholas Daniel and the Phantasy
for string quintet with Nicholas Logie. The
Suite for violin and piano, Op. 6 is given
strong advocacy by Alexander Barantschik and
John Alley, while the Cello Sonata is well
played by Moray Welsh and John Lenehan.
Britten’s solo instrumental works include the
Six Metamorphoses for oboe (Roy Carter), the
Elegy for viola (Garfield Jackson) and the
Nocturnal for guitar, played by Bream. The
piano works are performed by Hough, who is
joined by Ronan O’Hora in the music for two
pianos. The three Cello Suites come in really
fine recordings by Truls Mørk. In short, this
bargain-priced set should delight anybody who
wants Britten’s chamber music (EMI Classics

0 15149-2, six discs, 6 hours 31 minutes). 
The third of these EMI sets offers Choral

Works & Opera for Children. Rattle’s
War Requiem with Söderström, Tear and
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Thomas Allen is one of relatively few versions
to offer a serious alternative to Britten’s own
– it’s a powerful, highly charged reading, in
spacious sound. The Spring Symphony comes in
André Previn’s 1978 recording with Sheila
Armstrong, Baker and Tear. I’ve always loved
this record: it relishes the joyous eccentricity
of the work and is mightily impressive at the
big moments. The works for choir and organ
come mostly in versions by the Choir of
King’s College, Cambridge, conducted by
David Willcocks and Philip Ledger. Good as
they are, I tend to prefer the slightly cleaner
recorded sound and more natural flow of the
St John’s College recordings in the Decca
Complete Works. The only oddity is
Ledger’s recording of Rejoice in the Lamb in 
a version with a timpani part added. Britten
only sanctioned this addition (which he
oversaw himself) for a performance in a
church with an organ that had weak pedal
stops – hardly the case in King’s College
Chapel (and if choirs must do an arrangement
of this piece, Imogen Holst’s orchestral
version is far more interesting). Among other
choral works, Sacred and Profane is sung by 
the Vasari Singers under Jeremy Backhouse,
and A Boy was Born, A.M.D.G. and A Shepherd’s
Carol by the London Sinfonietta Chorus under
Terry Edwards – all very accomplished. 
The Little Sweep, a 1977 recording conducted
by Ledger with Lloyd and Tear leading a 
cast which included the Finchley Children’s
Music Group, somehow misses a little of the
freshness of Britten’s own recording. Rather
the same is true of Noye’s Fludde, another
estimable performance, conducted by Hickox,
with Donald Maxwell and Linda Ormiston as
Noye and his wife, and with Richard Pasco 
as the Voice of God. It’s good but lacks the
special atmosphere of the Argo recording
under Del Mar. The last disc in this set
includes The Company of Heaven conducted by
Philip Brunelle (narrations by Peter Barkworth
and Sheila Allen), while the Ballad of Heroes
and Praise We Great Men are both performed
by Birmingham forces under Rattle. Saint
Nicolas comes in the King’s College recording
under Willcocks, with Tear as the soloist. 

If stereo is essential, then this is the best
alternative to Britten’s outstanding version
with Pears, which was recorded in mono
(EMI Classics 0 15156-2, seven discs, 8 hours

30 minutes). 
A fourth set in this series is devoted 

to Vocal Works and it is the first of
them to have appeared sporting a Warner
Classics logo. I’ve always loved Harper’s
version of Les Illuminations (with Marriner
and the Northern Sinfonia). The Serenade
(with Now Sleeps the Crimson Petal) comes
from Mackie and Tuckwell, conducted by
Bedford, while the Nocturne is sung by Tear
with the ECO under Jeffrey Tate. Gomez’s
excellent recording of the Quatre Chansons
françaises is coupled with Our Hunting
Fathers (Söderström, WNO, Richard
Armstrong) and folk-song arrangements

sung by Söderström and Palmer, who also
gives a fine account of Phaedra. The historic
recordings of the Seven Sonnets of Michelangelo
and Holy Sonnets of John Donne emanate from
Pears and Britten while Winter Words and On
This Island are performed by Tear and Ledger.
The five Canticles come in the admirable
performances by Ian Bostridge, David Daniels
and Christopher Maltman (with pianist Julius
Drake, harpist Aline Brewer and, in Canticle
No. 3, the horn player Timothy Brown). The
rest of the box is devoted to early sets of
songs and folk-song arrangements from several
different singers, and by several of Britten’s
Purcell realizations and two rarities: Britten’s
orchestrations of Schubert’s Die Forelle and
Schumann’s Frühlingsnacht (both attractively
done by Mackie with the Scottish CO under
Bedford). With strong accounts of the major
works, and an attractive selection of rarely
heard arrangements, this is well worth
investigating (Warner Classics 0 15164-2, six discs, 

6 hours 50 minutes).
Finally, there’s a box of six operas: Paul

Bunyan, Peter Grimes, The Rape of Lucretia, Billy
Budd, The Turn of the Screw and Midsummer
Night’s Dream. Paul Bunyan comes in the same
(Philip Brunelle) recording that is used in
Decca’s Complete Works. Peter Grimes is
the Haitink/Royal Opera recording with a
cast led by Anthony Rolfe Johnson, Lott and
Thomas Allen – a version I find extremely
effective on repeated hearings, above all for
Rolfe Johnson’s engrossing and sensitive
depiction of the title role and Haitink’s tense
and disciplined conducting. The live 2011
recording of The Rape of Lucretia conducted 
by Knussen has a cast led by Bostridge, 
Susan Gritton, Angelika Kirchschlager, Peter
Coleman-Wright and Christopher Purves. 
It is a magnificent achievement – an inspired
account that deserves a place alongside
Britten’s own. Almost the same can be said
for Billy Budd, with Bostridge as Vere, Gidon
Saks as Claggart and Nathan Gunn as Billy.
With the LSO on very impressive form under
Daniel Harding, this is certainly an extremely
worthwhile version, though it doesn’t eclipse
Britten’s own in The Complete Works.

The Turn of the Screw has a cast led by 
Joan Rodgers (Governess) and Bostridge
(Quint/Prologue), with the Mahler Chamber
Orchestra conducted by Harding. It is well
worth serious consideration, not least because
it’s in very fine sound and thus complements
the historic mono version with the original
cast conducted by Britten. The last opera here
is A Midsummer Night’s Dream in the recording
by Hickox with James Bowman (Oberon) 
and a strong cast of British singers including
Lillian Watson (Tytania), Della Jones and
Gomez (Hermia and Helena), Norman Bailey
(Theseus) and Donald Maxwell (Bottom). It’s
a creditable effort but doesn’t have quite the
vocal distinction or the enchanted atmosphere
of Britten’s Decca recording. Still, this is a
set I would recommend to anybody who
wants alternative accounts to set alongside
those in The Complete Works. In
particular, the Grimes, Lucretia, Billy Budd
and Turn of the Screw are performances of
considerable distinction (Erato/Warner Classics 

7 35007-2, 13 discs, 13 hours 25 minutes). 

Some other Britten sets
Warner’s Essential Benjamin Britten is 
a smaller anthology. The first disc includes
Young Apollo, the Double Concerto in B minor
for violin, viola and orchestra, Two Portraits
and the Sinfonietta, Op. 1, well played by 
the Hallé under Kent Nagano, with excellent
soloists: Gidon Kremer, Yuri Bashmet and
Nikolai Lugansky. On the second disc Andrew
Davis conducts The Young Person’s Guide,
Variations on a Theme by Frank Bridge and Four
Sea Interludes with the BBC SO in strong,
solid performances. Daniel Hope’s recording
of the Violin Concerto with the BBC SO and
Paul Watkins is an insightful account, coupled
with the viola and string orchestra version of
Lachrymae played by Nicholas Bône and the
Chamber Orchestra of Europe under William
Conway. William Butt’s fastidious set of the
Cello Suites requires two discs owing to 
some unusually broad speeds – there are
other versions that I find more compelling,
above all Rostropovich in the Decca set. Kurt
Masur’s recording of the War Requiem has
plenty going for it, but it cannot rival either
the intensity or the authority of Britten’s own
version. Among the more unusual pieces,
The Rescue of Penelope (based on the 1943
incidental music for The Rescue) is narrated 
by Janet Baker in a performance by the Hallé
under Nagano with Alison Hagley, Catherine
Wyn-Rogers, John Mark Ainsley and William
Dazeley. One of the most valuable parts of
this set is Nagano’s recording of the original
version of Billy Budd, a very fine performance
of the opera as first written in four acts (with
some significant musical differences from the
familiar two-act version), impressively conducted
and strongly cast (Thomas Hampson as Billy,
Rolfe Johnson as Vere, Eric Halfvarson as
Claggart). Nagano’s set is a most valuable
pendant to Britten’s own recording of the
revised version. 
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As well as CDs, this set includes four
DVDs, starting with Albert Herring and
Midsummer Night’s Dream in the Peter Hall
productions for Glyndebourne, both
conducted by Haitink. Albert Herring has John
Graham-Hall as Albert, and the supporting
cast includes Derek Hammond-Stroud,
Richard Van Allan, Alan Opie, Felicity Palmer
and Patricia Johnson. A witty production
helps moderate the slightly arch quality of this
opera and Haitink conducts well. Midsummer
Night’s Dream is led by Ileana Cotrubas as
Tytania and James Bowman as Oberon. While
this is a visually beautiful production, the
performance is sometimes a little plain. Peter
Grimes is the Elisha Moshinsky production for
Covent Garden, conducted by Colin Davis.
Jon Vickers sings the title role and Heather
Harper is Ellen Orford. For Vickers admirers,
this is one of the supreme portrayals of
Grimes, but I have to inject a note of
caution: some of his acting borders on 
ham and his characterization is arguably 
too dysfunctional to be credible. However,
Harper is a magnificent Ellen, and the rest 
of the cast is strong. The sound and video 
are rough in this recording. The fourth 
DVD is Kenneth Macmillan’s production of
The Prince of the Pagodas for Covent Garden,
with a cast led by Jonathan Cope and the
young (and utterly beguiling) Darcey Bussell,
decently conducted by Ashley Lawrence. This
set may be a little variable but the best of it
is excellent (Warner Classics 2564 64756-5, ten CDs

and four DVDs, approx. 17 hours).
Two rival sets of Britten’s choral music

(unaccompanied and with organ or harp)
come from the Finzi Singers and Paul Spicer
on Chandos and The Sixteen under Harry
Christophers on Coro. Both choirs give
polished performances, well recorded, and
sung texts are included in the booklets. It’s
hard to choose between them, but if I have 
a marginal preference it is probably for
Christophers’s lighter, brisker approach.
However, Spicer draws some haunting choral
colours from his Finzi Singers and the
Chandos set has a very good booklet. If you
want Britten’s choral music in fine modern
recordings by agile, highly skilled choirs, 
you can’t go far wrong with either (Chandos

CHAN10771(3)X, three discs, 3 hours 20 minutes;

Coro COR16107, three discs, 3 hours 11 minutes). 
I am much more cautious about

recommending Britten 100: The Birthday
Collection, a set of ten discs. It includes
some historically important performances 
such as Britten’s own Royal Opera House
recordings of Peter Grimes and The Prince of 
the Pagodas, the Serenade and Les Illuminations
with Pears, Brain and the New Symphony
Orchestra conducted by Eugene Goossens,
Britten’s first recording of the Sinfonia da
Requiem with the Danish Radio SO, the
Nocturne with Pears and the Diversions with
Julius Katchen and the LSO (both conducted
by Britten), and The Young Person’s Guide from
the Concertgebouw and van Beinum. Other

performances include Herbert von Karajan’s
Philharmonia version of the Variations on 
a Theme by Frank Bridge and the Bowden/
Gellhorn Charm of Lullabies. Modern
performances of the Violin Concerto (Sergei
Azizian and Osmo Vänskä) and Ceremony of
Carols (Vienna Boys’ Choir) are less satisfying.
A useful addition is the Pears and Britten
recording of Schubert’s Die Schöne Müllerin.
The problems with this set are more to do
with the presentation (or lack of it) and the
transfers, which are completely outclassed by
Decca’s own. Still, anyone wanting these
performances at super-bargain price might
want to explore this set (Documents 600047,

ten discs, 7 hours 23 minutes).

Britten’s pacificism
A moving and fascinating new film by Tony
Britten (no relation) has arrived just in time
for this survey of Britten centenary releases.
‘Benjamin Britten – Peace and Conflict’ was
shot mostly at Gresham’s School, Holt, and
the film concentrates on the impact of his
school years and his contemporaries there 
– many of them lost in the Second World
War, as well as the spy Donald Maclean. 
The reconstructions, filmed on location, 
and documentary interviews are linked by 
a beautifully read narration by John Hurt

(who appears onscreen near the end). The
interviewees include Joseph Horowitz,
Raphael Wallfisch, Anita Lasker Wallfisch,
Iain Burnside, Britten’s agent Sue Phipps 
and Simon Kinder (Head of History at
Gresham’s). The music examples include
works like Russian Funeral (as part of an
absorbing discussion of Britten’s Socialism in
the 1930s) and many of these are played by
musicians from Britten’s old school, along
with the likes of tenor James Gilchrist and

the all-female Benyounes Quartet (playing the
Second Quartet that was introduced by the
all-female Zorian Quartet). Auden was also 
at Gresham’s just before Britten – further
evidence of the school’s position as a cradle
of left-leaning intellectualism. The young
Britten is played by Alex Lawther: on this
evidence he’s an exceptional talent, and 
his portrayal is utterly credible. This is an
engrossing film that deserves the widest
circulation (Capriol Films DVD 5052442004530,

1 hour 45 minutes). 

Conclusions
Serious Britten enthusiasts should go for (or
save up for) the Decca Complete Works –
it really is a model of how such things should
be done. Collectors who want to acquire a
selection of Britten’s music, or who are on
limited budgets, will find plenty of good
things in the EMI/Warner Classics sets.
Among recent reissues not submitted for
review, I’d certainly recommend Decca’s
DVD box set ‘Britten: Composer, Conductor,
Pianist’, which includes the previously
released separate DVDs of Peter Grimes
(1969, with Pears, Harper, conducted by
Britten), Billy Budd (1966, with Glossop,
Pears, Langdon, conducted by Mackerras),
Owen Wingrave (the 1971 broadcast premiere,

conducted by Britten), The Beggar’s Opera
conducted by Meredith Davies, Mozart’s
Idomeneo in English (Pears, Pashley,
Harper, conducted by Britten) and
Schubert’s Winterreise with Pears and
Britten, along with a group of Britten’s
folk-song arrangements. This seven-DVD
set (Decca 074 3366) is in many ways the
ideal audio-visual companion to Britten:
The Performer and The Complete
Works, both of which are singularly
important releases, for different reasons.
Britten was a marvellous interpreter of 
the music of others, whether as pianist 
or conductor, and it is good to have that
so impressively documented in Britten:
The Performer – a set I would certainly
not want to be without. However, it 
is as a composer that Britten achieved
international recognition during his lifetime
– a success that has been vigorously
sustained since – and The Complete
Works is a triumphant celebration of 
the enduring power of his music. Thanks
to its comprehensive coverage and the
historical importance of the recordings
included, the remarkable collaborative

nature of the project and the exemplary
presentation (only a total curmudgeon might
grumble about the absence of printed
librettos), this is a notable landmark. Britten
emerges as an endlessly fascinating creative
artist – refreshing, dazzling, intimate and
moving – and his extraordinary output is here
in all its glory – from operatic masterpieces
like Billy Budd and The Turn of the Screw to
rare miniatures. I can’t imagine a better
celebration of his 100th birthday.
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My third and final round-up of C Major
Entertainment’s Tutto Verdi box covers 
his mature operas from Il trovatore up to 
the mellow, autumnal comedy of Falstaff. 
In Verdi’s early operas, there is little
competition on DVD, even less via the newer
medium of Blu-ray, but how well can Parma
(where the vast majority of the Tutto Verdi
project was filmed) compete with starrier
names and more lavish productions? 

Il trovatore
My first live Trovatore was Piero Faggioni’s
bleak staging for the Royal Opera, a multi-
purpose volcanic rock set serving each scene.
It sprang to mind on first viewing Lorenzo
Mariani’s Parma production, the stage
resembling a lunar landscape on which a few
giant props have been symbolically scattered;
a random cypress, a white marble horse 
for Leonora’s garden scene, swords planted
like tombstones in di Luna’s encampment,
outsized candles either side of a bridal bed 
for Manrico’s wedding to Leonora. It’s not
exactly bursting with ideas, but playing at
something deep and meaningful. A huge
moon dominates proceedings, its various
colours matching the mood, from virginal
white to a coppery red. Sadly – and rather
typically for this opera – the lighting at the
end of Part 1 takes absolutely no account of
the libretto: ‘In the darkness I made a terrible
blunder!’ protests Leonora, having mistaken
di Luna for Manrico, but the moon here is so
bright that she’d had to have been particularly
short-sighted to make this mistake. Perhaps
directors should go down Olivier Py’s route
(Munich this summer) and make Leonora
blind. Costumes are traditionally ‘in period’. 

The cast assembled here wasn’t by any
means first choice. Norma Fantini (Leonora)
and Marianna Tarasova (Azucena) both walked
out on the production after opening night, 
the latter after being roundly booed by the
loggionisti. Their replacements, scheduled for
later in the run, are undistinguished. Teresa
Romano is squally and sings in choppy
phrases, unable to float notes ‘on the breath’.
She has a few serious pitch problems before
entering the convent and is severely taxed by
‘D’amor sull’ali rosee’. It’s a pity the cameras
didn’t catch Serena Farnocchia, who also
featured in the run. Mzia Nioradze is a
fearsome wobbler as Azucena, rasping 
out her contralto-ish low notes, a chasm
separating head and chest registers. Claudio
Sgura is a decent di Luna. He doesn’t have
the elegance for ‘Il balen del suo sorriso’, 
but has a lovely, dark tone and commands 
the stage. I hadn’t associated Yuri Temirkanov
with Verdi’s operas before. After viewing 
this and the production of La traviata which
immediately follows, I’m afraid I still don’t.
He conducts an infuriatingly stop-start
performance, during the course of which 
he and his singers seem to part company
regarding a few tempos. He leaves poor
Leonora all but floundering in ‘Tu vedrai’.

The nuns’ chorus is suitably angelic, the men’s
chorus rather less distinguished. A solid
Ferrando (Deyan Vatchkov) and an excellent
Ruiz (Roberto Jachini Virgili) deserve mention.

There is good reason to watch this
performance, if only once: Marcelo Álvarez 
is the real deal as Manrico, possessing the
ideal, bright tone quality. He attacks the
score with relish, even if we only get one
verse of ‘Di quella pira’ (taken down a
semitone to allow him to interpolate a high
B). However, Álvarez can also be seen in 
the recent Metropolitan Opera performance
(in David McVicar’s production) which is
eminently preferable (C Major Entertainment

Blu-ray 723504/DVD 723408, 2 hours 20 minutes).

La traviata 
Despite Temirkanov’s conducting, a
mixture of stodge and dash (‘Parigi, o
cara’ where no two successive bars seem
to maintain the same tempo), I enjoyed
this production of La traviata immensely.
Karl-Ernst and Ursel Herrmann’s 
staging plants us firmly in the 1850s,
contemporary with the opera’s
composition, just as Verdi intended. 
Their direction is detailed and astute 
and their cast responds with genuinely
involved acting far and away above some
of the ‘stand and deliver’ performances 
of other Tutto Verdi productions. In 
the Prelude, Violetta is fawned over by
various men, one of whom leaves money
on the mantelpiece; Violetta uses one 
note to light a cigarette, throwing the rest
onto the flames. A sense of decadence is
thereby established, into which Massimo
Giordano’s puppyish Alfredo bumbles. Act 1
features a rotunda not dissimilar to Richard
Eyre’s Covent Garden production. Violetta’s
country house of Act 2 has huge windows
revealing a snow-blanketed garden containing
pollarded trees and a rowing boat. We see
characters come and go – the servants take an
interest in what’s going on, while Germont
père observes the scene between his son and
Violetta. Flora’s party is suitably gaudy, while
Act 3 plays out in the rotunda again. 

Svetla Vassileva offers a thoroughly
passionate, absorbing portrayal of Violetta.
Her soprano has quite a dark quality and
there are a few Slavic vowels to contend
with. ‘Sempre libera’ isn’t without its flaws –
imperfect coloratura and a shrill interpolated

E flat – but is spirited and true to the drama,
which rather sums up her whole performance,
magnetic from first to last. Giordano’s
Alfredo is a bit raw; he aspirates, scoops up
to several high notes and bawls insensitively
in the final scene, but his aria ‘De’ miei
bollenti spiriti’ has a certain charm and there
is an open-hearted, old-fashioned quality to
his singing and an open sound which brings to
mind Giuseppe Di Stefano. Vladimir Stoyanov
is an impressive Germont, softening rather
quicker than some in his confrontation with
Violetta. ‘Di Provenza’ is well sung, but his
cabaletta is cut. 

There are problems with the sound. The
orchestra is often too prominent in balance
against the voices, but a more serious issue
concerns the opening party scene, where too
much chatter and clattering cutlery interfere
with vocal lines. Performances after this 2007
recording utilized body microphones, possibly
as a result of the technical difficulties the
recording engineers encountered here. It
doesn’t challenge the classic Eyre production
(best seen with Angela Gheorghiu in its first
run) or Willy Decker’s controversial Salzburg
staging, with an inspired Anna Netrebko.
Despite the drawbacks, this Parma production
is a performance I’d be happy to return 
to for its dramatic truth and plucky singing
(Blu-ray 723704/DVD 723608, 2 hours 13 minutes).
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From troubadour to 
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I vespri siciliani
One of the most notoriously difficult mature
Verdi operas to bring off is I vespri siciliani
and it is the least performed of his post-
Rigoletto works. In its original French
incarnation, it is even rarer, although it 
has recently been seen for the first time 
at Covent Garden, in Stefan Herheim’s
production, which sets it in the Paris Opéra
of the 1850s. Pier Luigi Pizzi likewise places
the action in the mid-nineteenth century,
when the Risorgimento and struggles for
Italian unification were at their height,
although there’s little that could be Sicilian
here; we could almost be in the same Parisian
salon as the Parma production of La traviata.
Indeed, I wouldn’t mind betting that one of
the three boats beached on the simple set
during Acts 1 and 2 was the same as the one
in the garden of Violetta’s country residence.
Other sets offer equal simplicity – divans and
a giant mirror for Act 3, cell bars for Act 4’s
prison and an altarpiece for Act 5. 

The opera’s neglect is probably down 
to its grand scale and epic length, but then
that’s never stopped Don Carlos since the
revival in its fortunes in the 1950s. The 
music is extremely fine, with each of the
protagonists bagging an excellent aria, or 
two in the case of Elena/Hélène, a Sicilian
duchess mourning the murder of her brother

by French occupiers. There is a cracking
Overture, handsomely dispatched here by 
the Parma orchestra (fielding a cimbasso)
under the excellent Massimo Zanetti, and
fiery ensembles, particularly the father-son
duets for Monforte, French governor of
Sicily, and Arrigo. Perhaps Traviata weighed
on Verdi’s mind during the composition 
of Vespers, for the cantabile violin sobs in 
the quartet at the end of Act 4 resemble
Traviata’s Act 3 Prelude. 

Plenty of action takes place in the
auditorium of the Teatro Regio in Parma
itself, with the chorus sometimes placed
behind the stalls and characters making their
entrances through them. Procida, a Sicilian
doctor returning from exile, concludes 
‘O tu, Palermo’, his plea to his fellow
Sicilians to throw off the yoke of French
oppression, among the audience. Throughout
this, with singers dispersed around the house,
Zanetti marshals his forces superbly, setting
lively tempos. 

Husband and wife team of Fabio Armiliato
and Daniela Dessì take on the lead tenor and
soprano roles. Dessì’s Elena is very careful to
follow Verdi’s dynamic markings, with plenty
of mezza voce and soft singing, her pianissimos
melting tenderly. She can also trill. However,
there is also a strong sense of someone past
her prime coaxing and cajoling her voice

through the huge demands the second half of
the opera holds for the soprano. She doesn’t
have the weight or tone for the big notes and
mars the end of ‘Arrigo, Ah, parli a un core’
with a curdled downward scale. The Act 5
bolero (or Sicilienne) ‘Mercé, dilette amiche’
has her manoeuvring carefully through the
taxing vocal terrain. Armiliato pushes his
voice hard, but just about stays within the
boundaries of what he is capable. He can
sound throaty and offers limited vocal colour,
reminding me strongly of Gianni Raimondi.
Arrigo is a notoriously high tenor role –
although Act 5’s ‘La brezza aleggia intorno’ 
is cut, so he doesn’t have to negotiate the
notorious high D where tenors can come a
cropper – but he copes with the high B flats
and Bs in secure fashion. He is decent in
duets and sings a creditable ‘Giorno di pianto’
in Act 4. Giacomo Prestia is in good voice
here, Zanetti setting him a lovely lilting
tempo for ‘O tu, Palermo’. Pizzi makes him
into a bit of a schoolmaster – picture Simon
Callow in Dickens mode – but effectively so.
That old trooper Leo Nucci is splendid as
Monforte. His aria ‘In braccio alle dovizie’ 
is sung on the steps leading from the stage
down to the stalls and Nucci turns it into 
the centrepiece of the opera. 

There is no ‘Four Seasons’ ballet, which
will delight those who abhor long dance
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episodes, but it does rather make a mockery
of the chorus which follows, proclaiming the
splendid entertainment. The chorus itself is
impressive (and much larger than the numbers
fielded in the early operas in this series). This
is a welcome account, with excellent video
direction by Tiziano Mancini, but it doesn’t
really qualify as ‘grand opera’ on the scale 
on which Verdi conceived it. Plenty of Italian
flag-waving at the end, as flags flutter like
confetti into the auditorium, gives a sense 
of occasion though, and it holds up well
against competition on DVD from Bologna
and La Scala, although you might wish to wait
for the inevitable release of Herheim’s Royal
Opera production (Blu-ray 723904/DVD 723808,

2 hours 50 minutes).

Simon Boccanegra
Competition on film in Verdi’s next opera,
Simon Boccanegra, is far greater, although most
of the new versions seem to star Plácido
Domingo in the title role! Although next in
the compositional sequence (1857), the opera
is given in its familiar (and superior) 1881
revision, with the addition of the Council
Chamber scene its greatest difference, Verdi’s
first collaboration with Arrigo Boito. Giorgio
Gallione directs a straightforward production.
The centrepiece is a giant, steeply raked
mosaic platform, with few additional set
features. We have a tree – but no hint of the
sea or dawn – in the first scene of Act 1, but
a lithograph of Genoa makes for an effective
backcloth on occasions. With so many plushly
upholstered productions available, this one
suffers due to its budgetary constraints; quite
how a single guard is going to hold the plebs
at bay during the Council Chamber scene is
anyone’s guess, while the debating chamber
contains just the one bench. 

Nucci sounds nearly as firm of voice as in
his 1988 Decca recording under Georg Solti;
it’s still a characteristically dry baritone and
he indulges in launching several high notes
from an octave below, but he’s completely
inside the role. Tamar Iveri sings a plucky
Amelia, neither as creamy-toned as Anja
Harteros nor as dramatically affecting as
Marina Poplavskaya (both on recent releases
opposite Domingo’s Doge). It’s a pleasure to
encounter Roberto Scandiuzzi once again now
that his services no longer appear required in
Covent Garden or at the Metropolitan. He
sings ‘Il lacerato spirito’ with warm, rounded
tone, even if he doesn’t dig beneath the skin
of the character too deeply. Francesco Meli
bludgeons his way through Gabriele Adorno’s
music in stentorian voice and holding on to
‘Cielo!’ in the Council Chamber scene for 
an unseemly length. Still, he cuts a dashing
figure in his heavily sequined costume. The
Paolo of Simone Piazzola is a bit anonymous,
missing the Iago-like malevolence required
(Paolo was surely Boito’s and Verdi’s
blueprint for Iago). 

Daniele Callegari conducts effectively, 
but the performance comes across as a bit

routine, especially when there are so many
fine alternatives available, including one on
Arthaus of the same production, but filmed in
Bologna with Carmen Giannattasio as Amelia
(Blu-ray 724104/DVD 724008, 2 hours 17 minutes).

Un ballo in maschera
Massimo Gasparon’s Modena production 
of Un ballo in maschera is dramatically
conservative and, in truth, a bit of a damp
squib. There are stylish sets; the scene at
Ulrica’s hut looks effective in a semi-
underground setting with light streaming
down and there is a foggy gallows scene, 
but otherwise it is utterly conventional.
Choreography in the ball scene works well,
with dancers doubly masked creating a sense
of unease and tension. The Boston setting is
chosen, so we have Francesco Meli’s Riccardo
making his entrance dressed from top to toe
in royal blue accompanied by much Union
Jack waving. Meli is either recorded at a
greater volume than his colleagues (body
microphones in evidence) or else he is in
stentorian voice. His ditty ‘Di tu se fedele’ is
a tricky aria to pull off for tenors, yet he has
good, solid bottom notes. He also impresses
in the love duet and his Act 3 aria. It’s not a
subtle portrayal but he carries it off well. 

Kristin Lewis lavishes her rich timbre and
laser-like incision in her upper register to the
role of Amelia, yet she isn’t an engaging
actress at all, so while ‘Ma dall’arido stelo
divulsa’ sounds fantastic, little of the
character’s terror comes across. Vladimir
Stoyanov as her husband, Renato, is the most
stylish singer on display here, his ‘Eri tu’
earning the evening’s biggest ovation. I was
quite taken with Serena Gamberoni’s Oscar;
not your typical chirruping coloratura
pageboy, for she has no trill to speak of, yet
her lyric soprano copes well enough and she
offers an attractive portrayal. Riccardo dies in
Oscar’s arms, which, given Gamberoni is
Meli’s wife, is rather touching. Elisabetta
Fiorillo has made something of a speciality of
the role of the fortune-teller Ulrica. She has
an imperious lower register, but by this 2011
Parma performance the rest of her voice is
raddled. The conspiratorial duo are afflicted
by a throaty Tom.

Gianluigi Gelmetti’s conducting impresses.
From the pacy Prelude, he is brisk and
efficient, yet still brings the drama to the
fore. However, there is a boxy, reverberant
quality to the recorded orchestral sound,
especially the lower strings, which mars
complete enjoyment (Blu-ray 724304/DVD 724208,

2 hours 18 minutes).

La forza del destino
Gelmetti is also in the pit for La forza del
destino, where his energetic conducting, 
allied to sets which allow scenes to flow
seamlessly from one to the next, helps to
maintain momentum in one of Verdi’s most
sprawling operas. From the striking opening
brass chords of a stonking reading of the

Overture, the orchestra plays with relish;
Gelmetti really has the measure of this opera. 

Don Federico Herreros, Pereda, Raphaele,
Don Felice de Bornos … there are so many
false identities and unfeasible coincidences
(well, this is Destiny at work!) that Forza is 
a difficult opera to stage credibly without it
lapsing into operatic parody. Stefano Poda treats
the opera to a dark, dangerous interpretation.
All colour is sucked from the costumes in his
austere treatment, with the characters dressed
in funereal garb other than when a red-coated
Preziosilla is rousing the soldiers in the scene
inspired by Schiller’s Wallenstein’s Camp.
Initially, Leonora, her maid, Curra, and
Preziosilla are dressed identically in black,
feathery dresses and bird’s-nest hair. The
lacquered floor holds two monolithic slabs –
with leaden tracery on one side, white plaster
on the other – which rotate to form the sets,
including a very effective instant monastery,
flooded with golden light. Poda populates 
his tavern with a top-hatted crowd (ladies 
as well as gentlemen) and a dance troupe
whose weird, angular dancing irritates. When
Don Carlo, disguised as the student Pereda,
praises the ‘convivial company’, you question
which production he thinks he’s singing in.
The dancers appear at several points through
the opera, including a slow-motion battle
sequence and a high body count in the
‘Rataplan’ chorus. A giant pendulum,
swinging like a doom-laden wrecking ball,
appears at one stage; I can’t imagine anyone
was anticipating a happy ending.

After several earlier appearances, Dimitra
Theodossiou returns to the Tutto Verdi box
in one of her key roles. She assumes Caballé
‘grande dame’ mode, both in her histrionic
acting – wrist raised limpidly to her forehead
on just about every pianissimo – but also in
vocal mannerisms amounting to cooing. On
her night, Theodossiou could be thrilling: this
wasn’t one of them. Aquiles Machado is a
‘can-belter’ in the Mario del Monaco tradition
(no bad thing at all) and his Don Alvaro is
exciting to listen to, if a bit raw and ungainly.
Stoyanov is Leonora’s brother, Carlo. Here 
he is less impressive, rather running out of
steam in the cabaletta following ‘Urna fatale’
and doesn’t truly convince as the vengeance-
crazed brother in the tenor-baritone duets
which are the crux of this opera. My
reference recording, on film, for Forza
remains the scorching Naples performance
with Franco Corelli and Ettore Bastianini
trading vocal blows (Hardy HCD4002). 

Mariana Pentcheva’s loud Preziosilla 
misses the playful gypsy touch. Roberto
Scandiuzzi sings a dry, tired-sounding Padre
Guardiano, finding the ornamentation in the
Guardiano/ Melitone duet a trial, but Carlo
Lepore’s cantankerous Melitone is a joy. A
curiously enjoyable effort, but mixed vocal
performances and an imposing, but frustrating
production mean it won’t be a Forza to pull
off the shelves with any great frequency 
(Blu-ray 724504/DVD 724408, 2 hours 58 minutes).
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Don Carlo
It is neatly appropriate that the 1886 five-act
‘Modena version’ of Don Carlo is brought to
the Tutto Verdi box courtesy of the Teatro
Comunale di Modena itself. Joseph Franconi
Lee’s low-budget production isn’t an asset 
to this opera, which features an ugly set of
platforms and wooden scaffolding that have 
all the appearance of a village hall production
… an Aldi Don Carlo, if you will. The
exception to this is Alessandro Ciammarughi’s
sumptuous costuming; that for Giacomo
Prestia’s Philip could have been Boris
Christoff’s outfit in the Visconti production,
but that’s about the only nod to visual
opulence this production receives, although
the backcloth of a towering, angled cloister
looks pretty enough for the garden scene. The
cost-cutter sets are matched by cardboard cut-
out stage direction, as we are served up big
slices of am-dram ham. The only scene which
engenders much interest is, ironically, the
auto-da-fé, which is the most notoriously
difficult to bring off. During the chorus, we
glimpse the interior of Valladolid Cathedral
and its ceremony through gauze, while the
crowd bays at the heretics outside. 

The singing is very ordinary for the most
part. Mario Malagnini has the right sort 
of tenor for the title role, but zero stage
persona. Cellia Costea’s frumpy, grumpy
Elisabetta isn’t a success. Her low-lying
soprano doesn’t bring enough light or 
charm to the character and her phrasing 
is choppy, punctuated by big, audible 
breaths. ‘Tu che le vanità’ comes off 
quite well. There is absolutely no spark
ignited between Costea and Malagnini; 
they barely look at each other in their 
final duet. Simone Piazzola’s Marquis of Posa
is no ‘man of action’. Despite a pleasant
voice, his is a bland portrayal. Luciano
Montanaro woofles and blusters his way
through the Grand Inquisitor’s confrontation
with the king. I’m more positive about Alla
Pozniak’s fruity mezzo which manages
surprisingly well as Eboli. In the Veil Song
she copes with the Moorish arabesques and
ornamentation and she has the vocal weight 
to bring off a good ‘O don fatale’. Prestia’s
Philip is a cut above the rest of the cast; a
vocally assured if not a towering monarch,
with good dramatic sensibilities. 

Fabrizio Ventura presides in the pit,
multiple cellos in the introduction to Philip’s
‘Ella giammai m’amò’ a disappointing
decision. We’re blessed with so many good
versions on film (I reviewed eight of them in
my feature on the opera in the November
2011 issue) that this goes straight to the
bottom of the pile (Blu-ray 724704/DVD 724608,

2 hours 35 minutes).

Aida 
Following Don Carlo, I was slightly apprehensive
to see what Joseph Franconi Lee did to Aida.
Despite its huge choral scenes, Aida is far
from the operatic blockbuster it’s often

marketed as. Essentially it’s a love triangle
complicated by the forces of war. Whilst
noting his grand spectacles at La Scala and
Verona, it’s worth noting that Franco
Zeffirelli also directed a production of Aida at
the tiny Teatro Verdi in Busseto which got
far closer to establishing the human drama at
a personal level than grander, glossier affairs.
Could Parma echo this? Not exactly. Lee
directs a production based on one by Alberto
Fassini. Mauro Carosi’s sets and costumes
offer lavish spectacle (or at least as lavish as a
small house can muster). Embossed panels and
hieroglyphs are de rigueur, the stage looks
handsome – especially the Nile Scene – and is
well populated in the crowd scenes. As far as
direction goes, if Don Carlo and this Aida are
anything to go by, Lee allows his singers to
do their own thing, which would be fine if
they had something to say about their roles. 

When it was premiered, this production
was scathingly referred to in the Italian press
as the ‘Blue Aida’. Blue and gold are the
predominant colours of the sets and costumes,
even extending to blue-tinged Egyptians
resembling something out of Avatar! It holds
together well, though. Compared to many 
of the productions London has seen in recent
decades, I would happily welcome this one 
to the stage of the Royal Opera House or
Coliseum. Tiziano Mancini’s astute video
direction makes the stage appear larger than 
it is, aiding a sense of grandeur. 

As Radamès, Walter Fraccaro is even more
can belto than Machado in Forza. His tenor has
cleaving power and heroic timbre, yet he is
monotonously loud (and frequently flat). His
‘Celeste Aida’ is utterly devoid of poetry or
any attention to Verdi’s dynamic markings.
He marginally improves as the performance
continues (or perhaps I acclimatized to him).
Mariana Pentcheva proves she is more suited
to Amneris than Preziosilla, launching a good
Act 4 curse, with firepower to spare, despite
the occasional wobbly vibrato. George
Andguladze sings a Slavic, hollow-toned
Ramfis. Alberto Gazale’s dreadlocked
Amonasro is strong on declamation and is 
the best dramatic presence on stage. The
stand-out vocal performance here is from
Susanna Branchini in the title role. I’d been
looking forward to hearing her Aida since
reviewing the earlier Tutto Verdi disc of
Attila in which she sang Odabella quite
fearlessly. Her ‘Ritorna vincitor!’ is
fantastically dispatched, as is ‘O patria mia’. 
I can think of no higher praise than to report
than Branchini sometimes sounds like the
great Renata Tebaldi in terms of her creamy
timbre, her phrasing and dynamic shading.
Her legato is not always smoothly negotiated
but her diction is terrific. Hers is the loveliest
Aida I’ve heard since Latonia Moore at
Covent Garden a few seasons back. 

Antonino Fogliani rather smoothes the
contours of Verdi’s score, but plenty of
orchestral detail is heard, especially the
magical atmosphere at the start of the Nile

Scene. The recording suffers a slight glitch at
the end of the Act 3 Radamès-Aida duet,
where I suspect Fraccaro’s body microphone
fails (only two performances were filmed),
but otherwise the sound engineering is very
good. However many filmed productions of
Aida you have in your collection, at least try
and hear this for Branchini (Blu-ray 724904/

DVD 724808, 2 hours 45 minutes).

Otello
It is perhaps ironic that the
finest individual performance
in the Tutto Verdi set does
not originate from Parma at
all. Back in January, in my report on the first
tranche of releases, I mused that C Major
would have a tough job finding a performance
of Otello to match the one already in its
catalogue – the Salzburg Festival production
under Riccardo Muti. In the event, it
couldn’t. The production which was to have
opened the 2012 Verdi Festival, featuring
Frank Porretta, Alisa Zinovjeva and Nucci,
was scrapped, replaced with a revival of
Rigoletto, so Stephen Langridge’s Salzburg
production is replicated here. Viewed after 
a sequence of Parma productions, the
differences are marked and we have to make
the leap from provincial Italian opera house to
a world-class stage. There are many excellent
filmed performances of Otello out there (many
of them starring Domingo in the title role)
but this one is up there with the best. 

It stars young Latvian tenor Aleksandrs
Antonenko as the Moor and he is terrific, 
a true heir to Domingo’s crown. His tenor
has an incredible quality, rich and dark but
which opens out at the top quite gloriously 
so that Otello’s clarion cry of ‘Esultate!’ 
rings out triumphantly. Muti hurries and
harries him through ‘Ora e per sempre
addio’, but there is greatness here. His
interpretation has developed since this 2008
performance; in the summer of 2012 he
performed the role at Covent Garden, 
where he seemed more intense. 

Antonenko’s Desdemona in the Covent
Garden run was Anja Harteros, until she
cancelled the final performance, replaced by
Marina Poplavskaya, who sang the role in
Salzburg. Her big lyric sound doesn’t have
Harteros’s creamy legato but otherwise she 
is preferable in every way, especially her
outstanding acting ability. Poplavskaya’s
Desdemona is charming, both adorable and
adored; the exchanges between her and the
Cypriots in Act 2 are delightful, but she is
feistier than most in pursuing Cassio’s case
and does not ‘go gentle into that good night’.
The Willow Song and Ave Maria as performed
here give the lie to those who complain she
doesn’t have the voice for Verdi. The stylishly
sung, dark Iago of Carlos Álvarez is a real
asset. Langridge has him sing the ‘Credo’ in
front of the house curtain, confiding directly
in the audience, and he matches Antonenko
blow for blow in their Act 2 scene. 
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Langridge’s production has a fortress
abstractly presented, with a giant Perspex
platform in the centre. A video backdrop
displays the prevailing weather conditions,
including a fearsome storm opening (which
follows a crackling ‘storm at sea’ film
sequence shown during the opening credits).
A giant fissure in the set opens up during the
storm, in which Otello plants his sword, to
remain there until he grabs it in Act 4. Stage
direction and movement is well managed,
including a decent stage fight between Cassio
(young American Stephen Costello) and
Montano (Simone Del Savio). 

Muti conducts a passionate, driven account,
the Vienna Philharmonic responding with a
performance every inch as glorious as its 
1961 Decca recording for Herbert von
Karajan. He opts for the revised version
(Paris 1894) of the Act 3 concertante, which
gives Desdemona an extended solo. Giuseppe
Di Iorio’s lighting is fabulous and the close-up
camerawork (video director Peter Schönhofer)
is incredibly detailed – on Blu-ray, you can
count every bead of sweat on Antonenko’s
(oddly tanned) brow! A vivid, outstanding
performance in every way (Blu-ray 725104/

DVD 725008, 2 hours 23 minutes).

Falstaff
Another coup to complete the Tutto Verdi
set is the engagement of baritone Ambrogio
Maestri in Parma as the fat knight in Verdi’s
autumnal comedy which brought down the
curtain on his operatic career. Maestri is

simply an unrivalled Falstaff at present, a
larger-than-life interpretation with real-life
padding. He relishes the text, rolling the
words around his mouth as if enjoying a tasty
morsel from his platter. If there is slightly
less of a roguish twinkle in his eye here, 
that is probably due to Stephen Medcalf’s
production, which is respectable enough –
über-traditional even – but doesn’t translate
the humour as uproariously as Robert Carsen
did in his splendid new staging, seen so far at
the Royal Opera and La Scala and transferring
to the Met this winter. It can be only a
matter of time before it appears on DVD.

Other Maestri Falstaffs are
available on film, a joyous
effort with the La Scala
company under Muti
decamped to Busseto’s
minuscule stage and Sven-Eric
Bechtolf’s Zurich Opera
production, with 1950s
tweeds and riding habits – he
has a veritable monopoly on
the role. In Parma, Maestri’s
Falstaff is dishevelled and
debauched from the start,
confined to his enormous bed
for much of Act 1, which
detracts from the humour 
of him chasing out lackeys
Bardolph and Pistol after his
‘Honour’ monologue. He
recovers from his dip in the
Thames with a pint rather
than the wine he requests.

Apart from Maestri, the
best performances of the
Windsor residents come 
from Svetla Vassileva’s
vivacious Alice and Luca
Salsi’s assured Ford. I’ve
encountered more enchanting
couples than Antonio Gandia
and Barbara Bargnesi as
Fenton and Nannetta – 
his tenor not ideally light,

suffering from vibrato under strain – but
that’s only a minor complaint. A youthful,
lighter Mistress Quickly (Romina Tomasoni)
and a strongly sung, nasal Dr Cajus (Luca
Casalin) contribute strongly. 

The exceptionally youthful Andrea
Battistoni conducts a rumbustious account of
Verdi’s mercurial score, fleet tempos moving
things along at a lively pace, but maintaining
coordination in tricky ensembles. Rather than
the Teatro Regio, this final opera was filmed
at Parma’s Teatro Farnese, with its drier
acoustic. Medcalf’s Windsor is cleverly
depicted on a series of sheets hung out 
on washing lines, while the Fords’ house 
is pushed forward and seen in cross-section. 
The stage business is just as indicated in
Boito’s libretto and the spirited performances
do the faithful staging proud even if it’s not
quite the enjoyable romp I had wished for
(Blu-ray 725304/DVD 725008, 2 hours 23 minutes).

Requiem and ‘Verdi’s Backyard’
The Teatro Farnese also plays host to a
performance of Verdi’s Requiem, presumably
included in a boxed set of the complete operas
due to the familiar reference to it as an opera
in all but name. Yuri Temirkanov conducts
the Orchestra and Chorus of the Teatro Regio
di Parma, setting off at a terrific pace for the
‘Dies irae’ but with generally solid tempos
employed. Apart from some scrawny cello
playing at the start of the ‘Offertorio’, the
orchestra plays with spirit. Video direction
isn’t always alert. We see the offstage brass
in the ‘Dies irae’, but cut away from giving
us a shot of the great Verdi drum in action. 

Of the soloists, Dimitra Theodossiou’s
unwieldy vibrato is troubling. Her soprano 
is taxed by Temirkanov’s leisurely tempo 
for the ‘Agnus Dei’ and the ‘Libera me’ 
is a trial, especially when her lower register
curdles. After his showings in Un ballo in
maschera and Simon Boccanegra, tenor Francesco
Meli is remarkably restrained, with honeyed
singing in the ‘Quid sum miser’ but plenty of
power in the ‘Ingemisco’. Riccardo Zanellato
is a little tremulous in the ‘Mors stupebit’,
but his soft-grained bass is rather lovely in the
‘Hostias’. Sonia Ganassi’s firm mezzo holds 
up well in the ‘Liber scriptus’. She doesn’t
have the firepower for some of the grander
moments but she copes well in the face of
Theodossiou’s wobblefest in the ‘Recordare’. 

The main enjoyment on this final disc came
with the extra item, a 52-minute documentary
by Sergej Grguric entitled ‘Verdi’s Backyard’.
It’s less a documentary and more a collection
of vox pops from residents narrating how 
the residents of Roncole, Busseto and Parma
hold Verdi dear to their hearts. ‘The music 
of Verdi flows through your veins’, one of
them proclaims, and it’s hard to disagree.
Conducted entirely in Italian (subtitles in
seven languages are available), we hear 
from one of Verdi’s heirs, entrusted with
maintaining the villa at Sant’Agata and from
the loggionisti who populate the upper gallery
of the Teatro Regio (and are ruthless critics!).
Passionate advocates talk about the Parma
Lirica, founded in a tavern, where people
gather to sing and celebrate the composer.
We also meet the society, ‘The 27’, who
commemorate Verdi’s work, each member
named after one of his operas. Rather
satisfyingly, Un giorno di regno is the
Chairman. Nucci contributes and explains 
why Verdi is just about the only composer 
he has performed for the past decade: ‘I’m
bound to the values, to the vision of values 
of Verdi’s life.’ The film includes clips from
various Parma performances. 

‘I am and shall always remain a peasant
from Roncole’, Verdi protested. This
charming documentary about his roots –
and the entire Tutto Verdi set, despite the
low-budget sets and less than starry casting –
is a worthy testament to Verdi’s genius and
to his humanity (Blu-ray 725504/DVD 725408, 

1 hour 35 minutes, plus 52-minute documentary).

Verdi bicentenary
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ALL BELLS IN PARADISE:
Carols from Guildford Cathedral
The Choir of Guildford Cathedral directed by
Katherine Dienes-Williams, Paul Provost (organ) 
Seasonal music for Advent, Christmas, and Epiphany,
including several first recordings. 
REGCD413

‘...the most superb recordings of choral and organ music from some of the world’s
finest musical institutions...’  Sydney Organ Journal

Thomas Hewitt Jones
INCARNATION
The first recording of a major new work for Christmas by
rapidly rising star composer Thomas Hewitt Jones and
writer Paul Williamson.  
REGCD429

PIPING BLUES
Philip Scriven plays the organ of Lichfield Cathedral
A showcase for this immensely versatile instrument, with a
programme of jazz and blues inspired music. 
REGCD304

MIGHTY VOICE
Luke Bond plays the organ of Truro Cathedral
The debut solo recording from Truro’s gifted young
assistant organist, playing what is regarded by many as
‘Father’ Willis’s finest organ. 
REGCD386

TRURO 125
Truro Cathedral Choir directed by Christopher Gray,
Luke Bond (organ)
A fitting celebration of 125 years of music at Truro
Cathedral, featuring an impressive collection of music, all
written for or associated with Truro in recent years.
REGCD422

HOWELLS FROM SALISBURY
David Newsholme (organ)
Three rarely recorded works published after Howells’
death, together with the four magnificent Rhapsodies,
and the large-scale Organ Sonata of 1932, played on the
‘Father’ Willis organ of Salisbury Cathedral.  
REGCD407

REJOICE AND BE MERRY: 
Organ music for Christmas
Paul Walton (organ)
A joyous selection of festive music played on the organ of
Bristol Cathedral.  
REGCD406

CHRISTMAS FROM DUBLIN
Saint Patrick’s Cathedral Choir directed by Stuart
Nicholson, David Leigh (organ)
A festive celebration from the choir of St Patrick’s, which
has the only choir school in Ireland.
REGCD418
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Contemporary music has become so diverse in
terms of its range and creative dynamic that
to try and relate it as a collective to the same
tradition that spawned the Baroque, Classical
and Romantic eras is a near-impossibility.
From our current perspective, one major
solution to the problem of ‘whither music’
(as Leonard Bernstein memorably coined the
situation) at the turn of the twentieth century
appears to have lost a lot of ground in recent
years: serialism. As an organizational construct
the concept remains enormously appealing,
yet the rhetorical and sonic realities have
proved, for the great majority of music
lovers, simply too radical a departure from
the beloved tonal tradition. 

Part of the problem is that serialism’s most
distinguished early exponents followed such
divergent creative paths. Schoenberg was
essentially a neo-classicist, whose natural
desire to build directly on what had gone
before led in his early experiments, such as
the Op. 25 Suite for piano, to the strange 
(if erroneous) sensation of familiar rhythms
and constructs supporting ‘wrong notes’. 
Berg was a neo-romantic who found ingenious
ways of ‘bending the rules’ in order to impart
to his emotionally opulent sound-worlds 
a sense of pseudo-tonality, while Webern 
was a progressive who went in completely 
the opposite direction with microcosmic
structures of profound musical density. While
all three were creative geniuses of the first
order, none of these solutions met general
approval amongst ordinary music lovers.

Those composers who subsequently adopted
serialism tended to fall into one of two main
camps: traditionalists who employed certain
aspects of the technique as an expressive device
reserved particularly for exploring dark areas
of the human psyche, and modernists who used
it as a springboard for experimentation in other
fields. If one composer can be said to have
upheld the concept of serialism in the context
of soundscapes and structures that appeared 
to grow naturally out of its organizational
principles, it is surely Pierre Boulez.

Listening again through Boulez’s blazingly
inventive music of the 1940s, 1950s and
1960s (most especially Le Marteau sans Maître)
one experiences a bracing shock to the
nervous system, a sense of exciting new
possibilities opening up, equalled perhaps 
only by Stravinsky’s The Rite of Spring and
Pulcinella. Some of these period-defining
works have been subsequently rethought and
refined by the composer, but they have lost
none of their ability to amaze and inspire
during the intervening years. Indeed, it could
be argued that just as the post-war generation
of performers produced some of their finest
work in their first flush of youth, the same
holds true of its composers.

DG’s 13-disc ‘Pierre Boulez Complete
Works’ is presented in roughly chronological
order, which if anything enhances further the
scale of his overall achievement. One thing
that Boulez aficionados might have prayed for

is that he might have buried the hatchet and
featured those pieces he later withdrew,
whatever his reservations, so that one could
have at least relived their impact as part of
his ongoing creative development. Most
tantalizing of all is Polyphonie X of 1950-51 (at
least the premiere under Hans Rosbaud, still
the only complete recording as far as I’m
aware, remains in circulation), but it would
have been fascinating to also hear in context
the Trois psalmodies for piano, the Variations for
piano left-hand (both 1945), the Quatuor pour
quatre Ondes Martenot (1945-46) and his music
(much of it Musique concrète) to La symphonie
mécanique, L’Orestie and La crépuscule de Yang
Kouei-Fei. At least Oubli signal lapidé (1952)
for 12 solo voices was later rethought as
Cummings ist der Dichter (presented here in 
its definitive 1986 revision).

Opening with Pierre-Laurent Aimard’s fast-
reflexed account of the 12 Notations, which
somehow creates the impression of these
remarkable aphorisms expanding outwards
(even the ‘Mécanique et très sec’, which 
is over in just 20 seconds), the first disc 
also features authoritative 1990s accounts
(originally on Erato) of the flute Sonatine
(Sophie Cherrier’s seductive virtuosity still
takes some believing here), Piano Sonata
No. 1 (Aimard again on captivating form,
throwing off the torrential patternings of the
‘Assez large’ with almost casual ease) and
Le Visage Nuptial, featuring BBC forces under
Boulez’s direction, with soloists Phyllis Bryn-
Julson and Elizabeth Laurence on electrifying
form (the original Le Soleil des eaux coupling
appears on the third disc). 

Maurizio Pollini’s all-embracing,
pyrotechnically astonishing, sonically
multi-layered account of the Second
Sonata remains a defining classic of
modern pianism, although on much
the same level of achievement is an
astonishing performance (originally
on Disques Assai) of the Livre pour
quatuor from the Quatuor Parisii,
that encompasses the work’s
electrifying, high-tensile textural
changeability with unfailing aplomb.
Alfons and Aloys Kontarsky’s
legendary account of Structures I
sounds amazingly vivid in this skilful
transfer (no one could guess it was
recorded over half a century ago),
and although I still find Boulez’s
bracing 1970s CBS recording of 
Le Marteau sans Maître with Yvonne

Minton (coupled originally with Livre pour
cordes) uniquely persuasive, there is no
doubting the even greater sophistication 
and effortless command of his 2004 remake
for DG with Hilary Summers, featured here.
The 1950s (ignoring Doubles, the original
version of 1968’s Figures, Doubles, Prismes,
which appears on the fifth disc) are rounded
out by Pli selon Pli (in its definitive 1989
version), whose intoxicating theatricality –
embraced with nerve-shredding intensity by
Christine Schäfer – has rarely felt so pungent
and disturbing.

With the two movements of the Third
Piano Sonata that Boulez has so far authorized
(performed here with hypnotic tonal allure by
Paavali Jumppanen), he began experimenting
with controlled systems of chance – never 
as free-wheeling as with John Cage, but
flexible enough to avoid what the composer
came increasingly to see as the rigidity 
of completely through-composed, finite
structures. This continued through Structures II
(Aimard and Florent Boffard), Eclat-Multiples
(Ensemble Intercontemporain/Boulez,
originally on CBS) and the two-clarinet
Domaines – solo and accompanied (clarinettists
Alain Damiens and Michel Portal with
Musique Vivante/Diego Masson) – all
performed here with a sense of exploratory
spontaneity that helps compensate for the 
re-creative irony that by submitting them 
to the recording process they have frozen 
in time that which Boulez had intended 
would in a sense become timeless.

Time becomes an all-consuming element in
Rituel in memoriam Bruno Maderna, via Boulez’s

Pierre Boulez
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intoxicating BBC SO account of the early
1980s for CBS, which fully captures the
spatial groupings arranged across the stage 
in increasing size, each one featuring a
percussionist. The score states that ‘each
group, strictly synchronous individually, 
is led by an instrumentalist (generally the 
first of the group), designated as leader, the
tempo being maintained by the percussionist
associated with each group’ and the results
here are nothing short of spectacular. No 
less hypnotically entrancing are five of the
Notations (so far) for orchestra (Ensemble
Modern Orchestra/Boulez, recorded live in
2007), which encapsulate the flexibility of
Boulez’s later music as ‘work in progress’. 

Nowhere is this more apparent than in the
case of the original version of Explosante fixe
(entitled Memoriale in 1973) and its fourth
version (so far) of 1995, both played by 
the remarkable flautist Sophie Cherrier 
with Ensemble Intercontemporain conducted
by the composer. The sense of a composer 
in a constant state of creative flux is no 
less pronounced in Anthèmes I and II, the 
first dating from 1991 (expanded in 1994) 
for solo violin (Jeanne-Marie Conquer
performing prodigies in a seductively warm
acoustic) and the 1997 rethink on roughly
twice the scale, featuring the bewitching
electro-acoustic responses of IRCAM

technology, as realized by Andrew Gerzso
with world premiere violinist Hae-Sun Kang.

None of Boulez’s pieces since Le Marteau
has captured the sheer excitement and
exhilaration of creativity quite as strikingly 
as Répons. Composed and thoroughly revised
twice during the 1980s (and still undergoing a
process of gestation that could lead ultimately
to a work lasting in excess of 90 minutes),
the currently definitive 1984 version is
performed here with mesmerizing precision
and sensitivity to sonic impulse, captured 
in alluringly sophisticated sound by the 
DG engineers. In a set overflowing 
with instrumental and vocal tours de 
force, perhaps the most staggering of 
all is Damiens’s dazzling 1997 performance 
of Dialogue de l’ombre double, in which 
he responds and interacts with lightning
reflexes to pre-recorded material, which
emerges from a bank of six speakers located
around the audience. 

Bringing us up to date – as far as that is
possible with a composer who increasingly
feels that his latest scores are merely a rather
than the solution – are Dérives I and II, 
the first a highly compressed vision of
hyperactivity, the second a strikingly wide-
ranging exploration of the same hexachord 
(a third Dérive is also promised) performed
live with jaw-dropping aplomb by Ensemble

Intercontemporain in 2010. Boulez has been
especially lucky with his pianists and here the
various contributions to Incises (the definitive
version of 2001), Sur Incises (1998) and most
recently Une page d’éphéméride (2005) by
Dmitri Vassilakis, Hideki Nagano and Florent
Boffard are of astonishing command and
virtuoso exuberance. 

The twelfth disc contains three important
historic recordings: a striking 1964 Paris
performance of Le Marteau sans Maître with
contralto Jeanne Deroubaix under Boulez’s
direction that goes like the wind, the
premiere 1950 recording of the second
version of Le Soleil des eaux under Roger
Desormière and the 1956 premiere recording
of the flute Sonatine with Severino Gazzelloni
and David Tudor. 

Rounding things off in style is a 250-page
booklet in French and English containing 
full track listings, authoritative in-depth
annotations by Claude Samuel, a translation 
of Samuel’s hour-long absorbing interview
with Boulez that appears on the final disc 
and a useful timeline that helps place
everything in its proper context. An
unforgettable set, capturing some of the 
most compelling music of the last half-
century in exemplary performances, it is
difficult to imagine it ever being surpassed
(DG 480 6828, 13 discs, 13 hours 47 minutes).

Pierre Boulez
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Music for art’s sake seems to be the opening
theme this month. By far the most interesting
CD to come my way in recent weeks, John
Harle’s Art Music sees the saxophonist
reaching for additional hats as a composer,
guitarist, bassist and pianist to create an
album – more literally than some – of pieces
inspired by paintings by Lucien Freud, David
Hockney, Francis Bacon, John O’Connor and
John Caxton, with various collaborators on

board including soprano Sarah Leonard and
the Doric String Quartet. The influence of
Harle’s one-time bandleader Michael Nyman
is discernible, notably in the substantial take
on Hockney’s The Arrival of Spring in Woldgate,
East Yorkshire in 2011 (twenty-eleven) (sic), 
its assertive, near-systemic style providing a
neat analogy to the 32 modular canvases of
which the work is composed and showcasing
Leonard’s distinctive soaring vocalese. Other
echoes – Weill, Eisler, Scott Walker’s Tilt
(via the poignant contribution from pop
vocalist Marc Almond), old jazz, new jazz 
and much else – emerge from the mixture to
excellent effect in this remarkable and truly
genreless project (Sospiro SOSJH100213, 1 hour).

Elsewhere in the gallery we find the
Munch Suite, a sequence of 15 miniatures for
unaccompanied violin inspired by the painter’s
works and written by a whole raft of
composers, of whom Aaron Jay Kernis and
Naji Hakim are probably the most widely
known, performed by Henning Kraggerud.
This disc is packaged with a set of postcard-
sized prints in what would pass for a
chocolate box, looking like something that
belongs in a gallery gift shop or a corporate
event goodie bag, both of which may indeed
apply. However, literally buried under all this
tat is a disc of extraordinarily good music,
varied in style but never less than vital and
compelling (all composers should be required
to write convincing works lasting just a few
minutes before winning their merit badges)
and often alluding to but never over-milking
its expressionist inspiration. I’ll be playing this
one repeatedly, but an ‘austerity edition’ in

an ordinary jewel-case with a booklet might
convey the music more efficiently to the

wider public it deserves
(Simax PSC1322, 1 hour).

Somewhat recalling 
the Harle disc in its use 
of the string quartet, the
Fitzwilliam and violin 
soloist Mads Tolling join
saxophonist Uwe Steinmetz
on the latter’s Absolutely!, a
pleasing set of jazz-inflected
chamber music coupled with
some Purcell arrangements.
The former goes for the
subtle rather than the
obvious by such devices 
as mapping the sonorities 
of a jazz horn section 
onto the strings rather 
than settling for superficial
imitation, while the latter is
workpersonlike [! – Ed.] but

nonetheless convincing, so good, fresh stuff all
in all (Divine Art dda25112, 1 hour 3 minutes).

Very much elsewhere, the Cold Blue label
has revived what the stickers describe as the
CD single (although CD EP might be more
accurate), which is something of a statement
in the era of the download, although there’s
perhaps a new-old kind of logic in a physical
package that contains a single composition
much as a pair of covers usually contains 
a single book. Two examples are to hand,
both evoking the spirit of Brian Eno to 
an extent. Eno gave us the ambient classic
Music for Airports, but Stephen Whittington
narrows his prescription to Music for Airport
Furniture for string quartet (here the
Zephyr), a taut, refined, barely evolving piece
that any devotee of Feldman or Scelsi would
appreciate (Cold Blue Music CB0038, 23 minutes).

Jim Fox mines a different vein with 
Black Water, which could have been an
allusion to Eno’s song about a canoeing
accident involving ‘the shorter of the porter’s
daughters’, but is in fact named after a 
short story collection and is a piece for 
three pianos, here overdubbed by Bryan
Pezzone. Driven alternately by furious
staccato passages, strident chords and 
assertive arpeggios with the occasional 
oasis of restraint (‘tranquility’ doesn’t 
cut it), this is an energetic whirlwind 
of a piece that captures and holds the
attention (Cold Blue Music CB0037, 18 minutes).

Remaining at the piano for the first denizen
of the issue’s inevitable Glass menagerie, the
young pianist Jeremy Limb’s double CD
devoted to The Piano Music of Philip 

Glass is a worthy attempt at this deceptive
repertoire, but ultimately it loses out to 
the competition (see previous issues). Limb 
is perhaps too inexperienced and his CV
spread a little too thinly to have come to
grips with this material as yet, and his
tendency to overdo the three Rs (rubato,
ritardando and rallentando) is typical of 
the tendency to over-interpret that can 
easily befall the unwary performer of these
pieces. Nonetheless, Limb is a very able and
intuitive musician and I’d be interested to
hear what he might make of this repertoire
ten years hence (Quartz QTZ2102, two discs, 

1 hour 37 minutes). 
Glass himself is the pianist on Concert 

of the Sixth Sun, an unusual and rather
refreshing release which sees him working
with two Mexican musicians from the
Wixarika community playing the local
equivalent to the violin and guitar. The
repertoire is in the traditional style of the
region with Glass willingly and expertly
consigning himself to the role of accompanist,
providing a gentle harmonic underpinning 
to the lilting, trance-like music which seems
to have made the transition to this context
entirely unscathed. However, the absence 
of the sung texts from the booklet notes 
in any form, let alone in translation, is an
inexcusable omission; there’s clearly more 
to this undertaking than middlebrow cultural
tourism, so crediting listeners with a similar
level of engagement wouldn’t hurt (Orange

Mountain Music 0090, 40 minutes). 
Glass’s music for Godfrey Reggio’s 

new film Visitors is also available, but works
much better in conjunction with the film,
which I won’t spoil for you; do seek it out
(Orange Mountain Music 0089, 1 hour 18 minutes).

Finally, no fewer than three honourable
mentions: the ensemble eX’s Possessed is
actually early and traditional music, but the
disc’s theme (literally the traditions of
demonic and spiritual possession) and the
booklet illustrations from various bad horror
movies both seem to be targeting non-
traditional audiences, so I’ll note it here
(Heresy Records 012, 54 minutes). Leo Brouwer
gets a second mention in as many months 
for Beatlerianas, an enjoyable set of Beatles
arrangements and much else for guitar (Carlos
Barbosa-Lima) and string quartet (the Havana)
(Zoho Classix ZM201304, 1 hour 11 minutes). Last
but in no way least, David Starobin’s New
Music with Guitar, Volume 8 has now been
issued, continuing this fine series with a set of
recent solo and small ensemble pieces from
Lansky, Ruders, Crumb and the guitarist
himself (Bridge BRIDGE9404, 56 minutes).

New Listening

Contemporary music 
on CD by Roger Thomas
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Leon Fleisher
I can’t think of many pianists I’d rather listen
to than Leon Fleisher – a musician whose
poetic sensibilities and profound musical
insights were nurtured early on by his teacher
Schnabel but also a player with an astonishing
technique. So it’s a pleasure to welcome
Sony’s ‘Leon Fleisher: The Complete Album
Collection’. The discs, in miniature versions
of their original jackets, are arranged
chronologically, so the first recording here 
is Fleisher’s magnificent debut: Schubert’s
Piano Sonata in B flat, D960, made in 1955,
coupled with 12 Deutsche (Ländler), D790.
The sheer intelligence of Fleisher’s playing is
clear from the sense of architecture, of ebb
and flow, of long-term musical trajectories
that are wonderfully realized in the most
lyrical and unflamboyant way. 

This is followed by a stunning disc that
finds soloist and conductor in unexpected
repertoire. Neither Fleisher nor George 
Szell performed much Rachmaninov, 
but I don’t know of any account of the
Rhapsody on a Theme by Paganini that has such
rhythmic energy, such imaginative shaping and
such melting expressiveness in the slower
variations, or such peerless technical control.
This is a phenomenal performance, brilliantly
accompanied by Szell and the Cleveland
Orchestra. The Symphonic Variations by
Franck are scarcely less magical, and the 
last item – the Prelude to Irmelin by Delius
– is a charming Szell rarity. Fleisher was soon
to become a particularly sought-after player 
of Brahms’s music and his 1956 recording 
of the Variations on a Theme by Handel and the
Waltzes, Op. 39 demonstrates why, the Handel
Variations culminating in a tremendous account
of the closing fugue. 

A disc of Hindemith has Fleisher as the
refined soloist in The Four Temperaments, while
the rest of the record is just as attractive: 
the Five Pieces for string orchestra and the
Trauermusik (Paul Godwin the solo viola
player), all with the Netherlands Chamber
Orchestra conducted by Szymon Goldberg, 
a friend of the composer who had recorded
several works with him. After the surprising
repertoire of their first collaboration, Fleisher
and Szell continued their partnership with
Brahms’s First Piano Concerto – a
performance of such muscular splendour,
rhythmic tension and liquid expressiveness
that it continues to sit at or near the top 
of any list of recommendations, alongside
Szell’s other stereo recordings of the work
with Curzon and Serkin. Fleisher’s next 
disc was of French music: Debussy’s Suite
bergamasque along with Ravel’s Sonatine, 
Valses nobles et sentimentales and Alborada 
del gracioso. The Alborada performance is 
a simply dazzling account – but Fleisher’s
sensitivity to colour and voicing throughout
this recital is exceptional. 

A pairing of Beethoven’s Fourth Piano
Concerto and Mozart’s Piano Concerto in
C major, K503 was recorded with Szell in

Cleveland on two consecutive days in January
1959. While this record marked the start 
of one of the most consistently satisfying
cycles of the Beethoven concertos, it also
demonstrates the quality of Fleisher’s Mozart
playing. From the same time, a disc of
Mozart Piano Sonatas – in C major, K330,
in E flat, K282 – and the Rondo in D major,
K485 has the same impressive combination of
stylish elegance and poise, with a sure grasp
of musical form and direction. I can’t imagine
why Fleisher’s recording of the Liszt Sonata
in B minor isn’t better known. It appeared 
on Volume 27 of the Philips Great Pianists 
of the Century series, but has otherwise been
rather elusive. Fleisher has just the right
temperament for the sustained drama of
Liszt’s masterpiece and his technique in the
most hair-raising passages is jaw-dropping –
seriousness of purpose and a sense of pianistic
theatre, of colour and of refinement are
found in an ideal combination here. The
coupling – Weber’s Piano Sonata in E minor,
Op. 70 and Invitation to the Dance – is unusual
and effective. The combination of the Grieg
and Schumann Piano Concertos with Szell
and the Cleveland Orchestra presents two
warhorses that seem refreshed and energized
in these recordings from 1960 – not a note
sounds hackneyed and Szell matches Fleisher
all the way in terms of energy and conviction.
A disc from the Marlboro Music Festival 
in Vermont includes Brahms’s Liebeslieder
Waltzes, Op. 52 with Fleisher and Rudolf
Serkin as the piano duettists, joined by the
soprano Benita Valente, contralto Marlena
Kleinman, tenor Wayne Connor and baritone
Martial Singher. This is delightful, as is 
the coupling of Schubert’s Shepherd on 
the Rock with Valente, Serkin and clarinettist
Harold Wright. 

The Fleisher-Szell Beethoven
cycle was completed with Nos.
1, 2, 3 and 5 recorded between
February and April 1961, to
join the 1959 Fourth Concerto.
These are probably Fleisher’s
best-known records and the
quality of the musicianship
throughout is breathtaking:
among versions of the
Beethoven concertos using
modern instruments, this 
seems to me as fine as any. 
The following year (1962), 
the same musicians recorded 
a magnificent Brahms Second
Concerto to complement the
D minor from 1958. Fleisher 

is a pianist who is capable of the most lyrical
and poetic playing within a firmly disciplined
musical framework and his performance also
rides with spectacular assurance over the
extremely demanding passages that pepper 
this gigantic concerto. 

A disc of twentieth-century American music
is dominated by Copland’s Piano Sonata and
the Piano Sonata No. 1 by Leon Kirchner.
It also includes four pieces from Sessions’s
From my Diary and Three Barcarolles by Ned
Rorem. The star turn is the Copland Sonata
– a work pioneered by the composer himself
(who gave the premiere), Leonard Bernstein
(who gave the New York premiere), William
Kapell, William Masselos and Leo Smit – all
of them outstanding exponents of this music.
Fleisher is in the same league: his sense of
proportion, rhythmic flair and comprehensive
control of the work’s demands make for a
memorable performance. Fleisher recorded
relatively little chamber music for Sony and
this is cause for regret given the superlative
quality of his Brahms Piano Quintet with 
the Juilliard String Quartet made in 1963 
(the sound is a little raw, but don’t let that
put you off). His remake of Schubert’s
‘Wanderer’ Fantasy, coupled with a wonderful
account of the A major Piano Sonata, D664
came from the same year, and was the last
Fleisher record released by Columbia for
almost 30 years. 

A recital of solo works for piano left hand
was made in 1991 and opens with Jenö
Takács’s Toccata and Fugue, Op. 56 and
Saint-Saëns’s Six Études, Op. 135. Brahms’s
transcription of the ‘Chaconne’ from Bach’s
D minor Partita, preceded by Robert
Saxton’s Chacony. Scriabin’s Prelude and
Nocturne, Op. 9 Nos. 1 and 2 are followed 
by Godowsky’s Symphonic Metamorphoses of

Historic/Reissues
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the Schatz-Walzer from Johann Strauss’s
Zigeunerbaron. At about the same time Fleisher
recorded three major works for piano left
hand and orchestra – all commissioned by
Paul Wittgenstein – with the Boston
Symphony under Seiji Ozawa: Ravel’s
Concerto, Prokofiev’s Fourth Piano
Concerto and Britten’s Diversions. 

An enterprising chamber music disc
followed a couple of years later with 
two further Wittgenstein commissions:
Korngold’s Suite, Op. 23 for two violins,
cello and piano left hand, and Franz
Schmidt’s radiant Quintet in G for string
quartet and piano left hand – a work often
played in the bowdlerized two-handed version
made by Friedrich Wührer but given here in
its original version. There has never been a
recorded performance to match this one, in
which Fleisher is joined by Joseph Silverstein,
Joel Smirnoff, Michael Tree and Yo-Yo Ma.
The latest disc in the set, recorded in 2008,
celebrates something of a miracle: Fleisher
regained the use of his right hand earlier in
the decade and here he gives ebullient and
stylish performances of Mozart’s Piano
Concertos, K414 (No. 12) and K488
(No. 23) – both in A major – along with 
the Concerto, K242 for three pianos in
Mozart’s arrangement of it for two pianos,
where his partner is Katherine Jacobson
Fleisher, with Fleisher himself directing the
Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra. It’s an inspiring
record with which to conclude a vastly
rewarding set. With both documentation 
and remastering of a high standard, this 
is a most distinguished release (Sony Classical

88725 45997-2, 23 discs, approx. 20 hours). 

Gary Graffman
Sony has done American pianists proud 
in 2013: as well as Fleisher, it has issued
splendid original-jacket box sets devoted to
Byron Janis and Van Cliburn and a budget
box of William Kapell (all reviewed in earlier
round-ups) – and now here is an enticing set
of Gary Graffman’s recordings, including a
number of items that are released on CD for
the first time. Graffman recorded for RCA,
then Columbia, before – like Fleisher – he
lost the use of his right hand (he later
recorded Richard Strauss’s Parergon for piano
left hand for DG and Ned Rorem’s Concerto
for Piano left hand for New World Records,
both conducted by André Previn). His first
recording, of Prokofiev’s Second and Third
Piano Sonatas and Schubert’s ‘Wanderer’
Fantasy, made in 1955, is new to CD and it
already reveals a pianist whose astonishing
technique was subservient to his musicianship:
throughout this set there are moments where
Graffman’s playing has a wonderful delicacy,
and he often demonstrates an aristocratic
grasp of large-scale structures, not least in 
the two late Beethoven sonatas. His piano
teacher at the Curtis Institute (an institution
Graffman later led with great distinction) was
Isabelle Vengerova whose other piano pupils

included Bernstein and Jacob Lateiner. Since
he was born of Russian parents, it’s no
surprise to find quite extensive coverage of
Russian repertoire in his discography and
some of it is spectacularly good. He made
two recordings of the Prokofiev Third Piano
Concerto, in mono with Enrique Jorda and
the San Francisco SO for RCA and in stereo
for Columbia with Szell and the Cleveland
Orchestra. The stereo remake with Szell is 
an outstanding disc that also includes the First
Piano Concerto – but the mono with Jorda
is, if anything, even more exciting, despite
some rough edges in the orchestral playing.
Graffman’s Tchaikovsky First Piano
Concerto, also with Szell, is enormously
impressive, as are the same composer’s
Second and Third Concertos with Ormandy
and the Philadelphia Orchestra on fiery form.
Rachmaninov’s Second Piano Concerto and
Paganini Rhapsody are both with Bernstein
(who seldom conducted Rachmaninov) 
and the New York Philharmonic. It’s a disc
I’ve always regarded very highly: Graffman
plays with real grandeur as well as dazzling
technique and Bernstein accompanies
splendidly. The solo Russian repertoire is 
just as compelling: the early recordings of
Prokofiev’s Second and Third Sonatas,
Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an Exhibition and 
a wonderfully agile Balakirev Islamey for
Columbia in 1962. Another Russian disc from
the same year includes stereo remakes of the
same two Prokofiev sonatas along with
Rachmaninov: the Étude-Tableau, Op. 33
No. 9, Barcarolle, Op. 10 No. 3, Preludes, 
Op. 24 No. 5 and Op. 32 Nos. 8 and 12,
Élégie, Op. 3 No. 1 and the delectable
Polichinelle, Op. 3 No. 5. In other modern
repertoire, Graffman recorded the Fourth
Piano Sonata by Benjamin Lees and
Bartók’s Suite, Op. 14. His last recording 
for Columbia was Gershwin’s Rhapsody in
Blue with the New York Philharmonic under
Zubin Mehta for Woody Allen’s Manhattan.

Graffman was also a distinguished player 
of Austro-German classics. His Beethoven
includes an early (1959) Living Stereo
recording of the Third Piano Concerto 

with the Chicago SO and
Walter Hendl and two much
later discs of Piano Sonatas: the
‘Waldstein’ and ‘Appassionata’
from 1970 and the last two,
Op. 110 and Op. 111, from
1975. The Schubert
‘Wanderer’ Fantasy on his first
RCA disc was followed by a
slightly less impetuous stereo
remake for Columbia in 1965,
coupled with the late Piano
Sonata in C minor, D958.
Schumann featured on another
of Graffman’s first RCA discs:
the Piano Sonata No. 2, 
Op. 22, Romance in F sharp,
Op. 28 No. 2 and the Études
symphoniques, Op. 13. In 1967

Graffman re-recorded the Études symphoniques,
coupling them this time with Carnaval. 

He was a fine Brahms player, as can be
heard from the D minor Concerto with
Munch and the Boston SO (1958), a volatile
and imaginative reading, and a later (1965
and 1967) disc of the Variations on themes by
Handel, Op. 24 and Paganini, Op. 35 as well
as the C major Piano Trio discussed below.
His Chopin included a performance of the 
E minor Piano Concerto with Munch and the
Boston SO that is often extremely beautiful 
as well as intelligently paced, while his solo
Chopin includes a recording of the four
Ballades that I find particularly satisfying – 
in Chopin as elsewhere, Graffman’s voicing 
is impeccable, never mind his stunning
technique – coupled with the Andante spianato
and grand polonaise. He recorded more Chopin
for Columbia in the mid-1960s: remakes of
the G minor Ballade and Andante spianato, but
also the Scherzo No. 2, Nocturnes, Op. 27
Nos. 1 and 2 and a couple of isolated
preludes. There’s just one Liszt record, 
made in 1959-60, which includes a terrific
account of the six Grandes Études de Paganini as
well as popular favourites such as Un sospiro,
the Hungarian Rhapsody No. 11 and the
Consolation No. 3, though the quieter pieces
are sometimes marred by odd extraneous
noises (it almost sounds as if someone has 
left a door open on to the street during one
or two tracks; happily, the Paganini Études
are not thus afflicted). 

The least known of Graffman’s records
include two chamber music discs from 1959-
60: Brahms’s Piano Trio in C major, Op. 87
is with violinist Berl Senofsky and cellist
Shirley Trepel (a pupil of both Feuermann
and Piatigorsky) and it’s magnificent. As with
Fleisher it immediately made me wish that
Graffman had recorded more chamber music:
he’s a superb ensemble player and his
colleagues are tremendous musicians. This is
thrilling, passionate playing, notable for an
account of the Scherzo that is faster than any
I’ve heard: the outer sections are played with
a Mendelssohnian lightness of touch and a
kind of nervous, shivering intensity that is
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most effective, while the trio sways along
superbly. Beethoven’s Kakadu Variations,
Op. 121a complete this disc. The second
chamber music record features Berl Senofsky
and Graffman in Fauré’s First Violin Sonata
and Debussy’s Violin Sonata. The Scherzo of
the Fauré is particularly effective, while the
shifting moods (and speeds) of the Debussy
are judged superbly: the result is a treasurable
performance. I know that two little-known
chamber music recordings may not necessarily
be of the greatest interest in a set devoted 
to one of America’s mightiest virtuosos, but
they are such fine records that they deserve
attention. With interesting booklet notes 
and attractive presentation, this is another
worthwhile set, including many records that
are likely to be new to many collectors, as
they were to me (Sony Classical 88725 46239-2,

24 discs, approx. 19 hours). 

Bruno Walter
The Bruno Walter Edition from Sony 
Classical was originally released on separate
discs or sets, but has now been brought
together in a single box, the size of an 
old LP box set, which some collectors 
will find pleasingly nostalgic and others will
find irritating in terms of storage. On the
positive side, the booklet has fine and large
reproductions of photos (including the famous
image of five great conductors in 1929:
Walter, Toscanini, Furtwängler, Kleiber 
and Klemperer). The discs, in sturdy
cardboard sleeves, don’t readily stay put
inside the four pockets within the large box
and I can’t help thinking there must be a
more ingenious solution to presenting these
records. Handsome as it is, the booklet
doesn’t include comprehensive documentation
(in striking contrast to the material in Sony’s
booklet for the Fleisher set, for instance).
Basic information about date and venue is
printed on the back of each sleeve (collectors
wanting complete discographical information
for Walter will, however, find it online at
www.bwdiscography.com). So much for the
mechanics. What matters here is a collection
that includes some exceptional music-making.

The Bruno Walter Edition did not include
his complete Columbia recordings, but was,
with a few exceptions, a set that represented
the peak of his later form. This set reissues
those discs with the same couplings as the
earlier single releases, so Walter collectors
will know what to expect: the stereo
Beethoven and Brahms symphony cycles
recorded with the Columbia Symphony
Orchestra on the West coast, along with
shorter works and Ein deutsches Requiem from
1954 (with Irmgard Seefried and George
London); the justly celebrated recordings –
ranging from the 1940s to the 1960s – of
Bruckner (Symphonies Nos. 4, 7, 9 and
Te Deum) and Mahler (Symphonies Nos. 1 –
the stereo remake – 2, 4, 5 and 9; Das Lied
von der Erde with Mildred Miller and Ernst
Haefliger, and other songs with Desi Halban).

Mozart is represented by the Requiem
(with Seefried, Tourel, Simoneau and
Warfield), shorter works including the Masonic
Funeral Music, the late Symphonies (Nos. 25,
28, 35, 39-41) in the mono recordings by 
the New York Philharmonic or the East coast
version of the Columbia SO, and No. 36, 
the ‘Linz’ – in stereo with the (West coast)
Columbia SO along with the extensive and
absorbing rehearsals for that recording.
Equally captivating is the rehearsal and
performance of Wagner’s Siegfried Idyll
which finds Walter at his most charming and
relaxed, working with a group of musicians
he clearly liked and trusted. This lovely
performance comes along with further
Wagner orchestral extracts from The Flying
Dutchman, Lohengrin, Meistersinger, Parsifal and
Tannhäuser – a reminder, if any is needed, of
Walter’s superlative opera conducting. It’s
good to be reminded of his genial and
energetic Haydn (Symphonies Nos. 88, 92,
100 and 102). His final years saw him make
fine recordings of Symphonies by Schubert
(Nos. 5, 8 and 9) and Dvo∑ák (Nos. 8 and
9), while the only Schumann Symphony in
the set – the ‘Rhenish’ – is much earlier,
recorded in New York in 1941, and the
Piano Concerto with Eugene Istomin is also
included. The only Richard Strauss pieces
are Don Juan and Tod und Verklärung, both
with the New York Philharmonic. Even
though Walter performed a good deal of
twentieth-century music in the United States,
little of it was recorded. However, this set
does include Barber’s Symphony No. 1 
with the NYPO. 

With a few more discs this could have 
been an absolutely comprehensive collection
of Walter’s Columbia records, including –
among other things – the mono New York
Philharmonic recordings of the Beethoven 
and Brahms symphonies, Schubert’s Ninth,
Dvo∑ák’s Eighth, Mahler’s First and Wagner’s
Siegfried Idyll, as well as the 1959-60 remakes
of the Mozart symphonies, various Mozart
operatic arias with Lili Pons, Eleanor Steber,
Ezio Pinza and George London, and some
missing rehearsal recordings (the Brahms
Second Symphony rehearsal, issued on a very
rare 10-inch record – Columbia 32786 –
would have been particularly welcome,
especially for those of us who haven’t heard
it). Most of these earlier recordings have been

made available before – by Sony and
by others – and serious Walter
collectors may have them already,
Still, it would have been handy to 
have had everything in one box. The
object of this reissue was a little less
ambitious, though certainly useful: 
to make available the whole of the
deleted Bruno Walter Edition in a
single collection. Many admirers of 
this great conductor will welcome the
chance – as I do – to acquire all these
recordings at a very reasonable price.
Listening to such a large body of

Walter’s legacy leaves no doubt about his
importance and serves as an inspiring
reminder of what a towering musician he
was: one of the greatest conductors of the
twentieth century (Sony Classical 88765 48952-2,

39 discs, approx. 40 hours).

Symphony cycles briefly noted
Now sporting the Warner Classics logo, 
three symphonic cycles recorded by EMI 
have been restored to the catalogue at budget
price and all three are valuable: Eugen
Jochum’s Bruckner cycle with the Dresden
Staatskapelle is a set I’ve written about 
often, so let me just repeat that it is my
preferred Jochum Bruckner cycle and that 
it belongs in any serious Bruckner collection.
The playing has a burnished magnificence, the
recordings are good for their age and Jochum
is consistently inspired: the cycle gets ever
more impressive as it goes on. It’s particularly
impressive in the Seventh and Eighth, while in
the Ninth Jochum conducts what for me is
one of the best Bruckner performances on
record. At budget price this is not to be
missed (Warner Classics 9 84583-2, nine discs,

9 hours 20 minutes). 
Bernard Haitink’s Vaughan Williams

series is one of the most thoughtful and
imaginative since Adrian Boult’s two cycles,
and for the most part it’s beautifully (if
sometimes a little distantly) recorded. ‘A Sea
Symphony’, with Felicity Lott and Jonathan
Summers as the soloists, has breadth and
splendour, the soloists and chorus are
excellent and the London Philharmonic –
which plays the whole of this cycle – is on
magnificent form. I like Haitink’s ‘London
Symphony’ too. Though it’s less vibrant than
Barbirolli’s, and less atmospheric than Boult’s,
Haitink brings out something rather different:
its musical impressionism, seen in a distinctly
European light – and convincingly so. Like
Haitink’s Debussy and Ravel, there’s
remarkable subtlety and refinement in 
his view of this music. Haitink is an ideal
guide in the ‘Pastoral’, allowing the music 
to unfold patiently (and quite flexibly) but
always with a strong sense of the underlying
structure. I remember a stunning live
performance of the Fourth by Haitink and the
LPO at the Festival Hall in the early 1970s
and, though the recording here is not quite so
visceral, it’s still an aptly furious reading. His
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symphonic view of the Fifth, tempered by the
most acute ear for detail, brings dividends
throughout by underlining the musical
argument of the first movement and the
poetry of the slow movement. The closing
Passacaglia is beautifully done. The Sixth is
magnificent, excitingly driven (but unusually
transparent) in the first movement, and
startlingly remote in the extraordinary finale.
Haitink seems very much at home in the
Sinfonia antartica, relishing its chilly nobility,
drawing superb playing from the LPO and
helped by Sheila Armstrong’s solo soprano.
I’m not quite so sure about his approach to
the Eighth Symphony – it seems a little
sluggish in the outer movements – but the
Ninth is excellent: there’s real nobility in
Haitink’s reading and the results are most
moving. The shorter pieces in this box are
just as well served: the Tallis Fantasia, Norfolk
Rhapsody No. 1 and In the Fen Country along
with the orchestral version of On Wenlock Edge
with Ian Bostridge, and The Lark Ascending
with Sarah Chang. I’m not sure I would make
this a first choice – that would have to be
one of Boult’s cycles – but Haitink has a
great many original things to say about these
works, he’s extremely well supported by the
orchestra and the sound is excellent. I would
certainly recommend this set to any Vaughan
Williams collector looking for a fascinating
alternative approach to these extraordinary
works (Warner Classics 9 84759-2, seven discs,

7 hours 36 minutes). 

As a postscript, there’s an interesting new
release from the LPO’s own label which
includes Haitink’s live performances of the
Fifth Symphony and Sinfonia antartica,
broadcast from the Royal Festival Hall in
1994 and 1984 respectively. Both have the
kind of febrile intensity that Haitink can
generate in a concert and the Sinfonia antartica
is particularly memorable, with a notable
contribution from the Festival Hall organ.
Admirers of Haitink’s Vaughan Williams are
likely to want these concert performances 
as a supplement to his studio cycle (London

Philharmonic LPO0072, two discs, 1 hour 26 minutes). 

John Barbirolli’s complete Sibelius
symphonies recorded with the Hallé come
with other works including Finlandia, the
Karelia Suite, Pohjola’s Daughter, Valse triste,
The Swan of Tuonela, Pelléas et Mélisande, Scènes
historiques, Rakastava and the Romance in C.
These recordings of the seven symphonies are
among the finest records from the later years
of Barbirolli’s career: the orchestra sounds
tremendous and the best of the performances
are magnificent – including a tumultuous
account of the Second, heaven-storming
readings of the Fifth and Seventh and a
remarkable version of the Fourth. Barbirolli
may be marginally less successful in the First
(a little hectoring, perhaps, though there is
much to love about this version too) and the
Sixth, but this is to nitpick. The only one
that really doesn’t work for me in this cycle
is Barbirolli’s heavy-handed version of the
Third. Most of the other orchestral pieces are
very fine. With the recent reappearance of
Paavo Berglund’s Bournemouth cycle made a
few years later, competition among bargain
Sibelius cycles is fierce, but I wouldn’t want
to be without the passionate involvement of
this Barbirolli set (Warner Classics 9 84706-2, 

five discs, 5 hours 57 minutes). 
Brilliant Classics has also released another

very worthwhile Sibelius cycle – a much less
well-known one made in East Berlin in the
1970s. The Berlin Symphony Orchestra is
conducted by Kurt Sanderling, and while he
may not have been thought of as a specialist

in Scandinavian repertoire, there is
plenty to admire in this cycle, which is
notable for its attention to orchestral
detail and the patient, broad unfolding
of the music. Only the Seventh strikes
me as disappointing – somehow it lacks
the necessary concentration and inner
tension (in contrast to both Barbirolli
and Berglund). Among the others, 
I’m particularly impressed by
Sanderling’s Fourth and Sixth and 
by the Tchaikovsky-like fervour of 
his First. This series also included 
En Saga, Finlandia and a particularly
good Night Ride and Sunrise. All three 
of these works are duplicated in the
latest Brilliant Classics incarnation,
which also includes Vassily Sinaisky’s
set of the tone poems with the Moscow
Philharmonic Orchestra, recorded in

1991: as well as Sinaisky’s versions of these
three pieces, included are his complete
Lemminkäinen Suite, Luonnotar (with soprano
Maria Jögeva), The Bard, Pohjola’s Daughter,
The Dryad, Spring Song, The Oceanides and
Tapiola. These are generally well played,
though Sinaisky is not the most imaginative of
conductors: at times his approach feels routine
and he misses some of the propulsive energy
that underpins so much of Sibelius’s music.
Still, at the price these are a useful addition
to Sanderling’s altogether more thought-
provoking cycle of the symphonies (Brilliant

Classics BC9439, seven discs, 7 hours 16 minutes).

Sergiu Celibidache in Berlin: 1945-57
Audite has released a fascinating box of early
Celibidache performances with the Berlin
Philharmonic, the Berlin Radio SO (now 
the Deutsches-Symphonie-Orchester, Berlin)
and the Rundfunk-Sinfonieorchester. The
repertoire is likely to surprise those of us
who remember Celibidache’s concerts from
late in his career. In Berlin he was conducting
an immense and surprising range of music.
The works by American composers include
MacDowell’s Romance for cello and
orchestra, Barber’s Capricorn Concerto,
Piston’s Symphony No. 2, Diamond’s
Rounds for string orchestra, Copland’s
Appalachian Spring and Carlos Chávez’s
Sinfonia di Antigona. British music is
represented by Britten’s Sinfonia da Requiem
and Julian Herbage’s suite from Purcell’s
King Arthur. French repertoire ranges from
Berlioz (Carnaval romain, Le Corsaire), Bizet
(Symphony in C) and Saint-Saëns (‘Softly
awakes my heart’), via Debussy (La mer,
Jeux, ‘Fêtes’ from the Nocturnes) to Roussel
(Petite Suite) and Milhaud (Suite française and
three movements from the Suite symphonique
No. 2). Celibidache always had a flair for
Russian music, and as well as Tchaikovsky’s
‘Little Russian’ Symphony and Romeo and
Juliet, Prokofiev’s ‘Classical’ Symphony 
and the second suite from Romeo and Juliet,
Shostakovich’s Symphony No. 9, Rimsky-
Korsakov’s Russian Easter Festival Overture
and Stravinsky’s Jeu de cartes, we find
rarities such as Glazunov’s Carnaval
Overture, Op. 45, César Cui’s Suite 
No. 3, Op. 43, ‘In modo populari’ and
Glière’s Concerto for coloratura soprano 
and orchestra (with Erna Berger). 

Among Austro-German works, the surprises
include five orchestral songs by Wolf, Rudi
Stephan’s Music for Orchestra, Günter
Raphael’s Symphony No. 4, Heinz
Tiessen’s Overture to a Revolutionary Drama,
alongside Haydn’s Symphonies Nos. 94 and
104, Mozart’s Violin Concerto No. 5,
K219, Beethoven’s Leonore No. 3 and a
partial performance of the Seventh Symphony,
Mendelssohn’s ‘Italian’ Symphony and the
Fair Melusine Overture, Brahms’s Fourth
Symphony and Strauss’s Till Eulenspiegels
lustige Streiche. Other works include Chopin’s
Piano Concerto No. 2, Dvo∑ák’s Cello
Concerto, Busoni’s Berceuse elégiaque and
Vivaldi’s Violin Concerto, Op. 8 No. 11.
It’s intriguing that there’s not a note of
Bruckner, nor any Ravel, nor some of 
the works Celibidache conducted regularly
later in his career such as Pictures at an
Exhibition, Rimsky’s Scheherazade or Wagner
orchestral extracts. But what we do have in
these Berlin radio recordings is a remarkable
documentation of early Celibidache – often 
a very exciting musician (though he later
renounced his interpretative approach during
these years). 

Many of these performances have not been
published before (though some are in a four-
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disc Music & Arts set) and few have made
use of the original master tapes, as Audite 
has here. Collectors with a serious interest in
Celibidache will not need any encouragement
from me to explore this set, which is a
companion to the earlier three-disc Audite
box of Celibidache’s RIAS recordings.
(Incidentally, there was even more in the way
of startling repertoire that doesn’t seem to
have survived on tape: for instance, in April
1951 Celibidache and the Berlin Philharmonic
gave two performances of Vaughan Williams’s
Fourth Symphony.) In terms of how
Celibidache’s interpretations developed, it’s
interesting to hear his early Brahms Fourth
(1945) and Strauss’s Till Eulenspiegel (1947),
both with the Berlin Philharmonic. The
Brahms is five minutes quicker overall than
his Munich Philharmonic performance on EMI
and it is a turbulent and tense reading, with a
fiery urgency that is quite unlike Celibidache’s
later performances. Till is a minute faster than
his Swedish Radio SO version (DG). Equally
intriguing, though for different reasons, is the
sound of the Berlin Philharmonic in American
works such as Piston’s Second Symphony,
Barber’s Capricorn Concerto, and Copland’s
Appalachian Spring (all from April 6th, 1950),
and the quality of Celibidache’s performances
of rarities such as Cui’s Suite, or Stephan’s
marvellous Music for Orchestra – to say nothing
of the remarkable – occasionally wilful –
musical personality that can be heard
conducting the volcanic performance of
Beethoven’s Leonore No. 3 with the Berlin
Philharmonic in 1946. With detailed notes
and sound that is often exceptional for its
age, this is a model of how an important
historical set should be presented (Audite

21.423, 13 discs, approx. 15 hours). 

Bernard Haitink: The Philips Years
Decca has made some imaginative choices 
for its set celebrating Haitink’s ‘Philips 
years’. Several of these records are appearing
for the first time in the international CD
catalogue. These novelties include a fine
Schubert ‘Great’ C major Symphony with
the Concertgebouw Orchestra from 1975,
two Haydn Symphonies (Nos. 96 and 99)
with the same orchestra, two Beethoven
Symphonies (Nos. 1 and 3) with the 
London Philharmonic (1974 and 1975), 
the Tchaikovsky and Bruch (No. 1) 
Violin Concertos with Arthur Grumiaux 
and the Concertgebouw (coupled with the
Mendelssohn and altogether a beautiful
disc), as well as two twentieth-century 
works – Hendrik Andriessen’s Symphonische
Étude and Stravinsky’s Firebird – again, 
both with the Concertgebouw. With such 
an impressive raft of material that hasn’t 
been generally available on CD before, this is
a box that should be of considerable interest
to Haitink enthusiasts. Among the novelties,
the Schubert ‘Great’ Symphony is particularly
welcome – with wonderfully disciplined
playing and a fine sense of symphonic

trajectory. Haitink’s Bruckner is represented
by three symphonies: the Third is the 1988
Vienna Philharmonic recording of the 1877
version (Oeser’s edition) – beautifully played,
and conducted with real intensity. The Eighth
is the 1969 Concertgebouw set that formed
part of Haitink’s original Philips Bruckner
cycle, while the Ninth is the later (1981)
Concertgebouw account – probably his finest
studio recording of the work, unfolding with
greater nobility and sense of space than his
earlier version. 

Mahler is represented by the Sixth 
and Ninth Symphonies, both recorded in
Amsterdam in 1969. The Ninth, in particular,
is a performance of great insight and
sensitivity, and it’s played superbly. There 
are a number of outstanding recordings of 
this work, from Walter in Vienna to Abbado
in Lucerne, and this is surely another of
them. I’m not quite so convinced by the
Sixth: Haitink’s approach is direct and unfussy
– and, again, the Concertgebouw responds
wonderfully. But to me, this feels a little
short on both aggression and fantasy. Having
said that, it’s a version I always return to
with pleasure and it’s good to have it here.
Haitink’s recordings of French repertoire are
among the most refined and intelligent of
any: his Debussy here includes the Nocturnes,
Jeux, Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune and
La mer – all of them notable for Haitink’s 
ear for the most telling details and for the
impressive sweep of the performances as a
whole. His complete Ravel Daphnis et Chloé
with the Boston Symphony (1989) is less 
well known but is a most welcome inclusion
here – there are moments of the most
extraordinary beauty – coupled with earlier
Concertgebouw recordings of the Alborada del
gracioso and La valse. Haitink’s Brahms is a
mixed bag. On the one hand, there is his
animated and gritty Third Symphony with the
Concertgebouw, made in 1970. I described
this in an earlier round-up as ‘warm,
propulsive Brahms that is constantly alive to
inner details and has plenty of motive power’
– it is a performance of real distinction and
intensity. On the other hand, there’s Haitink’s

Deutsches Requiem made with the Vienna
Philharmonic, Gundula Janowitz and Tom
Krause, and the Konzertvereinigung
Wiener Staatsopernchor. This is
extravagantly slow and Haitink seems 
to be in a private dream world for much
of the performance, with results that 
soon become dreary and tiresome. To
paraphrase what Richard Strauss said about
Parsifal, this is already composed to be
slow, so playing it even more slowly does
it no favours. 

Haitink’s Strauss is more consistent: 
a passionate but firmly controlled
Heldenleben, played with considerable
flamboyance by the Concertgebouw (with
Herman Krebbers as the violin soloist)
comes on the same disc as a radiant and
magnificent Tod und Verklärung. One of

Haitink’s most successful early records was
Bartók’s Concerto for Orchestra, made with 
the Concertgebouw in 1960, full of rhythmic
energy and relishing the work’s orchestral
colours. The Second Violin Concerto is with
Henryk Szeryng, whose solo playing has a
lyricism, beauty and intensity that are utterly
convincing, especially as he’s also so well
accompanied. With Beethoven, as well as
the two symphonies with the LPO (neither 
of which is particularly memorable, to be
honest – his more recent Beethoven is far
more impressive), there are also two
concertos: the Triple Concerto with the
Beaux Arts Trio and the LPO, a transparent,
chamber-like performance of great charm as
well as distinction, and the Violin Concerto
with Krebbers – a performance that can 
stand as a model of refined, unforced music-
making. Some Wagner orchestral preludes
(Meistersinger, Parsifal, Lohengrin and the
Prelude and Liebestod from Tristan) with 
the Concertgebouw (recorded in 1974) 
reveal Haitink as a perceptive Wagnerian
years before he conducted the complete
works in the theatre. 

The earliest record in this set, made in
September 1959, is Dvo∑ák’s Seventh
Symphony, rhythmical and well controlled 
by Haitink, but also notable for the lucid
orchestral textures as well as some beautifully
shaped solo playing. The same disc includes
Smetana’s ‘Vltava’ recorded in 1961 and a
finely proportioned Schubert ‘Unfinished’
Symphony from 1975, all with the
Concertgebouw. The partnership of Alfred
Brendel with Haitink in the Liszt Piano
Concertos and Totentanz was an inspired one:
Brendel plays with abundant brilliance and
fiery virtuosity, with Haitink and the LPO 
as exciting accomplices. It’s a magnificent
record and this set adds two works from 
the Liszt orchestral series that Haitink
recorded with the LPO: Mephisto Waltz
No. 1 and Les Préludes. Tchaikovsky may 
not seem like prime Haitink territory, but 
his straightforward readings of the First
(‘Winter Daydreams’) and Second (‘Little
Russian’) Symphonies makes for a very
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satisfying disc – it’s a pleasure to hear 
these works played so directly and without
mannerisms. Among Haitink’s ventures into
more recent repertoire, it’s good to have his
performances of Takemitsu’s November Steps
and Messiaen’s Et exspecto resurrectionem
mortuorum. The booklet includes a good note
by Andrew Stewart, illustrated with session
photographs (Decca 478 5671, 20 discs, 25 hours

16 minutes). 

Cherkassky, Kleiber, Szell and Rostropovich
in live performances
A recital by Shura Cherkassky from 1971
released on First Hand Records (from
Cherkassky’s own tapes in the British Library)
includes a breathtaking Liszt Sonata –
quixotic, dazzling, full of nobility and passion,
and with Cherkassky’s technique in very fine
shape. Any collectors wanting to discover why
he was such an admired pianist need look no
further: I’ve never heard a more engrossing
Cherkassky performance than this. The rest 
of the programme is just as beguiling:
Mozart’s A minor Sonata. K310, the Grieg
Piano Sonata, Paul Pabst’s Concert Paraphrase
on themes from Tchaikovsky’s ‘Eugene Onegin’, the
‘Russian Dance’ from Stravinsky’s Petrushka
and some shorter pieces. Strangely, there’s 
no indication on the original tapes of where
this remarkable concert was given, but though
the (stereo) sound is a little thin, it’s a
phenomenal experience – and very warmly
recommended (First Hand Records FHR19, 1 hour

22 minutes).

Supraphon has issued a fascinating set 
of historic Shostakovich recordings. 
Mstislav Rostropovich was the dedicatee 
of the First Cello Concerto and this set
includes two live performances with different
orchestras: in Moscow on October 6th, 1959
with the Moscow PO under Alexander Gauk
(the earliest known recorded performance 
of the work, given two days after the
premiere in Leningrad), and with Kirill
Kondrashin and the Czech PO at the Prague
Spring Festival on May 29th, 1960. A

Moscow Radio recording of the Cello Sonata
with Rostropovich and the composer himself
at the piano dates from 1959, while the
Second Cello Concerto – also written for
Rostropovich – comes in a performance 
with Evgeny Svetlanov and the Prague SO
recorded on December 11th, 1967. These 
are significant sound documents and the
Prague performances are released for the 
first time here. Rostropovich’s playing of all
three works has the most vibrant conviction
and the sound is respectable for its age. The
notes by Antonín Matzner are informative.
This is an exciting opportunity to acquire
Rostropovich performances of the two
Shostakovich concertos that have been
unknown until now (Supraphon Archiv SU4101-2,

two discs, 1 hour 53 minutes). 
How about Carlos Kleiber conducting

Offenbach? Profil has released a recording
(derived from a television soundtrack) of a
triple bill that Kleiber conducted at Deutsche
Oper am Rhein, Düsseldorf, in 1962: these
are German-language versions of Le fifre
enchanté, Le mariage aux lanternes and L’île
Tulipatan. With lively casts, which include
Karl Kiekmann, Gabrielle Treskov, Dietha
Sommer, Erika Wien, Sanders Schier, Fritz
Ollendorff, Anni Korner, and Alfons Holte
and Eva Kasper in all three operas, this is
music-making of the most infectious energy –
and even in this early performance, Kleiber’s
inimitable shaping of rhythm and his matchless
sense of phrase and pacing is already in
evidence, and the music is the purest delight

in such devoted and imaginative hands.
The sound is occasionally murky, but 
I hope that won’t deter any Kleiber
enthusiasts from hearing these joyous
performances, which come with
interesting notes explaining the
circumstances of the recording 
(though there are no librettos). 
This is a really alluring rarity (Profil

DCDPH12006, two discs, 1 hour 26 minutes). 
Szell’s concerts at the Lucerne

Festival included Brahms’s First
Symphony with the Swiss Festival
Orchestra in 1962 and Dvo∑ák’s
Eighth Symphony with the Czech
Philharmonic in 1969. Both works
were among Szell’s favourite
warhorses (he made two studio
recordings of the Brahms and three 
of the Dvo∑ák). To hear these live
performances is a treat – especially

the Dvo∑ák. The distinctive sonority of the
Czech Philharmonic, its idiomatic sense of
light and shade and its rhythmic subtlety
brings out a flexibility and warmth in Szell’s
conducting that was not always apparent in
his studio records (though the
Decca/Concertgebouw Dvo∑ák Eighth is a
marvellous performance). The sound – from
original radio master tapes – is up to Audite’s
usual high standards, as are the notes. Szell
collectors shouldn’t miss this (Audite 95.625, 

1 hour 21 minutes). 

Eric Coates
Several British conductors have demonstrated
their fondness for the music of Eric Coates
– Adrian Boult and Charles Mackerras among
them – and Elgar greatly admired his younger
colleague’s distinctive gifts. I’ve always loved
Coates’s music, so it was a pleasure to
discover ‘The Definitive Eric Coates’, a set
that includes all his commercial recordings
from 1923 to 1957, well described in an
absorbing booklet essay by Michael Payne on
‘Eric Coates and the Gramophone’. Coates
recorded several of his pieces more than once
and everything is included here: both the
1944 and 1953 recordings of The Four Centuries
and The Three Elizabeths, several versions of
London and London Again, and a large number
of shorter pieces – many of them enchanting
discoveries – as well as works such the Saxo-
Rhapsody, played here by its dedicatee Sigurd
Rascher. Coates’s 1949 recording of The Three
Bears has always intrigued me, since it changes
several details from Coates’s own published
full score (Chappell, 1929). The excellent
notes explain that Coates asked Robert Farnon
to jazz up the passage for this recording 
(an earlier 1945 record made for Columbia 
is also included here and plays the same
music as written). While finding particular
performances isn’t always simple here (the
discs come in two boxes of four and three
discs, and the arrangement of pieces and
performances isn’t chronological), each disc
makes an attractive Coates programme in its
own right. This is a very serious endeavour
on behalf of Britain’s most inventive
composer of light music and Alan Bunting
deserves a great deal of credit for his
scrupulous transfers. The seventh disc includes
early performances conducted by others,
including Charles Williams, Sidney Toch,
Farnon and Clarence Raybould, ending with
the Central Band of the RAF under Wing
Commander A. E. Sims playing The Dam
Busters. This is a vastly enjoyable collection of
records – no Coates lover should be without
it, not least because it is an invaluable
opportunity to acquire all his own recordings
thoroughly documented and beautifully
restored (Nimbus NI6131, seven discs, 8 hours

50 minutes).
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J. S. Bach New CD/SACD

Six Brandenburg Concertos, 
BWV1046-51.
Dunedin Consort/John Butt (harpsichord).
Linn Records CKD430 (medium price, two discs,

1 hour 33 minutes). Website www.linnrecords.com 

Producer Philip Hobbs. Engineer Robert Cammidge.

Dates May 7th-10th, 2012.

Comparisons:

English Baroque Soloists/Gardiner 

(Soli Deo Gloria) SDG707 (2009, rev. Nov 2009)

Cologne Musica Antiqua/Goebel 

(DG) 469 102-2 (1987)

Berlin AAM (Harmonia Mundi Gold) 

HMG501634/35 (1997)

The six instrumental concertos that Bach
completed in March 1721 and subsequently
presented to the Margrave of Brandenburg 
are almost certainly the most frequently
recorded of all Baroque concerto sets, 
and in an already heavily over-subscribed
discography, any newcomer needs to find
some novel way of justifying itself. Perhaps 
in any less-crowded sector, the quality of 
the performances and of the recording itself
would normally suffice, and it can be said
that each of these cardinal attributes is capably
met in the case of this new cycle from the
Dunedin Consort directed by harpsichordist
John Butt. 

What, then, might serve to distinguish
these new accounts from the many other
excellent contenders in the current catalogues?
To answer that question, we need to
appreciate that modern Bach research
continues to illuminate performance practice
during the composer’s Cöthen period and, 
in particular, has helped us to understand far
more than ever before about the supposed
pitch Bach and his performers might have
chosen to use. 

As Butt explains in his booklet essay,
Bach’s musicians might have been
comparatively few in number, and it 
is likely that the parts in these concertos 
and other works would have been taken 
by individual instrumentalists. Bach’s 
players were all highly accomplished virtuosi
and this undoubtedly facilitated a much 
closer correlation between solo and ripieno
textures than might be expected in most
Baroque concertos, but (as Bruce Haynes 
has also shown) it now seems probable that
the Cöthen pitch (which was in all likelihood
not completely standardized) was set much
lower than that used elsewhere at the time.
For this new recording, the ‘tief-Cammerton’
is set at A=392Hz, in other words a whole
tone below modern concert pitch and a
semitone lower than the A=415Hz often 
used by most Baroque performers today. 

Why should that fact alone have such 
far-reaching implications? As Butt explains,
‘The low pitch – which adds an element 
of technical complexity – does have several
significant effects on the sound of the
performance. First, it is perhaps most 
suited to smaller rooms than the high 
pitch levels, which tend to render the music
more penetrating, but it brings a warmth 
and glow to the sound that is well suited to
the euphonious textures of the Brandenburg
Concertos.’ That assertion does receive frequent
endorsement throughout this impressive set.
Even at first hearing, it is remarkable to find
that this over-familiar music often sounds 
so different as to immediately captivate and
engross the listener in a myriad different and
unexpected ways, all of them refreshing and
illuminating. The Affetuoso slow movement of
Concerto No. 5 in D, BWV1050, a trio for
three solo instruments alone (and most akin
to a Baroque sonata slow movement in its
intimacy) makes the point especially clear, 
but there are other consequences too. 

The lower pitch, suggests Butt, also 
‘tends to encourage a slightly slower but
more subtle articulation for most instruments,
which means that both fast and slow tempi
can generate a rich array of note shapes 
and dynamic shadings’. Again, the musical
evidence in support of this suggestion seems
compelling, and is nowhere more eloquently
displayed than in the Adagio of Concerto
No. 6, BWV1051. 

Other consequences of reduced pitch 
might seem less obvious to the listener, 
but nevertheless have a very significant 
effect upon the playability of certain passages
in the Brandenburg set. That is most obviously
the case in the intimidating clarino register
solo trumpet writing of the second concerto,
which, says Butt, becomes ‘slightly easier 
to handle’. Not that his technically brilliant
and apparently fearless soloist here, the
wonderfully agile David Blackadder, ever
needs any such concession, and his thrilling
high-wire act trumpet playing throughout
BWV1047 is among the many enticements
that should prompt hard-bitten Bach devotees
to purchase this wonderful set!

Perhaps under normal conditions it would
seem impossible to conceal the depth of
scholarship and detailed preparation which
underpins these outstanding realizations, and
yet Butt and his team play all six Brandenburgs
with such disarming spontaneity and assurance
that no hint of anything drab or prosaic is
ever detectable. If anything, these rich-hued,
generous readings provide further compelling
reasons to conclude that, in the right hands,
an equitable balance between the scholarly
and the musicianly can bring this, or any

other music, to life in a very personal and
exciting way. No matter how many times
you’ve heard the Brandenburg Concertos before,
these readings have that rare capacity to make
you feel you’re hearing them afresh for the
very first time.

There was a time when I should have
favoured Reinhard Goebel’s survey with
Musica Antiqua Köln above all others, for 
the flair and virtuosity of the third and fifth
concertos especially. However, there remains
a certain clinical detachment about this
famous DG set that nowadays seems less
satisfying, and both the Harmonia Mundi set
by the Akademie für Alte Musik Berlin and
the English Baroque Soloists’ traversal with
John Eliot Gardiner both afford fine playing
but without the coolness of the Cologne
accounts. If forced to choose, I’d probably
elect for the Harmonia Mundi cycle, yet 
not even this comes close to matching the
richness and majesty of the Dunedin Consort
performances, which seem to provide the 
best of all possible worlds in this music.

Michael Jameson

American Piano New CD/SACD

Concertos
Barber Piano Concerto, Op. 38.
Copland Piano Concerto.
Gershwin Piano Concerto in Fa.
Xiayin Wang (piano); Royal Scottish National
Orchestra/Peter Oundjian.
Chandos CHSA5128 (full price, 1 hour 16 minutes).

Website www.chandos.net Producer Brian

Pidgeon. Engineers Ralph Couzens, Jonathan Cooper.

Dates aFebruary 11th and April 29th-30th, 2013.

Comparisons:

Barber:

Browning, Cleveland Orch/Szell 

(Sony Classical) SMK89751 (1964)

Copland:

Copland, New York PO/Bernstein 

(Sony Classical) SM2K47232 (1964, two discs)

Wild, Sym of the Air/Copland 

(Vanguard) OVC4029 (1961)

Gershwin:

Entremont, Philadelphia Orch/Ormandy 

(Sony Essential Classics) SBK46338 (1972)

Previn, LSO (EMI Classics) 5 66891-2 (1971)

One could make a case that these piano
concertos are the three finest American works
in that genre. (Still, I’d hate leaving out
Edward MacDowell’s Second.) However, apart
from quality, they have as little in common 
as their respective composers do, a fact 
also discussed by Mervyn Cooke in his fine
booklet note. As a result, it would be asking
a lot of a single pianist and a single conductor
to excel at all three of them in equal degrees,
and if any pianist or conductor has performed
all three of them before, I am unaware of it. 

Xiayin Wang, whose 2010 Earl Wild recital
for Chandos was a success (reviewed in
December 2010), turns in quite a good effort
here, as does conductor Peter Oundjian.
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Given that the Wild works she recorded
previously are, for the most part, based 
on Gershwin’s music (a Grand Fantasy on
‘Porgy and Bess’ and the like) one might 
expect her to have an affinity for Gershwin’s
Concerto in F, and that she does. Oundjian
gets the concerto off to an assertive start and
establishes an elusive balance between its jazzy
and classical elements. (Performances that
soft-pedal the jazz, such as the one by
Philippe Entremont and Eugene Ormandy,
actually work better than those that are 
self-consciously jazzy. The latter are as
embarrassing as an aunt dancing to the 
latest Miley Cyrus tune at a family wedding!)
When I wrote ‘an elusive balance’ rather than
‘the elusive balance’ that was intentional, as 
I think there’s more than one way to make
this concerto work. Wang and Oundjian are
closer to the Entremont/Ormandy camp, in
contrast to the excellent EMI version played
and conducted by André Previn, who of
course has had a long and legitimate career 
as a jazz pianist. There are times in the first
movement when I would have liked Oundjian
to slow down and savour the moment; he can
be a little hard-driven. Similarly, in the third
movement, when the second movement’s Big
Tune reappears, albeit speeded up, one would
like to hear him do more with it. Wang’s
plush sound, like Entremont’s, romanticizes
the concerto, but she doesn’t short-change its
rhythmic élan, The orchestra’s first trumpet,
whom Chandos leaves nameless, also does
stylish work in the second movement.

The Barber and the Copland concertos
receive more unusual performances, thanks to
the restraint and tight control that come both
from the conductor’s podium and the piano
bench. The last movement of Barber’s
concerto was, at one point, so difficult 
that not even Horowitz, trying it out as a
favour to premiere performer John Browning,
could play it. Barber was compelled to dial it
back a notch for Browning, who ultimately
made two excellent recordings of this work,
although his first is the one to acquire. Even
so, it’s brutal. This music fits well under
Wang’s fingers. She plays it with strength 
and confidence. In the outer movements,
Browning and Szell snarl, while Wang and
Oundjian clench their teeth, which is equally
unnerving. At the end of the concerto,
Barber’s tempo marking is Affrettando con
frenesia (‘moving ahead, wildly’). Browning
takes that direction literally. Wang, in
contrast, is almost haughtily controlled.

Copland composed his Piano Concerto in
1926, not long after returning from Paris and
three years of study with Nadia Boulanger. As
concertos go, it is concise; most recordings
take about 16 minutes. Copland jammed
different styles together in this concerto 
and made them all come out sounding like
Copland. Although contemporaneous with
Gershwin’s concerto, the jazz in Copland’s
work upset listeners more, perhaps because it
butts up against lonely and more traditionally

classical ‘wide open spaces’ music (albeit 
with a strong dose of the blues) that Copland
would return to in later works. As a pianist,
Copland recorded it with Bernstein, and as a
conductor, with Earl Wild. Both recordings
are well worth knowing. They are more
percussive in style, and brasher, than this new
version, which makes one wonder what all
the fuss was about when this work appeared
in 1927. I appreciate the refinement of Wang
and Oundjian as an alternative, but they
would not be my first choice. I guess I like
the idea of Copland, in his twenties, being a
very bad boy.

Chandos’s engineering is more decorous
than anything Sony and Vanguard have to
offer, but, in its own way, Vanguard’s
engineering packs an appealing punch. (I
admit my American ears are sympathetic to
American recordings made during this era,
despite European claims that many of them
sound unrefined.) Raymond S. Tuttle

Mariss Jansons Conducts 
Brahms Symphony No. 2 in D, 
Op. 73.
Janá∂ek Glagolitic Mass, JWIII/9a.
aTatiana Monogarova (soprano); aMarina
Prudenskaya (mezzo); aLudovít L’udha (tenor);
aPeter Mikulá≈ (bass); aIveta Apkalna (organ);
aChor und Symphonieorchester des
Bayerischen Rundfunks/Mariss Jansons.
Arthaus Musik 101 684/also available on Blu-ray
108 080 (1 hour 28 minutes). Subtitles in English/

French/German/Korean. Website www.arthaus-musik.

com. NTSC. 16:9. DVD 9. Region 0. PCM Stereo.

Dolby Digital 5.1. Video Director Michael Beyer.

Recording Engineer Wilhelm Meister. Date Live

performances at the KKL Concert Hall, Lucerne on

March 31st, 2012.

Comparisons: 

Janá∂ek:

Domaninská, Soukupová, Blachut, Haken, 

Vodráz̆ka, Czech Phil Chor and Orch/An∂erl

(Supraphon) SU3667-2 (1963, CD)

Söderström, Drobková, Livora, Novák, Czech Phil Chor

and Orch/Mackerras (Supraphon) C37-7448 (1984, CD)

In his book Music as Alchemy (Faber; 2012),
Tom Service follows six of his favourite
conductors as each one prepares and conducts
a major concert. Valery Gergiev, whose DVD
from the 2012 Salzburg Festival I review on
page 46, and Mariss Jansons, conducting here
in Lucerne, both feature. One of the themes
of the book is the almost inexplicable way
that the finest conductors communicate 
their ideas to the players and thence to the
audience. This is the ‘alchemy’ of the title.
Reading the book confirms that conducting is
a game in which there are no rules: each of
the six has his own way of achieving his aims.
(And yes, all six are male.)

About Gergiev he writes that ‘his bearing 
is not that of an overpowering maestro but a
shambling, overworked, and pretty knackered-
looking human being’. His conducting style is
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described as ‘judders and doodles from the
independent movements of all ten of his
fingers, and the unpredictable oscillations 
of his forearms and wrists’. Writing about
Jansons, Service draws attention to his
humanity and easy contact with the players.
He has a skilful way of correcting something
that has not satisfied him, asking for the
passage to be played again, inciting the
players to pay particular attention to some
aspect or other, when his real aim was to
correct a mistake or a moment of poor
ensemble. His beat is ‘clear and energising’.

You’d find it difficult, watching Gergiev
with the sound down, to guess the nature of
the music he is conducting, whereas Jansons
is virtually a physical representation of it. It is
clear from the beginning of the Brahms that
every gesture is meant to communicate the
essence of the music to the orchestra. This
makes him a more conventional conductor 
to watch, and students of the conducting
phenomenon will find Gergiev more intriguing
visually. Jansons micromanages the performance
to a greater extent than his Russian counterpart:
his smiling delight as he accompanies a player
in some little phrase, sometimes even less than
a phrase, to which he is clearly particularly
attached, is a pleasure to behold. The Brahms
receives an outstanding performance from
Jansons and his superb orchestra. The short,
calm passage shortly before the end of the first
movement is played with great sensitivity, a
fine example of the skilful management of the
movement’s ebb and flow. The cellos play
with gorgeously warm tone at the outset of
the slow movement, and the short scherzo 
is a delight. The tempo for the finale is
perfectly judged, a little sober, making the
end of the work – Brahms letting his hair
down: I know of no passage in the whole of
the composer’s output quite like it – all the
more exhilarating.

In spite of this, the almost uncontainable
passion that bursts from the pages of Janá∂ek’s
Glagolitic Mass makes for a strange pairing
indeed. Those who, like me, learned this
masterpiece from old Supraphon performances
will probably find that Jansons has smoothed
off some of its rough edges. The fanfare-like
opening is imposing enough – no ‘Intrada’
here in this performance – but the ‘Kyrie that
follows is moulded in an expressive manner,
using pulse and dynamics, that rather takes
away some of its uncompromising nature,
transforming the music into something 
more romantic, less earthy, than it really is.
There are examples of this throughout the
performance, and as it progresses one becomes
accustomed, but for repeated listening I
wouldn’t find this as satisfying a reading as
those by An∂erl or, more recently, Mackerras
(there is also a live performance in Prague 
in 1996 on a Supraphon DVD, reviewed in
October 2005, which I have not seen). 

It is, however, an exciting performance in
its own right and as a filmed concert, complete
with subtitles, it works very well. Solo voices

are very much subject to personal taste,
particularly when filmed in close-up, but the
four Slavic voices here are perfectly suited to
the work. A special word of congratulation 
is due to Ludovít L’udha for managing so
heroically the cruelly high-lying tenor part,
but Tatiana Monogarova is magnificent too,
and the mezzo and bass are so fine here that
one regrets that Janá∂ek gave them so little to
do. The choral writing is frequently terrifying,
but the choir can lay claim to being the star
of this particular show, and it is gratifying to
see Jansons paying quite as much attention to
the choir as he does to the orchestra. Chorus
master Peter Dijkstra positively dwarfs
Jansons on the platform at the end. 

If the orchestral playing seems sometimes
too refined, if one misses a certain rawness,
this is all of a piece with the conductor’s
view of the work, and in any event it would
be perverse to criticize an ensemble that has
mastered a difficult work’s technical challenges.
There are passages in the performance that
seem too fast. This is undeniably exciting, but
the music loses some of its grandeur in the
process. The passage in the ‘Credo’, at the
words ‘Heaven and Earth are full of Thy glory’,
is an example of this, and another is the
extraordinary organ postlude. The performance
by Iveta Apkalna is stunning, and stunningly
filmed. (One wonders why anybody would
ever choose to play the organ!) If it is not 
the fastest I have ever heard, it certainly
seems so, but I don’t think this is necessarily
a good thing. William Hedley

Brahms New CD/SACD

Symphonies – No. 3 in F, Op. 90; No. 4 in
E minor, Op. 98.
Philharmoniker Hamburg/Simone Young.
Oehms Classics OC677 (full price, 1 hour

14 minutes). Website www.oehmsclassics.de. Producer

Jens Schünemann. Engineer Christian Feldgen. Dates

Live performances at the Laeiszhalle, Hamburg on

October 8th-10th, 2009.

Comparisons:

SWR SO, Baden-Baden und Freiburg/Gielen 

(Hänssler Classic) CD93.136 (2005)

BPO/Rattle (EMI Classics) 2 67254-2 

(2008, three discs, rev. Oct 2009)

Following on from a commendable account 
of the First and an excellent account of the
Second (both reviewed in July/August 2012),
Simone Young completes her Brahms cycle
with this disc of the Third and Fourth
Symphonies – a coupling which reflects the
close proximity of these works as well as
their unerring balancing out of contrasts
within the cycle as a whole.

Notoriously difficult to bring off on disc 
as in the concert hall, the Third Symphony
here emerges as the deftest and most overtly
Classical of the cycle. The opening Allegro
evinces no lack of ‘con brio’, Young ensuring
that the initial ‘F-A-F’ motif is integrated into
the surging main theme rather than being an

upbeat to it, while the second theme (1'06")
has the requisite poise without losing tension
in the wake of a more agitated codetta
(2'09"). The repeat (rightly) brings a degree
of intensification prior to the restless
development (5'48"), but the gradual
accumulation of energy going into the reprise
(7'21") could have had greater impetus, for
all that the attainming of serenity in the coda
(10'18") is ideally judged. If she does not
tease out all the subtleties from the Andante,
Young still has the measure of its alternation
between songful repose and (as at 1'48")
more introspective asides that are eloquently
combined in the final pages (6'06"), while 
the third movement – (rightly) following 
on attacca – retains a dance-like lilt that
prevents this most inward of intermezzos
from dragging, not least the wistful trio
(1'57"). The finale is initially a little reticent
in its juxtaposing of the speculative and
defiant, yet the climactic modulation into the
reprise (3'57") is headily realized while the
lengthy coda (5'42") emerges with searching
inwardness, even if the recall of the work’s
opening theme (6'48") is ruminative rather
than transcendent.

An intermittently fine account, whereas 
that of the Fourth Symphony is consistently 
so from start to finish. The first movement
unfolds with little deviation from an
underlying pulse that is well able to
encompass the expressive nuances of the
exposition (as at 1'21") and the discursive
logic of a development from which the
reprise (6'33") is spellbindingly launched, 
and with a coda (9'45") whose rhetoric 
is powerfully channelled through to the
implacable closing bars. The slow movement
is very much an ‘Andante moderato’, its
hymnal tread opening expressively into the
eloquent second theme (4'00") and with the
tricky rhythmic inflections of the central
development (5'51") as judiciously managed 
as the coda (9'51") is shot through with
autumnal radiance. The scherzo has the right
steely energy (the triangle not too exposed),
Young mindful to underline the sonata-form
cohesiveness of the movement through to its
effervescent coda (4'36"). Perhaps the finale
could have followed even more immediately,
but this most formidable of passacaglias is all
of a piece with what went before. Its restive
initial variations eases into what becomes an
oasis of calm (2'18") within the context of a
movement that synthesizes two centuries of
the Austro-German tradition into its nine-
minute span, and in which the baleful return
of the Bach-derived theme (6'42") sets a
course maintained through to the unsparing
closing bars (8'36").

For all that they remain central to the
orchestral repertoire, the Brahms symphonies
have arguably become harder to interpret
successfully over time and a cycle such as 
this is to be welcomed. Young seems more 
at ease with the Third Symphony than Simon
Rattle (who conducted this music with far
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greater naturalness a quarter-century ago) –
and if, in the Fourth Symphony, Michael
Gielen’s stoic intensity arguably gets closer 
to the heart of the matter, Young’s expressive
variety is its own justification. The sound 
is comparable to the previous discs in its
warmth and detail, while Michael Lewin’s
annotations are entertaining even when stating
the obvious. Those looking to invest in a
current Brahms cycle should certainly consider
this. Richard Whitehouse

Bruckner New

Symphony No. 1 in C minor (1891 version,
ed. Günter Brosche).
Lucerne Festival Orchestra/Claudio Abbado.
Accentus Music ACC30274 (full price, 50 minutes).

Website www.accentus.com Producer Georg

Obermayer. Engineers Toine Mertens, Manuel Fischer.

Dates Live performances at the KKL Concert Hall,

Lucerne on August 17th and 18th, 2012.

Comparisons:

1866 version (ed Carragan):

Royal Scottish Nat Orch/Tintner 

(Naxos) 8.554430 (1998)

Hamburg PO/Young (Oehms Classics) OC633 

(2010, rev. Oct 2011)

1877 version (ed Haas):

VPO/Abbado (Eloquence) ELQ476 9890 (1970)

VPO/Abbado (DG) 453 4152 (1996)

1891 version (ed. Brosche):

Berlin RSO/Chailly (Decca) 475 3312 (1987, ten discs)

Cologne RSO/Wand (RCA) 88697 77658-2 

(1981, nine discs)

Having made an impressive DVD of Bruckner’s
Fifth Symphony in 2011 (ACC20243), Claudio
Abbado follows it up with the First – a work
he has championed since the outset of his
career and has already made two earlier
recordings, both with the Vienna Philharmonic.
The first was a lithe and engaging though
overly lightweight account that missed
something of the music’s rugged individuality,
a failing his remake overcame in what has
been the most recommendable for those
wanting the so-called ‘1866 Linz version’ –
actually done in Vienna a decade later while
consisting largely of textural refinements to 
an original which has latterly been taken up
by several notable exponents. The surprise is
that Abbado has now opted for the ‘Vienna
version’ of the score from 1891: an overhaul
which, while it leaves the work’s formal
proportions intact, evinces an opulence and
grandeur in keeping with those symphonies
which the composer revised in the wake of
the debacle concerning Hermann Levi’s
rejection of the Eighth Symphony in 1887.

There is no reason why Abbado should not
have had second thoughts about the edition 
of a symphony that he has long championed
(Bernard Haitink, after all, opted for the
Leopold Nowak edition of the Eighth after
decades of adherence to that by Robert Haas),
but the final version of the First has had
conspicuously few advocates among even

those who have tackled the entire Bruckner
canon – and even in its most recent edition
as prepared by Günter Brosche some 33 years
ago. More surprisingly yet, Abbado endows 
it with an expressive restraint and textural
leanness audibly more in keeping with the
1877 version that, while he may not have
disowned it outright, he has consciously
avoided this time.

In duration this account is very similar to
his DG reading, with the many incremental
changes Bruckner made absorbed into the
overall interpretation. That said, most of
these changes do not sound more idiomatic
even when rendered with such subtlety. 
The initial Allegro loses expressive focus and
immediacy when its formal proportions are
regularized and evened out – witness the
contrived continuation between the second
subject and the codetta (3'27") or the equally
lacklustre follow-through of the coda (9'42")
– while the Adagio has its audacious initial
harmonic progressions (1'45") neutered and
the ominous transition back to the opening
music (6'24") robbed of its emotional acuity.
The scherzo, too, loses much of its irresistible
impact in view of numerous harmonic and
textural modifications, while the seguing of
the trio section into the scherzo (6'12") is as
pointless as it is affected. The finale is subject
to greatest change, not least in the needless
extension of its wistful second subject (1'15").
Abbado brings spellbinding anticipation to 
the woodwind passage near the start of the
development (4'33"), though his literal
handling of the distended interlude (6'00")
prior to its resumption only increases the
redundancy of this revision, while the
transitional crescendo into the reprise (9'36")
feels as half-hearted as does the overbearing
peroration (14'03") – fashioned out of what
had been an exhilarating coda.

In short, this is an expertly conceived and
– as one would expect given the presence of
the Lucerne Festival Orchestra – supremely
well-played account that yet not only sells 
the First Symphony short in this version but
arguably misses the point that said version
was attempting to convey. Choice in this
respect is hardly abundant, with Günter 
Wand sounding uncharacteristically uninvolved
in his only commercial recording of the piece
and Riccardo Chailly’s vividly convincing
account likewise available only as part of 
an integral cycle. This would still be the
option for the ‘Vienna version’ – while, for
the work as Bruckner initially conceived it,
either Georg Tintner’s tensile energy or
Simone Young’s more calculated approach 
are worth considering. Those who want
Abbado in this work should seek out his 
DG remake, ironically similar in intent to 
the present rendition and so much more 
in keeping with the essential spirit of the
composer’s ‘keckes Beserl’. With its warmly
detailed sound and adequate booklet note, this
release is primarily for Abbado enthusiasts.

Richard Whitehouse

Bruckner New CD/SACD

Symphony No. 6 in A (ed. Nowak).
Netherlands Radio Philharmonic Orchestra/
Jaap van Zweden.
Challenge Classics CC72552 (full price,

57 minutes). Website www.challengerecords.com.

Producer/Engineer Bert van der Wolf. Dates June

11th-14th, 2012.

Comparison:

Ed. Haas:

Orch Métropolitain/Nézet-Séguin 

(Atma Classique) ACD2 2639 (2012, rev. Sep 2013)

Last month 
I reviewed a
new recording
of this work
from Yannick
Nézet-Séguin

which had many good points but which I felt
was ultimately not quite in the top flight. Just
over a year ago (September 2012) I reviewed
Jaap van Zweden’s account of Bruckner’s
Eighth, which most assuredly is in the top
flight, and now comes his recording of the
Sixth Symphony, a magnificent performance
indeed and superbly recorded.

Van Zweden’s tempo for the first
movement is absolutely ideal: every phrase
and paragraph in this wonderful movement 
is readily accommodated within it, a fine
demonstration of how just the slightest 
error in choice of tempo can make all 
the difference – Nézet-Séguin is a shade 
more febrile, which might not appear to 
be disadvantageous at first but which in 
a movement lasting over a quarter of an 
hour can lead to what would appear to 
be a wrong-headed, essentially misconceived
approach to music that – as Bruckner’s
unique ‘Majestoso’ indication implies – should
inhabit a deep sense of unfazed relaxed power
throughout, as van Zweden demonstrates.

This is the greatest performance of the 
first movement I have ever heard – live or on
disc – and the conductor’s approach clearly
inspires his players, who on this showing are
fully the equal of more famous international
ensembles: the playing throughout is
magnificent, wonderfully balanced and
inherently at one with the essence of the
music. Van Zweden’s approach to the superb
vast coda to this movement is quite masterly:
supremely well judged and eliciting from the
musicians a response that gladdens the heart.
The remainder of the Symphony is on this
high interpretative level; the slow movement
and scherzo are relatively – but only
relatively – more straightforward in terms 
of structural cohesion, and therefore pose
fewer problems for the conductor: van
Zweden has their measure admirably. In the
difficult finale he excels once more, his basic
tempo absolutely right in enabling him to



relate the changes Bruckner demands to a
greater organic structure, at the same time 
as achieving the double triumph of making 
the music both more personal yet related
entirely to the work overall and not – as 
so often happens with lesser conductors –
making the music appear to be a succession of
poorly related late-nineteenth-century picture-
postcard views. Everything is beautifully 
paced and, therefore, proportioned, the
outstandingly fine and eminently suitable
recording quality enabling us to appreciate
this masterpiece fully.

Without succumbing to the temptation of
hyperbolic enthusiasm, I cannot recall ever
having heard a finer performance of the work
overall than this. I should be astonished, not
to say envious, if all those who know and
love their Bruckner have either.

Robert Matthew-Walker

Brun Volume 4. New

Symphony No. 1 in B minor. Ouvertüre
zu einer Jubiläumsfeier.
Moscow Symphony Orchestra/Adriano.
Guild GMCD7395 (full price, 47 minutes). Website

www.guildmusic.com. Producer/Engineer Maria

Soboleva. Dates October 29th-November 1st, 2012.

In the latest instalment of Guild’s ongoing
survey of the orchestral output of Swiss
composer Fritz Brun (1878-1959), the focus
is on the first of his ten symphonies,
composed in 1900-02 when he was still a
student in Cologne (earlier volumes were
reviewed in October 2006 and June 2009).
Though it received a number of performances
from the year of its completion into the
1940s the work has never been published and
Brun’s original manuscript has disappeared;
this recording uses a fair copy and set of 
parts made by his friend Hermann Wilhelm
Draber. Conductor Adriano contributes a 
very extensive booklet note so exhaustive 
in detail and speculation that I won’t even 
try to paraphrase it; I’ll just note that Adriano
finds it useful to compare Brun’s work with
the exactly contemporary First Symphony 
of Brun’s Dutch friend Jan van Gilse – the
two symphonies shared the 1902 Paderewski
Prize – which would probably be more
enlightening if one had a recording of 
van Gilse’s piece to hand. 

Taking Brun’s symphony – a dramatic,
large-scale four-movement composition in 
the sombre key of Schubert’s ‘Unfinished’ 
and Tchaikovsky’s ‘Pathétique’ – simply as 
it sounds, it turns out to be an impressive
achievement for a 23-year-old, clearly
couched in the vocabulary of Germanic 
late-romanticism but with a subtle character
of its own, very well orchestrated and
handling the expected forms with skill.
Certainly the influence of Brahms can be felt
at many points – it was apropos this work
that the young Brun declared himself more
interested in continuing the symphonic

tradition established by Brahms than succumb
to the influences of the ‘New German’
school, or Wagner, or Strauss – but it is
more a matter of colouring and phrasing 
than slavish emulation, and one could point 
to several Brucknerian echoes as well. The
work consists of a forceful first movement, 
a lyric slow movement of considerable 
beauty, a jubilant scherzo and a tripartite
finale, beginning with a fairly unmistakable
reference to the start of the finale of
Brahms’s Symphony No. 2, which, despite
some checks and false starts, wins through
resolutely to a satisfying conclusion. Adriano’s
descriptions of this movement (‘the composer
stands shattered at the edge of an abyss which
he had long feared he would have to face’)
strike me as a mite overcooked, though it 
is certainly a stirring piece and probably the
finest part of the symphony. The ending is
unexpectedly abrupt and quiet: Adriano thinks
it ‘strange and bitter’, while to me it’s more
interestingly laconic.

The Ouvertüre zu einer Jubiläumsfeier, written
for the 25th anniversary of Radio Berne, 
is based on the sixteenth-century church
melody In Gottes Namen heb ich’s an (‘In God’s
name will I rise’), whose words had become
associated with praise not only of God but
the big bear that is the heraldic symbol of 
the City of Berne. In it Brun eschewed the
more contemporary idiom of his recent
symphonies and produced a work for popular
consumption not far from the model and style
of, say, Brahms’s Academic Festival Overture. It’s
certainly a spirited and attractive piece. 

Adriano’s interpretations of these works
sound confidently authentic and the members
of the Moscow Symphony Orchestra, with
whom he has by now established a long-
standing rapport, sound as if they’re playing
at the top of their game. (The Symphony
gives the brass ensemble some striking
opportunities to shine.) Guild’s recording is
fully up the standards of previous volumes in
this series, which is certainly putting Fritz
Brun on the map as probably, despite the
claims of his elder contemporary Hans Huber,
Switzerland’s most important symphonist.
Rather short measure for a CD these days,
though! Calum MacDonald

Le Piano Français New

Casadesus Capriccio Op. 49.
Castérède Piano Concerto No. 1.
Rivier Concerto Brève.
Wiener Piano Concerto No. 1, ‘Franco-
Américain’.
Timon Altwegg (piano); Orchestre de
Chambre de Toulouse/Gilles Colliard.
Guild GMCD7391 (full price, 1 hour 9 minutes).

Website www.guildmusic.com Producer/Engineer

Patrick Faubert. Dates May 29th-31st, 2012 

Robert Matthew-Walker’s ever-helpful booklet
notes trace a sequence of short French piano
concertante works through Fauré, Franck,

Saint-Saëns and d’Indy. This disc of neo-
classic concertos with strings continues the
line through to 1952. Probably the best-
known name here to IRR readers will be 
that of Robert Casadesus (1899-1972), highly
respected pianist from a musical family. I’ve
accompanied various wind pieces by Jacques
Castérède (b.1926) and enjoyed his Ménage à
trois (as who wouldn’t?) for six hands on one
piano; I’d heard of Jean Rivier (1896-1987);
but the name that leapt out to me first was
that of Jean Wiener (1896-1982).

An unofficial ‘set book’ among the handful
of affordable ones from impecunious music-
student days of long ago was a Penguin
symposium entitled European Music in the
Twentieth Century (1957, revised 1961). The
most-thumbed chapter in it – trenchant and
still highly readable more than 50 years on –
was that on French music by David Drew
(1930-2009, best known as author of possibly
the first serious assessment of Messiaen).
When he was desperately searching for a
worthy successor to Debussy and Ravel
among the likes of Satie, Koechlin, Milhaud
and Jolivet (even Roussel didn’t come up 
to the mark), his encounter with the 1920s
frivolity of Wiener – and specifically this
Concerto, ‘Franco-Américain’ – provoked 
him into, so to speak, chewing the furniture.
‘Wholly uninteresting as a composer’ was his
verdict, a composer who in this concerto’s
first movement ‘instead of adding the insult 
of meaningless harmonies to the injury of
common melodic jargon … presented that
same jargon in its crudest form’. Drew
dismissed the finale theme in particular as
being ‘of unsurpassed and unsurpassable
vulgarity’. Ouch! How could anyone reading
that judgement resist playing this piece (third
on the disc) first?

The opening tutti certainly starts like
Pulcinella without the wrong notes, especially
when as dully performed as here by the
Toulousians under Swiss-born Gilles Colliard.
(A rival version from Danielle Laval and the
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Monte-Carlo PO under Pascal Verrot on a
Naïve download may be better: I haven’t
heard it.) The soloist’s nightclub interludes
sound dated now, but less so when you 
learn that this piece dates from the very 
same year as Wiener’s fellow-student
Milhaud’s pioneering jazz exercise La Création
du monde, and that Wiener himself (before
starting work on up to 300 film scores) was
resident pianist at Le Boeuf sur le Toit – not
Milhaud’s other piece, that is, but the very
nightclub named after it. Wiener’s second
movement is pure cocktail piano; the finale,
I’m afraid, is wince-makingly obvious,
covering similar ground to Jean Françaix’s
Concertino though in far less subtle fashion.
Again, the opening tutti could have been
more wittily played. But in perhaps expecting
more than the piece intended to deliver,
Drew could be accused of – in Clive James’s
telling phrase – ‘kicking a powder-puff’. 

Rivier composed eight symphonies and 11
concertos, one of which – that for alto sax,
trumpet and orchestra – is available on Marco
Polo (8.225127). His most-recorded piece,
however, is probably the Grave et Presto for
saxophone quartet. Drew’s chapter dealt 
with him more briefly, though scarcely more
flatteringly, than Wiener: this Concerto Brève
opens the disc, filling four-bar phrases with
commonplace rhythms and gritted-teeth
dissonance. Well worth a listen, even so: 
the finale springs from the second scene 
of Petrushka and the whole piece reminded 
me of Roussel and Honegger. 

Casadesus wrote seven symphonies, and his
concertos included family affairs for two and
three pianos: wife Gaby and son Jean were
also pianists. (His opus numbers reached 68:
one scans his discography as a busy pianist
and wonders how he found the time.)
Prevailing influences here include Prokofiev,
Bartók (particularly the finale, recalling the
Music for Strings, Percussion and Celesta) and,
fleetingly, Britten and Blacher. The whole
concerto is high-pitched (I wondered for a
while if the orchestral part included basses 
at all) and its opening is uncomfortably
similar to Rivier’s finale, which immediately
precedes it on the disc. The orchestra leader
should have been credited by name with a
valiant approach to a quite ungrateful solo
violin part. The tinkly Prokofievian second-
movement moto perpetuo is the most striking
movement of the four, its trio sounding by
contrast almost British-pastoral.

After Wiener comes the less prolific
Castérède, his discography almost bare save
for a few brass pieces. His 1954 Concerto
starts lyrically, with a Pastorale that RM-W
shrewdly links to Fauré, and a second
movement he compares to Prokofiev’s Second
Concerto. The solo part is relentless: Swiss-
born soloist Timon Altwegg is dazzling, here
and throughout, and I’m sure the slowing
down from 2'35" derives from a note in 
the score rather than sheer fatigue. Memories
of Bartók’s Miraculous Mandarin flash by, and

the whole movement dissolves delightfully.
The arguably over-long third movement
Nocturne (longer than the two previous
movements combined) groans in a
Honeggerian manner, relieved by a perky
finale that rounds off, most satisfyingly, an
exciting disc recommended for the curious,
for piano fanciers, for lecturers seeking to
illustrate neo-classicism and for lovers of well-
recorded sound. I will now re-read Drew
with greater insight. Michael Round

Elina Vähälä New CD/SACD

Corigliano Violin Concerto, ‘The Red
Violin’a.
Kuusisto Violin Concerto, Op. 28ab.
Leika, Op. 24.
aElina Vähälä (violin); Lahti Symphony
Orchestra/Jaakko Kuusisto.
BIS BIS2020SACD (full price, 1 hour 17 minutes).

Website www.bis.se Producer Ingo Petry.

Engineer Fabian Frank. Dates bApril and August 2012.

John Corigliano’s Violin Concerto has its
origins in music he composed for the film
The Red Violin. He first drew on that music 
to compose a free-standing concert work
entitled The Red Violin: Chaconne for Violin 
and Orchestra, successfully recorded by 
Chloë Hanslip for Naxos (8.559302). With
disarming candour, he explains in the booklet
that since a work that lasts only 15 minutes is
too short to make it worthwhile engaging a
soloist, he decided to add three movements
to make up a full-length concerto. The work
therefore has hybrid origins. The first
movement, the original Chaconne, is a long,
highly romantic rhapsody that passes through
many different tempos and contrasting moods.
I think you need to hear it quite a few times
before you twig that it is, in fact, a chaconne.
You might not necessarily guess the work’s
film music origins, either, if you didn’t
already know about them. The composer
writes that the second movement was
designed ‘to break the romantic mood of 
the first’, and this it certainly does. It is 
an ultra-rapid, pianissimo, skittering scherzo,
whose throwaway finish could have ended 
one of Walton’s string concerto scherzos. 
The slow movement is, for this listener, the
most beautiful part of the work, richly scored
and using some modest flautando effects. The
fourth movement is a riot, the composer
employing – deliberately – some thoroughly
nasty noises as well as a few empty gestures
in his efforts to concoct a virtuoso finale. It
ends with a bang that will be highly effective
in the concert hall. 

American-born but Finnish-raised 
Elina Vähälä rises to the concerto’s very
considerable technical challenges. I’m not
convinced by the work’s form, as it feels a
little like two halves sewn together that don’t
quite make up a single garment. It does
respond positively, though, to at least two
criteria of success. First, once you have heard

it you want to hear it again; and, second,
when you do, it reveals new and interesting
things.

The Violin Concerto by Jaakko Kuusisto,
the conductor of this recording, shares some
common ground with the Corigliano. Its three
movements follow the traditional romantic
concerto pattern, with a big first movement
in sonata form, a slow movement and a fast,
exciting finale. An original feature is that 
the cadenza is heard at the very beginning,
3'30" of violin playing as commanding as any
you are likely to hear this year. The first
movement is rhapsodic and, like Corigliano’s,
romantic in character, with the emphasis,
here and throughout the work, on a long-
spun, singing solo line. The slow movement
is darker in mood, with a violent passage
toward the end. The close of this movement
is achieved with some highly mysterious and
very beautiful instrumental effects. The finale
is exciting, with much virtuoso writing for
the soloist and another ‘get them cheering’
finish. This is, in many ways, an old-fashioned
work. The musical language is hardly more
adventurous than that of Corigliano. It is
obviously contemporary music, yet it never
loses touch with tonality for very long, and
indeed the aforementioned ending arrives
defiantly on a major chord. In addition, the
orchestral writing is at once opulent and
transparent, particularly in its use of the
brass, in a way that recalls a noble, Finnish
precedent. Most important, however, is the
epic, heroic nature of the work that goes
back, not so much to the big romantic violin
concertos but to those for piano. It is more
integrated than the Corigliano, but both
works, in their different ways, are intriguing
and satisfying. Kuusisto composed his
concerto for Vähälä and she plays it superbly.
The orchestral support under the composer’s
direction is clearly authoritative.

That Kuusisto is a master of the orchestra
is evident from the short work that opens 
the disc. The composer tells us that ‘leika’ 
is an Icelandic word meaning ‘child’s play’,
and indeed the musical material of the work
comes from an earlier chamber piece entitled
Play. The idea of playing is explored in
several different ways throughout the work,
which is now exuberant, now pensive. There
is nothing revolutionary about either the
musical material or the way in which the
orchestra is deployed, but as the piece makes
its way towards its pleasingly peaceful
conclusion we know we are in the presence
of a composer of real music that will surely
satisfy most listeners who encounter it.

William Hedley
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The Romantic Piano New

Concerto – 62
Gounod The complete works for pedal
piano and orchestra.
Concerto in E flat. Suite concertante in
A. Fantaisie sur l’hymne national russe.
Danse roumaine.
Roberto Prosseda (pedal piano); Orchestra
della Svizzera Italiana/Howard Shelley. 
Hyperion CDA67975 (full price, 56 minutes).

Website www.hyperion-records.co.uk Producer

Ben Connellan. Engineer Michael Rast. Dates October

24th-26th, 2012.

The booklet essay by soloist Roberto Prosseda
(b.1975) is so interesting, and, perforce,
relevant to the potential listener’s understanding
of the extraordinary instrument for which
Gounod wrote these works, that I am
tempted to suggest that anyone who already
likes Gounod’s music, or is interested in
learning about an unusual stage in the
development of the modern grand piano,
should acquire this disc for the booklet alone.
Fortunately, the music is another strong
reason, because it is delightful, and apart
from his operas Faust and Roméo et Juliette,
Gounod is quite often an undeservedly
underrated composer.

Let me give you a précis about the
instrument, using Prosseda’s words: ‘The
resources of the pedal piano, designed to
allow organists to practise outside church,
were turned to advantage by Schumann, Liszt,
and especially Charles-Valentin Alkan … who
gave virtuoso performances in the salons of
the piano manufacturer Érard. Gounod was
present there in 1875 … Just ten years later
… Gounod himself wrote four works for the
pedal piano.’

Before I address the music itself, two of
the included monochrome photographs will
feed your visual imagination. On the inside
front cover of the booklet we see Prosseda
sitting (from an audience’s vantage point) in
profile at a Steinway D concert grand, but
with his feet poised above a pedal board that
stretches the full width of the keyboard, and
with the piano itself ‘sitting’ atop a virtually
identical Steinway D. Across the top of
page 5 there is a close-up of the pedal board.
About the one used in this recording Prosseda
writes: ‘This innovative model was conceived
and built in 2012 by the Italian organ builder
Claudio Pinchi … This makes the performance
of pedal piano music more viable, since it
avoids the need to source and transport a
dedicated pedal piano. The Pinchi pedal-board
has 37 pedals, but these operate 61 wooden
“fingers”, which depress the lowest 61 keys of
the piano … In addition, three independent
stops add octave doublings, and these can be
combined (allowing triple octaves) to enrich
the sound palette of the pedal-board, as can
be heard on this recording.’

Though one understandable response to all
this might be ‘Come back, Bach/Busoni – all
is forgiven!’, the actual piano sound in this

recording is not always massive – in fact the
pedal piano sounds rather drier than a regular
concert grand because ‘The pedal technique
used for the organ cannot be applied to the
pedal piano, since the latter requires a
particular sensitivity of touch, as the pedals
control a piano action with hammers and
strings. So a more pianistic approach to pedal
technique is required, using the weight of the
leg and transferring this weight from one note
to another in order to achieve a legato, as
well as to enable a rich sonority and good
control of dynamics. The sustaining pedal 
is seldom used, as both feet are often busy
playing the pedal-board … Thus, the general
sound is drier and more transparent than
from a normal piano, and this is probably 
a specific feature that Gounod and Alkan
wanted for their pedal piano music.’

Phew! Now it is time for me to write
‘Come back, Gounod, please forgive me.’ 
His four works are often charming and witty,
sometimes massive and sometimes delicate.
Prosseda plays all of the solo parts with 
Gallic elegance, while Howard Shelley
encourages the strings of the Orchestra della
Svizzera Italiana to play with superb legato,
and the woodwinds to combine with the
upper register of the piano in delightful
tintinnabulations. Hyperion’s recorded sound
expands and contracts in accord with the
sonority of the music. This release is certainly
‘off the beaten track’, but it is definitely
worth exploring. Stephen Pruslin

Haydn New

Complete Symphonies, Volume 21.
Symphonies – No. 99 in E flat, Hob. I/99;
No. 100 in G, Hob. I/100, ‘Military’.
L’incontro improvviso, Hob. XXVIII/6 –
Overture.
Heidelberger Sinfoniker/Thomas Fey.
Hänssler Classic CD98.014 (full price, 58 minutes).

Website www.haenssler-classic.de. Producer/Engineer

Eckhard Steiger. Dates March 5th-8th, 2013.

Comparisons:

Symphonies Nos. 99 and 100:

SWR SO, Stuttgart/Norrington (Hänssler Classic)

CD93.252 (2009, four discs, rev. Mar 2010)

Symphony No. 100:

St Luke’s Orch/Mackerras (Telarc) CD80282 (1991)

Haydn collectors will probably be familiar
with Thomas Fey’s high-voltage historically
informed series of the symphonies that has
been in progress for several years. The
present disc includes two of the ‘London’
Symphonies and opens with the two-
movement Overture to L’incontro improvviso,
an ideal companion to the ‘Military’
(No. 100) since it too uses Turkish 
percussion (the opera’s plot is a Turkish 
one – not unlike Mozart’s Entführung). 
The zestful performance of the Overture 
gets the disc off to the best possible start. 

Symphony No. 99 was first performed at
the Hanover Square Rooms in London on

February 10th, 1794, at the start of the
composer’s second stay in the city. It’s also
notable as the first of Haydn’s symphonies 
to use clarinets. Fey’s performance is typical
of his approach on earlier discs in this series:
there’s abundant rhythmic drive and textures
are bright and clear. Collectors who prefer
mellow Haydn should probably look
elsewhere – Fey is a conductor who energizes
Haydn with lively speeds and exciting attack.
I find the results immensely refreshing: this is
Haydn playing that brings out the originality
and daring of the music without apology, but
it is by no means short on charm either. 

Anyone collecting the whole of Fey’s 
series as it appears won’t need any further
recommendation from me, but it is interesting
to listen to Fey alongside two other pioneers
of historically informed Haydn. Roger
Norrington’s conducting sometimes leaves me
cold, but his complete ‘London’ Symphonies
(also on Hänssler) is a marvellous set and one
that is, if anything, even more radical than
Fey’s – but both are extremely successful 
in Nos. 99 and 100. Perhaps even more
impressive in the ‘Military’ is the disc Charles
Mackerras made with the Orchestra of St
Luke’s for Telarc – bristling with rhythmic
tension but with a slightly lighter, wittier
touch than from either Fey or Norrington.

Still, all this goes to show that there is
plenty of good historically informed Haydn
around and it’s nice to be spoiled for choice.
I would certainly encourage anyone to hear
this latest instalment of Fey’s series. The
recording is bright and clear and the notes are
useful. Nigel Simeone

Handel
Water Music, HWV348-50. Occasional
Oratorio, HWV62 – Ouverture.
Haydn Sinfonietta Wien/Manfred Huss.
BIS BIS2027SACD (full price, 1 hour 2 minutes).

Website www.bis.se Producer Ingo Petry. Engineer

Fabian Frank. Date March 2012.

Comparisons:

Water Music:

Les Musiciens du Louvre/Minkowski (Naïve) V5234

(2010, rev. Dec 2010)

Le Concert Spirituel Orch/Niquet (Glossa) GCD921606

(2002, rev. Sep 2003)

The first performance of Handel’s Water Music
must be one of the most famous premieres in
music history. The lavish pomp and spectacle
of the occasion – not least the vast orchestra
of 50-plus musicians assembled on the second
of several boats that followed George I’s royal
barge along the Thames from Whitehall to
Chelsea on July 17th, 1717 – made such an
impression on witnesses that the immortal
success of Handel’s music was instantly
assured. The music itself, with its winning
mix of lively popular dances, courtly
refinement and majestic ebullience, was 
an instant hit, and it enjoyed frequent
performances throughout the composer’s
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lifetime in many different guises, in all types
of venues and with ensembles of all sizes.

Enthusiasm for the Water Music has barely
dimmed in the centuries since. Aware that
this new recording with his period-instrument
Haydn Sinfonietta of Vienna is entering a
crowded market, conductor Manfred Huss
offers an enticing USP: a return to the
recently divined probable original ordering 
of the movements. 

With no surviving autograph score, modern
consensus (based on the evidence of the
earliest published edition from 1788) has 
been that Handel divided his 60-minute work
into three suites: an opening suite in F with
horns, a central suite in D with trumpets, and
a final, more subdued, suite in G showcasing
woodwinds. But a recently resurfaced 1718
copy of the autograph, used as the basis for
the 2007 new critical edition, indicates that
Handel actually conceived the work as a 
22-movement single entity – and it is this
version which Huss presents here.

The reordering is not a radical overhaul
(other recordings made since 2007 – notably
Marc Minkowski’s vibrant 2010 account on
Naïve with his Musiciens du Louvre – have
actually stuck with the three-suite version) 
– but the mega-suite has definite merits.
While the first half essentially adheres to 
the F major suite, the second half mingles 
the D and G major suites, providing effective
contrast and a stronger conclusion. This is
certainly interesting enough to justify a new
recording, but the stylishness of this Viennese
performance, led by distinguished veteran
period-instrumentalist Simon Standage, raises
it sufficiently above the level of an academic
exercise to hold its own with the best on 
the market.

After a brisk but purposeful introduction,
the Ouverture springs into action with
tangible excitement – bustling violins bounce
phrases between left/right divided first and
seconds with impressive dexterity, oboes 
and bassoons chatter animatedly. The third-
movement ‘Allegro’ throws the spotlight onto
the pair of horns, who sound a shade too
polite (for real chutzpah here the pungently

tuned horns of Le Concert Spirituel on Glossa
reign supreme), but the percussive propulsion
of strumming mandolin continuo imparts an
invigorating swagger. Huss’s steady ‘Bourrée’
allows the opportunity for elegant and fun
ornamentation in the solo spots, and its tutti
is wonderfully lusty. 

The horns raise their game to match the
brilliance of the trumpets, who make their
first appearance halfway through, and the
impact of the famous ‘Hornpipe’ is further
enhanced by increasingly flamboyant timpani
extemporizations (Handel did not write any
drum parts, but almost certainly expected
them to be added in performance). A
delightfully delicate solo flute graces the
gentle ‘Menuet’ which follows, and a pastoral
sopranino recorder contrasts well with the
earthy bassoon in the final peasant dances.
The stately trumpet ‘Minuet’ rounds the
Water Music off suitably, but allowing your
player to run on to the filler, the Ouverture
to the Occasional Oratorio – written 30 years
later but remarkably complementary in style
– will ensure a more satisfying conclusion.

After reading Huss’s authoritative advocacy
for large orchestral forces – a core of 24
strings was, he says, common in the theatres
of Handel’s day – and his denouncement of
the small-scaled period-instrument bands of
today for not corresponding ‘at all to the
original sound conceptions of the period’, it is
disappointing that he employs a band of only
14 strings for this recording – which, with
just two violas and cellos and a single double
bass, is almost the bare minimum. Moreover,
for an album which offers a welcome chance
to hear the Water Music in Handel’s (probable)
original structure – first, and possibly only
ever, experienced with vast forces at the
premiere performance – it seems perverse 
to present it here on such an intimate scale. 

The closeness pays dividends in the
performance’s vivid and nuanced detail,
however, and the studio recording, made at
the Grafenegg Auditorium in Austria, has just
enough bloom. So, regardless of orchestral
size, this is as enjoyable a Water Music as any
in the catalogue. Graham Rogers

Hindemith New CD/SACD

Complete Viola Works, Volume 1.
Kammermusik No. 5, Op. 36/4.
Konzertmusik, Op. 48 (original 
version). Der Schwanendreher.
Trauermusik.
Tabea Zimmermann (viola); Deutsches
Symphonie-Orchester Berlin/Hans Graf.
Myrios Classics MYR010 (full price, 1 hour

20 minutes). Website www.myriosmusic.com.

Producer Stephan Cahen. Date August 2012.

Along with
other notable
composers
(Britten,
Lutosławski,
Verdi and
Wagner, and 

I am happy to include him in their number),
2013 brings a significant anniversary for Paul
Hindemith: he died on December 28th, 1963.
Yet he seems to be shamefully underrated 
and hardly appears in concert programmes at
present. A real shame, for he is a master and
left us some really distinctive and glorious
music. This first volume of works for viola
really hits the spot, an 80-minute collection
of pieces with orchestra. What immediately
strikes the listener is how good the recording
is: excellently truthful reproduction of the
solo viola and the instruments that accompany
it, and also how good the balance is between
the two.

Der Schwanendreher (‘The Swan Turner’) 
is from 1935 and makes use of Medieval
German folk songs. The orchestra is without
violins and violas. Opening with a richly
expressive soliloquy for the soloist, played
with persuasiveness and full tone by Tabea
Zimmermann, one is immediately and
willingly taken into a harmonic and
communicative world that is wholly beguiling,
once again questioning Hindemith’s current
neglect. His deft scoring is a pleasure in itself
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and the writing for viola, Hindemith’s own
instrument (remember, he stepped in at short
notice to replace Lionel Tertis in the 1929
premiere of Walton’s Viola Concerto – the
composer conducted and a lifelong friendship
ensued), is idiomatic and resourceful. The
tunes that Hindemith uses are strongly
characterful and he makes them his own. 
The opening of the second movement, 
viola with harp accompaniment, is beguiling;
the beginning of the finale, viola with
woodwinds and brass, raises the spirits, 
as do the ingenious variations that follow.

By contrast, the Trauermusik (for string
orchestra with solo viola), written rapidly 
on January 21st, 1936 at the BBC’s request
to remember King George V, moves the 
soul in its eloquent beauty, and even more 
so here in this deeply felt performance. 
By further contrast, Kammermusik No. 5
(1927) is a pithy and strutting masterpiece,
rhythmically uplifting and full of ear-catching
orchestration. The heart of the four-
movement work is the Langsam that 
comes second, dark and haunted, which
should appeal to the many collectors who
listen to Shostakovich’s music. 

The final work on the disc is the first
recording of the original version of the
Konzertmusik for solo viola and large chamber
orchestra. Laid out in two parts and,
altogether, six movements, it opens in 
jaunty and intricate style. This 25-minute
work is of consistent interest and incident,
written by an inventive composer who was as
contrapuntally savvy as the best of them and
who could turn a poetic phrase that strikes
you not only in the heart but also the gut;
it’s witty, too. There are plenty of examples
in this ‘Frühe Fassung’ – not least numerous
melodic gifts and spicy scoring – that confirm
Hindemith as a composer to ignore or be
prejudiced against at your peril. 

No praise is too high for the dedication,
perception and skills that Zimmermann, the
Deutsches Symphonie-Orchester Berlin and
Hans Graf have lavished on this marvellous
music. Colin Anderson

Hindemith New CD/SACD

Violin Concertoa. Konzertmusik, Op. 50b.
Symphonic Metamorphosis after Themes
by Carl Maria von Weberc.
aMidori (violin); NDR Sinfonieorchester/
Christoph Eschenbach.
Ondine ODE1214-2 (full price, 1 hour 7 minutes).

Website www.ondine.net Producer Hans-Michael

Kissing. Engineers aBjörn Brigsne, cDominik Blech,
bJohannes Kutzner. Dates Live performances at the

Laeiszhalle, Hamburg on bDecember 32rd, 2011,
acOctober 24th and 26th, 2012.

Comparisons:

Violin Concerto:

Oistrakh, LSO/Hindemith (Decca) 470 258-2 

(1962, two discs)

Zimmermann, Frankfurt RSO/P. Järvi 

(BIS) BIS2024SACD (2009, rev. Sep 2013)

Konzertmusik/Symphonic Metamorphosis:

Israel PO/Bernstein (DG) 429 404-2 (1989)

Philharmonia Orch/Hindemith 

(EMI Classics) 3 77344-2 (1956, two discs)

Symphonic Metamorphosis:

LSO/Abbado (Decca) 467 442-2 (1969, rev. Sep 2001)

BPO/Abbado (DG) 447 389-2 (1994)

BPO/Hindemith (DG) 474 770-2 (1955, three discs)

This programme of Hindemith orchestral
music is released in time to mark the 50th
anniversary of Hindemith’s death (December
28th, 1963) and it’s a useful compilation of
three major works. The earliest of them is
the Konzertmusik, Op. 50, composed in 1930
for the 50th anniversary of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra (the same celebration
that inspired Stravinsky’s Symphony of Psalms).
It’s a fine piece, but one that is only rarely
heard in concerts. Christoph Eschenbach and
the NDR SO give a lively and purposeful
account of it here, with punchy rhythms 
and well-disciplined playing. Hindemith’s 
own performance with the Philharmonia
(EMI) was recorded in 1956, but it still
sounds good, and the composer finds a little
more warmth in places. Bernstein and the
Israel Philharmonic (DG) are resplendent, 
and Bernstein’s conducting on what was one
of his last records has a visionary fervour that
is hard to match. Still, there’s plenty to enjoy
in Eschenbach’s version and his programme 
is different from Bernstein’s.

The Symphonic Metamorphosis after Themes 
by Carl Maria Weber is a much more familiar
piece and here, I think, Eschenbach is a little
less successful. Hindemith and the Berlin
Philharmonic in 1955 are better at sustaining
energy from start to finish, and Bernstein’s
Israel Philharmonic recording is a joyous
experience. This is tough competition (as are
both of Claudio Abbado’s recordings, on
Decca and DG) and this new version doesn’t
quite have their character or brilliance.

However, the value of this disc lies, at 
least in part, in its programme. The third
work is the Violin Concerto, played here 
with wonderful purity of tone by Midori.
This is an estimable performance, but it has
the bad luck to appear just after Frank Peter
Zimmermann and Paavo Järvi in the same
work (BIS, nominated as Outstanding in the
September issue). Zimmermann’s account 
has a sensitivity, imagination and excitement
which put it in very select company (along
with Oistrakh and Hindemith) and Midori 
and Eschenbach don’t quite match that: not
only is the poetry of Zimmermann’s playing
remarkable but so is the colour and life of
Järvi’s accompaniment. It’s also in sound 
that has more focus and body than Ondine’s
disc. However, Midori is very well suited to
this work and she spins a beautiful musical
line in the slow movement – the highlight 
of her performance.

So it all comes down to the programme. 
If you are looking for a disc of these three
works together, then Eschenbach and Midori

are a dependable team – but for the most
characterful performances of the individual
works here, I’d look further afield – to
Hindemith, to Bernstein and to Zimmermann
and Järvi. Sound is decent (not always as
sharply focused as it might be) and the notes
are very good. Nigel Simeone

Holst New CD/SACD

Orchestral Works, Volume 3.
The Mystic Trumpeter, H71. First Choral
Symphony, H155a.
Susan Gritton (soprano); aBBC Symphony
Chorus; BBC Symphony Orchestra/Andrew
Davis.
Chandos CHSA5127 (full price, 1 hour 9 minutes).

Website www.chandos.net English texts included.

Producers Brian Pidgeon. Engineers Ralph Couzens,

Jonathan Cooper. Dates April 6th and 7th, 2013. 

The Choral Symphony, in this third volume 
of Chandos’s series admirably devoted to the
music of Holst, was actually in the process of
being recorded in 2006 when the conductor
Richard Hickox was felled by the stroke from
which he never recovered. He did record,
excellently, the first volume, containing some
of what Holst too modestly labelled ‘Early
Horrors’. For the second volume, with
The Planets and two other less well-known
suites, the Japanese Suite and Beni Mora,
Andrew Davis took over as a very worthy
successor (I reviewed them in January 2009
and February 2011). He continues now with
two works, one of which escaped the ‘Early
Horrors’ disclaimer and was regarded by
Holst’s daughter Imogen as ‘the most
important work he had yet written, and 
… his nearest approach to an expression of
what he wanted to say’, The Mystic Trumpeter
of 1904. 

For any admirer of Holst’s extraordinarily
original art, it is very well worth hearing,
despite some characteristic shortcomings. The
shadow of Wagner still falls across the music,
though less obliteratingly than is sometimes
alleged. It is more fluent than some of the
contemporary pieces, and the emergent voice
includes the use of bitonality, the constructive
contact between two different keys, which
suffused The Planets and almost all his late
music (and profoundly influenced Britten).
There are significant touches here, as when
the trumpets clash keys in their response to
Walt Whitman’s invocation, ‘Blow again,
trumpeter – conjure war’s alarums’, which
they do, if with considerably less violence
than in ‘Mars’ only a few years later. The
fascination with Whitman that was then
fashionable (and inspired both Delius and
Holst’s friend Vaughan Williams) did not
always do a composer favours, and Holst is
predictably defeated by lines, in the section
on love, such as ‘I see the vast alembic ever
working’. He recovers himself well in time
for a conclusion worthy of the best in his
music. Davis does this beautifully, and Susan
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Gritton has the steadiness and conviction of
line and purity of voice to see her safely
through the more doubtful moments. 

Holst wrote his Choral Symphony in 1925
for the Leeds Festival (where it was revived
in an excellent performance under Vernon
Handley in 1981). He called it his First
Choral Symphony; the plan for a second,
setting poems by Meredith, never got beyond
fragments. The poet here is Keats, who at his
greatest, with the Ode on a Grecian Urn, draws
some of Holst’s finest inspirations. The chorus
sings with marvellous purity and restraint in
music that embodies these qualities, making
all the more moving the slight warming of
expression that comes with the characteristic
Holstian procession at ‘Who are these coming
to the sacrifice’. The singers are also secure
with some difficult Holstian rhythmic dodges,
such as the alternating bars of four and five
beats in the much weaker finale, and in the
surprisingly difficult monotone opening
‘Invocation to Pan’, 17 bars of declamation
holding the single note B while the strings
circle with distracting chromaticisms. A
degree of more intoxicating, or possibly
intoxicated, exuberance might have done
better justice to the Bacchanal, but overall this
is a fine performance, subtly recorded to do
justice to Holst’s always sensitive and lucid
orchestration. John Warrack

The 20th-century New

Concerto Grosso
d’Indy Concert, Op. 89a.
Krenek Concertino, Op. 27b.
Schulhoff Concerto doppio, WV89.
Karl-Heinz Schütz (flute); Maria Prinz (piano);
with aRobert Nagy (cello); bChristoph Koncz
(violin); Academy of St Martin in the Fields/
Neville Marriner.
Chandos CHAN10791 (full price, 1 hour 2 minutes).

Website www.chandos.net Producer Andrew

Keener. Engineer Phil Rowlands. Dates September

21st-23rd, 2012.

This interesting release, combining mixed
instrumental concertos by Krenek, Schulhoff
and d’Indy, might perplex listeners expecting
conventional ASMF repertoire from Neville
Marriner as he approaches his 90th birthday.
Perhaps, however, the ever-widening scope 
of Sir Neville’s musical tastes could actually
prove enticing enough in itself to compel his
more adventurous devotees to investigate this
new Chandos issue. Any who do won’t be
disappointed, though I suspect that much,
perhaps all, of the repertoire on this CD will
be unfamiliar to most, the possible exceptions
being the attractive Op. 20 Concertino for
flute, violin, piano, and strings by Ernst
Krenek, written in 1924, which is very
occasionally heard in concert, and Schulhoff’s
Concerto doppio, recorded by Dabringhaus und
Grimm in 1997. 

The other pieces, however, share something
at least with the Krenek Concertino, and that

presumed common link between all three
works on this disc is reflected by its title,
‘The 20th-century Concerto Grosso’. Apart
from the fact that all three belong to the first
quarter of the last century, the connections
between them might not be altogether clear.
Don’t infer, either, from the disc’s title that
this repertoire has much, if indeed anything 
at all in common with the specified genre, 
at least in its traditional Baroque context. 
For all that, it probably doesn’t overstretch
credibility too much to suggest that the 
mixed concertante element in these works
does have occasional if tenuous links with 
the Baroque model, though one doubts that
Krenek, Schulhoff and d’Indy had specific
examples in mind when they set down these
works. Almost out of necessity, Susie Harries
works pretty hard to find connecting links 
in her enthusiastic and otherwise helpfully
illuminating booklet notes.

Krenek’s model in his Concertino seems to
have been the Stravinskian neo-classicism of
Pulcinella, for example, though the composer
wrote that it was ‘probably as close as I
would ever come to the more obvious
patterns of neo-classicism … reminiscing 
on the tonal language of that period, and
playfully employing some of its mannerisms’.
In other words, this is a fairly typical product
of the jünge Klassizität movement spearheaded
by Busoni and taken up by later German
composers including Hindemith and Reger.
The work is receiving its world premiere
recording on this release and this account
seems to make out a highly persuasive case
for what is arguably the most attractive piece
on this disc. Of the three soloists, violinist
Christoph Koncz has probably the most
demanding role, though contributions from 
all three are admirably assured.

In Erwin Schulhoff’s Concerto doppio, WV89
of 1927, flautist Karl-Heinz Schütz and pianist
Maria Prinz are joined by the ASMF’s two
fine horn players, who surely ought to have
been credited for their contributions here.
There is a terse, somewhat abrasive quality 
to this music and under Marriner’s attentive
direction it receives an agile, rhythmically
pointed and clean-edged performance. The
brusque, argumentative style of the first
movement is counterbalanced in the softer-
hued central Andante and folk-flavoured finale.
A particular point of interest is the lengthy
written-out cadenza in the opening Allegro.
Again, the edgy, elusive and technically
demanding solo parts are capably played 
by Prinz and Schütz.

They are joined by cellist Robert Nagy in
the final work here, d’Indy’s Concert, Op. 89
for piano, flute and cello, composed in 1926.
This was his final orchestral work and marked
a departure from his exploration of larger
forms and, of course, of his fervent
admiration of Wagner, a strong influence 
in his earlier works. As Romain Rolland
remarked of him, ‘Clarity! That is the
hallmark of M. d’Indy’s intelligence. There

are no shadows about him. There is no spirit
more French!’ Perhaps there could be no
better overall description, either, of this
delightful and winning work, which receives
another cultivated and adroit performance. 

In sum, this is an engaging and entertaining
release from Chandos, nicely played and
decently recorded, even if one wonders about
the market appeal of the repertoire here.

Michael Jameson

Mahler New CD/SACD

Symphony No. 8 in E flat, ‘Symphony 
of a Thousand’.
Christine Brewer, Camilla Nylund, Maria
Espada (sopranos); Stephanie Blythe (mezzo);
Mihoko Fujimora (mezzo); Robert Dean
Smith (tenor); Tommi Hakala (baritone);
Stefan Kocán (bass); Netherlands Radio
Choir; State Choir ‘Latvija’; Bavarian Radio
Choir; National Boys’ Choir; National
Children’s Choir; Royal Concertgebouw
Orchestra/Mariss Jansons.
RCO Live RCO13003 (medium price, 1 hour

20 minutes). Includes bonus DVD (1 hour 26 minutes).

German/Latin texts and English translations included.

Website www.concertgebouworkest.nl. Producer/

Engineer Everett Porter. Engineers Jean-Marie Geijsen,

Ientje Mooij. DVD Director Joost Honselaar. Dates Live

performances at the Concertgebouw, Amsterdam on

March 4th and 6th, 2011.

Comparisons:

Eaglen, Schwanewilms, Ziesak, Fulgoni, Larsson,

Heppner, Mattei, Rootering, St Bavo Cath Boys’ Ch,

Breda Sacraments Ch, Prague Philharmonic Ch,

Netherlands Rad Ch, Concertgebouw Orch/Chailly

(Decca) 467 314-2 (2000, two discs, rev. Apr 2001)

Várady, Eaglen, Bullock, Schmidt, Rappé, Riegel,

Schulte, Sotin, Eton College Boys’ Ch, London Sym

Chor, London Philharmonic Ch and Orch/Tennstedt

(London Philharmonic) LPO0052 

(1991, two CDs, rev. Apr 2011)

Mariss Jansons sets off Mahler’s cosmic
clockwork with all-encompassing vision and
jewelled precision. Contrapuntal textures
never flag or become garrulous in density or
over-insistence. The few passages where the
music draws breath are shrewdly punctuated
as moments of re-charge, but interestingly
there is no slowing into the multiple cymbal-
capped recapitulation of Veni, Creator spiritus.
Thereafter, a compelling course is steered
towards a torrential closing passage. For once,
the extra brass resound as essential to the
moment rather than overload: a clarion call 
to the other-worldliness of what follows and 
a vaulting link to their contribution at the
symphony’s conclusion.

Similar assimilation of structure, spirituality
and colour informs the second part. After an
evocative orchestral and hushed choral scene-
setting, Mahler’s sequence of solo vocal
contributions can bring a sagging sense of duty,
revealing why he remained a conductor rather
than a composer of opera. These are especially
difficult passages for the baritone and bass,
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but with no weak link in the solo team, the
music survives the potential dead zone and
swiftly regains inspiration and purpose.

The ladies cover themselves in glory. Júlia
Várady, first soprano for Klaus Tennstedt’s
miraculous 1991 live Royal Festival Hall
performance, has long remained indomitable,
but Christine Brewer’s prodigious supply of
notes above the stave is incandescent, climaxing
with a rapturous pianissimo top C in the
closing chorus mysticus. Accomplished with an
appropriately radiant smile on the DVD and
followed by an equally rapt offering from
Camilla Nylund, this is possibly the highlight
of the whole performance. With unstinting,
fervent choristers, especially the youth
contingent singing without scores, and the
orchestra bringing its unique Mahlerian pedigree
to bear so comprehensively, there’s surely no
better acoustic than the Concertgebouw for
the sonic glories of this symphony, especially
when so thrillingly captured as here.

General splendour notwithstanding, one
nagging reservation regarding the final section
has to be voiced. Jansons favours energy
throughout, but his inflexible, slightly
impatient tempo for the ethereal orchestral
wind-down into ‘Alles vergängliche’ lacks
atmosphere, sapping the music of intensity
and expressive freedom at its most crucial
point. Ear-tingling as it is to hear the choral
bass line sung with such quiet solidity, 
it’s surely not sufficiently hushed to fulfil
Mahler’s ‘wie ein hauch’. The wonder,
intimacy or expectation invested in some of
the composer’s most surprising harmonies
when music and text are at their most
profound are not fully communicated.
Although matters improve as momentum and
volume build towards the final pages, the
magic casements are only tantalizingly ajar,
the mystery of what may lie beyond only
partially revealed. By default this highlights an
element of bombast rather than conviction in
the deafeningly voiceless conclusion.

The LPO’s executive prowess for Tennstedt
and the RFH acoustic may not be immaculate,
but their conception certainly is, taking
listeners and participants unerringly to other
dimensions. Tennstedt trumps Jansons’s
undoubted vision with something
transcendental – a ‘Symphony of a Thousand’
in every way. However, not everyone responds
so enthusiastically to his hyperactive way with
Mahler, so standing by my admiration for the
Concertgebouw Orchestra and hall, Riccardo
Chailly’s frequently overlooked Decca
recording as part of his complete cycle in
state-of-the-art engineering also gets to the
heart of the matter. Ian Julier

Mozart New

Concerto for Flute and Harp in C, K299/
K297ca. Piano Concerto No. 19 in F,
K459. Piano Sonata No. 16 in C, K545
(both arr. de Maistre). 
Xavier de Maistre (harp); aMagali Mosnier
(flute); Mozarteumorchester Salzburg/Ivor
Bolton.
Sony Classical 88765 43992-2 (full price, 1 hour

4 minutes). Website www.sonymasterworks.com 

Producer Michael Schetelich. Engineer Klaus

Wachschütz. Dates February 25th-27th, 2013.

What’s a harpist to do, if making an all-
Mozart CD? Mozart himself was little help,
disliking the instrument as much as the flute,
dispatching the two instruments at one go in
the C major Concerto, K299 and seemingly
never writing for the harp again. Followers of
Xavier de Maistre will know his predilection
for transcriptions, which include recordings of
Haydn and Debussy for RCA (the latter was
reviewed in September 2008). For them the
question is, ‘What has he chosen this time,
and does it work?’ The Adagio and Rondo with
glass harmonica, K617 might have been fair
game: this rare instrument has been substituted
before on record by piano or celesta (I’m sure
I also once heard it on vibraphone) and the
harp would do just as well, though on a disc
already running for a (nowhere stated) time
of 64'17" there wouldn’t have been room for
both it and the ‘easy’ C major piano sonata
on which de Maistre has alighted – and, more
dramatically, on a whole piano concerto. 

De Maistre’s own booklet note is
persuasive, and convincingly argued. He
mentions (without enumerating) ten Mozart
piano concertos he considers suitable for
transcribing, stressing that ‘the differences
between the pianoforte of the earlier period
and the harps of today are less significant 
than those between an old fortepiano and a
modern Steinway’. Ignore the fact that even
the twangiest fortepiano comprehensively
outdoes the harp in cantabile, and you’ll
readily accept the suitability of the F major
Concerto, K459, ‘which tends to exploit the

upper end of the keyboard, a register in
which the harp sounds strikingly clear and
bell-like in tone’. Having stated that note-
for-note transcription would be ‘altogether
impossible’, he then, delightfully and
strikingly, disproves that very point by playing
Mozart’s exact piano part, unaltered save for
the cadenzas (Mozart’s own), where two
chromatic scales are replaced by diatonic
glissandos: the impossible exchanged for the
thrillingly effective.

Impossible? The layout of the modern harp,
with seven strings to the octave, requires
chromatic notes to be individually adjusted
from among seven pedals. This itself requires
advance planning from players and – ideally –
careful orchestrators alike. Some of the
chromatic agility on show here (try 2'59" in
the third movement) will surprise seasoned
arrangers, though the cunning choice of
concerto certainly helps: don’t hold your breath
waiting for a harp version of K450, whose
reiterated chromatic thirds would sound
ungainly if not impossible even for de Maistre
himself. Here all is control, perfection and
expressivity: he plays non-arpeggiando chords
throughout, as a pianist would, rather than
automatically spread (even when not written
so), like a harpist. Apart from a surprising
missed oboe entry at 5'55" in the third
movement, able support comes from the
Salzburg Mozarteum under Ivor Bolton.

The K299 Concerto follows. Mozart 
could scarcely write bad music, even for
instruments he disliked, and among the merits
of this piece are an enterprising use of divisi
violas and a flute part that, probably uniquely
for this composer, descends to middle C.
De Maistre is joined by flautist Magali
Mosnier, born in Montluçon and principal
flute of the Orchestre Philharmonique de
Radio France. Her performance – their
performance – is small-toned but dazzling,
with fast appoggiature possibly confusing to
score readers of old editions that print them
as regular semiquavers. The orchestral part
sparkles despite some Salzburg Mozarteum
Large Hall reverberation. Fellow-harpist
Sylvain Blassel’s cadenzas are substantial and
stylish. The ‘easy’ C major Sonata works
charmingly on harp, but I’m not sure how
often I’d want to listen to it thus.

The running order of the disc is debatable
(if largely academic, given that straight-
through listening to this insubstantial sound-
world could sound enervating, however
brilliant the performances). Placing the Piano
Concerto last instead of first would have
made for greater tonal contrast (the sonata in
the middle) and an arguably more effective
key-sequence. To be honest, there’s not much
in it, and I imagine most people will want to
hear the headline-grabbing transcription first.
Taken one work at a time, however, this disc
is delightful. I won’t expect K466 or K491
on harp any time soon, but I look forward
eagerly to whatever else de Maistre offers us
next. Michael Round

This symbol in a review heading
indicates that the company provides
a download service, directly or via a
third party, but not necessarily for

the release under review.

Xavier de Maistre 2013 Wildungleise.de
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Mozart New CD/SACD

Symphonies, Volume 1.
Symphonies – No. 1 in E flat, K16; No. 4
in D, K19; No. 5 in B flat, K22; F, K19a/
KAnh 223; F, K76/K42a.
Danish National Chamber Orchestra/Adam
Fischer.
Dacapo 6.220536 (full price, 54 minutes). Website

www.dacapo-records.dk Producer John Frandsen.

Engineer Lars C. Bruun. Dates February and August

2012.

Mozart New CD/SACD

Symphonies, Volume 10.
Symphonies – No. 35 in D, K385,
‘Haffner’; No. 38 in D, K504, ‘Prague’.
Danish National Chamber Orchestra/Adam
Fischer.
Dacapo 6.220545 (full price, 53 minutes). Producer

John Frandsen. Engineer Lars C. Bruun. Dates

February, April and August 2012.

Adam Fischer’s series of Mozart’s symphonies
with the Danish National Chamber Orchestra
has been coming out in rather haphazard
fashion, and here is the latest couple,
consisting of a group of early works
(Volume 1) and a pairing of the ‘Haffner’ 
and the ‘Prague’ (Volume 10). Common 
to all volumes are the agreeable packaging 
in sturdy folders, well printed, and essays 
by Claus Johansen that do not usually treat
the music in much detail but range round
various subjects that skilfully shed light 
on the conditions of music-making and 
of Mozart’s life at the time of writing the
works. The present pair include something 
on ‘Mozart and Salzburg’ and then a rather
chatty one on Mozart’s condition when he
arrived to live in Vienna (Volume 1), then
Mozart and his finances (rather misleadingly
entitled ‘Mozart and his Parlourmaid’) and
‘Mozart and the Trumpet’, all translated 
from the Danish into German and excellent
English. If later volumes include an essay on
Mozart and the timpani, it will be interesting
to see how the player’s vehemence and
prominent recording in an otherwise well-
balanced acoustic are justified.

The performances continue in Fischer’s
now familiar vein. He is particularly good in
making the most of the early works without
exaggerating their merits. K16 and K19,
written in London when Mozart was still 
only eight, are given suitably fresh and lively
performances, though the Andante of K16’s
remarkable hints of darkness are noted, and
Fischer finds a note of humour in the finale
of K19. With them and with K22, it is
noticeable how it is the first movements 
that show Mozart’s originality beginning to
emerge; the middle movements and finales
tend to be more conventional, however
amazing in their competence in one so 
young. K76/K42a, written in Vienna in 
1767 when Mozart would have been 12, 
has a remarkably dramatic first movement
marked Allegro Maestoso: solemn, even grave.

With the ‘Haffner’ and the ‘Prague’, 
there is naturally a much greater range of
interpretation possible when the works are
masterpieces. Fischer takes the first movement
of the ‘Haffner’ fast, quite lightly, the
Menuetto vigorously, even forcefully, with 
a singing Trio, and the finale, as many do,
fast and even furtively, with in this case
surprisingly violent outbursts. The ‘Prague’
has found more subtle and more expressive
interpretations than this one, for all its energy
(bordering on the aggressive sometimes), 
and includes an Andante that seems to
underestimate the movement’s emotional
range. But they are consistent with Fischer’s
lucid and intelligent approach to Mozart,
which is seeing him through an enjoyable
series of symphonies even if there will always
be preferences for different approaches to the
mature works. John Warrack

Salzburg Festival 2012 
Opening concert.
Mussorgsky Songs and Dances of
Death (orch. Alexander Raskatov)a.
Prokofiev Symphony No. 5 in B flat,
Op. 100.
Stravinsky Symphony of Psalmsb.
aSergey Semishkur (tenor);
bKonzertvereinigung Wiener
Staatsopernchor; Wiener Philharmoniker/
Valery Gergiev.
EuroArts 2072618/also available on Blu-ray
2072614 (1 hour 30 minutes). Website www.euro

arts.com. NTSC. 16.9. Region 0. PCM Stereo. Dolby

Digital 5.0. DTS 5.1. Video Director Andreas Morell.

Recording Producer Raimund Langner. Dates Live

performance at the Salzburg Festival on July 29th,

2012.

Katrin Haase’s informative booklet essay tells
us that the Salzburg Festival habitually opens
with a ‘gala concert dedicated to a single
subject’. There were only a very few empty
seats in the Grosses Festspielhaus for the
opening concert of the 2012 Festival. There
were quite a few gaps on the platform
though, at least for the first half. No violins
or violas are used in Stravinsky’s Symphony 
of Psalms, so when Valery Gergiev launches
the work he has the cellos on his left and the
double basses on his right. The choir takes up
the full width of the platform, standing in
three straight lines. The three movements are
played with only a minimal break between
them, as the score demands. (The score also
asks for children to sing the upper voices,
only to be replaced by adult female voices ‘if
a children’s choir is not available’.) Gergiev’s
reading of the work is straight and to the
point, austere and faithful to the letter – and
therefore to the spirit – of the score. Only in
the ‘Alleluias’ in the final movement is there
a hint of romantic expression, and then by
the slightest exaggeration of the composer’s
markings and with the addition of the most
discreet rubato. The work is a surprising one,

then, even within the ‘single subject’ concept
– in 2012, Russian composers – to choose for
a ‘gala concert’. The members of the Vienna
State Opera Chorus are superbly disciplined,
and the orchestra too. An instant where
ensemble goes awry in the first psalm – no
more than a second or two – is the only
audible sign of live-performance fallibility
throughout the concert. The audience
applauds respectfully.

Mussorgsky’s Songs and Dances of Death is
hardly festival fare either. Once again the
platform looks bare, though the orchestral
forces used are quite different. All the 
usual stringed instruments are there, but in
reduced numbers, plus an assortment of wind
instruments and a large array of percussion.
Those expecting Shostakovich’s orchestration
of this deeply sombre work are in for 
a surprise. Russian composer Alexander
Raskatov is responsible for this version, 
as he also is for the three new interludes 
that maintain and even enhance the work’s
already heavy atmosphere. Tenor Sergey
Semishkur is superb, intensely communicative
and dramatic vocally, with the minimum of
facial expression and bodily gesture to bring
out the meaning of the words. Raskatov’s
unorthodox and uncompromising orchestration
is also at the service of the text. What 
a lamentable circumstance, then, that the 
text is not available to the viewer. Whilst
printing the words of a vocal work in a DVD
booklet would be rather missing the point,
not providing subtitles is positively perverse.
The unwary viewer has to struggle through
both the Stravinsky and the text-heavy
Mussorgsky with little idea about what these
magnificent musicians are trying to express. 
It is an affront both to the composers and 
to the performers. 

Now to the thorny matter – almost literally
– of Gergiev’s baton. For the Stravinsky and
the Mussorgsky he holds in his right hand
what looks suspiciously like, and may even
be, a wooden toothpick. It’s difficult to
imagine quite what this is meant to achieve,
but who am I to doubt when faced with such
stunning results? Apart from that peculiarity,
he is certainly an unusual conductor to watch.
He looks pretty worried for much of the
time, and his frequent, fluttery hand gestures
might be expected to obscure the beat. He
abandons the baton/toothpick for Prokofiev’s
Fifth Symphony, where we note that for long
passages in the remarkable scherzo relatively
little in Gergiev’s demeanour or movements
might be thought to provoke the stunning
rhythmic energy in the orchestra’s playing. 
A mystery! Much the same can be said of 
the finale, where the frequent, tiny string
figures are tossed off with astonishing
accuracy and unanimity. If rhythmic drive 
is the principal element of this performance,
as it is of the work, the music’s lyrical 
side is not neglected. This reading really 
is a winner. What a supreme collection of
individual talent the Vienna Philharmonic is!
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Yet here, under Gergiev, it might almost be 
a different orchestra from the one we hear 
so often in Mahler, or with other celebrity
figures on the podium.

The camerawork is sober and logical, with
a happy balance between close-ups and views
of the whole platform. We are largely spared
special effects – dissolves and so on – and
only rarely are we left to wonder where the
orchestral soloist is that we can hear but, for
the moment, can’t see. The sound has been
skilfully managed. The absence of texts is the
only blot on a very fine film of a superb
concert. Unfortunately it is a serious one.

William Hedley

Musto New

Piano Concertos – No. 1a; No. 2b.
Five Concert Rags – Regrets; In Stridec.
John Musto (piano); aOdense Symphony
Orchestra/Scott Yoo; bGreeley Philharmonic
Orchestra/Glen Cortese.
Bridge BRIDGE9399 (full price, 1 hour 8 minutes).

Website www.bridgerecords.com Producer/

Engineer bAdam Abeshouse. Producer acDavid

Starobin. Engineer bcViggo Mangor. Dates bMarch

10th-13th, 2010, acMay 1st and 2nd, 2012.

I freely admit
that there are
times when 
I feel like 
a latter-day
Diogenes.
Instead of

trying to find an honest man (though that 
too would be a welcome discovery), my 
lamp is lifted in search of a recent piano
concerto. I mean a real one, the kind 
written by a pianist rather than by somebody
who merely gets around the keyboard, one
who exploits the potential individual-versus-
the-mob-drama inherent to the medium, 
and one who explores the infinite variety 
of colour combinations possible when a
keyed-strung-percussion instrument is
juxtaposed with a band of strings, winds 
and other percussionists. 

Certainly since Bartók almost finished his
Third Concerto in 1945 and Prokofiev left 
his Sixth unfinished in 1952, there have been
piano concertos aplenty. Think of Corigliano,
Lutosπawski, Carter, Barber, Liebermann,
Shostakovich, Ginastera, Wuorinen, Rorem
… the list goes on, some achieving a toehold
in the repertory, most not. But given the
richness of this tradition, stretching all the
way back to the harpsichord concertos of
Bach, you’d think there might be more fruit
from this large, mature tree. More pieces 
that we want to listen to a fraction as often
as we return again and again to concertos of
Mozart, Beethoven, Chopin, Schumann, Liszt,

Brahms, Rachmaninov or Bartók. Does the
sheer number of successful, beloved piano
concertos already written discourage
composers from attempting new ones?

Listening to the two piano concertos of
Brooklyn-born composer John Musto, I think
I may have found something like what I’ve
been looking for. These are bold, proud,
unapologetically expressive concertos that,
judging from Musto’s playing of their solo
parts, were unquestionably written by a card-
carrying pianist of significant gifts. They
evidence full cognizance of the concerto
tradition and seem not in the least cowed by
it. Moreover, they speak a fluent vernacular –
no elevated intellectual pretensions here – but
a vernacular of a particularly eloquent stripe.
Their vitality, it seems to me, stems in part
from the fact that, like much of the best
American music, they never stray far from
the spirit of the dance. 

The First Concerto was composed between
1988 and 2005, begun at a time when,
according to Musto, ‘the inexorable drumbeat
of the HIV/AIDS epidemic was the
accompaniment of so many lives. Among 
the fallen was the dedicatee of this piece, 
Joe Randel.’ The first movement, lasting
almost 18 minutes of the piece’s half-hour
duration, requires hand-in-glove ensemble
between soloist and orchestra, here expertly
provided by the Odense players under Scott
Yoo. Musto describes the Andante grazioso
as a ‘Mahlerian rag’, alluding to the great
composer/conductor’s tenure in New York at
the very time ragtime was taking root. To my
ears it speaks with a Mozartean precision and
economy. The finale is as brilliant and rich
with ideas as any concerto that comes to
mind, achieving for all that a terse cohesion.
It would not surprise me if this piece were
not one day regarded, along with a few
others like John Adams’s On the Transmigration
of Souls, among the great musical threnodies
of our time. 

In many ways the brash, exuberant Second
Concerto is the antithesis of its predecessor.
It was completed in 2006 on commission
from George Steel, director of Columbia
University’s Miller Theater, and is dedicated
to Susan and Elihu Rose. Originally conceived
for large chamber ensemble (18 players,
including three percussionists playing 21
instruments), with expansion of the strings 
to full sections, it becomes a fully fledged
orchestral work as heard here. Textures are
sparkling and the orchestration as brilliant as
the immensely challenging solo part. The
kinetic thrust of the outer movements is
irresistible: great gusts, whirls and eddies of
sound whip up and intoxicatingly envelop
before subsiding into the rich musical fabric.
To an even greater degree than the First
Concerto, the profusion of diverse ideas is
striking. More remarkable is their coherence
within an extraordinarily taut overall musical
argument. The Greeley Philharmonic and
Glen Cortese acquit themselves in fine style. 

Two wistful, sultry rags, round out the
programme of this beautifully produced
recording. Representative of the ragtime
renaissance that included William Bolcom and
William Albright, they offer the opportunity
to hear Musto’s cultivated piano playing up
close and personal. 

Musto, who turns 59 this year, has
composed four operas, a good deal of
chamber music and many, many songs and
songs cycles. Recently I mentioned reviewing
this disc to a veteran musician friend. As 
it turned out, he played in the orchestra 
for the 2004 premiere of Musto’s opera
Volpone at Wolf Trap, the site for summer
music and opera near Washington. His
immediate response was, ‘Volpone was the
hottest recent opera I’ve done. Charming,
funny, challenging, it gave me hope for new
opera!’ Personally speaking, Musto here gives
me as much hope as anyone has for the future
of the piano concerto. Patrick Rucker

Puts New

Symphony No. 4, ‘From Mission San
Juan’a. If I Were a Swanb. To Touch the
Skyb.
bConspirare/Craig Hella Johnson; aBaltimore
Symphony Orchestra/Marin Alsop.
Harmonia Mundi USA HMU907580 (full price,

1 hour). English texts and French/German translations

included. Producers aCarolyn Kuan, bRobina

G. Young. Engineers aTim Handley. bBrad Michel.

Dates aLive performance at Joseph Meyerhoff

Symphony Hall, Baltimore, Maryland in June, bstudio

recordings in September and October 2012.

If I Were a Swan (to a text by Fleda Brown)
and To Touch the Sky (settings of poems 
by nine women from Sappho to Mother
Teresa) received wide acclaim when they
were premiered by Conspirare in September
2012. It’s easy to see why. Granted, if 
you’re looking for something experimental 
or extravagant, you may find Kevin Puts
(b.1972) a little too low key. He does not
draw on the twentieth-century avant-garde
traditions of composers like Berio or Nono;
nor does he aim for the kind of splash you
get, say, with Bernstein’s Mass. Rather, craft
takes priority over adventure, reflection over
indulgence; and even the most assertive
passages (for instance, his setting of the 
line ‘Like a diamond/It breaks the hammer
that strikes it’ in the second section of 
To Touch the Sky) achieve their sense of
resolve without aggression. Direct and
luminous, this is music that caresses rather
than shocks, warms rather than sears: 
Puts avoids jagged edges in his smooth
interweaving lines, just as he avoids glare in
his glowing colours, pain in his dissonances
and sudden jolts in his music’s patient
dynamic rises and falls. While there are
scattered moments of rapid activity (especially
in the accompaniments, for instance the
chattering background in his setting of
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Christina Rossetti’s Who Has Seen the Wind),
the overall pacing is moderate, too, which
only adds to the contemplative ambience.

Easy listening? Not really. The texts 
are challenging; and the music, for all 
its allegiance to tonality, for all its refusal 
to disrupt, for all its formal elegance,
consistently rewards our attention as 
it snakes its way through nuanced and
unexpected changes in its textural and
harmonic landscape. Certainly, if you
appreciate the refined and reflective 
music of Lauridsen, you should find these
works to your liking. The performances 
are stunning in their purity and control.

Puts’s Fourth Symphony is entirely 
different in character. Commissioned to 
write a piece inspired by the Mission San 
Juan Bautista, home to the Cabrillo Festival of
Contemporary Music, Puts decided to centre
his work on the interaction of two musical
cultures: the western church music that the
mission’s friars tried to teach to the Mutsun
Indians and the traditional music that the
Matsuns of the time refused to abandon. Since
it would be culturally inappropriate, he chose
not to quote actual Native American tunes.
Instead, working with ethnomusicologist
Victoria Levine, he ‘distilled [their] musical
DNA’ (to quote Gavin Plumley’s notes),
producing in the second movement what the
composer calls ‘an imaginary compendium’ 
of Native American melodies; and he chose 
to end his work (in contrast to Liszt’s
superficially similar Battle of the Huns) not
with a triumph but with a utopian ‘Healing
Song’ that transcends cultural differences.

Has Puts managed to avoid the problems 
of cultural appropriation or picture-postcard
cultural tourism that such a programme risks?
I suspect that there will be debates about 
this. Perhaps because of his distance from 
his sources, he doesn’t inhabit the indigenous
folk spirit as fully as Chavez does in his
Sinfonia India. He does, however, avoid 
the kind of condescension we find even 
in such well-intentioned works as Busoni’s
Indian Fantasy – not to mention such overtly
racist embarrassments as ‘What Made the 
Red Man Red?’ from Walt Disney’s Peter 
Pan. Even so, I suspect there will be some
listeners who will find the symphony
intermittently awkward.

Most others, however, are apt to consider
it an attractive and effective score. Its
conservative idiom is certainly approachable:
the quiet strings of the opening may bring to
mind the Dawn Interlude from Britten’s Peter
Grimes; there’s plenty of Coplandesque writing
throughout. The orchestration is consistently
brilliant, too, and the music’s kaleidoscopic
shifts in emotional terrain – from the quietly
spiritual to the rhythmically insistent to the
grandly confident to the achingly poignant –
are handled with aplomb. Marin Alsop and
the Baltimore Symphony, who premiered the
work in 2007, return to it with exuberance
and panache.

The engineering on all three works –
choral and orchestral halves of the programme
recorded at different times and different
places – is clear and transparent; and while 
I wish that Harmonia Mundi had given more
space for the notes, it does provide the texts
of the choral works in English, German and
French. All in all, a welcome addition to the
discography of our century’s music.

Peter J. Rabinowitz

Rachmaninov New

Symphony No. 1 in D minor, Op. 13a.
The Isle of the Dead, Op. 29b.
Detroit Symphony Orchestra/Leonard
Slatkin.
Naxos 8.573234 (budget price, 1 hour 6 minutes).

Website www.naxos.com Producer Blanton

Alspaugh. Engineer Matthew Pons. Dates bOctober

19th-21st and aNovember 9th-11th, 2012.

Comparisons:

Symphony No. 1:

Philadelphia Orch/Ormandy 

(Sony Classical) SB2K63257 (1966, two discs)

USSR SO/Svetlanov (Melodiya) 

MELCD1000141 (1966)

Given the dismal failure of the first
performance of Rachmaninov’s First
Symphony in 1897 (woefully under-rehearsed,
it was conducted by Glazunov, who may not
have been entirely sober), the rehabilitation 
of the work since the rediscovery of a set 
of manuscript parts and the subsequent
publication of a full score in 1947 has been a
heartening success. The American premiere
took place in 1948, when it was played by
the Philadelphia Orchestra under Eugene
Ormandy. These musicians were always the
most ardent advocates of Rachmaninov’s
orchestral works in the USA and their 
1966 recording is still a very impressive
achievement: beautifully played and conducted
with a warm-blooded passion that marks 
out the best of Ormandy’s Rachmaninov
performances. The same year, Evgeny
Svetlanov made his first recording of the
work: a stunning, visceral account that brings
out the Russian quality of the music with a
rawness and power unmatched by any other
version. Different as they are, both are still
among my favourite accounts of the work,
despite the proliferation of recordings of the
Rachmaninov symphonies since then. 

Any new version is up against stiff
competition from these two venerable
performances and I’m not as impressed by
some of their successors as others apparently
are (Ashkenazy, Maazel, Pletnev, Previn et al),
but I have greatly enjoyed Leonard Slatkin’s
new Detroit SO version on Naxos. His is 
an Ormandy-like account in many ways:
warm-hearted, scrupulously balanced, full 
of detail and rhythmic life and very well
paced; Slatkin also uses Ormandy’s
retouchings to the orchestration. The Detroit
orchestra does not play quite as ravishingly 

as the Philhadelphians, but it produces a fine,
rich sound for the most part. In the finale,
Slatkin whips things up to splendid effect –
the opening fanfares (immortalized as the old
Panorama theme music) have an unbuttoned
splendour that is just what’s needed, helped
by rhythmic tension and clear textures. As the
movement progresses seasoned listeners may
miss some of the opulence of the Philadelphia
Orchestra (about nine minutes in, there is
some slightly approximate playing), or the
blazing intensity of Svetlanov and his Russian
orchestra, but on its own terms Slatkin’s is 
an impressive and engaging performance, and
an exciting one. 

Coupled with an equally perceptive and
committed reading of The Isle of the Dead, this
is a disc that is more than worth its modest
asking price and I urge interested collectors
to give it a try. Nigel Simeone

Ravel New

Orchestral Works, Volume 1.
Alborada del graciosoa. Boléroa.
Rapsodie espagnolea. Le tombeau de
Couperin. La valse.
Radio-Sinfonieorchester Stuttgart des SWR/
Stéphane Denève.
Hänssler Classic CD93.305 (full price, 1 hour

10 minutes). Website www.haenssler-classic.de.

Producer Felix Fischer. Engineer Martin Vögele. Dates

Live performances in the Liederhalle, Stuttgart on

October 25th and 26th and aDecember 13th and

14th, 2012.

This well-filled disc inaugurates a survey 
of Maurice Ravel’s orchestral music. I
followed my instinct as to choosing what 
to play first and thereafter did so in an
arbitrary order. Blessed with a well-balanced,
clear and vibrant recording (the harp is nicely
present), Le tombeau de Couperin (Ravel’s
memorial to friends lost in the First World
War) proved a serendipitous choice on my
part. In this moving suite (consisting of four
of the six movements originally for piano)
Stéphane Denève allows the music to flow
naturally: the ‘Prélude’ is not rushed, the
oboist being given room for expression, and
equally the ‘Forlane’ has time on its side to
be pointed and also elegant. One or two
coughs and other noises-off intrude, testifying
to the live performances. Similar good musical
judgement is maintained in the ‘Menuet’, its
final chord fondly lingered over until no more
sound is possible. 

After this (my choice and Hänssler’s)
Alborada del gracioso (also orchestrated from 
a piano original) is a bracing contrast, but 
still retaining Denève’s keen ear for water-
colour textures and Gallic refinement. 
There’s a well-taken bassoon solo in the
work’s languorous middle section, darkly
mysterious here and very attractive. The
exuberant ending provides further evidence 
of Denève’s insistence on rhythmic precision
and clarity of detailing.
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In Rapsodie espagnole the opening mysteries
of the night are evocatively revealed, dynamics
often gratifyingly down to pppp, the daylight
colours and slinky curves of succeeding
movements made vivid but not overdone.
Denève really appreciates Ravel’s subtlety and
the need for finesse when playing his music. 

The denouement of La valse is another
matter, of course, and if the first half is more
about painting the Viennese society before the
conflagration that was the First World War,
then the way this great piece turns into a
savage condemnation of hostilities is here
achieved through deep means. This is not 
a showpiece rendition, thank the Lord, 
but a considered one that understands the
inner turmoil of the music and makes its
catastrophic conclusion inevitable. 

As for Boléro, it’s not Ravel’s fault that the
piece has been so abused over the years –
cut, rescored, electronically redesigned, used
for dancing on ice … and all sorts of other
monstrosities in the name of entertainment.
(Yes, I am wearing my elitist’s hat!) Even 
in the concert hall things can be erratic, 
for example during this year’s Proms when
Boléro was danced to – yes, I know it’s 
a ballet – but was an unholy racket over 
the BBC Radio 3 airwaves as the troupe
competed against the BBC Philharmonic 
anti-rhythmically and in terms of decibels.
Suffice to say that Denève treats Boléro with
respect, charting the crescendo with evenness
and with some characterful solos along the
way; the end (gong and bass-drum strokes
and trombone glissandos well caught) manages
to be both pulverizing and joyous. 

All in all, an excellent release, and I look
forward to the next volume. Colin Anderson

Schubert New CD/SACD

Symphony No. 6 in C, D589. Rosamunde,
D797 – Entr’actes: No. 1 in B minor; No. 2
in D; No. 3 in B flat; Ballet Music: No. 1
in B minor; No. 2 in G.
Swedish Chamber Orchestra/Thomas
Dausgaard.
BIS BIS1987SACD (full price, 1 hour 3 minutes).

Website www.bis.se Producer Martin Nagorni.

Engineer Bastian Schick. Date February 2012.

Comparisons:

Symphony No. 6:

Bamberg SO/Nott (Tudor) 7143 

(2004, rev. May 2007, page 18)

Rosamunde – complete:

Malfi, Schweizer Chbr Chor, Musikkollegium

Winterthur/Boyd (Dabringhaus und Grimm) 

MDG901 1633 (2010, rev. May 2011)

When Thomas Dausgaard’s disc of Schubert’s
Eighth and Ninth Symphonies was released
(reviewed in July/August 2010), there was no
indication that he and the Swedish Chamber
Orchestra might be including that composer’s
cycle as part of their ‘Opening Doors’ series,
but the present disc suggests one might be
forthcoming. Although it belongs in essence

to his early symphonies, the Sixth (1818) 
yet suggests a direction which Schubert 
could well have taken had the influence of
Beethoven not become paramount: had his
attempts, indeed, to become the Viennese
Rossini borne more productive fruit. Not so
much a cul-de-sac as a blind alley whose
essence Dausgaard has grasped instinctively.

With emphasis on its notably tendentious
profundity, the first movement’s Adagio
introduction is a perfect foil to the blithe
Allegro that follows – Dausgaard bringing out
the latter’s infectious gaiety which is briefly
threatened only by the tonal sideslips of the
development (3'36") then reinforced by a
coda (8'06") that wraps up the musical
content with the decisiveness of an operatic
overture. The Andante lacks nothing in
insouciant charm, while making appropriate
leeway for the more trenchant rhythmic
profile of a secondary idea (1'48') with whose
buoyancy it becomes intertwined near the
close, then the Scherzo unfolds with an alacrity
that is deftly waylaid by the lilting gait of its
trio (3'06") before being reanimated by a
startling tonal switch back into the main
theme (4'42"). The finale begins in a suitably
carefree fashion which not even the more
demonstrative second theme can ruffle, and
their equable alternation makes the sudden
dash to the finish of the coda (7'39") the
more unexpected – setting the seal on a
reading as poised as it is perceptive.

A reading, indeed, to rank above any 
other recent version were it not for the 
extra dimension that Jonathan Nott brings 
to the piece with a tangibly Stravinskian gloss
on the music’s (unwittingly) neo-classical
demeanour. That account is coupled with an
appealing rendition of the Fifth Symphony,
whereas Dausgaard opts for a selection from
the incidental music to Rosamunde (1823).
One of its composer’s most immediately
attractive scores, the overall sequence
nonetheless lacks the cohesion which 
makes Beethoven’s music for Egmont or
Mendelssohn’s music for A Midsummer Night’s
Dream viable as a complete entity. The
present account commences with the imposing
‘First Entr’acte’, its impulsiveness maintained
through to a surging coda (6'51"), then
continues with the artless ‘Third Entr’acte’ –
wistful yet never cloying – and the ‘Second
Entr’acte’, whose chorale-like phrases frame a
fervent central crescendo. The ‘Second Ballet
Music’ eschews any hint of twee-ness, not
least in its more animated trio (3'06"), while
the ‘First Ballet Music’ frames the sequence
with its return to a restiveness which is
pacified by a questioning transition (3'18")
into the serene close. Douglas Boyd’s attentive
recording makes an eloquent case for the
complete score, though those who require
just the principal orchestral sections will find
Dausgaard’s shaping of them into a
‘symphonic suite’ entirely plausible.

The present disc is enhanced by warm 
and detailed sound familiar from previous

sessions at the Örebro Concert Hall, while
Horst A. Scholz’s booklet note is succinctly
informative and highly entertaining when it
comes to the disastrous first and only
production of Rosamunde. Those who have
been collecting this worthwhile series need
not hesitate. Richard Whitehouse

R. Strauss Tone Poems 2. New

Macbeth, Op. 23a. Till Eulenspiegels
lustige Streiche, Op. 28b. Don Quixote,
Op. 35c.
SWR Sinfonieorchester Baden-Baden und
Freiburg/François-Xavier Roth.
Hänssler Classic CD93.304 (full price, 1 hour

14 minutes). Website www.haenssler-classic.de.

Producer Reinhard Oechsler. Engineers aWolfgang

Rein, bNorbert Vossen, cKlaus-Dieter Hesse. Dates
bJune 23rd-29th and cDecember 20th-21st, 2012,
aMarch 14th and 19th, 2013.

I reviewed enthusiastically the first volume of
this Richard Strauss series in the September
issue. The danger is that for its successor
expectations might now be so high that 
they cannot be met. Not so with the work
first on the disc, Till Eulenspiegels lustige
Streiche, given a rambunctious outing, 
poised too, and bristling with story-creating
incident, finding a nice mix of focused
preparation and artlessness (and with
something saved for the performance). 
Not so either with Macbeth (placed last),
hardly vintage Strauss, but well worth
catching in this vibrant and dramatic account,
full of suggestion and impulse, and leaving
one in no doubt as to the young composer’s
fervent imagination and accomplished means
of setting it down on paper.

Nor is there any real disappointment with
Don Quixote, save that it is maybe too hyper
at times. It is centrally placed here and
afforded 14 tracks. Neither the cellist nor 
the violist is given a biography in the booklet.
A quick search on Google doesn’t reveal too
much either, save that Johannes Lüthy is
principal violist of the SWR Sinfonieorchester
Baden-Baden und Freiburg and it must 
follow that Frank-Michael Guthmann is the
lead cellist. That would make sense given
Strauss’s original conception had in mind
orchestral soloists rather than those with star
status. They both play splendidly and are
naturally balanced.

To open Don Quixote François-Xavier Roth
presents a dreamy and tender ‘Introduction’,
which is also lively and gathers in tension.
Once again, pictures are painted. This is a
vividly characterized reading, and these sheep
do not safely graze! Let me bleat on about
this (mostly) absorbing rendition, which is 
as vital as it is sensitive, detail played up but
not to the extent of being pushy or obvious.
Maybe this Technicolor Don Quixote is not 
for everyday listening, but it speaks volumes
about the charismatic relationship that Roth
has developed with the Baden-Baden
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Orchestra and of his ability to live the music
that he conducts, with enthusiasm and
perception while inspiring those around him.
There is much compassion as well, not least
when the Don is quietly musing, and his final
thoughts – Guthmann playing with much
inwardness – are wonderfully moving.

Colin Anderson

Vaughan Williams The Solent. New

Three Impressions for Orchestra. Three
Songs of Travel (orch. composer)a. Four
Hymnsb. The Mayor of Casterbridge –
Incidental Music. Prelude on an Old
Carol Tune.
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra/
Paul Daniel with bAndrew Kennedy (tenor);
aRoland Wood (baritone); bNicholas Bootiman
(viola).
Albion Music ALBCD016 (full price, 57 minutes).

English texts included. Website www.albionrecords.

org. Producer Andrew Walton. Engineer Mike

Clements. Dates April 2nd and 3rd, 2013.

Comparisons:

Songs of Travel:

Allen, CBSO/Rattle (EMI Classics) 7 64731-2 (1983)

Four Hymns:

Ainsley, Corydon Orch/Best 

(Hyperion) CDA66655 (1993)

Prelude on an Old Carol Tune:

Northern Sinfonia/Hickox 

(EMI Classics) 5 73986-2 (1984, two discs)

The past decade has seen the gradual
rehabilitation (on disc) of numerous early
pieces that Vaughan Williams discarded 
during his lifetime, enabling a more complete
overview of his evolution than would until
recently have been considered possible. This
release continues the process – comprising 
a miscellany from across 50 years of the
composer’s career and featuring three
orchestral pieces that, taken in conjunction
with the Heroic Elegy and Triumphal Epilogue,
and Serenade and Bucolic Suite (both on
Dutton, reviewed in February 2010 and
November 2012 respectively), and the Fantasy
for piano and orchestra (Somm, reviewed 
in November 2011), rounds out almost 
the entire picture of Vaughan Williams’s
orchestral output prior to his embarking 
on A Sea Symphony.

Although presented here (and effective
enough) as a self-contained group, the
Three Impressions were actually conceived as
two separate works: the first two were
written during 1902-03 as part of a projected
series of four pieces entitled In the New Forest,
with the third begun in 1904 but seemingly
not completed until 1907 as the first of 
two further descriptive pieces (the second 
of which, ‘Boldre Wood’, has vanished).
What remains is a 25-minute sequence 
that confirms an innate identity with 
landscape and an ability to fuse this with
more subjective emotion. ‘Burley Heath’ 
is an intermezzo recalling Sibelius’s lighter

music, its whimsical central section framed by
music of more ominous cast (the latter breaks
off before the close and has been sensitively
completed by James Francis Brown, who
edited all three works for publication), while
‘Harnham Down’ – which saw performance
in November 1907 under Emil von Reznicek
– is an elegy whose uneasy interplay of modal
and chromatic elements underlines the
impasse at which the composer found himself
around this time.

Most significant, though, is ‘The Solent’ –
of which VW aficionados have been aware 
for many years, its initial clarinet reappearing
on flugelhorn at the opening of the Ninth
Symphony’s second movement some 54 years
later. As Stephen Connock points out in his
extensive booklet note, the piece is prefaced
with a quotation from the short-lived poet
Philip Marston – suggesting this is music as
much about resignation in the face of the
unknowable as it is an evocation of the place
in question. Certainly the initial alternation 
of clarinet and muted strings is as inspired 
as anything in its composer’s earlier output,
while the restive central seascape and inward
recollection of the opening maintain the
quality of what is arguably his finest and
certainly most personal orchestral work 
prior to the Tallis Fantasia. Unlike the 
pieces mentioned above, moreover, it
warrants more than occasional revival and 
will hopefully take its place alongside In the
Fen Country and First Norfolk Rhapsody as a
composition by which Vaughan Williams is
known to a wider concert-going audience.

The remainder of this disc is largely
devoted to more familiar fare. What is
described as ‘Book 1’ of the Songs of Travel
(1904) is the first, third and eighth of the
cycle – these being the only songs that were
orchestrated by the composer (his amanuensis
Roy Douglas orchestrating the rest after his
death). The Four Hymns (1914) is likewise 
an arrangement of a set for voice, viola and
piano – this latter being replaced by strings,
the writing for which finds Vaughan Williams
at his most imaginative. Roland Wood and
Andrew Kennedy respectively do justice to
some of the most appealing among his secular
and sacred songs, the Hymns evincing an
emotional fervency redolent of his choral
works from the post-war era.

Wood also contributes a roistering account
of the folk song Weyhill Fair, deployed here 
in the incidental music to a radio adaptation
of Thomas Hardy’s The Mayor of Casterbridge
(1951), which is also receiving its first
recording. Although too fragmentary as a
concert proposition, the three short pieces
(the last being a sequence of brief entr’actes)
are nothing if not evocative of the novel 
and the composer was right to recycle 
them as the Prelude on an Old Carol Tune
(1952) which enjoys occasional revival as 
one of his most arresting forays into lighter
music; while not concealing that deeper and
more ambivalent expression which makes this

piece a pendant, indeed harbinger, of the
deceptively ‘light’ Eighth Symphony.

Paul Daniel (whose VW credentials were
established via his recordings of the First 
and Fourth Symphonies for Naxos) secures
responsive and idiomatic playing from the
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic, which is 
heard to advantage in spacious and wide-
ranging sound. The comparisons above 
remain desirable (not least Richard Hickox’s
account of the Prelude on an invaluable 
two-disc set of the composer’s shorter
works), but the present disc is still a
mandatory purchase for the Three Impressions
and ‘The Solent’ in particular. It is a pity 
that the contemporaneous Rhapsody could 
not have been included here, leaving one 
to hope this will yet see the light of day 
on a future release from Albion Records.

Richard Whitehouse

Birth of the Symphony New

Handel to Haydn.
Handel Saul, HWV53 – Sinfonia. Haydn
Symphony No. 49 in F minor, Hob. I/49,
‘La passione’. Mozart Symphony No. 1 in
E flat, K16. Richter Grande Simphonie
No. 7 in C. J. Stamitz Sinfonia a 4 in D.
Academy of Ancient Music/Richard Egarr
(harpsichord).
Academy of Ancient Music AAM001 (full price,

1 hour 11 minutes). Website www.aam.co.uk.

Producer/Engineer Philip Hobbs. Dates September

21st-23rd, 2011.

After decades of recordings on L’Oiseau Lyre
and French Harmonia Mundi, the Academy of
Ancient Music has now set up its own label.
It hopes to fund itself from the proceeds of
concerts, CD sales and direct support from 
its many admirers. This is its first release on
the new label and is a canny mix of familiar
and unfamiliar music with an interesting
theme. A little disappointingly, the booklet
advises that its next releases will be three
Bach warhorses: St John Passion, St Matthew
Passion and the Orchestral Suites (and with a
couple of pretty questionable solo singers in
the Passions, in my opinion). In any event,
this first release has an interesting premise
and boasts first-rate performances. 

One can certainly see why Richard Egarr
wanted to include Handel’s lengthy Sinfonia
from Saul: it is a marvellous piece, played
with great élan by these experienced
Handelians. It is, however, questionable 
how much influence such late-Baroque
theatrical sinfonias, particularly those written
in England, had on the emergence of the
symphony in its classical form. A symphony
by G. B. Sammartini or J. C. Bach may 
have been more instructive. Perhaps a future
volume on the same theme could look into
these early symphonists. 

The symphonies by two Mannheim-based
composers, Franz Xaver Richter (1709-89)
and the older Stamitz (Johann Wenzel Anton
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1717-57), are genuine rarities. Both works
show the characteristics we often read about
in connection with the Mannheim style, such
as upward rushing strings, but seldom get 
to hear. These two symphonies are full of
energy and fizz, which the AAM brings out
splendidly; however, I must say that while
they are enjoyable listening, I found them 
also instantly forgettable. Perhaps it is only
my Mozart fanaticism speaking, but it seemed
to me there was more memorable music 
(and better melody) in the first few bars of
Mozart’s little Symphony No. 1, K16 than in
either of the older composers’ featured works
(And who can hear the last movement and
fail to hum it for days?). Stephen Rose’s notes
give a good account of the work’s creation,
when the eight-year-old composer was in
London, and describes some of its salient
qualities. So it is odd that he makes no
mention of one of its most interesting
characteristics, the first appearance of the
four-note motif, sometimes called the ‘Credo
theme’, that Mozart used repeatedly in his
works: the ‘Credo’ Mass, K257, Symphony
No. 33, the Violin Sonata, K481 and, most
spectacularly, in the finale of the ‘Jupiter’
Symphony. The motif is hinted at in the first
movement, then played very clearly by the
horns in the second movement (and in this
performance delightfully ornamented by the
horn players). The AAM’s account of this tiny
gem of a symphony is spirited and witty –
probably the finest version on disc. 

The stand-out work on the recording is
without doubt Haydn’s F minor Symphony
No. 49, ‘La passione’, a work whose furious
intensity is matched only by its close relation,
Symphony No 44. As we now believe that
Haydn’s symphonies were generally played in
Eszterháza without continuo, Egarr leaves his
harpsichord to direct the orchestra more like
a modern conductor. He and the AAM play
this dark masterpiece with both subtlety and
drama. In its earlier decades, this orchestra
was sometimes guilty of exact but deliberately
inexpressive playing. This was probably a
necessary reaction to the over-Romantic
approaches to eighteenth-century music then
common. Latterly, particularly under the
direction of Egarr, it has lost none of its
precision but is no longer afraid of overtly
emotional playing. This is a masterly account
of ‘La passione’: crisply articulated, with
transparency of texture and really clear,
confident wind playing. Let us acknowledge,
too, that the AAM was one of the first
period-instrument orchestras to adopt the
common eighteenth-century practice of
placing first and second violins opposite each
other. As can be heard in this recording, this
often makes much more musical sense than
the modern placement. 

This is Classical symphony playing of the
highest order. Dare one hope that future
AAM releases may fill in the gaps in the
never-completed Haydn symphony series on
L’Oiseau-Lyre? Andrew O’Connor

Epifania New CD/SACD

Meriläinen Summer Concerto, ‘Summer
Night’s Dream’. Salmenhaara Canzonetta.
Tiensuu Sulci. Tulve L’ombre derrière toi.
Vasks Epifania.
Ostrobothnian Chamber Orchestra/Juha
Kangas.
Alba ABCD355 (full price, 1 hour 7 minutes).

Website www.alba.fi. Producer/Engineer Simon 

Fox-Gál. Dates May 21st-25th, 2012.

Ostrobothnia
is a region
on the
western
coast of
Finland. 
As this disc
actually was

recorded in Kokkola, in Central Ostrobothnia,
distinct from Ostrobothnia itself, one wonders
why this ensemble is not called the Central
Ostrobothnian Chamber Orchestra. Perhaps
its activities take it to the neighbouring
regions of Southern Ostrobothnia and 
Central Ostrobothnia. Perhaps ‘COCO’, the
inevitable English acronym, was considered
too undignified!

Be that as it may, this intriguing collection
contains music by three Finns and two 
Baltic composers – the Estonian Helena 
Tulve and the Latvian Peteris Vasks. Erkki
Salmenhaara and Usko Meriläinen both 
passed away a decade ago, and their works
date from 1971 and 1994 respectively. 
The other composers are very much 
with us – Tulve, as a matter of fact, is 
just in her forties – and their works are
recent. The stylistic variety encountered 
here is attractive. This is not one of 
those releases in which one work bleeds
uneventfully into the next.

A sulcus is a groove or furrow; the term
appears in discussions of brain anatomy. 
Jukka Tiensuu’s Sulci begins with dramatic
plunges from the strings’ high registers into
the low, and no less dramatic leaps in the
opposite direction. Is it naive to link the
work’s title with its melodic morphologies?
The booklet note tells us that Tiensuu 
refuses to comment on his works, 
‘preferring to let the music speak for 
itself’, and that his titles are ‘amusingly
ambiguous, often plays on words involving
more than one language, or all in all just
smart’. Those of us who listen to a lot 
of music in many genres might think, 
at times, that we’ve heard it all. Sulci
demonstrates that there really is something
new under the sun. Tiensuu takes obvious
delight in creating string effects and timbres
that tease, perplex and stimulate the listener.
It’s not a melodic work, in the traditional
sense, but its drama and originality

nevertheless should attract many, and its 
15-minute span does not seem too long.

As a young man, Salmenhaara studied 
with Ligeti, but the Hungarian composer’s
influence plays no role in the consonant
Canzonetta, which originated as a movement
from an organ work he titled Canzona. 
With its slow-moving, ascending string lines
and its intense climaxes, the tension-and-
release architecture of Barber’s Adagio comes
to mind, although the Canzonetta is more
cerebral than Barber’s fleshly opus. It’s a 
fine work, and makes one wonder why one
hasn’t encountered it previously.

Tulve’s ‘The Shadow Behind You’ (the
title’s English translation) includes three 
parts for three viole da gamba and also 
evokes an ‘I’ve never heard anything 
like that before’ response, at least from 
this listener. (Among other things, the
composer accomplishes the neat trick 
of making string instruments sound like
accordions.) Tulve weaves a dense polyphonic
web in this work, although the violins 
move up and away from it to produce
sonoristic halos and lightning bolts. L’ombre
derrière toi is oppressive and even rather
frightening, but not gratuitously so, and 
I’m very interested to find out what else
Tulve has composed.

For many, Vasks will be the draw here,
which might be why his Epifania gives this
disc its title. Its open harmonies could not 
be in greater contrast to Tulve’s work. This
elegiac music moves gravely forward, rather
in the style of Arvo Pärt’s, although it picks
up emotional momentum as it goes. Vasks’s
music has been linked, rightly or wrongly,
with ‘spiritual minimalism’ and Epifania will
do nothing to change that.

At 20 minutes, Meriläinen’s Summer Concerto
is the longest work here. The composer
wrote, ‘I was, I admit, prompted by a 
need to write spontaneous, possibly slightly
shadowy yet happy-sounding music.’ He also
cautioned against hearing it as a description of
nature. If this sounds ambiguous, the actual
music is no less so, resisting easy classification
in terms of style, mood and texture. To me,
it sounds like Morton Feldman experimenting
with Ecstasy! The Summer Concert ends this
release on a quizzical note. It clearly merits 
a deeper investigation.

The performers seem to have this music 
in their collective DNA. This is no surprise,
as all five pieces were associated with the
ensemble, with conductor Juha Kangas, or
with both right from the start. Tentativeness
or approximation plays no part in the music-
making so richly captured here in Alba’s
atmospheric engineering. Only the Canzonetta
has been recorded previously. These
recordings are likely to be definitive 
for the foreseeable future and make an
excellent case for the provocative and 
very rewarding programme, as do the 
friendly booklet notes. A decided keeper!

Raymond S. Tuttle



Abrahamsen New

Waldena. Waldb.
Winter Bei Anbruchc. In den Wäldernc.
Zur Nachtc.
cStefan Winter (electronics); aCalefax Reed
Quintet (Oliver Boekhoorn, oboe; Ivar Berix,
clarinet; Jelte Althuis, bass clarinet; Raaf
Hekkema, alto saxophone; Heidi Mockert,
bassoon); bAsko/Schönberg Ensemble/
Reinbert de Leeuw.
Winter & Winter 910 203-2 (full price,

50 minutes). Website www.winterandwinter.com.

Producer/Engineer cStefan Winter. Producers aMichael

Peschko, bStephan Schmidt. Engineers aBardo Kox,
bSebastian Roth. Dates April b26th and a29th, 2012,
cMay 2013.

Comparison:

Walden (original version):

Scandinavian Wind Qnt (Dacapo) 8.224001 (1999)

Winter & Winter’s second release of Hans
Abrahamsen (the first, centred on the
magisterial Schnee, was released in 2010 –
910 159-2) brings together two of his
ensemble pieces separated by over three
decades, along with what might now be
termed ‘ambient’ music that frames the
Danish composer’s music to make for a
cohesive and absorbing listen.

Deriving its inspiration from the eponymous
book – and contemplation of the unity
between man and nature therein – by 
Henry David Thoreau, Walden (1978) 
deftly amalgamates motivic, rhythmic and
evocative elements during the course of four
movements. Thus an opening Moderato of
gradually intensifying animation is followed 
by the most understated of marches, then 
an Andante of elegant poise segues into a 
brief and gently humorous Allegretto. Ligeti’s
Ten Pieces for Wind Quintet is the likely
precursor in its juxtaposing of the musing 
and the mordent, though any such influence 
is admittedly tempered in this 1995 revision
(with bass clarinet and alto saxophone
frequently to the fore) for the Calefax Reed
Quintet: moodier and more immediately
expressive than the original – not least as
rendered there by the Scandinavian Wind
Quintet in what is a virtual conspectus of
Danish music for the medium from the last
century. This remains no less valid a listening
experience, though the present incarnation
audibly enhances he music’s elusiveness.

Walden, and with it the Thoreau
connotation, are central to Wald (2009) – 
if not the most imposing then arguably 
the most intriguing of Abrahamsen’s works
since his welcome resumption of original
composition at the turn of the century. 
The present work shares salient motifs with
its predecessor, making this on one level a 

theme and variations – though, as the former
resembles more a sequence of contrasted
textures than a definable melodic line, while
the latter increasingly overlap and intercut
each other, the overall evolution has a notably
intuitive freedom – evident in music of a
pervasive rhythmic profile that surrounds 
a phase of magically detached suspense 
which itself re-emerges after a burst of 
hectic activity toward the conclusion. This 
is a work of distinctly artless complexity, 
to which the musicians of Asko/Schönberg
Ensemble do full justice under the direction
of Reinbert de Leeuw. Descriptive rhapsody
or covert chamber symphony – Wald is an
undoubted masterpiece of understatement to
which the eminent American philosopher
would surely respond.

Interspersed between these pieces are
examples of musique concrète as recorded 
and edited by Stefan Winter – in the words
of whom ‘… the sounds of the woods
captured from early morning till late night
…’, in what are appropriately unobtrusive 
yet appealing examples of the genre. They
certainly enhance this disc, as do the close yet
finely balanced sound and the reproductions
of Per Kirkeby’s Wald-Variation series. No
booklet notes are included, but informative
paragraphs on each work can be accessed 
at the Winter & Winter website. Those 
who have been drawn to the music of
Abrahamsen, or who (rightly) find the overall
programme appealing, should not hesitate to
acquire this release. Richard Whitehouse

J. S. Bach New

Der Ewigkeit saphirnes Haus.
Wo soll ich fliehen hin, BWV5 – Ergieße
dich reichlich. Weinen, Klagen, Sorgen,
Zagen, BWV12 – Sinfonia. O Ewigkeit,
du Donnerwort, BWV20 – Ewigkeit,
du machst mir bange. Ich hatte viel
Bekümmernis, BWV21 – Sinfonia.
Die Himmel erzählen die Ehre Gottes,
BWV76 – Sinfonia. Siehe, ich will viel
Fischer aussenden, BWV88 – Siehe, ich
will viel Fischer aussenden. Bereitet die
Wege, bereitet die Bahn, BWV132 –
Christi Glieder, ach, bedenket. Herz und
Mund und Tat und Leben, BWV147 –
Jesu bleibet meine Freude. Laß, Fürstin,
laß noch einen Strahl, BWV198 –
Der Ewigkeit saphirnes Haus. Trio Sonata
No. 6 in G, BWV530. Orgelbüchlein,
BWV599-644 – Ich ruf' zu dir, Herr Jesu
Christ, BWV639. Six Schübler Chorales,
BWV645-50 – Meine Seele erhebet den
Herren, BWV648. Brandenburg Concerto
No. 6 in B flat, BWV1051 (all transcr.
C. Lesaulnier and N. Lesaulnier).

Le Petit Concert Baroque (Chani Lesaulnier,
Nadja Lesaulnier, harpsichord duo).
Fra Bernardo FB1205172 (full price, 1 hour

9 minutes). Website www.frabernardo.com.

Production/Engineering Fra Bernardo Studios. 

Date Live performance at the Kartause, Mauerbach, 

Vienna in October 2010.

Many, indeed,
too many
transcriptions or
arrangements
of Bach’s music
leave me

unimpressed. Happily there are exceptions;
Max Reger’s erstwhile frowned-upon
arrangements for piano duo of the six
Brandenburg Concertos are among them. Now 
I can add another to my slender list, for this
disc of transcriptions for two harpsichords of
an assortment of Bach pieces is a delight. 

Chani and Nadja Lesaulnier are specialists 
n the art of transcription and have formed a
harpsichord duo, Le Petit Concert Baroque,
to demonstrate their skill in this medium. 
As they are former pupils of Pierre Hantaï,
Elisabeth Joyé, Beatrice Martin and the 
Schola Cantorum Basiliensis their credentials
are manifestly in order but there is, over 
and above their instrumental pedigree, a
refreshing originality about their playing 
which is mirrored in their imaginative and
often surprising choice of transcription
material. There are, for example, several 
arias from Bach’s cantatas which clearly 
lend themselves though by no means
obviously to the art of transcription. 

One of the most captivating items is the
tenor aria from the cantata Wo soll ich fliehen
hin (BWV5). Bach accompanies the voice 
with an obbligato viola but the music is of 
a calibre and melodic allure which make it
irresistible even in a schoolroom of massed
recorders. The sisters Lesaulnier do a great
deal better than that with their evenly
balanced, eloquently articulated and warmly
responsive playing. Comparably affecting is
another tenor aria, this time from Bach’s
elegiac masterpiece Laß, Fürstin, laß noch 
einen Strahl, often called the ‘Trauerode’
(BWV198). The text of the aria appositely
lends its first line to the title of the disc:
‘Eternity’s Sapphire House’. Bach’s scoring 
is generous and texturally transparent and
features flute, oboe d’amore, two violins, 
two viole da gamba, two lutes and continuo.
Any one of us, perhaps, could be forgiven 
for doubting the efficacy of a keyboard
transcription. The colours, of course, are
completely different but I found myself
quickly enthralled by the expressive
tenderness of the playing and who is to say
that Bach himself did not get up to similar
transcriptions with his musically talented sons?
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Interspersed with the transcriptions of vocal
pieces are two instrumental movements from
Cantatas BWV21 and 76 and several free-
standing instrumental compositions. The most
exhilarating of them is a transcription of the
Sixth Brandenburg Concerto. My sensibilities
respond to every bar of the Lesaulniers’
keyboard playing, while at the same time
whetting my appetite, as if that is ever
required, for the original. This is the high
water mark of a recital that has, curiously,
only one slight disappointment. It is the
transcription of the chorale ‘Jesu bleibet
meine Freude’ (‘Jesu, joy of man’s desiring’)
from the cantata Herz und Mund und Tat und
Leben (BWV147). The most often-transcribed
item in the programme, it comes as a surprise
to find it a little inelegant and unlyrical. Even
that has neither spoilt my overall enjoyment
nor will dissuade me from awarding the 
disc outstanding status. The recording of the
two manual harpsichords, built by Martin
Pühringer after eighteenth-century French
models, is exemplary. Nicholas Anderson

British Works for Cello  New

and Piano Volume 2.
Bax Cello Sonata in E flat.
Bowen Cello Sonata in A, Op. 64.
Ireland Cello Sonata in G minor.
Paul Watkins (cello); Huw Watkins (piano).
Chandos CHAN10792 (medium price, 1 hour

15 minutes). Website www.chandos.net Producer

Rachel Smith. Engineer Ben Connellan. Dates

November 12th-14th, 2012.

Comparison: 

Bax:

Hooton, Parry (Lyrita) REAM2104 (1958, two discs)

Listeners with long ears, or a good memory,
may recall that Volume 1 of the present series,
likewise recorded by the brothers Watkins,
consisted of works by Parry, Delius, Granville
Bantock and John Foulds (reviewed in October
2012). This follow-up, recorded at Potton
Hall in Suffolk a year ago, is likewise cleverly
planned: three British cello sonatas, all
written for the same leading instrumentalist –

Beatrice Harrison, who not long before had
premiered the Elgar Concerto – and indeed,
all composed within the space of a year or
two, by three fine composer-pianists. Each
piece follows a similar pattern and is in 
three contrasted movements, within which,
predictably, are almost kaleidoscopically
changing contrasts, of mood and texture 
and tempo. The Bowen Sonata here lasts 
25 minutes, the Bax 30, the Ireland 20: 
they appear in that order on the disc. 

An admirable note by Calum MacDonald
supplies plenty of background as well as
analysis, and includes first-performance details
of each Sonata, including the identity of
Harrison’s accompanist on each occasion. The
Bowen was first heard at the Wigmore Hall
on December 8th, 1921 with the composer at
the piano; Bax’s lifelong flame Harriet Cohen
was the accompanist in the same venue on
February 26th, 1924; and on April 4th that
same year, the pianist in the Aeolian Hall for
the Ireland work was Evelyn Howard-Jones. 

Inevitably, one is moved to wonder whether
each composer was, or was not, aware of the
others’ work, what they thought of it, even
whether any subconscious imprint remained
when each returned to his desk. The startling
overall impression, though, is one not of
similarity but of considerable difference. 
A further impression is that Paul and Huw
Watkins are very much alert to the gulf that
separates the three works, and that they mould
their respective interpretations accordingly.

For ‘gulf’, I think, is possibly not too strong
a term. Even the choice of keys is revealing.
There is little point here in attempting too
detailed a stylistic discussion, especially as this
is admirably done in the booklet note, best
followed with the music itself in the mind’s
ear. Suffice it to say in broad terms that the
outlines are initially what you might expect.
Bowen’s Sonata, in A major, is at the outset
passionate and Romantic, often feels reasonably
regular in form, with a daunting piano part,
hints of French influence in the central Lento,
and then a finale that includes allusions to the
earlier movements and a final apotheosis. It’s
an exhilarating piece in quite a different way

from the Bax (in a more heroic E flat) that
follows it. As CMacD observes, Bax’s opening
movement can and maybe should be heard in
the context of this composer’s first two
symphonies, near in date to the Sonata (1922
and 1926 respectively) and like them full of
drama, anger and conflict. Certainly this applies
to the long opening movement, with its
eyebrow-raising first marking of Moderato (tempo
vacillando)! The rhapsodic slow movement is
almost as long, and reworks material from the
tone poem Spring Fire which Bax despaired of
hearing in its original orchestral guise. The
finale is typical of Bax in moving towards one
of his favourite devices, an extended quasi-
meditative Epilogue, actually thus designated.
It does indeed seem to tie up the loose ends
in a piece that might otherwise seem rambling.
(I happen to have the old Florence Hooton
recording to hand, from 1958, in fairly grim
mono sound; the newcomer is a more than
worthy replacement.)

‘Rambling’ is of course the last possible
adjective that might ever be applied to 
John Ireland, whose watchword was always
concision. His Cello Sonata is no exception.
One sometimes has the feeling that it was in
his chamber music rather than in orchestral
music or song that Ireland was at his most
intense and personal; certainly the work is
often agitated, even in the slow movement,
where the lyricism sits side by side with 
a mood sometimes a lot more troubled.
Ireland’s choice of key for the work,
G minor, would certainly have had resonances
for him in the classical literature, Mozart
above all. 

In sum, this is a well-contrasted, well-
achieved recital, one that often illuminates 
its three composers intriguingly.

Piers Burton-Page

Chamber
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Britten New

String Quartets – No. 1 in D, Op. 25;
No. 2 in C, Op. 36; No. 3, Op. 94.
Takács Quartet (Edward Dusinberre, Károly
Schranz, violins; Geraldine Walther, viola;
András Fejér, cello).
Hyperion CDA68004 (full price, 1 hour 16 minutes).

Website www.hyperion-records.co.uk Producer

Tim Oldham. Engineer David Hinitt. Dates February

12th-15th, 2013.

Comparisons:

Belcea Qt (EMI Classics) 5 57968-2 

(2003-04, two discs, rev. July/Aug 2005)

String Quartets Nos. 1 and 2: 

Maggini Qt (Naxos) 8.553883 (1996)

String Quartet No. 2: 

Emperor Qt (BIS) BIS1540SACD 

(2007, rev. Sep 2010)

String Quartet No. 3: 

Maggini Qt (Naxos) 8.554360 (1997)

Benjamin Britten is enjoying a fine centenary,
notable for memorable performances and
excellent new recordings. No one huddled
against the elements on Aldeburgh beach
could possibly forget the performances 
staged there of Peter Grimes, while there 
have been War Requiems aplenty and a 
great revival of Billy Budd at Glyndebourne. 
In the month celebrating the centenary 
itself, it is wonderful to welcome an
invigorating new recording of Britten’s 
three published string quartets played by 
one of the world’s most distinguished
ensembles, the Takács Quartet. 

String quartets span Britten’s artistic 
life, from youthful unpublished efforts 
to the third numbered quartet of 1975, 
his last major work. A considerable advantage
of this new release is that it is the only
recording currently available to squeeze all
three onto a single disc – with room to spare
– while others spread them over two discs
accompanied by other works. Presented in
chronological order, it allows the listener 
to chart Britten’s development in the genre.
However, there is no sense of the music
being at all rushed, the main time differential
against other recorded performances being 
the Chacony concluding the Second Quartet,
which is considerably swifter. 

String Quartet No. 1 was written in
California in 1941, commissioned for $400 
by the wealthy American patroness Elizabeth
Sprague Coolidge. Although the more famous
Second Quartet was written around the same
time as Britten was working on Peter Grimes
(1945), there are moments in the First
Quartet – such as the high tessitura of the
Andante sostenuto opening – which aren’t 
too distant from the ‘Dawn’ Interlude from
Britten’s opera, the Takács’s violins in
ethereal mode during the opening, before 
the brusque Allegro vivo energetically bursts 
in. The shimmering 5/4 slow movement in 
B flat, taken at a flowing pace, foreshadows
the ‘Moonlight’ Interlude. Under the Takács’s
fingers, this work really shines. 

String Quartet No. 2 commemorated 
the 250th anniversary of the death of 
Purcell and was written only months 
after the premiere of Grimes and the 
song cycle The Holy Sonnets of John Donne. 
The Takács favour a swifter opening tempo,
marked Allegro calmo senza rigore, capturing 
the movement’s shifts in mood from restless
energy to languor. The queasy harmonies 
slip and slide effectively (rehearsal mark C,
1'40"), as do the eerie glissandos (H, 3'43").
Perhaps they push on through the final 
few bars, marked tranquillo al fine, whereas
the Belcea Quartet, in particular, offers 
a more relaxed view, the strummed cello 
at the movement’s close sounding the most
harp-like. 

Competition on disc is especially strong 
in this Second Quartet, my favourite
interpretation coming from the Emperor
Quartet, which is slightly more impassioned,
particularly in the explosive Vivace second
movement, where the Takács can seem tame
in comparison, although they ricochet their
cues off each other well enough at the end
(K, 3'15"). 

It’s in the grand Chacony where the Takács
differ most markedly, favouring a quicker,
more urgent tempo which almost thoroughly
convinces. The only doubt I harboured 
was at rehearsal mark 13 (6'52", Britten
switching rehearsal marks from letters to
numerals in this movement), the Takács’s
precise articulation sounding more ‘slick’ 
than Britten’s pesante marking. The playing,
though, is remarkable, solo cadenzas 
revealing exceptionally polished playing,
closely recorded in the gratifyingly warm
acoustic of Wyastone, which offers plenty 
of stereo width. I especially enjoyed András
Fejér’s dark-molasses cello colour in the

almost operatic recitative at rehearsal mark 17
(10'12") as well as Edward Dusinberre’s
bittersweet first violin (2'27"). 

The ghosts of Britten’s final opera Death in
Venice haunt the Third Quartet, with its sparse
textures and sense of isolation. Composing 
in five short movements, Britten originally
considered the title Divertimento. ‘Duets’
explores the different duo combinations
against a gentle rocking suggestive of Venetian
lapping waters. The movement labelled
‘Ostinato’ is playful. The Takács are abrasive
where they need to be, but never make an
ugly sound, unless it’s deliberate, such as the
viola playing ‘the wrong side of the bridge’ 
in the spiky Trio section of the ‘Burlesque’,
accompanying the spiccato first violin and
col legno second – a gruesome dance of 
death. Britten composed the final movement,
‘La Serenissima’, on his final visit to Venice
and it opens with a ‘Recitative’ which quotes
five short passages from Death in Venice,
including Aschenbach’s ‘I love you’ from 
the end of Act 1. It then launches into a
lengthy ‘Passacaglia’ before fading away, 
the cello’s final D natural holding out last
before expiring. 

There are many very good recordings 
of the Quartets, from the Belceas to the
Magginis, each highly recommendable. I have
yet to hear the Emperor Quartet’s new disc
of Quartets Nos. 1 and 3, but if its No. 2 is
anything to go by, it should provide essential
listening. It will be hard-pushed, however, to
match the playing of the Takács Quartet on
this splendid disc. Mervyn Cooke contributes
a booklet essay on the quartets, while the
striking watercolour Red Hot Suffolk Winter, by
East Anglian artist Mita Higton and exhibited
at Snape Maltings, graces its cover. 

Mark Pullinger

Chamber
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Corelli New CD/SACD

Trio Sonatas – Op. 2; Op. 4.
The Avison Ensemble (Caroline Balding, violin;
Richard Tunnicliffe, cello; Paula Chateauneuf,
archlute; Roger Hamilton, harpsichord/organ)/
Pavlo Beznosiuk (violin).
Linn Records CKD413 (medium price, two discs,

2 hours 31 minutes). Website www.linnrecords.com

Producer Philip Hobbs. Engineer Robert

Cammidge. Dates January 11th-15th, 2010, January

11th-17th, 2012.

Comparisons:

Trio Sonatas, Op. 2:

Il Ruggiero/Marcante (Tactus) 650306 (1998)

Trio Sonatas, Op. 4:

Ens Aurora/Gatti (Glossa) GCD921207 (2012, two discs)

The continuing survey by Linn Records of 
the instrumental works of Arcangelo Corelli
reaches completion in 2013, marking the
300th anniversary of the composer’s death
(earlier volumes were reviewed in February
and March this year). This persuasive series 
of recordings has by now emphatically
redefined our expectations, experience and
comprehension of the music of this great
master of the Italian Baroque. With flawless
and often revelatory performances by the
Avison Ensemble directed by Pavlo Beznosiuk,
this project has established itself as a definitive
recorded compendium of Corelli’s works, to
which this latest release now adds the Trio
Sonatas, Opp. 2 and 4 to the Op. 5 Violin
Sonatas and the six Concerti grossi of Op. 6.
No comparable set of Corelli recordings 
offers performances of such brilliance and
scholarly insight and here, as before, these
new accounts can only be applauded and
welcomed without qualification, for this is
music-making of the highest order.

Corelli wrote the 12 Op. 2 works for
Cardinal Benedetto Pamphili, into whose
employment the composer had entered in
1684. The Cardinal’s famously opulent and
extravagant lifestyle sat curiously at odds 
with his supposed calling, however, and
attracted censure from the Pope himself. 
It also led to Pamphili’s removal from Rome
to Bologna in 1690, whereupon Corelli
entered the service of Cardinal Ottoboni,
whose court at the Palazzo della Cancelleria
was famous throughout Europe for its
cultivated tastes and patronage of the arts,
and of music and musicians in particular. 
A letter written by James Drummond, Earl 
of Perth, who visited the Cancelleria in the
autumn of 1695, observed that Ottoboni had
‘the best musique in the world, and is glad
when strangers go to the house and take the
pleasure of its diversions …’. 

Corelli’s Op. 4 set of Trio Sonatas
appeared with a dedication to Ottoboni in
1694. The earlier Op. 2 set, however, was
the subject of one of the most infamous
musicological scandals of all time. Within two
months of publication in Venice and Bologna
(it seems curious that nobody found reason to
criticize the series when it first appeared in

Rome), Corelli found himself embroiled in
what became known as the ‘Affair of the
Fifths’, in which flagrant violations of the rule
expressly forbidding the use of consecutive
intervals of a fifth became the main talking
point in the fashionable coffee houses of both
cities. The Allemanda of Sonata No. 3 does
indeed contain a notorious passage in which
the first violin and bass lines descend in
parallel fifths, which led to the ‘crime’ being
(according to Giovanni Colonna) ‘hotly
disputed in piazzas and shops with rising
interest, prompting many in Italy apart from
virtuosi to write giving their opinions, and
many letters have appeared, all of which
condemn the passage by Corelli’.

Another novel point common to both sets
is the occasional use of the dissonance which
occurs when the delayed resolution of a
leading note at a cadence point coincides with
the early sounding of the tonic in the melody
line, a feature known as the ‘Corelli Clash’.
Corelli was not alone in deliberately using
both devices in his music, but that his doing
so fuelled both public interest and critical
consternation attests to the fact that his music
revealed unprecedented degrees of cunning,
originality and melodic appeal unmatched by
any of his Italian contemporaries.

Such are the very attributes which Beznosiuk
and his team seem to relish and they bring a
fascinating mix of affection and exploratory
daring to these boundlessly illuminating
accounts. The recordings, made (as before) at
St George’s Church, Chesterton, Cambridge
in January 2010 and January 2012, are
breathtakingly transparent and palpably 
faithful and, in their very clarity and pin-
sharp focus, serve to bring the incandescent
allure of this playing fully to life. Of the two
selected comparisons (both from Italian period
ensembles), only Emanuela Marcante’s Tactus
recordings with the ensemble Il Ruggiero can
realistically compete with the Avisons, turning
in adroit and athletic playing in a recording
that’s pleasingly warm and natural, while the
Ensemble Aurora directed by Enrico Gatti (on
Glossa) are accomplished yet never inspirational
in their recording of the Op. 4 set. 

Once again Beznosiuk and the Avison
Ensemble warrant the highest commendation
for these exceptionally fine performances – as
it says on spine of this attractively packaged
set, just listen! Michael Jameson 

Trio Shaham Erez Wallfisch New

Debussy Cello Sonata in D minorbc.
Violin Sonata in G minorac.
Fauré Piano Trio in D minor, Op. 120.
Ravel Piano Trio in A minor.
Trio Shaham Erez Wallfisch (aHagai Shaham,
violin; bRaphael Wallfisch, cello; cArnon Erez,
piano).
Nimbus NI5905 (full price, 1 hour 13 minutes).

Website www.wyastone.co.uk. Production/

Engineering Nimbus Records. Dates February 9th-

11th, 2013.

This well-planned disc effectively makes 
an entire recital and the four broadly
contemporaneous French masterpieces chosen
receive excellent performances, each well
balanced in terms of recording quality.

Personally, I always prefer slightly slower
tempos in Ravel’s great Trio than these fine
musicians adopt, especially with regard to the
first movement’s Modéré indication, but their
tempo reminds me that this is indeed a pre-
First World War composition, undertaken 
not long after Daphnis et Chloé, and is not 
the rather elegiac work it can sometimes
appear to be if the tempos veer too much 
on the slow side. 

It is the energy and positive approach 
of these musicians to Ravel’s chamber
masterpiece which are so impressive here,
their concept of the work convincing at 
every level. Fauré’s very late Trio (the 
most recent of the four works, although 
he was certainly the oldest composer of 
the three) receives an equally fine account,
full of an impressive sense of inner forward
momentum, which, if not brought to this
work, can prove fatal. I was particularly 
taken with Arnon Erez’s playing in the 
slow movement of the Fauré, so superbly
does he phrase, never overpowering 
his colleagues, even if in some of the
accompanimental chordal passages I would
have preferred a shade more sustaining 
pedal. But this is all a matter of degree: 
what cannot be denied is that this is 
chamber music-making of high quality
throughout, the musicians clearly of one 
mind in their approach to these works, 
quite unlike those ‘celebrity’ ensembles 
once beloved of record companies, 
whereby a few ‘big names’ were brought
together, arriving in town a day or so
beforehand to run through the music before
the recording session, after which they split
up and flew out again the following day to
their next gig.

Performances of the standard on this 
disc are not achieved overnight; the playing 
in both Sonatas is alive and concentrated 
from Hagai Shaham and Raphael Wallfisch
respectively, and they are admirably 
partnered by this outstanding pianist, 
a truly fine chamber musician. The 
results are more pleasing in that in many
performances of Debussy’s late sonatas 
the writing can appear diffuse, but not 
here. In addition, the choice of repertoire
ensures that these works, in music-historical
terms, are presented as part of the great
stream of major French chamber music 
from the early decades of the twentieth
century and not as purely ivory-tower, 
‘stand-alone’ compositions. 

The recording quality is good, although 
in the duo sonatas the microphone placing
appears not to have been suitably adjusted as
perhaps it should have been – but this is a
passing quibble, not a serious disadvantage.
Calum MacDonald’s booklet notes add to 

Chamber
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the attraction of this disc, but Nimbus should
really discard the company’s individual
approach to record marketing: nowhere on
dthis disc are the dates of the composers
shown, which makes references in the notes
to the individual years of composition, and 
of Debussy’s death, less meaningful than 
they otherwise should appear.

Robert Matthew-Walker

Delius New

Orchestral music transcribed 
for two pianos, Volume 2.
Paris: A Nocturne ‘The Song of a 
Great City’, RTvi/14 (arr. Julius Bluths).
Summer Night on the River, RTvi/19 
No. 2 (arr. Philip Heseltine). Eventyr,
RTvi/23 (arr. Benjamin Dale). Fantastic
Dance, RTvi/28 (arr. Ethel Bartlett/Rae
Robertson). The Song of the High Hills,
RTii/6 (arr. Percy Grainger).
Simon Callaghan, Hiroaki Takenouchi
(pianos).
Somm Céleste SOMMCD0129 (medium 

price, 1 hour 20 minutes). Website www.somm-

recordings.com Producer Siva Oke. Engineer 

Paul Arden-Taylor. Dates September 15th and 

16th, 2011.

I had the pleasure of reviewing the first
instalment of Simon Callaghan’s and Hiroaki
Takenouchi’s Delius transcriptions for two
pianos in June 2012 and commented upon 
a ‘sparkling and sincere treatment’ of
‘La Calinda’ (from Koanga, arranged by 
Joan Trimble). The disc really captured the
colours and timbres of Delius’s multifaceted
style, so it was with great anticipation that 
I peeled off the cellophane from Volume 2.
As with the first disc, the recording was
made in 2011 in the Adrian Boult Hall,
Birmingham Conservatoire, and as before, I
was impressed by the quality of the sound
captured by Somm. 

Callaghan and Takenouchi are a very well-
marshalled duo, coupling dexterity and
enthusiasm with a natural sense of ease and a
perceptive response to the music. Though two
pianos can, in the right hands, tease out an
enormous spectrum of effects with which to
fulfil orchestrally conceived music, there are 
a great many hazards and complexities to
overcome first, such as matching tonal and
dynamic shades alongside pedal effects, not to
mention the nitty-gritty business of gauging
shifts in tempo and marrying up the attack so
that the texture remains transparent. All of
this is very well handled by these players, so
that the music is permitted to spring forward
in a lively, engaging manner. I particularly
enjoyed their account of the somewhat louche
Paris: A Nocturne (arranged by Julius Bluths),
which took as its inspiration Delius’s first
encounter with the French capital in 1888, a
time when the air must have been thick with
riotous hedonism and intellectual inspiration.
This sprawling work, a kind of bizarre tone
poem, emerges over some 22 minutes from
an enigmatic – scary even – subterranean
preamble into more emphatic, evocative and
perfumed territory. The shadowy avenues
eventually, or at least temporarily, lead into

lighter, ebullient areas of
music; in truth one never
quite knows what is coming
next. The performance is 
well coordinated and evolves
into something really rather
exciting in the middle. 

Summer Night on the River
is the sequel to On Hearing 
the First Cuckoo in Spring,
which was also dedicated to
Balfour Gardiner. Arranged 
by Philip Heseltine (a.k.a.
Peter Warlock), it achieves 
a beautifully lilting atmosphere
in this performance.
Debussyan sonorities are
somewhere in the mix and,
although there is an elusive
melody to clutch onto from
time to time, one finds
oneself floating along in the
moment, pleasantly unsure of
what one is experiencing. 

In his nicely concise notes,
Martin Lee-Browne explains that Delius was 
a lifelong admirer of Norway, and in this
marvellously spacious, panoramic work,
Eventyr, arranged by Benjamin Dale, the
music’s storytelling dimension comes across
very enjoyably. For me, this piece shines 
out as the most consistently enticing work 
on the disc, with sinister undertones and
rugged scenes colliding with less impetuous
moments and oddly pleasing brighter splashes
of colour. Delius seems to have had people
queuing up to create arrangements of his
orchestral pieces, and Percy Grainger was also
responsible for A Dance Rhapsody No. 1, which
the duo ably captured in Volume 1. Song of

the High Hills is another Norway-motivated
work of considerable length and diversity.
The mountainous terrain is very well evoked
in the writing, and the shimmering detail is
superbly drawn out in this performance. The
rhythmically stirring Fantastic Dance, written 
in 1931, arranged by Ethel Bartlett and Rae
Robertson, is by comparison a somewhat
brief, quirky work, though nonetheless vivid
and always interesting. 

Though narrowly missing the boat for the
150th anniversary of Delius’s birth (Volume 1
was timed to perfection), this recording
chalks up another highly successful and
rewarding endeavour for Callaghan and
Takenouchi. Delius fans will have something
to talk about. Mark Tanner

An American in Paris New

Gershwin An American in Paris. Porgy
and Bess – Summertime & a woman is a
sometime thing; My man’s gone now;
It ain’t necessarily so; Bess, you is my
woman now; Tempo di blues (all transcr.
Jascha Heifetz).
Ives Decoration Day (reconstr. John
Kirkpatrick).
Poulenc Violin Sonata in D minor,
FP119.
Ravel Violin Sonata No. 2 in G.
Tamsin Waley-Cohen (violin); Huw Watkins
(piano).
Champs Hill Records CHRCD059 (full price,

1 hour 12 minutes). Website www.champshillrecords.

co.uk. Producer/Engineer Raphaël Mouterde. Dates

November 5th-7th, 2012.

The Gershwin tracks are transcriptions, but as
they were made by Jascha Heifetz (like both
of Gershwin’s parents, a Russian émigré to
the United States) there is ample justification
for including them in this intelligently planned
recital, although I confess not to have
encountered the six-minute pot-pourri of
An American in Paris before, which may be
because it does not come off satisfactorily 
as a separate recital item and is thereby not
immediately appealing to violinists. Andrew
Stewart’s good booklet notes are otherwise
unforthcoming as to when this severely cut-
down version was made. Nonetheless, this
item is sufficient of a rarity, either live in
recital or on disc, to add to the attractions of
this intriguing selection, which is well worth
investigating. The inclusion of the far better-
known Porgy and Bess transcriptions by Heifetz
in stylish and convincing performances here
reinforce one’s eternal belief in Gershwin’s
individual melodic genius. 

The French sonatas are obviously more
seriously intentioned works, although the
‘blues’ movement (the Sonata is not really
one of Ravel’s greatest inspirations – in 
the documentation called ‘No. 2’, which
technically it is if one includes the early
A minor work, first published in 1975) 
and the boulevarderie of Poulenc’s fine Sonata
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both sit reasonably comfortably alongside
Gershwin’s melodies. Only Ives, it would
seem, stands rather more to one side – as
one might expect from this Yankee iconoclast
– but the inclusion here of his own version 
of Decoration Day for violin and piano adds
further to the appeal of this disc.

The recent engrossing book on John
Kirkpatrick by Drew Massey (John Kirkpatrick,
American Music and the Printed Page – Eastman
Studies in Music 98, ISBN 9781580464048)
details the pianist’s and musicologist’s travails
with getting much of Ives’s music for piano
published in acceptable editions; it was
Kirkpatrick who was able to reconstruct 
this version of the Decoration Day movement,
part of Ives’s orchestral ‘Holidays’ Symphony,
from the composer’s original sketches for 
a transcription. The connection here is 
that Tamsin Waley-Cohen gave the first
performance of this work outside of the USA
as recently as 2007 – a further incentive to
investigate this CD.

The performances by Waley-Cohen and
Huw Watkins are uniformly excellent
throughout, although some may feel the
recorded balance is a little awry in that the
venue does not appear to be wholly suitable
for chamber music: a shade too ‘big’, whereas
a more intimate acoustic might have been
preferable. In any event, the music’s the
thing, the sound itself is by no means
objectionable and the performances from this
well-matched duo are entirely convincing. 
A truly interesting and – in its way – most
valuable disc. Robert Matthew-Walker

Hindemith New

Violin Sonatas – E flat, Op. 11/1; 
D, Op. 11/2; E (1935); C (1939).
Nobilissima visione – Meditation 
(arr. composer).
Tanja Becker-Bender (violin); Péter Nagy
(piano).
Hyperion CDA68014 (full price, 57 minutes).

Website www.hyperion-records.co.uk 

Producer/Engineer Ludger Böckenhoff. Dates

November 20th-22nd, 2012.

Comparison:

Violin Sonatas, Op. 11 Nos. 1 and 2/E (1935):

Wallin, Pöntinen (BIS) CD761 (1995)

Hindemith wrote six sonatas for stringed
instruments, four of which were for the
violin, his own first instrument, and that
upon which his earliest professional
experience as a musician was founded. He
was just 19 years of age when he became
Konzertmeister of the Orchestra of Frankfurt
Opera, although he subsequently switched
from violin to viola, becoming one of its
foremost exponents and gaining a reputation
both as a soloist and later as a chamber
musician as violist of the Amar Quartet. 
A figure of considerable influence, even
notoriety (he was possibly the only composer
who ever claimed to be able to play all the

instruments of the orchestra!), and seldom
out of the cultural press, particularly after 
the rise of National Socialism in Germany,
Hindemith was censured for his music’s
alleged degeneracy and decadence and publicly
harangued by the Nazis during the infamous
1938 Düsseldorf rntartete Musik Exhibition,
in which much progressive German music of
the period was senselessly derided. 

Hindemith’s music for his adopted first
instrument has been comprehensively surveyed
for Hyperion by the acclaimed British violist
Lawrence Power (reviewed in June 2009,
April 2010 and January 2011) and it seems
only natural that the violin sonatas should
now be added to these existing recordings.
With the bar already set at a very high 
level by the overall excellence of Power’s
recordings, it seemed clear that violinist Tanja
Becker-Bender and pianist Péter Nagy would
have to turn in outstanding accounts of the
violin sonatas: these new performances prove
to be everything that one could wish for in
these taxing and often elusive works.

All four of Hindemith’s violin sonatas can
be accommodated comfortably on a single CD
and the inclusion of the familiar ‘Meditation’
from Nobilissima visione (1938) as a filler is a
rather more useful option than the two-
minute fragment of a conjectural finale for
the Op. 11 No. 1 Sonata, which is offered by
Ulf Wallin and Roland Pöntinen on their rival
BIS survey of these works. 

Hindemith’s sonatas were written in pairs,
or at least in close proximity one to another,
as was the case with the Op. 11 set. The
earlier work, written during the composer’s
service on the Western Front in 1918, 
was premiered in Frankfurt in June 1919, 
at the first concert devoted exclusively to
Hindemith’s music. Becker-Bender and Nagy
deliver a strikingly vivid and motoric reading
of the opening movement, which shaves
practically half a minute off the pretty fast
basic tempo adopted by Wallin and Pontinen.
But their performance doesn’t overlook any
passing detail of phrasing or dynamics, and is
so closely attuned to the prescribed needs of
the music that this playing could hardly be
bettered. There’s much to admire, too, in the
second sonata, argued with a terse rigour that
strongly reflects Hindemith’s Schumannesque
performance direction for the opening
movement, Mit starrem Trotz – to be played
with ‘stiff defiance’. This is trenchant,
stubbornly resilient music and tremendously
well played by Becker-Bender, who again
brings to the piece a sense of anxiety and
urgency not always so evident on BIS.

The later Sonatas, in E major (1935) 
and C major (1939) could hardly be more
different in form, concept and content. As
Malcolm MacDonald suggests in his booklet
notes, it is possible to recognize the various
phases of Hindemith’s creative life throughout
the four sonatas. The E major work seems 
to be characterized by what the booklet 
notes describe as ‘profound serenity despite

moments of tension’, and in that sense, at
least, the piece may be said to anticipate 
the 1937 ballet on the life of St Francis,
Nobilissima visione (the ‘Meditation’ occupies
the final track on this disc). 

The final Sonata in C reverts to the defiant
and truculent style that seems to inform so
much of Hindemith’s output, at least as far as
the opening movement goes, but this acerbity
of utterance is offset in the deliberately paced
and reflective slow movement (with its own
interpolated scherzo part way through). 
The finale takes the form of a huge and
labyrinthine fugue of the kind that would 
have delighted Max Reger, and the form 
and musical language, powerfully argued 
and severe, is often suggestive of Reger’s 
own complex polyphony. This work receives
a particularly fine reading here, bringing this
valuable release to a powerfully imposing and
majestic conclusion. Michael Jameson

Marais Images. New

Pièces de viole, Deuxième Livre – Suite
No. 1: Prélude; La Folette; Sarabande;
Ballet en rondeau. Suite No. 4:
La Désolée; Chaconne en rondeau. 
Pièces de viole, Troisième Livre – Suite
No. 3: Prélude; Sarabande; Rondeau;
Chaconne. Pièces de viole, Quatrième
Livre – Suite d’un goût étranger:
Muzette; L’Arabesque. Pièces de viole,
Cinquième Livre – Suite No. 6: Prélude;
La Fière; Menuet; Deuxième Menuet; 
Le Troilleur; Le Petit Badinage; 
La Précieuse. Suite No. 7: Prélude; 
La Simplicité paysane; Resveries
mesplaiziennes; Les Amusements.
Moine Prélude in G.
Visée Prélude in E minor. Prélude in C.
Mieneke van der Velden (viola da gamba);
Fred Jacobs (French theorbo).
Ramée RAM1205 (full price, 1 hour 6 minutes).

Website www.outhere-music.com. Producer/Engineer

Rainer Arndt. Date May 2011.

Comparison:

F. Alquai, R. Alquai, Rincón, Martínez 

(Alquai & Alquai) ALQUA002 (2009)

For anyone interested in the history of the
viola da gamba (alias ‘viol’), the lengthy
booklet essay with this disc is probably worth
the sale price alone. Gustave Boisdhoux traces
the history of the instrument from its origins
in late-Medieval Spain all the way through to
its gentle decline in Germany in the second
half of the eighteenth century. For obvious
reasons, the bulk of the account is devoted 
to its golden century in France, starting from
the middle of the seventeenth century. Until
reading this fascinating essay, I was not fully
aware of the fact that the French devotion to
the viol came via England. French musicians
at the courts of the early Stuart kings fell in
love with an instrument that the English had
earlier adopted from Italy. Ultimately at the
hands of composers such as Sainte-Colombe,
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who added a seventh string, Marin Marais 
and Forqueray (father and son), it became 
the quintessential French instrument. By the
time of these composers – in the decades
immediately before and after 1700 – the
Italians had largely abandoned the viol family
(though perhaps not as completely as once
thought) in favour of the violin, cello and
their kin. The essay also skilfully sketches
how the French viol tradition sits within a
wider cultural and intellectual milieu and
notes its affinity with the visual arts of the
period, notably the painting of Watteau. 
The greatest of all French composers for the
viol was Marais, who proudly shunned any
Italian influences. (Nevertheless, Boisdhoux
speculates that his famous variations on
La Follia, which were composed the year after
Corelli’s famous sonata based on the same
theme appeared in print, may ‘betray a
certain receptivity to Latin charms’.) 

The present collection samples works from
Books II, III, IV and V and, notwithstanding
the absence of the above-mentioned Follia
variations, gives a good representation of
Marais’s utter mastery of the viola da gamba.
The range of moods in the selection is very
wide, from the sombre nobility of the two
chaconnes and the heartbreak of the sarabande
La Désolée to the almost skittish La Simplicité
paysane. The most startling and acrobatic piece
on the disc is the often-performed L’Arabesque.
Many recordings of Marais pieces for viol
employ a rich and sometimes changing
continuo including such other instruments 
as a second viol, guitar, lute or theorbo and
harpsichord. The artists on this disc, gambist
Mieneke van der Velden and lutenist Fred
Jacobs, adopt a minimalist approach
throughout. The only instrument heard
alongside the solo gamba is a large French-
style gut-strung theorbo. As the luthier
Michael Lowe explains in a separate booklet
essay, since there are no surviving models, he
has had to base his instrument on an earlier,
smaller model (probably itself a rebuilt Italian
instrument) supplemented by iconographic
evidence. The viol was made in Paris in 1617
by Antoine Despont. Although the notes do
not say, it would seem likely that a seventh
string has been added at some point in the
instrument’s life.

Even though the French viol is a big, bossy
instrument, at no point on this recording does
it come close to overwhelming the theorbo. 
It is not clear how much of this is due to
Lowe’s construction, how much to Jacobs’s
playing and how much to sound engineering
and a sympathetic recording venue. Whatever
the case, the balance always seems just right.
Jacobs is a wonderfully refined musician. His
accompaniment is often as interesting as the
solo gamba and, happily, he is allowed three
exquisite solo preludes, two by the well-
known Robert de Visée and one by the
obscure Estienne le Moine.

Van der Velden is a gamba soloist of 
the first rank, with an outstanding level 

of technical skill. Her approach is often more
muscular than pretty. Compared with some
gambists, she may seem to play with a very
deliberate (maybe even brusque) attack, with
bow-strokes crisp and articulated – rarely
allowed to linger. According to Boisdhoux,
this ‘tick-tock’ style of playing, using lifted
bow strokes, was characteristic of Marais and
other gambists of his era and it was in some
ways closer to the techniques of lutenists 
and guitarists than the more seamless style 
of cellists. Her playing is very impressive;
however, some listeners may find it slightly
lacking in flair and drama. Those seeking
more of such qualities in their Marais 
should track down a wildly exciting disc 
with the brothers Fahmi and Rami Alquai 
(on their own label), which also includes
several major works by Forqueray. Van der
Velden and Jacobs may not have quite the
theatrical flair of the Alquais and their
collaborators, but their playing is subtle,
assured and shows great insight into Marais’s
often melancholy musical rhetoric. It is 
to their dignified yet despairing Le Troilleur
I shall return most often. 

This beautifully produced disc is warmly
recommended. Andrew O’Connor

Mozart New

String Quartet No. 15 in D minor,
K421/K417b. Clarinet Quintet in A,
K581a.
aJörg Widmann (clarinet); Arcanto Quartett
(Antje Weithaas, Daniel Sepec, violins; Tabea
Zimmermann, viola; Jean-Guihen Queyras, cello).
Harmonia Mundi HMC902168 (full price,

59 minutes). Website www.harmoniamundi.com 

Producer Tobias Lehmann. Engineer Alexander Feucht.

Date January 2013.

Comparisons:

Clarinet Quintet:

Guyot, mbrs of COE (Mirare) MIR183 (2012)

King, Gabrieli Qt (Hyperion) CDA66199 (1986)

From the gentle, promise-laden opening 
bars of the Clarinet Quintet – wonderfully
sensitive but bristling with energy and
purpose – it is apparent that this is a more
involved performance than many (such as the
undeniably genial and graceful but essentially
laissez-faire Gabrieli Quartet account with
Thea King). These players throw themselves
wholeheartedly into the performance –
possibly too wholeheartedly on occasion 
– living every note. The Arcanto, it is 
clear, is a quartet of soloists, each forthright
when placed by Mozart in the spotlight, but
subtle and homogeneous accompanists as an
ensemble too.

Evidently sharing this approach, clarinettist
Jörg Widmann is a perfect partner. Playing
with muscular immediacy (in marked contrast
to the polite, almost soft-focus timbre 
of Romain Guyot in his recording with
members of the Chamber Orchestra of
Europe, released earlier this year on Mirare),

his impressive arsenal includes a creamy 
legato and sharp, percussive articulation.

The first movement is light and breezy, 
but grounded with substance and full of 
lively detail. The Larghetto is refreshingly
mobile, while still eminently poised and
elegant, and features some radiantly beautiful
duetting between the sweet, beguiling lines 
of leader Antje Weithaas and Widmann’s
softly murmuring ornamentation. The 
tempo for the Minuet is ideal – buoyant 
and gracefully dance-like – but the two 
trios demonstrate the musicians’ tendency 
to micromanage dynamics more extremely
than elsewhere. In the first, string-only, 
trio, a disconcerting halting before Mozart’s
accents may leave you feeling a bit seasick,
and Widmann’s enthusiastic crescendos in 
the second trio bulge rather conspicuously.
His cheeky rubato here may not be to
everyone’s taste, but for my money it 
is delightful and thoroughly in character
(though I wouldn’t want to hear it 
performed this way every time). The 
theme-and-variations finale is a tour de 
force, showcasing Widmann’s fluent, natural-
sounding improvised ornaments in the first
variation, a soulful A minor third variation,
and a dazzling bubbly and joyful conclusion.

There are no photographs of the recording
session in the booklet, so it’s not clear how
the players assembled themselves, but the
aural-spacing results are ideal – the clarinet 
is placed centrally, surrounded by the strings
(King is placed to the extreme right on
Hyperion, positioning which might work 
in concert but which sounds imbalanced 
on a recording).

This performance immediately takes its
place as one of the most enjoyable on disc –
which makes it all the more of a shame that
Widmann has opted to play on a regular
clarinet rather than a basset clarinet – the
custom-made instrument with an extended
lower register that Mozart’s clarinettist 
Anton Stadler played. It is true that, as the
booklet note points out, modern editions of
the score for basset clarinet are speculative
(Mozart’s 1789 autograph is missing) – 
but they are, on the whole, intelligent
reconstructions which build on passages 
where the melodic line was clearly
compromised by anonymous nineteenth-
century adjustments for regular clarinet. 
Early modern-era basset clarinet practitioners
(Alan Hacker produced a pioneering edition
in the late 1960s) could possibly be accused
of occasional trigger-happiness with the low
notes, eager to show off the possibilities the
instrument offered, but that is no longer
generally a problem – and certainly not a
reason for Widmann to shy away from the
basset. It is all but unthinkable these days 
to perform the Clarinet Concerto on a
regular clarinet; the Quintet has fewer cases
of obvious compromise, but there are a
number of crucial passages which suffer
without the lower range – and those let
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down this recording. Nevertheless, this is a
winningly stylish and engaging account to
which I foresee myself frequently returning.

Although it displays many of the same
positive characteristics, the Arcanto’s account
of the D minor Quartet, K421 – the second
of Mozart’s 1785 set dedicated to Haydn – 
is less satisfying. As if anxious to avoid over-
blown romantic angst, the quartet approaches
the work with a classical restraint bordering
on coolness. The opening phrase of the first
movement creeps in almost unassumingly, at a
measured tempo (Mozart’s marking is Allegro
moderato). The musicians play down the Sturm-
und-Drang elements, but there is still drama
here, building in quiet intensity as the
movement progresses.

The intimate atmosphere carries through
into the elegantly flowing Andante, which 
has some ultra-hushed pianissimo moments.
Often rendered as an angry, angular affair,
here the well-controlled Minuet is gentle 
and subtle; the admirably delicate trio is a
fraction too reticent in its faltering rhythms.
The finale – another set of variations – is,
again, somewhat understated, but there is 
no shortage of impressive detail, such as a
nimble and precise scampering motif. 

The Berlin studio recording is clear and
naturally spaced, with attractive subtle bloom.

Graham Rogers

Parry Early Chamber Works. New

String Quartet No. 3 in G. String Quintet
in E flata.
Bridge Quartet (Colin Twigg, Catherine
Schofield, violins; Michael Schofield, viola; Lucy
Wilding, cello) with aRobert Gibbs (viola).
EM Records EMRCD016 (full price, 1 hour

3 minutes). Website www.em-records.com. Producer

Matthew Dilley. Engineer Richard Bland. Dates March

29th and 30th, 2013.

EM Records is busy shining an enquiring 
light into unloved and unrecorded corners 
of English music (try its website for generous
samples of its work so far) and it here alights
on a pair of chamber pieces by Hubert Parry
which have never before been caught on disc.
Parry, acknowledged as one of the key figures
of the late-nineteenth-century English music
revival, remains less widely explored than
some of his contemporaries, so it’s good to
find evidence here of his activities in the
decades before works such as Blest Pair of
Sirens or I Was Glad. 

The Bridge Quartet (which has previously
appeared on EM Records with a disc of
chamber music by Norman O’Neill) begins
with the third of Parry’s three string quartets.
The work, of 1878 (Parry’s 30th year),
begins with the kind of sly obfuscation 
of the home key that we recognize in later
works, but settles quickly into an easy
Mendelssohnian mode that shows off the
composer’s buoyant lyricism. A more
trenchant scherzo left me wondering if Parry

had been particularly taken with Wagner’s
Nibelheim music from Das Rheingold (think
tinkling anvils), but the underlying sunny
disposition is reinforced by the finale, which
features music of winning delicacy.

The String Quintet of 1884 introduces 
an additional viola to the quartet, a part 
taken here by Robert Gibbs. There’s an
immediately obvious thickening of the
texture, though it’s testament to Parry’s 
skills as a composer that the effect is 
breadth rather than muddiness. Parry, 
though, had to work for some time to 
achieve the result he wanted, coming back 
to it in the 1890s to make some revisions.
These changes are helpfully detailed in 
the booklet notes, as is Parry’s disillusion
with the response he received from Joseph
Joachim after the great German violinist
looked through the score. Joachim singled 
out the Quintet’s slow movement for
criticism, complaining that it was too 
long; on the contrary, its length seems 
to be well judged and its progression 
marked by an accomplished sense of 
direction. There’s also a pleasing circularity
achieved by the re-statement of the home 
key in the final bars of the finale and much
pleasant material in between, though I can’t
help but feel that a performance better able
to achieve a sense of flow and accumulation
would give a greater feeling for its virtues. 

We must be thankful for the Bridge
Quartet’s enthusiastic advocacy of these
pieces, but the players could have been better
served by the recording, which spotlights
their playing with unflattering closeness.

Andrew Morris

Saariaho New

Chamber Works for Strings.
Calicesa. Nocturneb. Nymphéac. Spins and
Spellsd. Tocare. Vent nocturnef.
Meta4 (acAntti Tikkanen, bceMinna Pensola,
violins; cfAtte Kilpeläinen, viola; cdTomas
Djupsjöbacka, cello) with aeAnna Laakso
(piano); cfMarko Myöhänen (electronics).
Ondine ODE1222-2 (full price, 1 hour 12 minutes).

Website www.ondine.net Producer Meta4.

Engineer Enno Mäemets. Dates October 5th, 6th, 

8th and 9th, 2012.

Finnish string quartet Meta4 gathers here a
collection of pieces for stringed instruments
by the players’ compatriot Kaija Saariaho
spanning some 23 years. Unusually, they’re
tracked mostly in reverse chronological order,
but reveal the consistency of Saariaho’s voice
across the decades.

Tocar (2010), the most recent piece in the
collection, is tracked first. Commissioned by
the Jean Sibelius Violin Competition, this
seven-minute piece for violin and piano
probes the limits of tone by asking the
violinist (a supremely poised Minna Pensola)
to skate about in the parts of the string
where pitch gives way to whisper. It rises

from and returns to near silence, pushing
pensively along a route of half-lit colours 
with an intriguing sense of dark fantasy.

Vent nocturne (2006) draws similar sounds
from Atte Kilpeläinen’s viola, but here with
much less sense of purpose. The piece’s two
parts are listless, desolate and, with distantly
murmuring and breathing electronics, not 
a little creepy. Viola and electronics (the
work’s two distinct elements) feel separate,
like two voices occupying the same space, but
there’s a feeling of treading water, as though
the music is bobbing, helpless, in the same
spot for its duration.

Calices (2009) for violin and piano is a
livelier – though hardly warmer – experience.
Its three movements are based on material
from Saariaho’s earlier violin concerto Graal
Théâtre and are considerably more agitated
slices of the composer’s distinctive sound-
world. All three pieces are much more
concerned with combative instrumental
technique, asking for crunched bowing
produced by grinding the bow against the
string. There’s also greater emphasis on more
sonorous playing, but the landscape is again
brittle and gloomy; violinist Antti Tikkanen
and pianist Anna Laasko are energetic and
accomplished guides to it.

Two pieces for solo instruments pursue
different paths. Spins and Spells (1997) for 
solo cello circles a point, working through
unusual harmonics produced by the strings’
unconventional tuning. Tomas Djupsjöbacka
casts it into this musical whirlpool, which
covers the instrument’s range from ghostly
sparkle to sinking growl. Nocturne (1994) 
for solo violin is more ethereal, floating
aimlessly on the edges of pitched sound. 
The piece was a response to the death of
Witold Lutosławski but evokes eternity,
rather than memorial.

The earliest – and most substantial – piece
here is Nymphéa, written for the Kronos
Quartet in 1987 (recorded on Ondine
ODE1047-2), and it seems to cover the most
ground. It’s a particularly intense experience,
rising at one point to a quite frightening
series of climaxes which put me in mind 
of swarms of insects beating their wings in
frenzied activity. Electronics augment and
corrupt the quartet’s music and add a layer 
of hissed and whispered text by Soviet poet
Arseny Tarkovsky (father of visionary
filmmaker Andrei Tarkovsky; the text is
included with the notes). The notes mention
Saariaho’s affinity with Monet’s water lilies
and ponds; icy and suffocating water seemed
closer to my mind during this particularly
unsettling work. 

Much of Saariaho’s music hovers at the
edges of conventional instrumental technique,
circling similar territory and feeling like views
of the same desolate landscape seen from
different windows of the same – probably
haunted – house. It’s all brilliantly played and
spectacularly recorded, and comes with
fulsome booklet notes. Andrew Morris

Chamber
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A Folk Song Runs Through It New

Bartók Six Romanian Folkdances, BB68.
Eight Improvisations on Hungarian
Peasant Songs, BB83. Piano Sonata,
BB88.
Janá∂ek In the Mists, JWVIII/22.
Kodály Seven Pieces, Op. 11.
Andrew Rangell (piano).
Steinway & Sons 30018 (full price, 1 hour

7 minutes). Website www.arkivmusic.com. Producer

Andrew Rangell. Engineer Tom Stephenson. Date

May 2012.

Comparisons:

Bartók Improvisations/Piano Sonata:

Perahia (Sony Classical) 82876 78750-2 (1980, 1973)

Janá∂ek:

Firkušn≥ (DG Originals) 449 764-2 (1971)

Louis Armstrong once said, ‘All music is folk
music, I ain’t never heard no horse sing a
song.’ (Numerous jokes suggest themselves
here, but I think I should just leave them
alone.) Folk music, like classical music, is
easier to identify than to define, and the title
of Andrew Rangell’s new CD – his 26th! –
adequately forecasts its contents. Rangell, not
just an expert pianist, is also an intellectual
(the two don’t necessarily go hand in hand!).
He wrote the booklet note for this release
and in it he distinguishes between ‘the more
cosmopolitan (or artifice-inclined)’ composers,
who, on a limited basis, ‘used folk material
(brilliantly) as an exotic element’ and ‘the
trio of composers represented on this disc
[who] embodied a consuming devotion and
commitment to folk music which went to the
core of their identities’.

Everyone knows that Bartók and Kodály
travelled throughout Hungary and neighbouring
regions, inducing villagers to sing into a
portable recording gramophone, and then
analysing and categorizing their findings with
scientific zeal. I did not know that Janá∂ek,
almost 30 years earlier, collected Moravian folk
music and moved on to Bohemian, Slovakian
and Silesian folk songs. Not having the benefit
of a gramophone, this was a challenging task,
but Janá∂ek attacked it with passion. Until
now, I had never thought of his haunting
piano work In the Mists, composed in 1912, 
as inspired by folk music. Instead, I tended 
to think of Janá∂ek’s interest in translating
speech rhythms into music. Rangell asserts,
however, that the first three of the work’s
four movements contain ‘the suggestion of
folk music, but there is no specific usage’. 
It is one thing to make that statement, and
another to demonstrate it, but Rangell does
both. Most performances of In the Mists take
its title very literally, decorating the music
with a rich impressionist fog. Rangell seems
to be less enamoured with the sustaining pedal

than most of his colleagues and his reading of
this score really sings. The music loses a little
atmosphere, maybe, but it sounds like an old
painting whose gloomy layers of varnish have
been removed by a restorer.

The folk influences in Bartók’s sole piano
sonata are a little more obvious, but even 
so, performers tend not to dwell on them,
when so much of Bartók’s music explicitly
draws on folk material. Instead, the sonata is
usually played as an extroverted modernist
manifesto, and there is nothing wrong with
that. However, once again, Rangell shifts the
perspective – not dramatically, but enough to
be noticed, and enough to make the listener
think about the sonata in new ways.

The three remaining works by Bartók and
Kodály are, of course, explicitly related to
folk music from Hungary or, in Bartók’s
Six Romanian Folkdances, neighbouring
Transylvania. One can hear and enjoy them
for the ways in which they present and
develop their rich materials. This time
around, another thing that I took from 
them was the distinction between Kodály’s
Seven Pieces and the two sets by Bartók.
Kodály, who was not a piano virtuoso, did
not compose extensively for the instrument.
Bartók, of course, wrote lots of piano music,
some for his own use and some (Mikrokosmos,
for example) for educational purposes.
Therefore, I find it interesting that the most
self-consciously ‘pianistic’ work among the
remaining selections is Kodály’s. Perhaps
because the piano spoke a less familiar
language to him, he felt more constrained to
follow familiar models. Not only does it draw
upon Hungarian folk music, it also evokes
Debussy and Ravel, and so it adds further
contrast to this well-varied programme. In
Bartók’s eight Improvisations (of which two are
less than a minute long) the composer placed
actual folk material beside his own folk-like
ideas, as if daring the listener to tell them
apart. The Six Romanian Folkdances, from five

years earlier, more closely adhere to their
source material, although Bartók couldn’t
resist putting his personal stamp on them.

Rangell is a thinking man’s pianist, and his
recordings leave you admiring his technique,
but they leave you admiring his insight even
more. Other pianists (Rudolf Firkušn≥, for
example) have extracted more colour from 
In the Mists, and Perahia’s Bartók is an ideal
mixture of intelligence and pianistic panache.
Rangell is not for the impatient or for
sensation-seekers, but his readings stand the
test of repetition, never losing their ability 
to satisfy. The engineering, like Rangell’s
playing, does not call attention to itself, but 
it faithfully reproduces the warmth and tonal
richness of his Steinway D. Raymond S. Tuttle

Beethoven New

The Late Piano Sonatas.
Piano Sonatas – No. 28 in A, 
Op. 101; No. 29 in B flat, Op. 106,
‘Hammerklavier’; No. 30 in E, Op. 109;
No. 31 in A flat, Op.110; No. 32 in
C minor, Op. 111.
Igor Levit (piano).
Sony Classical 88883 70387-2 (medium price, two

discs, 2 hours 9 minutes). Website www.sonymaster

works.com Producer/Engineer Stephan Schellmann.

Dates January 2nd-5th and February 3rd-5th, 2013.

Comparisons:

Brendel (Philips) 438 374-2 (1970-75, two discs)

Goode (Nonesuch) 7559-79328-2 (ten discs)

Pollini (DG) 449 740-2 (1977, two discs)

Schnabel (EMI Classics) 7 63765-2 (1932-35, eight discs)

Solomon (EMI Classics) 7 64708-2 (1951-54, two discs)

Lim (EMI Classics) 4 64952-2 (2011, eight discs)

It’s a brave
person who
sets down
Beethoven’s
late piano
sonatas for
his first
recording,

but the 25-year-old Russian pianist Igor 
Levit already has a fully established career
performing with the most illustrious artists,
and with a fascinating and very wide-ranging
repertoire (that includes such radical and
rarely heard works as Frederic Rzewski’s 
The People will never be defeated). 

This debut is quite extraordinary, one 
of the most musically authoritative and
technically assured performances of these
works that I’ve ever heard, and his
interpretations are entirely free of any
affectation or mannerism. Levit performs 
with minimal use of the pedal, a beautiful
rounded tone and a dynamic range which
would be hard to surpass. The recording
quality is suitably faultless and captures 
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every detail. There are moments here – such
as the Coda of the slow movement of the
‘Hammerklavier’, or the opening of the slow
movement of Op. 101 – where Levit reduces
the volume to a magical level: one strains to
hear it, and he draws you into music-making
of the most extraordinary intimacy. This is
matched by lean muscular playing which is
hugely powerful, with the opening bars of 
the ‘Hammerklavier’ taken at full pace, the
cumulative accrual of register on that first
page (spanning the entire compass of the
keyboard) creating a vast sonority but never
with a harsh percussive tone, instead played
with a richness and fullness that comes from
being able to play right to the bed of the
note even in passages as demanding as that.

One could list so many passages where
Levit’s technical assurance beggars belief, but
this is not virtuosity for its own sake, and
there is none of the exaggerated tempos and
striving for effect which to my mind mars the
recent Beethoven cycle of Hyun Jung Lim on
EMI. Levit’s speeds are entirely in keeping
with the most eminent interpreters and his
readings of these works have a clear and
natural sense of narrative and direction. One
of his many strengths lies in his ability to
convey the radical harmonic shifts and sudden
modulations that even today make these
works so innovative, whether it be the shock
of the forte chords in the two slow sections of
the first movement of Op. 109, the gradual
transition from G major to A flat major in
the closing pages of Op. 110, or the wide-
ranging tonal peregrinations in the middle 
of the slow movement of Op. 109.

Meaningful comparisons are often difficult
to make, and I could point to countless tiny
details without necessarily managing to
encapsulate what makes this set so special.
Imagine, if you will, the intellectual rigour of
Brendel, the clarity and articulation of Pollini,
combined with – excuse the pun – the
wisdom of Solomon, and then you get an idea
of the extraordinary combination of gifts that
one finds fused here. Without supplanting any
of those three (or, in my top five, Richard
Goode and Schnabel), this set earns its place
firmly alongside them. This is the finest
release to have crossed my path this year.

Nicholas Salwey

Complete Preludes Volume 1. New

Chopin 24 Préludes, Op. 28. Prélude in
C sharp minor, Op. 45. Prélude in A flat,
Op. posth.
Dutilleux Trois Préludes.
Alexandra Dariescu (piano).
Champs Hill Records CHRCD061 (full price,

57 minutes). Website www.champshillrecords.co.uk.

Producer Matthew Bennett. Engineer Dave Rowell.

Dates March 4th-6th, 2012.

I had never heard of the Romanian pianist
Alexandra Dariescu before, but I accepted 
this release for review because Chopin’s

24 Préludes, Op. 28 are one of my ‘desert
island’ works, while the separate Prélude in
C sharp minor, Op. 45 would identify Chopin
as the single most original harmonic ear of
the nineteenth century even if none of his
other music had survived.

Op. 28 justifiably occupies tracks 1-24, 
and right from the start of No. 1 in C major
(marked Agitato) it is clear that Dariescu
derives the music’s expression from Chopin’s
immaculately chosen notes, rather than
externally imposing the character onto the
notes. This is quite a rare gift, because
numerous pianists (at least some of them
rather famous) turn this Agitato into a hectic,
incoherent mess. After such a promising start,
Dariescu continues well in the A minor,
whose physically uncomfortable chord
progressions in the left hand sound
impressively easy, suggesting that her 
hands are pliant and flexible, and that 
she has a rather wide stretch. The right
hand’s interrupted recitative is appropriately
dun-coloured. In No. 3 in G major the left
hand’s semiquaver (16th-note) roulades
sparkle, and in No. 4 in E minor she plays
the right hand’s sustained, monochrome arioso
intensely but non-expressively (a distinction
that can be quite important), while she shades
the inner voices of the left hand’s quaver
(eighth-note) chordal accompaniment with
subtlety yet without exaggeration.

If this is beginning to sound as if I have no
reservations at all about Dariescu’s playing,
let me assure you that I do, but she sets the
bar so high for herself that these are relatively
few and far between. In fact, the first of
them comes next, in No. 5 in D major,
wherein both hands play widely spaced 
(and again rather uncomfortable) semiquavers
with some cross-accents between the hands.
Here, her control is so secure that Chopin’s
daring texture loses some of its sense 
of danger, and one almost (if not quite)
wishes that she had let herself ‘drop’ a 
few notes. No. 6 in B minor (in which 
the right hand’s gently hypnotic repeated
quavers qualify it as Chopin’s unofficial
‘Raindrop’ prélude, in contradistinction to 
the droplets of No. 15 in D flat major)
sounds appropriately elegiac, while she
correctly makes the left hand’s expressive
legato line sound like a piano trying to
simulate the legato quality of a cello.

Before ending this ‘whistle-stop tour’ 
of Dariescu’s virtues (in order to move 
on to the préludes by Dutilleux), I will 
just mention some other positive and 
negative details in her rendition of Op. 28. 
In No. 13 in F sharp major (which is one 
of the loveliest nocturnes that Chopin ever
wrote) she gauges the slower tempo of the
middle section and the return to Tempo I
perfectly, in that the two tempos sound
sufficiently different without sounding too
dissimilar. The incessant triplets of No. 14 in
E flat minor (which are an octave apart, with
both hands in the bass clef) sound almost too

clear, when they should evoke the identical
texture in the Prestissimo finale of Chopin’s
Piano Sonata No. 2 in B flat minor, Op. 35,
which has been likened to ‘a wind whistling
across the gravestones’. Her tempo in the
mellow, euphonious No. 17 in A flat major is
well judged (meaning not too slow), though
she seriously underemphasizes the left hand’s
soft yet resonant low A flat tolling bell (a
major third below the low open C of the
cello) that underpins the coda. The dramatic
recitative of No. 18 in F minor is well
caught, but its climax sounds too ‘safe’, so
that the double trill on F and G flat (in both
hands an octave apart) and the semiquaver
triplets that follow it don’t really ‘bare their
fangs’. The widely spaced, excruciatingly
uncomfortable two-handed triplets of the
buoyant No. 19 in E flat major sing their
sunlit song unbothered by any sense of
difficulty. In the Molto agitato of No. 22 
in G minor, Dariescu sounds not quite in
rhythmic control, which lessens the fierce
drama of the piece. The diaphanous quality 
of No. 23 in F major is slightly compromised
by her ‘careful’ tempo, but the demonic 
No. 24 in D minor is appropriately driven.
Like many other pianists, she pedals through
the left hand’s three final tolling bells on low
D (a major second above the low C of the
cello), which increases their resonance, but
disregards Chopin’s very clear crochet rests at
the end of each 3/4 bar. (Those three notes
can certainly be pedalled, as long as the
sustaining pedal is released with absolute
precision on the third beat.) 

The music of Henri Dutilleux (1916-2013)
is very elegant. In that respect it evokes
Witold Lutosπawski’s work. Each of
Dutilleux’s Trois Préludes has a poetic title:
‘D’Ombre et de silence’ (‘Of shadow and
silence’), 1973; ‘Sur un même Accord’ (‘On
a [sic] the same chord’, 1977; ‘Le Jeu des
Contraires’ (‘The play of opposites’), 1988.
Dariescu plays them atmospherically, in a way
that bodes well for her eventual recording of
the Debussy Préludes (as this disc is called
‘Complete Preludes, Volume 1’). The two
separate Chopin préludes end the programme
with delicious consonance. Dave Rowell’s
recorded sound accommodates the wide-
ranging needs of the included music. A very
good start, and we await the second and third
instalments. Stephen Pruslin

Fauré New

Ballade in F sharp minor, Op. 19.
Nocturnes – No. 5 in B flat, Op, 37; No. 6
in D flat, Op. 63; No. 13 in B minor,
Op. 119. Thème et Variations in C sharp
minor, Op. 73. Valse-caprices – No. 1 in
A, Op. 30; No. 2 in D flat, Op. 38.
Angela Hewitt (piano).
Hyperion CDA67875 (full price, 1 hour 13 minutes).

Website www.hyperion-records.com Producer/

Engineer Ludger Böckenhoff. Dates August 11th-14th,

2012.
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Comparisons:

Collard (Brilliant Classics) 94035 

(1973, 1983, four discs)

Hewitt (Hyperion) CDA66911/4 (1994, four discs)

Nocturnes:

Thyssens-Valentin (Testament) SBT1262 (1956)

Angela
Hewitt’s vast
discography
may be
dominated 
by Germanic
works – from

the complete works of Bach to ongoing
surveys of Mozart, Beethoven and Schumann
– but she has emerged as a no-less-
accomplished exponent of the French
repertoire, with many distinguished releases 
of works from Couperin and Rameau, to
Debussy and Ravel, Chabrier and Messiaen.
To the latter list she here adds a recital 
disc of her favourite works by Fauré, and 
one that encompasses much of the variety on
offer, from two sizeable works – the Ballade
and the C sharp minor Thème et Variations
(clearly modelled on Schumann’s Symphonic
Studies in the same key) – to two of the
more light-hearted Valse-caprices and three
Nocturnes, including Fauré’s last piece for 
solo piano. As ever, Hewitt provides her 
own notes and they are a model of their
kind, full of historical information whilst 
also conveying a personal touch with regards
to her own upbringing with these works
during her childhood in Canada. 

These interpretations are clearly highly
considered and there is no doubting the
intensity of her commitment. Hewitt writes,
‘As in all of Fauré’s music, there is a grace
combined with a contained strength behind
every note. He was always complaining that
people played his music in the half-light.
According to his own son, Fauré played with
“an iron hand in a velvet glove – and what
velvet!”.’ It is in this regard that Hewitt’s
performances distinguish themselves, with a
clarity that many avoid, whether it be clarity
of texture, or pedalling, or rhythm. 

A comparison with Jean-Philippe Collard is
very revealing, his reading of the Thème et
Variations seen as if through a Debussyan
prism, with much greater use of keyboard
colour and greater recourse to the sustaining
pedal, especially in the opening statement,
where Hewitt is considerably more strident
and forceful. Likewise, Collard drives through
the syncopations of the Third Variation
wonderfully frenetically where Hewitt is
precisely in time, and Collard tends to link
each variation where Hewitt accentuates the
separation of each. I admire Collard’s playing
enormously and his set of the complete Fauré
piano works is one of the finest bargains

available (four discs for less than the price 
of one at full price on Brilliant Classics).
However, I am won over by the way Hewitt
saves the colour and rubato for the final
variation and her performance is all the more
effective for her previous restraint, allowing
her here a much greater contrast, when, ‘in
what can only be described as a moment of
pure genius, Fauré switches to the major
mode for his final variation which looks sparse
on the page but is one of the most intense
things he ever wrote. Every time I play it 
I get the shivers.’ 

One cannot discuss a new recording of
Fauré’s Nocturnes without recourse to the
performances in 1956 of Germaine Thyssens-
Valentin, recorded on EMI and now available
on the Testament label with a recording
quality that belies its years. At the age of 18,
in 1920, Thyssens-Valentin won the Premier
Prix at the Paris Conservatoire when Fauré
himself was the Director, but her marriage 
in 1924 and the arrival of five children led 
to a gap of a quarter of a century before she
re-emerged. She did so to critical acclaim,
particularly for her performances of Fauré,
whose complete keyboard works she would
programme over five evenings. Like Collard,
her performances of the Nocturnes are more
soft-hued, and visionary in the way in which
those sudden and unexpected modulations are
so exquisitely coloured: the opening of the
Fifth Nocturne provides a case in point, with
both masking the shifting chromatic harmonies
where Hewitt makes every note clearly
audible and every progression is heard to full
effect. They are all highly effective and wholly
convincing in their own ways, but Thyssens-
Valentin’s quiet authority is quite mesmerizing
and her technical control is on a par with the
finest, especially in the rippling passagework
in the middle section of this same Nocturne.

It’s hard to choose between these
performers – all have their abundant merits –
but Hewitt does offer a striking alternative,
and Fauré would doubtless have approved 
of her avoidance of ‘the half-light’. In this
Hewitt is closest to Kathryn Stott, whose
approach is similarly transparent and
unindulgent in her highly acclaimed four-disc
survey, also on Hyperion. Those unfamiliar
with Fauré’s keyboard works will find that
Hewitt’s selection provides a perfect
introduction. She is complemented by a
fabulous recording quality and an instrument
(her trusty Fazioli) that does her justice at
every turn. Nicholas Salwey

Hindemith New

Piano Sonatas – No. 1 in A (with
alternative second movement); No. 2 in
G; No. 3 in B flat. 
Markus Becker (piano).
Hyperion CDA67977 (full price, 1 hour 4 minutes).

Website www.hyperion-records.co.uk Producer

Jeremy Hayes. Engineer Ben Connellan. Dates

December 10th-12th, 2012, March 26th, 2013.

Comparison: 

Gould (Sony Classical) SMK52670 (1967-68, 1973)

Hindemith’s three piano sonatas are sharply
contrasted works even though they were 
all written in the same year (1936). The 
First Sonata is the most expansive of the 
three – inspired by a Hölderlin poem – and
this disc includes both second movements: the
slow march that was Hindemith’s eventual
choice and a set of variations (composed a
few weeks earlier) that he discarded. The
Second Sonata is much shorter: a concise 
and closely argued four-movement work,
while the Third Sonata is perhaps the finest 
of the three, ending with one of the most
exultant fugues of any composed in the
twentieth century. These three works form 
an impressive triptych, but while there have
been several recordings, this music remains
far too little known. 

The Third Sonata – unsurprisingly – has
been recorded more often than the others,
including versions by Earl Wild and Maria
Yudina, but for all three sonatas I have
usually returned to Glenn Gould’s unflinching
and exciting set on Sony Classical. Gould
plays with a combination of zeal and technical
control that remains extremely impressive: 
I’d never want to be without his record.
However, Markus Becker’s new disc is 
an immensely satisfying one, wonderfully
played and in much better sound. Becker 
has an ability to bring out the playfulness in
Hindemith’s writing that eludes some pianists
and he’s very good at marking the points of
harmonic arrival that are such a characteristic
fingerprint of Hindemith’s language. 

In the finale of the First Sonata his playing
brings out the dance-like character of the
music superbly (as he does in the second
movement of the Third Sonata). In the
compact Second Sonata the way in which
Becker always aims for freshness and clarity,
full of light and shade, makes the most of 
the work. His sense of rhythm is captivating
throughout. The gently pastoral opening 
of the Third Sonata is a case in point: the
lilting phrases are never forced and the
balance of chords is always impeccably
judged, bringing out the luminous quality 
of Hindemith’s harmonies. The closing Fugue
is thrilling: a wonderfully vital and energetic
performance of this superb movement that 
is made all the more compelling thanks to
Becker’s attention to detail and the care he
takes over dynamics and balance. He isn’t 
the first pianist to record the variations – the
discarded second movement of the First
Sonata – but his performance is as good as
any I’ve heard.

With really fine sound and excellent notes
by Malcolm MacDonald this is a splendid
addition to the Hindemith discography. With
playing that is an ideal combination of
muscularity, rhythmic control and sensitivity,
this release deserves the greatest success – it’s
most impressive. Nigel Simeone



Kapustin New

Piano Sonata No. 1, Op. 39, ‘Sonata-
Fantasia’. 24 Preludes, Op. 53.
David Brain (piano).
Ringwood RW002 (full price, 1 hour 17 minutes).

Website www.davidbrainpiano.co.uk. Producer Fiona

Symon. Engineer Jeffrey Ginn. Dates November 25th-

28th, 2012.

Comparisons:

Piano Sonata/Preludes – excerpts:

Osborne (Hyperion) CDA67159 (1999)

Piano Sonata:

Kapustin (Boheme) CDBMR007148 (1989), 

(Triton) OVCT-00021

24 Preludes:

Gordeladze (Naxos) 8.572272 (2011)

Kapustin (Boheme) CDBMR 007149 (1989), 

(Triton) OVCT-00016

Almost totally unknown only a few years ago,
Ukrainian composer Nikolai Kapustin (b.1937)
now has a huge following. His popularity is
not hard to explain: beneath a formidable 
list of sonatas, preludes, etudes and so on 
lies a mass of (mostly solo piano) music
permeated by the sounds of mainstream 
jazz. His classical training – a member of
Alexander Goldenweiser’s piano class, for
instance, which produced such illustrious
alumni as Lazar Berman, Tatiana Nikolayeva,
Oxana Yablonskaya and a certain Dmitri
Kabalevsky – later metamorphosed into
activities both revealing and (in the prevailing
Soviet cold-war climate) possibly courageous:
he played with Yury Saulsky’s band in
Moscow and toured for many years as pianist
with Oleg Lundstrem’s Jazz Orchestra. His
music, though unfailingly good-humoured and
delightful to listen to, is almost all fearfully
difficult to play: full marks to David Brain
(Birmingham-born, Manchester University
trained, followed by Trinity College of Music)
for being able to get round the notes at all.
Ambitious fellow pianists, or sceptical score
readers wanting to believe their ears, should
check publisher MusT’s website for full sheet-
music details.

Is there more to Kapustin than what sounds
like near-perfect transcriptions of pianists 
like Erroll Garner, Art Tatum and Oscar
Peterson? Brain contributes a voluble booklet-
essay defence that manages to bring in
everything from Brahms, Satie and Martin≤’s
Fourth through to Steely Dan, and claims
structural and cellular ingenuity far beyond
this. The cause scarcely needs special pleading
of this intensity – any self-respecting
composer would, in the course of writing
down what came to him, naturally tidy up
and weld together different sections – but 
the argument is persuasively put, and its
articulacy makes for an invigorating read.

A healthy part of Kapustin’s fan base lies 
in the Far East. Japanese pianist Masahiro
Kawakami has recorded copiously for Nippon
Acoustic Records and edited at least three
printed compilations (Sonata No. 1 and three
Op. 53 Preludes appear in Piano Album,

Volume 2). The composer’s own recorded
performances, admirably accomplished if
occasionally stolid, appear on Boheme and
Triton. The most accessible CDs in the UK,
however, are probably those on Hyperion
from Steven Osborne and Marc-André
Hamelin (reviewed in September 2004).
Hamelin’s is the perfect introduction to this
composer: gape at the dazzling close of the
‘Intermezzo’, Op. 40 No. 7; beam with
delight at the Burt-Bacharachian ‘Pastorale’,
Op 40 No. 6; laugh out loud at Op. 68
No. 1: Abbott and Costello on chemical
enhancements. However, Osborne’s disc is
more directly relevant to this review, for it
includes Sonata No. 1 and 11 Preludes from
Op. 53 – plus, for that matter, Sonata No. 2.

In pointing up the connection between
Kapustin’s and Chopin’s books of preludes,
Brain’s essay emphasizes the greater
proportion of fast music in Kapustin. It’s 
odd, then, that his tempos – even in the
comparatively easier pieces – are often far
below the prescribed metronome marks on
the rival performances from Osborne and
Kapustin himself. He further rhapsodizes so
dreamily as to bring the more languorous
items almost to a standstill, an approach
strikingly different from Osborne’s stronger-
backboned pulse that Brain carries into the
Sonata No. 1: in these hands a fantasia
certainly, a sonata possibly less so. This music
(whose first movement actually recalls not
just jazz but John Ireland and, fleetingly,
Scriabin) is probably strong enough to take
more than one interpretation: just as well, for
Kapustin himself also tends to the rhapsodic.

I still prefer Osborne: a clear recording
(Brain’s is fractionally muddier, though still
better than Kapustin’s own) and sensitively
balanced textures enhance the appeal to
newcomers, and his formidable technique,
with an enviable left hand, puts him as close
as Kapustin himself (and closer than Brain) 
to the printed metronome marks. Listen 
from (on the Brain disc) 0'59" in the first
movement: Brain (like Kapustin himself)
devotes equal attention to treble figuration
and thereby-almost-obscured tenor melody;
Osborne’s featherweight treble lets the
melody through with ease, and his dazzling
tempos in later movements will have you out
of your seat with excitement. A clear winner,
to me – and less-than-insatiable listeners 
may feel that in this always exhilarating but
cumulatively exhausting idiom, 11 out of 24
Preludes is probably plenty. My own favourites
are Nos. 19 and the Count Basie-ish 17; the
whole set does include some easier ones, but
jazz filigree is so much a part of Kapustin’s
style that pieces shorn of it can sound
featureless by comparison. Completists 
will want Brain, or Catherine Gordeladze 
on Naxos, coupled with Op. 40 (Kapustin
himself fills up with shorter pieces); lovers 
of exhilaration in moderation might think 
the two Hyperions possibly enough.

Michael Round

Liszt New

Tre Sonetti di Petrarca. Funérailles, 
S173 No. 7. Mephisto Waltz No. 1, S514.
Liebesträume, S541.
David Wilde (piano).
Delphian DCD34118 (full price, 1 hour 14 minutes).

Website www.delphianrecords.co.uk Producer/

Engineer Paul Baxter. Dates November 5th and 6th,

2011, December 3rd, 2012.

David Wilde, the distinguished British
musician – composer, pianist, pedagogue –
turns 78 this year. His remarkable career was
prepared by studies with Solomon, Franz
Reizenstein, Hindemith, Vaughan Williams
and Boulanger. Early on he shared first prize
with Hungarian pianist Gábor Gabos at the
1961 Liszt-Bartók Competition in Budapest, 
a signal honour, given that no less a talent
than Dino Ciani came in second. This new
Delphian disc commemorates Wilde’s victory
with a beautiful Liszt recital, demonstrating
many of the qualities that must have made
him so appealing to the Budapest jury more
than 50 years ago. It is tempting to say that
we have not heard enough from Wilde since
his return to the UK in 2001 after almost
two decades teaching at the Music Academy
in Hanover. But that would be greedy. In
fact, there have been recordings of Chopin
(live performances from the Wigmore Hall in
1994 and 1995, released in 2006) and of
Beethoven sonatas (reviewed in May 2011),
among others. Although Wilde has chosen
eight of the most frequently encountered 
Liszt pieces in the repertoire for this new
disc, we are the beneficiaries of the wisdom
and insight he lavishes on them.

For all the richness of orchestrally tinged
details with which Wilde imbues this first
Mephisto Waltz, it unfolds with the natural
flow of a folk tale. Voice-leading is given
special care and the scrupulous attention
afforded the smallest agogic indications of 
the score serve only to enhance the overall
impression of freshness and spontaneity. 

With the two sets of love-song
transcriptions, three Liebesträume and three
Petrarch Sonnets, we are ushered into a
world of quiet intimacy. Throughout the
recording, Wilde favours the broadest 
possible tempos. In fact, one is not likely 
to hear any of these pieces played more
slowly elsewhere. That said, in these 
settings of two poems by Uhland and one 
by Freiligrath, breadth of tempo lends these
songs an air of extraordinary directness and
urgency. Simplicity of utterance makes them
all the more poignant. When the prevailing 
E major tonality of ‘Seliger Tod’ suddenly
shifts into C major, the effect is so disarming
that one imagines the impact the poem must
have made when declaimed by Uhland himself.
‘O lieb, so lang du lieben kannst’, the most
famous of all Liszt’s songs, is stripped of
extraneous gestures and allowed to take flight
with an irresistibly youthful ardour. Less, in
this case, yields infinitely more.
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The Petrarch Sonnets, heard in their
familiar guise from the second book of Années
de pèlerinage, are as vividly characterized as
the three Liebesträume, though with an
unmistakably Italianate flavour. ‘Benedetto 
sia ’l giorno, e ’l mese, e ’l anno’ speaks
with a delicate yearning that never oversteps
the bounds of gentility. The most overtly
rhetorical of the set, ‘Pace non trovo’, 
sounds here a masterpiece of understatement,
seeming to float on clouds of adulation.
When the text darkens, subtly competing
polyphony reinforces the anguish. ‘I vidi in
terra angelici costumi’ seems to suspend time
in a very thrall of ecstasy. Only the hard-
hearted will fail to be touched by these
deeply personal readings.

Wilde’s grasp of the expressive gestures
comprising Funérailles encompasses personal
grief, public mourning and national tragedy.
He gives shape and contour to Liszt’s 
most painful utterances, parting the clouds
with rays of hope and heroism. It is an
approach to this many-layered artwork 
that, by virtue of its integrity and forthright
earnestness, brooks no hint of melodrama.
Wilde comes as close as any pianist I know 
to what I believe Liszt intended in this
patriotic monument.

Ultimately this is music-making that 
one feels grateful to experience. It is 
sane and healthy. Its vision surveys a vast
terrain and its execution seems effortless and
incontrovertible. It speaks with a voice of
august nobility, the kind encountered all too
rarely these days. I hope Wilde will see fit to
let us have more. Patrick Rucker 

Liszt at the opera New

Valse de l'opéra Faust (Gounod), S407.
Réminiscences de Don Juan, S418
(Mozart). Rigoletto. Paraphrase de
concert (Verdi), S434. Spinnerlied 
aus Der fliegende Holländer (Wagner),
S440. Ouvertüre zu Tannhäuser
(Wagner), S442. O du mein holder
Abendstern (Wagner), S444. Isoldens
Liebestod (Wagner), S447. 
Wagner Tristan und Isolde – Prelude
(transcr. Lortie).
Louis Lortie (piano).
Chandos CHAN10793 (full price, 1 hour

18 minutes). Website www.chandos.net 

Producer/Engineer Ralph Couzens. Engineer Jonathan

Cooper. Dates March 3rd and 4th, 2013.

In 1880,
Liszt wrote
to his pupil
Géza Zichy,
‘Perhaps
practising

the art of transcription (which I basically
invented) for fifty years has taught me 
to maintain the right balance between too
much and too little in this field.’ In this
instance, few could accuse Liszt of false
modesty or, for that matter, dispute the
fundamental accuracy of his assertion. In 
some five dozen piano pieces based on the
operas of other composers, Liszt carried the
genre to an artistic zenith unequalled by his
predecessors or contemporaries. Along with 
his transcriptions of Beethoven, Schubert 
and Berlioz, Liszt’s opera fantasies remain 
the gold standard for translating one musical
medium into another. Almost incidentally,
their vast expansion of the technical resources
of piano playing is without parallel since
Beethoven. Louis Lortie’s splendid new
Chandos disc presents a representative
sampling of these formidable pieces, drawn
from Italian, French and German operas,
brilliantly played with sympathy, wit and 
his characteristic trenchant musicality.

Three of the larger works on the
programme stand out, each in a strikingly
individual way. Bülow said, in so many
words, that the only piece he knew to 
cause Liszt himself difficulty at the keyboard
was the Tannhäuser Overture transcription.
Certainly not many pianists attempt it (there
are currently fewer than 20 recordings
available) and those who have – Moiseiwitsch
and Bolet come to mind – often make it a
signature repertoire item. Lortie approaches
the work with a thoughtful sincerity that, 
in the beginning, might almost be mistaken
for diffidence. Yet, as he cannily builds 
an incremental crescendo over the first 
37 bars of the piece, culminating in a titanic
statement of the pilgrims’ music, it becomes
clear that Lortie is the past master of all 
that is to unfold. The ensuing Allegro fairly
sparkles with vivid dynamic contrasts, from
the subtlest pianissimos to enormous sounds
that, for all their volume, never cross the 
thin line between massive beauty and banging.
Lortie knows and exploits the capacities of
the Fazioli concert grand with obvious relish.
For all of his earnestness and reverence for
the score, this is a performance that fairly
bursts with vitality, one that easily takes its
place among the best.

The Valse de l’opéra Faust is almost equally
remarkable. Commonly regarded as a licence
for the most vulgar lapses of taste, and
misconstrued as a Viennese rather than a
French waltz, one almost winces to see the
piece on recordings or recital programmes.
How refreshing it is to hear that Lortie 
has swept received wisdom from the 
table and, in its place, crafted an incisive,
probing interpretation from the ground up.
His focus, instead of booming bass octaves
and vapid right-hand glissandos, is the first
encounter of Faust and Marguerite (Liszt
actually quotes their dialogue in the score),
with all its ominous implications. Within 
this broad psychological framework, all of

Lortie’s spontaneity and capriciousness seems
a contrasting enhancement of a gripping
drama, rather than ornaments of empty
display. But make no mistake: the pianism 
is as brilliantly dazzling as one could possibly
desire. The critical difference is that here we
encounter virtuosity that is inspired by the
drama and serves the poetic idea.

Ultimate praise, however, must be reserved
for the Réminiscences de Don Juan, a work 
that, quite apart from dizzying technical
requirements, poses thorny aesthetic issues 
for the interpreter. How precisely to
reconcile the implacably classical dramma
giocoso of Mozart and DaPonte from 1787
with Liszt’s incendiary response, forged 
in 1841 after two revolutions and with a
fervid enthusiasm that seems quintessentially
Romantic? Perhaps the opera’s subtitle, ‘Il
dissoluto punito’ (‘The Libertine Punished’)
was in Lortie’s mind as he developed his
interpretation. Certainly his stentorian
delivery of the stone Commendatore’s music
suggests horrific retribution. Molten runs in
thirds, ascending from the bass and raining
from the treble, effectively evoke hellfire and
brimstone. The difficult transition from that
infernal vision to Giovanni’s seduction of
Zerlina is accomplished with disarming ease.
The ‘Là ci darem la mano’ setting lives and
breathes through exquisite delineation of the
baritone and soprano voices. 

In fact, throughout the two extended
variations, who is saying what to whom in
this dialogue is never in question. Another
flawless transition leads to ‘Fin ch’han dal
vino’, played with such crystalline clarity 
and grace amidst ebullient abandon that 
one simply forgets the neuro-muscular 
feat involved. Here, to an extraordinary
degree, are displayed the keys to Lortie’s
success with all the works on the disc. 
Vocal lines are beautifully articulated 
with an eye toward bold characterization 
and swathed with a refined sense of
polyphony. Meanwhile, the contextual drama
is ever present, suggested by a wealth of
detail, colour, dynamics and tempos that 
are at once inevitable and flexible. 

This is not to slight the other works
included here. The Rigoletto paraphrase, for
instance, exemplifies that protean energy with
which Liszt loved to set off the main thematic
jewels. Played too deliberately and the piece
is robbed of its magic; played too fast, the
result is cheap and frenetic. Lortie strikes 
the perfect balance. Wolfram’s ‘O, du mein
holder Abendstern’ speaks with eloquent
simplicity, all the more effective for the 
wise inclusion of the optional recitative.
Isolde’s Liebestod is prefaced by Lortie’s 
own transcription of the Tristan Prelude,
which is, in its economy and restraint, 
the equal of similar efforts in this vein by
Gould and Kocsis. In the Liebestod itself,
Lortie employs the same expert shading 
and contour which made the Tannhäuser
Overture so singularly successful. 
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I don’t know another recording of Liszt
operatic fantasies quite as pleasurably satisfying
as this one. In individual works, Lortie has
entered the realm of the great Egon Petri.
One word of caution: the recording is best
dipped into a little at a time; proper
enjoyment of such an embarrassment of riches
may be difficult in a single sitting.

Patrick Rucker 

D. Matthews New

Music for Solo Violin, Volume 1.
Winter Journey, Op. 32. Three Studies,
Op. 39. 15 Fugues, Op. 88.
Peter Sheppard Skaerved (violin).
Toccata Classics TOCC0152 (full price, 1 hour

2 minutes). Website www.toccataclassics.com 

Producer Peter Sheppard Skaerved. Engineer Jonathan

Haskell. Dates August 17th and 18th, 2010.

Comparison:

Three Studies/Fugue No. 10:

Sheppard Skaerved (Metier) MSVCD92028 (2000)

Toccata Classics continues its valuable
coverage of David Matthews with the first
instalment of his music for solo violin – a
medium for which his contribution is second
to none among composers of his generation,
and which itself is dominated by probably the
most extensive and surely the most impressive
series of unaccompanied fugues from any
post-war figure.

That said, these 15 Fugues came together
gradually and almost coincidentally –
Matthews recounting how what became 
the tenth in the overall sequence was 
written as a challenge for Peter Sheppard
Skaerved in 1998 that the latter not only 
met with ease but whose encouragement 
led to this cycle, otherwise written during
2001-02, which juxtaposes the most
‘practical’ major and minor keys in an
absorbing succession of expressive contrasts.
Thus the forthright initial ‘Maestoso’ is
followed by a tonally fluid ‘Scorrevole’, 
then by a warmly pastoral ‘Moderato con
moto’ before an inwardly musing ‘Lento’
precedes a vividly rhetorical ‘Allegro festivo’.
The sixth fugue is a ‘Molto moderato’ in
stealthy pizzicato, while its successors are 
a blackbird-pervaded ‘Con fantasia’ and a
harmonically questing ‘Allegro sostenuto’,
followed in turn by a wistful ‘Allegretto’,
then the trenchant ‘Largo’ which gave rise 
to the whole conception. The eleventh fugue
is a highly evocative ‘Andante con moto’,
complemented by a searching ‘Lento serioso’,
then a darting tremolo ‘Allegro’ and an
almost whimsical ‘Andante’, before the
sequence ends with a resolute ‘Molto
moderato’. Each of these studies would 
make for a rewarding encore, though 
the fact that they are best experienced 
as a cumulative whole only underlines 
the skill with which Matthews has fashioned
them into an integral cycle which instructs
and entertains in equal measure.

The remaining two pieces are no less
characteristic of their composer’s writing for
solo violin. The Three Studies (1985) was
written for the 1986 Carl Flesch International
Violin Competition and accordingly sets a
stern test of the exponent’s technical skill –
ranging from the eloquent rhetoric of the
initial ‘Allegro appassionato’, via a variation-
like scherzo marked ‘Vivo e fantastico’, to a
final study that progresses from a fragmentary
‘Lento’ to a propulsive ‘Allegro’. This is
display music pure if not so simple, whereas
Winter Journey (1982) is now revealed as
among the most searching of Matthews’s
earlier works. Taking its title (and framed 
by two quotations) from Schubert’s song
cycle, it unfolds as a single entity whose 11
continuous sections do not provide a summary
of the work which inspired it so much as
paraphrasing its various moods according to a
tonal trajectory that elides poignantly between
the governing D and D minor, with the deft
ambiguity of the final section confirming a
mastery of tonal means toward powerfully
expressive ends.

Throughout the disc, Sheppard Skaerved
plays with an accomplishment and insight 
that explain why Matthews should have been
encouraged to write extensively for solo
violin. Comparing his earlier recordings of 
the Three Studies and the Tenth Fugue (heard
as part of an enterprising miscellany) suggests
he is now delving further into the music’s
emotional range as opposed merely to
conveying its technical finesse. The sound
makes the most of the spacious acoustic of
Aldbury Parish Church, while the booklet
includes both the composer’s succinct notes
and the performer’s detailed commentary –
this latter being best read after making the
acquaintance of some impressive music.

Richard Whitehouse

Mozart New

Piano Sonatas, Volume 1.
Piano Sonatas – No. 1 in C, K279/K189d;
No. 2 in F, K280/K189e; No. 8 in A minor,
K310/K300d; No. 9 in D, K311/K284c;
No. 17 in B flat, K570.
Christian Blackshaw (piano).
Wigmore Hall Live WHLive0061/2 (medium

price, two discs, 1 hour 33 minutes). Website

www.wigmore-hall.org.uk. Producer Jeremy Hayes.

Engineer Steve Portnoi. Date Live performances at 

the Wigmore Hall, London on January 6th, 2012.

Comparisons:

Piano Sonatas Nos. 1, 2 and 9:

Pires (DG) 435 442-2 (1990)

Piano Sonata No. 8:

Lipatti (EMI GROC) 5 66988-2 (1947) 

Pires (DG) 427 768-2 (1989)

Piano Sonata No. 17:

Pires (DG) 439 769-2 (1990)

I had most certainly heard of Christian
Blackshaw before, but had never heard his
playing. It took only the first few seconds of

Mozart’s Sonata in C major, K279 to realize
that Blackshaw’s fingerwork and rhythmic
control are utterly immaculate, while his
dynamic nuances are superfine, with the
distinctions between subtle degrees of forte
and piano absolutely audible to the listener.
This would have been impressive enough
under studio conditions, but recorded live 
it is exemplary.

Blackshaw performed the complete cycle 
of Mozart’s 19 piano sonatas at the Wigmore
Hall during 2012 and 2013, and those
performances will be released in four volumes
on the venue’s eponymous CD label. Though
the first disc starts with Mozart’s first two
sonatas, each disc or set will not proceed in
strictly chronological order of composition.
Here, the first CD concludes with the
sparkling Sonata No. 9 in D, while the
second starts with the late No. 17 in B flat
and concludes with the great and tragic No. 8
in A minor, K310.

Blackshaw’s staccatos are never dry or
brittle; he possesses a range of non-legato
touches, and his real legato is firm yet gentle,
or else – when the music requires more
intensity – is played very deeply into the 
key-bed of the instrument.

All but one of the comparative versions
listed above concern Maria João Pires’s
marvellous versions on DG. Her complete
six-disc set has long been available, both at
full price and mid-price, but the three single
CDs listed above (which contain the five
sonatas on the present Blackshaw discs) are
certainly still available online. ‘All but one’
refers to Dinu Lipatti’s incomparable Abbey
Road studio recording of the A minor Sonata,
K310 (which is preferable to EMI’s live
recording of his entire last recital at the 1950
Besançon Festival, which included the Mozart
sonata, notwithstanding the moving aspect of
that occasion, at the end of which Lipatti was
too ill to play the final waltz of the complete
Chopin waltzes, and instead repeated Myra
Hess’s piano transcription of Bach’s chorale
‘Jesu, joy of man’s desiring’.

The booklet contains an extended note by
Gavin Plumley about these sonatas and the
circumstances of their composition, called
‘The ultimate in expression’, as well as a
shorter note by Blackshaw himself. I do wish
that the pianist’s note had not been set in
italics. No doubt it is thought that they
convey the author’s writerly ‘voice’ in a more
‘personal’ way, but italics are simply less
readable, in whichever font they occur. 

That apart, I very much look forward to
the release of Blackshaw’s next three discs of
the complete Mozart sonatas. Stephen Pruslin

ADVERTISEMENT
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Stanford New

Complete Organ Works, Volume 1.
Fantasia and Toccata in D minor, Op. 57.
Six Preludes, Op. 88. Organ Sonatas –
No. 1 in F, Op. 149; No. 2 in G minor,
Op. 151, ‘Eroica’.
Daniel Cook (organ).
Priory PRCD1095 (full price, 1 hour 20 minutes).

Played on the Willis organ of Salisbury Cathedral.

Website www.priory.records.co.uk Producer

Andrew Post. Engineer Neil Collier. Dates August

28th-30th, 2012.

From time 
to time, as
various organ
recital discs 
are issued 
from many
companies, one

encounters one or other of Stanford’s works
for the instrument, but I believe this new CD
inaugurates the first integral recording of his
substantial output of organ music. If the
succeeding discs are as good as this, it will
prove to be not only a most important series
in itself but also will awaken interest in a fine
body of music by a superbly gifted composer.

Stanford was a skilful organist, pianist,
conductor and violinist, as well as being a
composer of such inherent quality as to be 
a leader of the British musical renaissance.
Much of his orchestral music is available on
disc, as are examples of his chamber and
instrumental music, but his contribution to
the organ repertoire has, the occasional item
notwithstanding, been largely overlooked.

Not any more. Once again, we have to
thank Priory for its enterprise and dedication
to the task in hand. Stanford’s organ music,
as a body of work, has been neglected for far
too long, and I have no doubt that Priory’s
commitment and achievement – certainly in
the latter instance, on the basis of this issue –
will do much to reawaken interest in these
works and it has chosen an ideal interpreter
in Daniel Cook.

At the height of the Great War, Stanford
began his series of what became five organ
sonatas. Jeremy Dibble’s excellent booklet
notes make the point that the war had
curtailed opportunities for the composition 
of large-scale orchestral music, from younger
British composers in the wake of Stanford and
Parry to the most eminent, including Elgar. 
It was probably the case in Germany, too, 
as we consider Reger’s seven organ pieces,
his Op. 145, dating from 1916, at least three
of which were known to have been inspired
by the conflict – for most of Stanford’s five
Sonatas have connections with the war itself,
as we can hear most strongly in the large-
scale (26 minutes) Second Sonata, the
‘Eroica’, which concludes this recording. Its

first and last movements are entitled ‘Rheims’
and ‘Verdun’, separated by a powerful
Funeral March slow movement, in strong
emotional contrast to the First Sonata (just 
14 minutes in length) – although both are in
three movements.

The programme chosen and sequenced
throughout this well-planned CD is sufficiently
varied as to give the newcomer the best
chance of experiencing the range of Stanford’s
achievement. The Fantasia and Toccata is a
very fine work, forming an ideal introduction
to Stanford’s style. It is immediately striking,
having an inner life all its own: a truly
‘organic’ work. The Six Preludes offer great
contrasts, but they are not all miniatures:
they form a truly satisfying set, ending with
perhaps the best known, the ‘Prelude on
Tallis’s Canon’ – a ‘tranquil meditation’ as
Dibble rightly claims.

The performances by Cook are outstanding
in every regard: his registration, technical
adroitness, sensitivity and musical grasp of this
music could hardly be improved upon, but I
have left one of the most compelling reasons
to acquire this CD to last – the quality of 
the recording. This is one of the best organ
recordings I have heard for a long time: it is
beautifully clear and recessed, entirely without
subfuscation, one of Neil Collier’s best to
date, which is saying something. It is clear
that a great deal of thoughtful preparation 
has gone into the making of this project: 
the result is first-class in every respect.

Robert Matthew-Walker

Villa-Lobos New

Complete Solo Piano Works, Volume 3.
Suites infanteis – No. 1, A053; No. 2,
A067. A Prole do Bebê, Suite No. 1,
A140. Carnaval das crianças, A157.
Francette et Pià, A237. As Três Marias,
A411. 
Marcelo Bratke (piano).
Quartz QTZ2096 (full price, 1 hour 14 minutes).

Website www.quartzmusic.com Producer Marcelo

Bratke. Engineer Jeffrey Ginn. Date April 2012.

Comparisons:

Suites infanteis Nos. 1 and 2/Francette et Pià:

Halász (BIS) BISCD912 (1998)

Suites infanteis Nos. 1 and 2:

Rubinsky (Naxos) 8.570504 (2007)

A Prole do Bebê/As Três Marias:

Fernandez (Centaur) CRC2576 

(2002, download only)

Freire (Warner Apex) 0927-40837-2 (1974)

Hamelin (Hyperion) CDA67176 

(1999, rev. Sep 2000)

Carnaval das crianças/Francette et Pià:

Rubinsky, Rankovich (Naxos) 8.555717 (2003)

Carnaval das crianças – complete:

Halász, Pontinen (BIS) BISCD712 (1995)

Carnaval das crianças – Nos. 1-7:

Freire (Decca) 478 3533 (2012, rev. Nov 2012)

As Três Marias:

Halász (BIS) BISCD1012 (1999)

Rubinsky (Naxos) 8.557735 (2006)

Having dispatched many of Villa-Lobos’s
larger works in Volumes 1 and 2 (reviewed
in March 2011 and June 2012 respectively),
Marcelo Bratke continues his complete cycle
with a volume devoted to works for children
– either for them to listen to, or in many
cases easy enough for them to play. Villa-
Lobos had no children of his own, lavishing
his affection – with, on this evidence, energy,
tenderness and great singalong potential –
onto various nephews and nieces.

The disc opens with probably the best-
known item of all, the first A Prole do Bebê
(‘Baby’s Family’) suite of 1918. Arthur
Rubinstein’s championing of these pieces –
particularly O Polichinelo (‘Punch’), a favourite
encore, then and since – was probably the
single most helpful factor in launching the
young Villa-Lobos’s career. Musically, the
suite oozes Debussy from almost every bar,
and its charm is irresistible. Nelson Freire
plays it to the manner born, Marc-André
Hamelin with his customary effortless
virtuosity. Bratke’s comparative caution is no
hardship given the young ears of his target
audience, though – as with Volume 2 – I was
pained to record several slips and misreadings
(the first as early as 0'51"), few of which can
be blamed on Villa-Lobos’s notorious lack 
of pedantry. He is, however, blameless in
observing the musically senseless yet oft-
printed repeat in No. 4. This, I am positive,
arose from a repeat mark elsewhere in the
suite, omitted at proof stage from No. 7 and
later reinstated at the right bar number – but
in the wrong piece!

The following two Suites infanteis date 
from 1911 and 1912. No jungle rhythms
here: this music is bland, and seriously easy
to play. Bratke’s suitably plain-and-simple
interpretations match those of Débora Halász
and Sonia Rubinsky, aside from a few agogic
hesitations I also noticed elsewhere on the
disc. Also written for near-beginners is the
ten-movement suite Francette et Pià of 1928.
This tells the story of a French girl and
Brazilian boy, the former signalled with 
en-route quotations from Au clair de la lune
and La Marseillaise, the latter by tunes marked
in the score ‘thème indigène’. The final
movement is for piano duet: the booklet is
silent on this point, and presumably Bratke
has multi-tracked himself – with admirable
precision if so.

As Três Marias (‘The Three Marys’, 1939)
were three good girls who were rewarded 
in Heaven by being placed in the sky: 
the individual movement titles (‘Alnitak’,
‘Alnilam’ and ‘Mintaka’) will be familiar to
astronomers as the stars making up Orion’s
Belt. Both Hamelin and the young Freire –
magnificent pianists both, of course – flash
through these tiny pieces at Star Wars tempos,
sounding as if they’d be far happier playing
big pieces for grown-ups. (‘Mintaka’ is
marked ‘poco animato,’ for goodness’ sake.)
Bratke’s speeds are more child-friendly,
though – here as elsewhere – his semiquavers



do not achieve the lightness of Nohema
Fernandez (on a Centaur download), let 
alone the featherweight delicacy of Rubinsky,
with her tenderly shaped melodies. Neither,
on this occasion, does Halász.

Sensibly, the disc closes with the other big
suite, the eight-movement Carnaval das crianças
(‘Children’s Carnival’) of 1919, also Debussy-
influenced and later reworked wholesale into
the piano-and-orchestra fantasy Momoprecoce.
As with Francette et Pià, the final movement is
for piano duet. One-to-one comparison with
the recent Freire is thereby ruled out, Freire
declining to multi-track, bring along a
partner, or even play this movement’s
authorized two-hands alternative. Bratke and
(presumably) Bratke are at their best here,
matching Halász and Pontinen, and ending 
this mainly high-pitched disc with satisfying
depth and energy. Bratke is less good earlier,
treating all too literally, rather than phrasing
through, those accents by which Villa-Lobos
habitually indicated every melody-note within
a busy texture. Speeds are sensible, but again
several misreadings (wrong chords, rhythms,
beats and even a missed bar) imply a casual
approach that a separate CD producer might
have noticed, and reined in.

As the tangle of comparisons implies, most
rival pianists spread these children’s pieces
over several discs, leavened with adult works.
Listeners without printed scores and sampling
piecemeal will nevertheless find much to
enjoy on this disc. Still to come from Bratke
will be Rudepoema and the second A Prole do
Bebê suite, which depicts toy animals – both
works (and, for all we know, the lost third
Prole do Bebê suite, depicting children’s games)
in a ferocious idiom more like Bartók and
Stravinsky at their most barbaric. These will
demand great concentration, for competition
here is already fierce. Michael Round

Widor New

Organ Symphonies, Volume 3.
Symphonies – No. 3 in E minor, Op. 13
No. 3; No. 4 in F minor, Op. 13 No. 4.
Joseph Nolan (organ).
Signum Classics SIGCD334 (full price, 1 hour

5 minutes). Played on the Cavaillé-Coll organ of

La Madeleine, Paris. Website www.signum records.

com Producer Adrian Peacock. Engineer Andrew

Mellor. Dates August 4th-8th, 2011.

Comparison: 

Symphonies Nos. 3 – excerpts, 4 and 9:

Alain (Warner Apex) 2564 62297-2 

(1977, two discs)

This third volume in Joseph Nolan’s survey 
of Widor’s Organ Symphonies is pure sonic
joy and makes me keen to hear the earlier
releases [reviewed in November 2012 and
May 2013 by Robert Matthew-Walker, who
was less than enthusiastic about the sound
quality on both discs – Ed.]. Nos. 3 and 4,
written in the early 1870s before the
composer was 30, are not among the 

most familiar of the ten, but right from the
opening notes of the Prelude of No. 3 you
listen with the anticipation of a discovery. 
It is a solemn but heartfelt call to attention
reminiscent of the opening of Schumann’s
Fourth Symphony, with the same arcs of
equal notes, here in 6/8, often held over a
pedal point. The emotional impact is not to
be missed, especially as sounded on the
Cavaillé-Coll organ at the Madeleine. It has
the most superb grandeur, and of course one
is reminded that these early works by Widor
were written to show what this organ builder
had already achieved. The sound is both tight,
or perhaps dense, as if compacted like a pure
mineral, and breathy (as in the gentle Adagio,
a dialogue between the Voix célestes and the
Flûte harmonique). Widor was organist at
Saint-Sulpice, in fact, but the Madeleine
instrument shows equally the beauty of tone
across all the stops, the sheer spirituality and
effortless variations of dynamic that were
among the innovations of Cavaillé-Coll, who
was apparently a good friend of the composer’s.

After such a grand opening comes a jaunty
Minuetto, a bright, boldly conceived March
that gives the chance to enjoy the Full Organ
sound even if it is possibly less interesting,
and the contrasting Adagio mentioned above.
However, it is the last movement that
contains music of the greatest originality. At
1'51" it starts to sound very like Saint-Saëns
or even Fauré, with a strangeness in the
harmonies and wayward bass lines that have a
most exciting effect. There is also something
of Wagner in the language, yet it is more
satisfying, to my ears, than transcriptions in
that it is conceived for these sounds. As well
as this Widor can integrate techniques from
the past into a homogenous language, to wit
the opening Toccata of No. 4, which nods at
the eighteenth-century French overture with
its dotted rhythms, superbly updated by the
Romantic sound. It also has enough variety
constantly to surprise the ear. The format 
of the Symphony is like the preceding one: 
a suite, really, rather than a symphony,
except perhaps in the scale of tonal colour.
Cavaillé-Coll’s genius is again fully evinced 
in the Fugue, played on the 8-foot foundation
stops. You just don’t want the sound to 
end, ever, although when it does it is on 
a scale rising high in the treble, a moment 
of exquisite shape worthy of Mendelssohn 
at his most elegant. 

Mendelssohn’s influence can be felt in the
following Andante cantabile, marked Dolce
(played at Widor’s funeral). It is a Song
Without Words in which the melody is
presented with faster accompanying notes in
successive variations, influenced by Daquin.
The Scherzo is irresistible in its playful
figuration and chords, as if we were
transported to the Madeleine in an alternative
midsummer night’s dream, perhaps peopled
with figures from Tiepolo in the vast spaces.
The Adagio uses the Voix humaine and the 
8-foot foundation stops alternately, again

sounding very beautiful, in a movement that
anticipates the Fauré of the Libera me, before
the open-air feel of the finale (a march in
triple time) on Full Organ.

Nolan plays these works brilliantly, bringing
out their particular qualities on an organ apt
to reveal their wonders. For instance, the end
of No. 4’s Adagio has a bounciness in the bass
figure – the bit that sounds like Fauré – that
I can’t imagine seeming as magical on a
different instrument. It has that airy sound,
even very deep, that makes it big and light 
at the same time. The Signum engineers have
done a good job in setting down the sound 
as faithfully as possible, given that we cannot
be there in the Madeleine. Comparing it to
Marie-Claire Alain’s version on Erato (extracts
of No. 3 with Nos. 4 and 9, among others,
now available on a budget-price Apex
reissue), the sonority has more grandeur on
this new recording, and the benefit is clear
from the opening movement. Alain takes it
slightly faster, and it sounds more ordinary,
where Nolan is bigger and more imposing,
and the heart of the music stands revealed.
This release ought to lead to a reappraisal of
Widor’s importance as a composer who is far
more than a one-piece wonder. Andrew Parker

A Grand Romance New

Bortkiewicz Lyrica Nova, Op. 59 –
Andantino. Chasins Three Chinese
Pieces, Op. 5 – No. 3, Rush Hour in 
Hong Kong. Cui À Argenteau, Op. 40 –
No. 6, Causerie. Henselt 12 Études
caractéristiques de concert, Op. 2 –
No. 6, Si oiseau j’étais, à toi je volerais!.
Petite valse, Op. 28 No. 1. Levitzki Valse,
Op. 2. Moszkowski Huit Morceaux
caractéristiques, Op. 36 – No. 6,
Étincelles. Caprice espagnol, Op. 37.
Six Fantaisies, Op. 52 – No. 4,
La Jongleuse. Paderewski Miscellanea
pour piano, Op. 16 – No. 4, Nocturne.
Rubinstein Kammeniy-Ostrov, Op. 10 –
No. 22, Rêve angélique. Schlözer Étude
de concert, Op. 1 No. 1. Schulz-Evler
Arabesken über Themen des Walzers
‘An der schönen blauen Donau’ von
Johann Strauss. Schütt Trois Morceaux
pour piano, Op. 28 – No. 2, Canzonetta.
Papillons d’amour/Souvenirs viennois,
Op. 59 – No. 2, À la bien-aimée.
Sgambati Gavotta, Op. 14.
Jeffrey Biegel (piano).
Steinway & Sons 30017 (full price, 1 hour

6 minutes). Website www.arkivmusic.com. Producer

Dan Merceruio. Engineer Daniel Shores. Dates July

24th-26th, 2012.

Comparison:

Moszkowski Étincelles:

Horowitz (DG) 477 6624 (1986, two discs)

Forrest Gump fictionally stated, ‘Life is like 
a box of chocolates – you never know what
you’re going to get.’ ‘A Grand Romance’ 
is also like a box of chocolates, except its
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contents, if not exactly predictable, are 
well within safe and tolerable boundaries.
(I’m reminded of that classic Monty Python
sketch in which the Whizzo Chocolate
Company is investigated by a health inspector
for questionable varieties such as Crunchy
Frog and Ram’s Bladder Cup.) There are no
frogs, crunchy or otherwise, in ‘A Grand
Romance’, only fond backward glances at
more innocent times.

When I was a teenager, I found a volume
of salon-ish material much like what pianist
Jeffrey Biegel offers here. Eduard Schütt
(1856-1933) and Adolf von Henselt (1814-89)
were among the composers represented, and 
I banged away at their morceaux on an old
upright piano while many of my peers were
playing baseball. Thus, I feel an emotional
connection with this material, and if it smells
a little musty, the smell is not unpleasant.
These works are worth performing, although 
I don’t think many of today’s conservatory
students are encouraged to pay them much
attention. They are worth hearing, too,
although I think the day has gone when a
recitalist, having completed an exhausting
performance of Liszt’s Sonata in B minor, 
will thank his audience for their kind applause
with a bon-bon such as ‘If I were a bird’ or
‘Rêve angélique’!

As Ray Bono’s well-researched booklet 
note points out, all of these composers were
pianists of distinction, with the exception of
Cui. His ‘Causerie’ (translated as ‘Chat’ in
Bono’s note, but as ‘Conversations’ on the
back cover) begins with light sentimentality.
In time, it becomes more passionate (politics
is not the topic, evidently) although, showing
good salon manners, the conversationalists
keep both feet on the floor. It ends with a
triumphant flourish; methinks the young lady
said ‘Yes’!

The booklet note also relates the curious
tale of Paul de Schlözer, who died in 1898.
His Étude in E flat is one of exactly two
works that he is supposed to have composed.
Bono relates that Schlözer’s two etudes
actually might have been the work of Moritz
Moszkowski, ‘who wagered – and lost –
them in a card game to Schlözer’. The Étude
is a fluttery confection, not unlike Chopin’s
‘Butterfly’ Étude, although Schlözer’s butterfly
has squarish wings.

Speaking of Moszkowski (1854-1925), he is
represented three times, more than any other
composer on this CD. The Caprice espagnol is
a real charmer, and also a finger-killer, with
its stereotypical chains of repeated sixteenth
notes (¡Olé!). ‘Étincelles’ (‘Sparks’) was a
Horowitz favourite, even late in his career.
He played it faster than Biegel, even when it
was perhaps unwise to do so! Compared to
Biegel, Horowitz’s late-period encore from
Moscow sounds a little jumbled, here and
there. On the other hand, the lightness of
Horowitz’s touch is phenomenal, and one
senses a smile on his lips as he plays this
trifle. Biegel is rather literal, as if he wants us

to recognize this as Great Music. ‘La Jongleuse’
is delightful too. (It is also reminiscent of
Chopin’s butterfly.) What do the unexpected
phrase lengths mean – a dropped ball or an
unexpectedly deft manoeuvre? Here, Biegel
plays up dynamic contrasts and sudden accents
to very good effect.

Biegel, who studied with Adele Marcus, has
a varied discography, ranging from Christmas
music to Mozart sonatas and modern works
by Leroy Anderson and Ellen Taaffe Zwillich.
(He’s even recorded his own arrangement of
Vivaldi’s Four Seasons.) Some readers may
remember him as the first pianist, in 1997, 
to cybercast a live piano recital globally –
from Steinway Hall, no less. Suffice it to say
he has had an interesting life and career. In
the booklet, Biegel calls this recital ‘in part a
personal tribute to Josef Lhevinne’ whom he
views as his ‘musical grandfather’. (Marcus
was a Lhévinne pupil.) Nevertheless, Biegel’s
virtuosity, which is considerable, is more
modern than old-fashioned. He seems
unwilling to sacrifice technical perfection for
the sake of expressiveness or excitement. As 
I suggested above, he also seems unwilling 
to treat these works as anything less than
venerable cultural edifices. Some will find 
the seriousness of his playing at odds with the
material; others will appreciate his reluctance
to ‘camp it up’, at least a little. For my part,
I don’t think a little more charm and humour
would have hurt, although it would be wrong
to suggest that Biegel entirely lacks those
qualities. Warm, balanced engineering
presents his Steinway in an unobjectionable
light. Raymond S. Tuttle

Music from the Age New

of Louis XIV
d’Anglebert Tombeau de M. de
Chambonnières. F. Couperin Troisième
Ordre in C minor – Les Laurentines;
La Lugubre; La Lutine; La Ténébreuse;
Seconde Courante. L. Couperin Pavanne
in F sharp minor. Jacquet de la Guerre
Suite in F. Lully Chaconne de Phaëton.
Dans nos bois. La Jeune Iris. Les songes
agréables d’Atys (all transcr. Jean-Henry
d’Anglebert). Marchand Suite No. 1 in
D minor.
John Kitchen (harpsichord).
Delphian DCD34109 (full price, 1 hour 18 minutes).

Played on the 1755 Baillon harpsichord from the

Rodger Mirrey Collection. Website www.delphian

records.co.uk Producer/Engineer Paul Baxter.

Dates January 9th and 10th, 2010.

Comparison:

L. Couperin Pavanne:

Verlet (Astrée) E8732 (1989)

After his acclaimed CD focusing on the music
of Louis XV (DCD34112), John Kitchen here
goes back one Louis, presenting music from
the age of the Sun King himself. The focus
for both CDs is of course not solely or 
even primarily on the monarchs but on the

instruments of the Rodger Mirrey keyboard
instrument collection at the University of
Edinburgh: the last instalment featured the
1769 Taskin while the current instalment
moves to a 1755 instrument by Luigi Baillon.
It is somewhat more recent than the
repertoire itself but this is unlikely to bother
any but the most severe of organologists. 

This is by no means a magpie collection
but includes substantial selections by Louis
Marchand (a nine-movement suite in
D minor), Elisabeth Jacquet de la Guerre 
(an eight-movement Suite in F major) and
François Couperin (five movements from the
Troisième Ordre). The brooding side of the
harpsichord is well represented, as is the
French tendency to dwell on the extremely
satisfying sonorities available in the bass of the
instrument. The brilliantly clangorous opening
of the Marchand sets the tone: this is delivery
of a high order, virtuosic, articulate and
supple in rhythm. Kitchen’s uncompromising
approach to temperament is potent enough 
in more familiar harmonies, such as in the
D minor of the Marchand Suite, but comes
into its own in the Louis Couperin F sharp
minor Pavanne. Here even the consonances 
are dissonant and the dissonances pass into 
the realm of the microtonal: the nominal
tonic is less harmonically stable than some of
the modulations. (Blandine Verlet contributed
an even more eloquent and certainly just as
dissonant an account in her survey of Louis
Couperin’s harpsichord works for Astrée. 
Like the great majority of her wonderful
recordings it seems to have sunk without
trace into the Astrée archives. Perhaps a
petition is in order.)

The Jacquet de la Guerre Suite at last
brings a touch of the major mode to the
palette although the opening Tocade spends 
an inordinate amount of time in the minor
for a piece supposedly in F major – as if to
compensate, the closing cadence has a touch
of Beethoven in its insistence. As agreeable 
as the d’Anglebert and Lully/d’Anglebert
selections are (one can seldom go too 
wrong with a good chaconne) the François
Couperin bracket does rather dwarf them
musically – Kitchen’s programme perhaps
saves its greatest musical rewards for last. 
The repeated sequences grinding down toward
the bass in La Ténébreuse are satisfyingly
gruesome in effect and La Lugubre is no less
intense in its progressions, with La Lutine
bringing the recital to an appropriately
rambunctious conclusion. 

Delphian’s recording captures plenty of
grain in the sound, with just a touch of
mechanism leavening the purely instrumental
sonorities. (There are some quick fade-ins 
– perhaps the engineers had some air
conditioning to grapple with.) In both
programming and performance, this can 
stand alongside some of the finest issues 
of this repertoire from its homeland. A fine
achievement and an extremely satisfying
release. Carl Rosman
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J. S. Bach New CD/SACD

Cantatas, Volume 16.
O ewiges Feuer, o Ursprung der Liebe,
BWV34. Gelobet sei der Herr, mein Gott,
BWV129. Erhöhtes Fleisch und Blut,
BWV173. Erwünschtes Freudenlicht,
BWV184.
Gerlinde Sämann (soprano); Petra Noskaiová
(mezzo); Christoph Genz (tenor); Jan Van der
Crabben (baritone); La Petite Bande/Sigiswald
Kuijken (violin).
Accent ACC25316 (full price, 1 hour 5 minutes).

German texts and English/French translations included.

Website www.accent-records.com. Producer/Engineer

Eckhard Steiger. Dates June 1st-3rd, 2012.

This disc is the sixteenth volume of Sigiswald
Kuijken’s and his colleagues’ recording project
of a complete cycle of Bach cantatas for all
the Sundays and high feasts of a whole
liturgical year. Thus, unlike Ton Koopman
and Masaaki Suzuki, Kuijken and his team 
do not intend to record the complete Bach
cantatas. With this volume, they have reached
Pentecost, 50 days after Easter: BWV34, 
173 and 184 were written for the three 
days of Pentecost (respectively in the 1740s,
1724 and 1730 or so) and BWV129 was for
the first Sunday after Pentecost, known as
Trinity Sunday (in 1726 or 1727). Only this
last was a completely new work, the rest
being Bach’s arrangements of earlier works
for a wedding, a birthday and a New Year’s
Day celebration during his period in Köthen
from 1717 to 1723.

I went to bed last night listening to this
disc on my headphones and must have quickly
fallen asleep since I have no recollection of
listening to anything after the opening chorus
of the cantata O ewiges Feuer (BWV34). I
awoke suddenly and disquieted in the dark.
The tenor aria, ‘Glück und Siegen sind
bereit’, of Erwünschtes Freudenlicht, BWV184
(track 15), was playing. It is sung by
Christoph Genz, who is a most unappealing
singer and it is baffling why Kuijken has 
used him on all but four discs of the series 
so far. His voice is grating and strangled; 
but worse is his unsteady tone, erratic
volume, alarmingly wavering pitch and, 
on occasion, strangely sagging vibrato. 
In Bach’s trills and other rapid passages, 
he mostly sounds laboured and off-balance
(for example, in the recitative opening
Erhöhtes Fleisch und Blut, BWV173). Moreover,
in Bach’s beloved long melismatic passages
(such as in the lengthy recitative preceding
the ‘Glück und Siegen’ aria), Genz almost
sings each note in isolation, nearly oblivious
to its connection with those preceding 
and following it and thus obscuring Bach’s
soaring lines.

Kuijken adheres to the theory of one-voice-
per-part performance of Bach’s cantatas.
Besides giving the ‘choir’ greater flexibility
and responsiveness, this also means each voice
is more prominent than in the traditional
chamber choir of 12 or so singers. Kuijken’s
expertly led instrumental forces are also
reduced: two first and second violins apiece
and a single viola, cello (smaller than the
customary model and held ‘da spalla’ or
across the chest instead of between the 
legs, as Kuijken discusses at length in his
programme notes), basse de violon (slightly
smaller than a violone) and organ, with
occasional contributions from pairs of
transverse flutes or oboes and a trio of
trumpets with timpani. The resulting sound 
is lean but not at all undernourished, though
the violins have an interestingly reedy tone.

Regrettably, with such reduced forces one
bad singer can ruin not only his or her own
solos but damage the choruses too. In the
three Pentecost cantatas, the tenor, besides
five recitatives (two quite lengthy and
elaborate) and two arias, is prominent in
many of the choruses in the three Pentecost
cantatas, starting with a disappointing passage
two minutes into the opening of BWV34, the
disc’s very first track.

The other singers, by contrast, are all
splendid, particularly with the attentive and
polished accompaniment provided by the
instruments. The soprano Gerlinde Sämann
makes a delightful contribution to her
sparkling successive duets with the bass Jan
Van der Crabben and then Genz in BWV173
and with the mezzo Petra Noskaiová in
BWV184. She also delivers a refined account
of her gentle yet quite florid single aria,
‘Gelobet sei der Herr’, in BWV129. Even
more remarkable are Noskaiová and Van der
Crabben. Noskaiová has been an accomplished
participant throughout the series and her three
arias on this disc are models of Bach singing
(most notably in BWV129, supported by
Vinciane Baudhuin’s especially beautiful oboe
d’amore playing); but Van der Crabben,
whose attractive and supple voice was already
impressive from the start, seems only to get
better with each volume. His aria in BWV129
is a high point of the disc for his control and
keenly intelligent phrasing.

In fact, BWV129 makes a superb
conclusion to the recording. Although it has
no solos or prominent choral passages for
tenor, its owes its success to the high quality
of the singing and playing overall rather than
Genz’s virtual absence – as well as some of
Bach’s best cantata music ever and Kuijken’s
alert, perfectly judged direction.

As always with Accent, the recording is
transparent and natural. However, this is a

hybrid Super Audio CD, which means that,
besides the stereo recording playable on a
standard compact disc player, it also includes
separate stereo and multi-channel versions 
in a high resolution format playable only 
on a dedicated SACD player or universal
DVD player with SACD capability. On 
such a player, the greater detail revealed 
both in the voices and instruments and in 
the acoustic surrounding them gives the
recording marginally greater immediacy.

Christopher Price

Hommage à Chopin 
Brahms Ein deutsches Requiem,
Op. 45.
Ilse Eerens (soprano); Andrew Foster-Williams
(bass-baritone); Collegium Vocale Gent;
Orchestre des Champs-Élysées/Philippe
Herreweghe.
The Fryderyk Chopin Institute NIFCDVD003
(1 hour 5 minutes). German texts and English/Polish

translations included.Website www.nifc.pl. NTSC.

16:9. Region 0. PCM 2.0. DTS 5.1. DVD Director

Waldemar Stronski. Engineers Lech Dudzik, Gabriela

Blicharz, Julita Emanuiπow, Krzysztof Bartnicki. Date

Live performance at the Seventh International Music

Festival ‘Chopin and his Europe’ at the Holy Cross

Church, Warsaw on August 16th, 2011.

Any Brahmsian looking for a DVD of the
German Requiem accompanied by period
instruments need look no further. This is
Philippe Herreweghe at his most ardently
persuasive, with a smallish choir and speeds
that are at the quick end of the spectrum.
He’s thus in company with the likes of John
Eliot Gardiner (on Philips and Soli Deo
Gloria) and Otto Klemperer (especially his
Cologne Radio performance on IMG) with
overall timings of just over an hour. This
contrasts markedly with the approach of
Herbert von Karajan (1961) or Bernard
Haitink, both of whom are a lot slower
(1 hour 16 minutes), let alone the vastly
expansive Sergiu Celibidache in Munich
(1 hour 28 minutes). There will be those 
who prefer more spacious readings, but for
the most part they leave me with an abiding
impression of dragging the music through
treacle in slow motion (an exception is André
Previn’s Teldec recording, which is as slow as
Haitink’s and Karajan’s but more imaginatively
shaped and more intense than either).

Crucial though it is, tempo isn’t the 
only important factor. The use of period
instruments and an agile choir helps a great
deal with underlying the essential clarity of
Brahms’s textures (often lost in a wash of
sound in modern-instrument versions) and 
in bringing out the score’s inner life. Despite
the resonant acoustic of the Holy Cross
Church in Warsaw, Herreweghe does a
splendid job – again and again, details emerge
with seemingly effortless clarity, and the
approach is one that aims for (and achieves)
lightness and transparency, and a very careful
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observation of dynamic markings. All that may
sound a little clinical but this performance is
certainly not that: you need look only at the
intensity of Herreweghe’s gaze, and the faces
of his singers and players, to see how involved
they are. In a few places, especially in the
final movement, Herreweghe will be too fast
for some collectors, but such is the conviction
of the performance that it works: it’s a
curious thing how unimportant raw speed can
be when an interpretation is as imaginatively
conceived and persuasively performed as this
one. The delicacy of the orchestral writing in
places will come as a surprise to anyone new
to hearing the work on period instruments, as
will its brilliance and boldness (occasionally
reminiscent of Beethoven’s later orchestration,
in the Ninth Symphony and Missa solemnis) 
in others. Herreweghe follows Brahms’s
declared preference for two harpists – good
to see and hear. 

Herreweghe has two excellent soloists in
soprano Ilse Eerens and Andrew Foster-
Williams. Eerens is touching and unmannered
in ‘Ihr habt nun Traurigkeit’, with a tone 
that is crystal-clear but warm, and she phrases
beautifully. Foster-Williams sings with just 
the right kind of authority and his bass-
baritone is always impeccably focused as 
well as expressive. 

The filming of this performance has been
well done, and the building is very beautiful
– the Holy Cross Basilica is one of the finest
Baroque churches in Warsaw – though the
performing space for the players looks
distinctly cramped. The camerawork is
sensitive and the sound is good, capturing the
church acoustic well. This DVD can be very
warmly recommended to anyone wanting a
deeply felt, historically informed and always
compelling performance of Brahms’s Requiem. 

Nigel Simone

Mark Padmore New CD/SACD

Dove The Enda.
Vaughan Williams On Wenlock Edgeb.
Ten Blake Songsc.
Warlock The Curlewd.

Mark Padmore (tenor); adEmer McDonaugh
(flute); Nicholas Daniel (coboe/adcor anglais);
abdJacqueline Shave, abdMiranda Dale (violins);
abdClare Finnimore (viola); abdCaroline
Dearnley (cello); bHuw Watkins (piano).
Harmonia Mundi USA HMU807566 (full price,

1 hour 12 minutes). English texts and French

translations included. Website www.harmoniamundi.

com Producer Robina G. Young. Engineers Brad

Michel, Chris Barrett. Date May 2012.

Comparisons: 

Vaughan Williams On Wenlock Edge/Warlock: 

Gilchrist, Tilbrook, Cox, Hulse, Fitzwilliam Qt 

(Linn) CKD296 (2006, rev. July/Aug 2007)

Partridge, Music Group of London 

(EMI British Composers) 5 65589-2 (1971)

Vaughan Williams On Wenlock Edge: 

Ainsley, Nash Ens (Hyperion) CDA67168 

(1999, rev. Oct 2000)

Padmore, Schubert Ens (Chandos) CHAN10465 

(2007, rev. May 2008)

Warlock:

Thompson, Davies, Duke Qt (Naxos) 8.557115 (1997)

Unique to this release, which otherwise
traverses some moderately well-tilled English
ground, is a recent (2012) setting by Jonathan
Dove of a fine poem by Mark Strand, The End.
First published in 1990, in a collection called
‘The Continuous Life’, the poem is actually a
meditation on death, and even feels in places
like a response to Tennyson’s famous Crossing
the bar. For instance, it employs the same
kind of maritime imagery: ‘Not every man
knows what he shall sing at the end, /
Watching the pier as the ship sails away ...’.
Unlike Tennyson, though, this poet is not
confident of meeting any ‘Pilot, face-to-face’.
The poem is quite short, just a dozen lines,
always tender, very touching: Dove was
immediately drawn to it, and at the
instigation of the performers on this disc,
members of the Britten Sinfonia, has made a
gentle setting of it, some nine minutes long;
one that respects the contours and flow of the
verse, as well as capturing its elegiac mood
perfectly. Further, it was a happy idea to opt
for the same instrumentation, of two wind
instruments (flute, cor anglais) and string

quartet, as that chosen by Peter Warlock 
for his Yeats setting The Curlew. The two
works counterpoint each other nicely, Dove
preceding Warlock at the end of the disc.

Both have the inestimable advantage, too,
of Mark Padmore’s tenor caught on prime
form. Such pleasing timbre, such luminous
diction, such sensitivity to word and phrase,
such restraint – but also such strength! You
feel that he inhabits the intense melancholy,
not just of Strand’s ‘stories of cirrus and
cloud’ but also of Yeats’s deeply Irish and
brooding ‘lonely Echtge of streams’. Fine
recordings of The Curlew exist already, of
course, such as James Gilchrist’s, relatively
recent, and Adrian Thompson’s, from a while
ago now; but for a state-of-the-art version,
superbly recorded with dry-eyed clarity rather
than any hint of Celtic mist, and performed
with the utmost refinement by singer and
instrumentalists alike, I do not think this
latest version can be bettered.

The production is by Harmonia Mundi
USA, which accounts for Nicholas Daniel’s
instrument in the above-mentioned works
being listed as ‘English horn’, for which of
course the English-English is actually cor
anglais! Along with Padmore, he is the star 
of the show here. Before the Dove and
Warlock settings, he is heard on the oboe 
in the Ten Blake Songs of Vaughan Williams.
For anyone unfamiliar with this extraordinary
work, I urge immediate acquaintance. These
songs are late VW, the result of a film
commission, austerely set just for oboe and
voice – and indeed, in one or two places, 
the oboe drops out altogether. The composer,
of course, knew his Blake intimately, vide
the ‘masque for dancing’ Job, where Blake’s
illustrations were a main source of inspiration.
Many of Blake’s finest, most condensed 
verse utterances are here, Innocence and
Experience nestling side by side: darkness 
is ever-present, as we move, for instance,
from the Sunflower, ‘weary of time’, to the
blackness of ‘Cruelty has a human heart’ –
and only then to the comforting ‘Divine
Image’. Ten Blake Songs is a bleak masterpiece
and Padmore and Daniel are exceptional.
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Just to cap it all, at the start of the disc is
found a deeply stirring rendition of another
masterpiece, this time from the other, early
end of Vaughan Williams’s long career. 
Once again, for On Wenlock Edge, alternatives
abound. Ian Partridge made memorable
recordings of both the VW and Warlock: 
I grew up with them and nothing is going to
displace them from my affection. However,
Padmore’s take on these half-dozen settings 
of A. E. Housman is different. Abetted by 
an accompaniment from a quartet of strings
from the Britten Sinfonia, and Huw Watkins’s
piano replacing the oboe, whose collective
close attention to every detail in the score,
from the rustling of leaves to the single
tolling bell of mourning – and much else
besides – Padmore presents a version that
surely sees On Wenlock Edge as a self-contained
mini-drama with its own architecture 
and stark emotional curve. Such upfront
incisiveness may not be to all tastes, but it
certainly convinces me that this is a way of
doing it, and doing it well. This fine release
earns plaudits on every front.

Piers Burton-Page

Eisler New

Ernste Gesängea. Liederb – An den
kleinen Radioapparat; Die Ballade 
vom Wasserrad; Die Flucht; Frühling;
Die Heimkehr; Der Kirschdieb;
Die Landschaft des Exils; Hotelzimmer
1942; In der Frühe; Lied von der
belebenden Wirkung des Geldes;
Ostersonntag; Solidaritätslied;
Speisekammer 1942; Über den
Selbstmord; Und es sind die finstern
Zeiten; Verfehlte Liebe; Vom Sprengen
des Gartens. Piano Sonata, Op. 1c.
abMatthias Goerne (baritone); bcThomas
Larcher (piano); aEnsemble Resonanz.
Harmonia Mundi HMC902134 (full price,

54 minutes). German texts and English/French

translations included. Website www.harmonia

mundi.com Producer Martin Sauer. Engineer 

René Möller. Dates September 2012, February and

March 2013.

This survey of Hanns Eisler may be short 
but it is certainly pithy and makes a very
strong case for the composer as a key figure
in twentieth-century music. Ranging in
different works between atonality and
something approaching Weill, there are 
also reflections of Wolf, Strauss and early
Schoenberg, yet it amounts to a remarkably
cogent utterance. Unity is provided not 
only by a galvanizing musicality – he was
apparently Schoenberg’s favourite pupil 
and the Piano Sonata presented here was
enthusiastically championed by him – but 
also by a deep concern with politics and
communist ideals which he carried to America
in the war years and back to East Germany
via Vienna. It was a life at the epicentre of
the times.

This CD reflects this movement and
restlessness but backwards, more or less,
opening with the Ernste Gesänge, written for
baritone and string ensemble in the last two
years of Eisler’s life in 1961-62. From the
quiet opening string section the music seems
to rise from the deepest despair, following
the Twentieth Congress of the Communist
Party at which the truth about Stalinism had
been revealed in all its awfulness. When the
voice enters it is in a meandering setting of
Hölderlin’s Asyl – the refuge is song itself –
that seems to wander through the wreckage
of a shattered life, yet the effect is incredibly
beautiful. The sadness which permeates all
seven songs (three of them to texts by
Hölderlin of stunning eloquence) is offset 
by a luminous quality in the music, which
matches the verse in its oscillating between
despair and hope. 

There is nothing monochrome about
Eisler’s music even if it does reflect
disillusion, and he pushes the range of 
sounds with use of pizzicato and col legno,
sul ponticello, sudden wide leaps and blurting
changes of mood, all vividly caught by
Ensemble Resonanz. Against this there is the
remarkably fine grain of Matthias Goerne’s
voice, noble in timbre in Eisler’s wispiest
lines that might blow away in the chill wind,
or harshening to something thicker, more
ominous, in ‘Verzweiflung’ (‘Despair’) to 
get that mood in an instant. The last song
attempts a Straussian opulence that is
intensely moving against the ambiguity of 
the verse, caught between mortality and the
onward rush of life – there’s a distant echo of
the Four Last Songs, perhaps, but with an irony
like bitter lemon juice. There are so many
memorable things in these 13 minutes, for
instance the yearningly repeated line ‘Leben,
ohne Angst zu haben’, which seems to hover
over the span.

Goerne follows this with a selection of
songs with piano written in the early 1940s in
Los Angeles. The note describes them as neo-
romantic and they certainly seem to look back
more than the Ernste Gesänge, with Wolf being
most often recalled. The texts are nearly all
by Brecht – just one Mörike setting and one
by Heine suggest that other voices are heard
in the 47 songs that make up the collection.
Brecht’s verse takes a fairly everyday tone 
to relate snapshots from his experience of
exile and impressions of life elsewhere, always
with a sense of justice for mankind coming
through. Surprise is a key factor in Eisler’s
settings, with a vast range of mood from 
the playful (if ironic) Und es sind die finstern
Zeiten to Über den Selbstmord which follows it
directly. This short statement on suicide taps
into something heart-rending in the shortest
musical space. There is a tendency to abrupt
endings, and postludes that recall Schumann’s
manner, giving a sense of a collage.

At this point the programme breaks its
reverse chronology by putting the Sonata
before three cabaret-style numbers; however,

this is probably a more satisfying arrangement.
Thomas Larcher, already bringing out so
many nuances in the piano part in the songs,
reveals this first essay by Eisler to be a
splendidly punchy work in the style of
Schoenberg’s Op. 11 pieces. An angularity
and astringency characterize the middle
Intermezzo, while the last movement has a
repeated puckish, splashy chord figure in the
treble that is very appealing. The three songs
round off the recording in a more popular
idiom, reflecting Eisler’s move to Berlin in
1925 and turning away from the ideas of
Schoenberg. Somehow the idiom is more
classical and less sensual than Weill’s, with
the famous Solidaritätslied ending on a note of
spirited defiance of injustice that sadly never
goes out of date. Andrew Parker

Handel New

L’Allegro, il Penseroso ed il Moderato,
HWV55.
Maria Keohane (soprano); Julia Doyle
(soprano); Benjamin Hulett (tenor); Andreas
Wolf (bass-baritone); Kölner Kammerchor;
Collegium Cartusianum/Peter Neumann.
Carus Verlag CV83.395 (full price, two discs,

1 hour 59 minutes). English texts and German

translations included. Website www.carus-verlag.com

Producer Jens Schünemann. Engineer Reiner Kühl.

Dates October 21st-24th, 2012.

Comparison:

Brandes, Dawson, Daniels, Bostridge, Miles, Bach Ch,

Paris Orch Ens/Nelson (Virgin Classics) 5 45417-2 (1999)

In Handel’s ode L’Allegro, il Penseroso ed il
Moderato, the first two titles are those of 
the two poems by John Milton that Handel
set. Il Moderato, with text by Charles Jennens,
became the separate third part, whereas
verses from the Milton poems are
interspersed with each other in Jennens’s
selection of them. L’Allegro is the outgoing
person, with Il Penseroso representing
melancholy, which does not mean that 
one is filled with quick, jolly music and 
the other slow and sad. What Handel did 
do was to accompany most of Il Penseroso
with strings but using woodwind and brass 
in L’Allegro. Il Moderato, as the name suggests,
falls between the two.

Markus Schwering states in his note that
‘hardly another composition by Handel was
subjected to so many changes after its first
performance’ and writes that ‘it is therefore
practically impossible to reconstruct an
‘authentic version’ today’. He tells us 
that the basis for this recording is the 
London performances of January and 
February 1741, which means that the 
soprano aria ‘May at last my weary age’,
added later by the composer, is not included.
It can be heard on the Virgin Classics set
sung by countertenor David Daniels. Two
movements from Handel’s Concerto grosso, 
Op. 6 No. 1 have been used as an
introduction to this new release. Let 
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us leave all that to the musicologists and
listen to a work which Winton Dean
considers ‘the profoundest evocation in 
music of the English countryside’.

All but six of the pieces play for under
four minutes, but among those six is the 
long (12'53") and beautiful aria ‘Sweet bird,
that shun’st the noise of folly’, one of the
‘Penseroso’ excerpts that are not restricted to
a string accompaniment, for in this da capo
aria Handel introduces the flute to represent
Philomel, the nightingale, and flautist Marten
Root shows how adroit he is in his playing.

The Cologne church in which this recording
took place has some reverberation that covers
the words at times: it affects Maria Keohane
most. Whether that is because her particular
timbre does not stand out from the resonance
or because of where she was placed I cannot
know. In ‘Sweet bird’, she and the flute
sometimes create oscillations as voice and
instrument chime. She has all the ‘Penseroso’
arias except ‘Far from all resort of mirth’,
which is allotted to Julia Doyle.

Handel’s colourful orchestrations draw a
lightness from Collegium Cartusianum, the
period-instrument orchestra that is the
successor to the Barockorchester Köln, with a
string contingent of 7-3-2-1. Peter Neumann’s
stylish direction elicits an elegance from the
players. Many of his tempos are a bit slower
than those of John Nelson, but no sense of
plodding or heaviness is discerned. Kölner
Kammerchor (7-6-5-5) has together the
needed flexibility. Among the sopranos’
names is that of Constanze Backes. Is she 
the singer who has recorded as a soloist 
on various issues?

It cannot be a direct comparison between
this Carus set and that from Virgin Classics, if
only because the use of a countertenor in the
older recording has no equivalent here, so, if
your personal economy is not shaky, why not
have both? On Virgin, the two sopranos,
Christine Brandes and Lynne Dawson, do not
concentrate on the music of one poem, as is
the case with Neumann’s couple, and it does
not matter: there are no characters in this
pastoral ode.

Of Carus’s sopranos, Keohane has a rather
rounder timbre than does Doyle, which does
not imply a better voice either way. Doyle
has a silvery lustre, a touch lighter in weight
as well as colour. Both sing freely, but with
Doyle cleaner in the acoustic; each manages
both the swifter arias and the lyrically
unhurrying unhurried ones without showing
any problems. Keohane takes part in one 
of the work’s finest pieces. This penultimate
number is the ode’s sole duet, ‘As steals the
morn upon the night’, a gorgeous setting for
soprano and tenor described by Schwering 
as ‘a real treasure’. Handel’s employment 
of oboes and bassoons with the strings is
delightful: it is serenely sung by Keohane 
and Benjamin Hulett.

It is not only there that Hulett makes 
a good impression. One point in his favour 

is that he sings naturally: there is no
exaggerating or distorting of consonants 
and his enunciation is very clear. Whereas 
in ‘Come, and trip it’ some young tenors
would no doubt sing ‘thrip’, Hulett
pronounces it correctly. He also articulates
short, quick notes with clarity, as in the
preceding ‘Haste thee, nymph’. This is
another estimable addition to his discography.

As in Alexander’s Feast, Handel serves the
bass soloist with the smallest piece of the
cake. Listed in the short note about him 
in Carus’s booklet as a bass-baritone, Andreas
Wolf does not possess the most orotund of
voices, his being a shade shallow in tone, 
but agility is there, as shown in ‘Come, 
with native lustre shine’ in ‘Il Moderato’,
and, as with his colleagues, he has no 
need of aspirates. Alastair Miles on Virgin 
has more sap in his tone, but Wolf is more
than adequate.

This set deserves serious consideration. The
booklet contains the text and good notes.

John T. Hughes

Handel Cantate 01. New

Armida abbandonata, HWV105. Ne’ tuoi
lumi, o bella Clori, HWV133. Notte
placida e chieta, HWV142. Qualor l’egre
pupille, HWV152.
Roberta Mameli (soprano); Contrasto
Armonico (Stefan Plewniak, Enrique Gómez,
Cabrero Fernández, violins; Marta Semkiw, cello/
Marco Vitale (harpsichord).
Ayros AY-HC01 (full price, 1 hour 1 minute). Italian

texts and English/Polish translations included. Website

www.ayros.eu. Producer/Engineer Guido Tichelmann.

Dates April 16th-18th, 2012.

Comparisons:

Armida abbandonata/Notte placida e chieta:

Galli, La Risonanza/Bonizzoni (Glossa) GCD921522

(2005, rev. Sep 2007)

Notte placida e chieta:

Kirkby, London Baroque (BIS) SACD1695 

(2007, rev. Oct 2008)

This disc is the Ayros label’s first release and
is headed ‘Cantate 01’. In fact, it continues
the Italian harpsichordist Marco Vitale’s
ambitious project to record all of Handel’s
100 or so known Italian cantatas with his
period-instrument group, Contrasto
Armonico, which has seen four volumes
already issued on the budget Brilliant Classics
label. Ayros, which is not a budget label, was
founded by Vitale largely for this purpose.

Handel wrote the four cantatas on this 
disc in Rome in 1707, the second year of 
the energetic young composer’s immensely
successful four-year Italian sojourn. They 
were commissioned by the Marquis (later
Prince) Francesco Maria Ruspoli and were
intended for the star soprano Margherita
Durastanti, a regular at the Marquis’s weekly
musical soirées, though this is not absolutely
certain in the case of the lovely Notte placida 
e chieta (HWV142). Both this cantata and 

the dramatic Armida abbandonata (HWV105)
are reasonably familiar. Most recently, they
were included on Volume 2 of Fabio
Bonizzoni’s seven-disc recording on Glossa 
of Handel’s Italian cantatas with instrumental
accompaniment, sung by the soprano
Emanuela Galli (recorded in 2005); and 
Notte placida appeared on Emma Kirkby’s 
and London Baroque’s ‘Handel in Italy’ disc
for BIS (2007).

To my knowledge, the disc’s two cantatas
with basso continuo accompaniment only,
Qualor l’egre pupille (HWV152) and Ne’ tuoi
lumi, O bella Clori (HWV133), have never
before been recorded. Despite their obscurity,
they are real gems – Ne’ tuoi lumi in
particular fully deserves the accolade of
‘extraordinary masterpiece’ given by the
American Handel expert Ellen T. Harris in
her notes. Interestingly, although written for
Durastanti, the protagonists in both are love-
struck men. One of Durastanti’s specialities
was trouser roles (many years later Burney
described her person as rather coarse and
masculine) and she was also reputedly a 
gifted actress. In light of this and the fact 
that she did not have a particularly high
soprano voice, her sound may have had a
castrato-like robustness.

Possibly this influenced Bonizzoni’s choice
of the powerful-voiced Galli for his recording.
Roberta Mameli, Vitale’s soloist on his new
disc, also has a strong and brilliant voice, 
but her tone is smoother and simply more
beautiful than Galli’s. Both singers have
considerable experience in historically
informed Baroque performance practice.
However, Mameli’s approach is closer to that
of Kirkby, despite her very different vocal
personality. Like Kirkby in Notte placida, she
articulates her line thoughtfully, employing
great tonal flexibility and a judiciously applied
light vibrato (almost a shimmer) to help shape
her phrases and enliven her expression. Her
predecessors in Vitale’s series, Stefanie True
and Klaartje Van Veldhoven, had lighter
voices than Mameli, but also relied too much
on vibrato. They also lacked Mameli’s sheer
vocal beauty. Galli for Bonizzoni also suffered
(somewhat uncharacteristically for her) from 
a heavier and more persistent vibrato than
Mameli, which detracted from her line. Her
expression also sometimes veered towards the
histrionic, especially in the vividly dramatic
Armida abbandonata. Mameli, while not
adopting the heightened expression of Galli,
brings a little more flesh and blood than
Kirkby to her interpretation of Notte placida
and the other works on this disc. Galli’s
singing reflects Bonizzoni’s effervescent and
highly coloured direction. While Vitale’s
pacing is still animated and lively, with
Mameli he prefers slightly slower tempos than
Bonizzoni. Consistently with this, his basso
continuo realizations are also less extravagant
and spiky. This gives both Mameli and
Contrasto Armonico’s small complement 
of instrumentalists greater opportunity to
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savour the melodic and harmonic richness 
of Handel’s writing, albeit at the expense 
of some emotional power. It also allows
Mameli to focus in particular on beauty 
of tone and precision (a notable instance
being the relatively difficult first aria, ‘Ah,
crudel’, in Armida abbandonata) and to apply
imaginative ornamentation. 

Ultimately, Mameli and her colleagues
stand between the serious-minded drama 
of Galli and her musicians and the ultra-
refined, albeit affecting manner of Kirkby 
and hers. Ably supported by Contrasto
Armonico, Mameli adopts a slightly more
playful approach, which perhaps reflects the
circumstances in which these works came into
being: a semi-private gathering of fashionable
cognoscenti seeking entertainment in refined
poetry, music and conversation rather than as
mere spectators of high operatic drama.

The recorded sound, captured in a not too
reverberant Polish church, is transparent and
balances the handful of instruments nicely
against Mameli’s brilliant voice. Harris’s
programme notes are excellent, with a very
helpful detailed commentary on the text and
music of each work.

Strongly recommended. Christopher Price

Ireland Songs, Volume 1. New

The Bells of San Marie. The East Riding.
A Garrison Churchyard. Hawthorn Time.
The Heart’s Desire. Here’s to the Ships.
Hope the Hornblower. In Praise of
Neptune. The Land of Lost Content. Sea
Fever. Song from O’er the Hill. Songs of
a Great War. Five Songs by Turlay Royce.
Two Songs to Poems by Rupert Brooke.
Spring Sorrow. The Vagabond. We’ll to
the Woods No More.
Mark Stone (baritone); Sholto Kynoch (piano).
Stone Records 5060192780260 (full price, 1 hour

7 minutes). English texts included. Website www.stone

records.co.uk. Producer/Engineer Richard Sutcliffe.

Dates March 1st-3rd, 2012.

Comparisons:

The Vagabond:

Terfel, Martineau (DG) 445 946-2 (1995)

Williams, Burnside (Naxos) 8.570467 (2007)

In my review of the live Britten War Requiem
from Utrecht on Challenge Classics in
September 2012 I described Mark Stone’s
singing as ‘a revelation’ and wrote of his
‘bringing something new and convincing to
[the] role, thereby enriching our experience
of it’. This first volume of a complete
collection of songs by John Ireland, on 
the singer’s own label, does not quite justify
such high praise, but its virtues are very
considerable indeed. Stone is blessed with 
a most beautiful voice, which he uses
intelligently, and his words are crystal-clear.
Only a little more variety of tone colour
throughout the recital might have given a
better idea of the scope of these songs. The
recorded sound is excellent, as is the booklet,

where you will find a measured introduction
to the composer, background and descriptive
notes on each song written by Stone himself,
and complete sung texts.

The programme has been intelligently
planned. It opens with three of Ireland’s best-
known songs, all settings of Masefield. The
key to Stone’s interpretation of the first two
is found in his note on The Bells of San Marie,
where he writes that the song ‘is possibly
sadder than the poem would immediately
suggest’. I think he is probably right, and 
the atmosphere of melancholy that steady
tempos bring to this song and to the
preceding Sea Fever is both surprising and
convincing. When it comes to The Vagabond,
Stone’s view is close to that of Roderick
Williams on his excellent Naxos CD – fairly
straight, and, like Williams, sounding faintly
uneasy with the poem’s colloquialisms. Bryn
Terfel reveals another possibility. He is very
free with the rhythm, the vagabond’s speech
simple and artless. The song’s pathos is
enhanced by Terfel’s extraordinary dynamic
range, especially his pianissimo singing. Some
find this excessive, but I find it irresistible.

Even Stone’s committed advocacy cannot
transform into masterpieces the group of
songs that follows, though there’s more than
enough value to make them worthwhile. The
Housman settings offer more substantial fare.
The Land of Lost Content is very well done
here. The notes draw attention to a possibly
unconscious quotation from Butterworth in
the first song, ‘The Lent Lily’, but it is
Vaughan Williams’s setting of Bredon Hill
(in On Wenlock Edge) that comes more readily
to my mind. We’ll to the Woods No More, two
songs plus a piece for piano solo, is Ireland in
darkest mood. The sombre tread of the title
song’s highly chromatic piano accompaniment
is well brought out by Sholto Kynoch, 
whose playing throughout the disc is of 
great sensitivity. Stone, too, is particularly
poignant in the more passionate phrases of
this anguished piece. Two other Housman
settings provide some respite, particularly 
The Heart’s Desire, with its charming and
typical use of the modal flattened seventh.

A group of wartime songs follows. Ireland’s
setting of Rupert Brooke’s famous poem
‘The Soldier’ has somehow passed me by 
thus far, and though I am glad to make 
its acquaintance, I do feel that there is 
more to these words, well known as they
are, than Ireland’s rather comfortable setting
finds there. Better that, though, than the
unpleasant, martial music for ‘Blow out, you
bugles’, notwithstanding the traces of his
better nature to be heard at the thoughtful
close. I prefer altogether the straightforward
simplicity of Spring Sorrow. In the first of
three settings of words by Eric Thirkell
Cooper, the poet-soldier implores God 
to give him back his sight. Ireland sets this
most touchingly to homophonic music, like a
hymn. The second is a grief-stricken prayer
asking God to restore a lost comrade to life,

and this provokes from Ireland music that 
is harsh, dramatic and bitterly dissonant.
A Garrison Churchyard, a recently discovered
addition to the Ireland catalogue, describes a
cemetery in Malta where many of the poet’s
friends are buried.

Between 1911 and 1913 Ireland published
‘royalty ballads’ under the pseudonym Turlay
Royce. Stone has recorded five, though the
outstanding John Ireland Companion (Boydell
and Brewer, edited by Lewis Foreman)
catalogues only four. These songs, presumably
composed for financial gain, are in a
deliberately popular style meant to entertain
listeners rather than to challenge them. You
may or may not take pleasure in these songs
– I’m saying nothing – but you will probably
admit that they are beautifully crafted, and
amongst the finest examples of the genre.
They make a satisfying group with which to
close this highly enjoyable collection.

William Hedley

Guillaume de Machaut New

Songs from ‘Le voir dit’.
Dame, se vous n’avez aperceü. Dis et
sept, cinc. Longuement me sui tenus
(‘Lai de Bonne Esperance’). Nes que on
porroit. Plouréz dames. Puis qu’en oubli.
Quant Theseus/Ne quier veoir. Sans cuer,
dolens. Se pour ce muir.
The Orlando Consort (Matthew Venner,
countertenor; Mark Dobell, Angus Smith, tenors;
Donald Greig, baritone).
Hyperion CDA67727 (full price, 1 hour 4 minutes).

French texts and English translations included.

Website www.hyperion-records.co.uk Producer

Mark Brown. Engineer David Hinitt. Dates July 2nd-

5th, 2012.

Here is a project for which Machaut fans 
have been waiting a long time. The Livre dou
voir dit (‘Book of the True Tale’) is usually
considered the fourteenth century poet’s and
composer’s greatest accomplishment. It was
written in the late 1360s when Machaut 
was a cultural figure of huge international
reputation. Yolanda Plumley tells us in her
excellent booklet essay that luxurious editions
of his works were avidly collected by
members of Europe’s greatest ruling families.
The Voir dit purports to tell the story of the
composer’s own love affair with a young
woman whom he names ‘Toute Belle’, but 
at one point hints at her real name in an
anagram. Modern scholars think they have
identified her. The book takes a largely
epistolary form, containing letters, lyrics and
songs exchanged between the lovers. Some of
the songs, supposedly written in the course of
this romance late in Machaut’s life, actually
survive in earlier sources, or at least elements
of them do, so the book’s claims to be a true
account are at least in part a poetic fiction.
The book contains nine songs, one a lai for a
single voice lasting over 20 minutes, and the
Orlando Consort has recorded all of them on
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this disc. (Oxford Camerata recorded six of
them on Naxos 8.553833 back in 1996.)

All the songs are remarkably sophisticated
in compositional technique. However, they
are far more immediately appealing than 
most of the highly complex works of the
contemporary ‘Ars Subtilior’ composers.
Machaut is sometimes called the ‘last
trouvère’ owing to his equal proficiency 
as a poet and a composer. The title is also
apt in light of his rich melodic gifts, which 
he shared with many of the trouvères and
troubadours but few of the subtilior
composers. The three-voice ballade Ne que 
on porroit has a particularly catchy melody,
which, Machaut advised ‘Toute Belle’, 
would also work well played instrumentally
on organ, cornamuse or other instruments.
The complex double-texted ballade Quant
Theseus/Ne quier veoir was created as a result
of a competition or ‘joust’ between Machaut
and one of his colleagues at Reims Cathedral,
where he was a canon. The lyrics by both
contributors are replete with classical and
biblical allusions; but Machaut, who knew his
own worth, was confident that he was the
victor. Professor Plumley tells us that this
song was greatly admired and imitated by
Machaut’s contemporaries.

While Machaut himself hints that the use 
of instruments could be countenanced in his
songs, the Orlando Consort opts to perform
them all purely vocally. For the most part,
the lovely and perfectly tuned voices are
more than equal to the challenge and one
never feels that instruments should have been
employed. In the early days of the revival of
Medieval music, performers often emphasized
Machaut’s avant-garde complexities and
sometime use of hocketing techniques,
resulting in angular, even jerky performances,
often with quite fast tempos. The Orlando
Consort’s performances are rather suave,
measured and decorous. Just occasionally,
such as in Ne que on porroit, I think the main

melodic line could have
been delivered with a little
more punch without risk
of vulgarity or unseemly
haste. Still, a slight excess
of restraint and refinement
is much more forgivable
than the opposite
tendency. (Regrettably
even the Orlando Consort
has in the past fallen prey
to the tiresomely common
practice of combining
Medieval music and jazz.)
The singers employ old
French pronunciation,
which is an important
element in music and
lyrics of this kind. Also
importantly, the recording
venue, a Gothic revival
parish church in Essex,
seems very sympathetic 

to the music and the performers.
In some ways, the greatest challenge on the

disc is the enormous Longuement me sui tenus
(‘Lai de Bonne Esperance’), which Angus Smith,
one of the Consort’s two tenors, sings
unaccompanied. The only other complete
performance I can recommend (though it is
now unobtainable) was an old LP production,
which included a truncated narrative from the
Voir dit recited by René Jacobs. If I recall
correctly, Jacobs sang the Lai accompanied
throughout by a gothic harp. Some time later,
Rogers Covey-Crump recorded two other
lengthy Machaut Lais without accompaniment
on L’Oiseau-Lyre and did so magnificently.
Smith has a pleasant timbre and generally
good control, but occasional small lapses show
that he does not have the complete mastery of
Covey-Crump (or today’s most accomplished
Machaut singer, Marc Mauillon). Perhaps the
Orlando Consort should have relented and
allowed Smith some instrumental support. 

That tiny cavil aside, this is an important
and rewarding disc that any lover of Medieval
music will want to own. Andrew O’Connor

Ries New CD/SACD

Der Sieg des Glaubens, Op. 157.
Christiane Libor (soprano); Wiebke Lehmkuhl
(contralto); Markus Schäfer (tenor); Markus
Flaig (bass-baritone); Rheinische Kantorei;
Das Kleine Konzert/Hermann Max.
CPO 777 738-2 (full price, 1 hour 15 minutes).

German texts and English translations included.

Website www.cpo.de. Producer Günther Wollersheim.

Engineer Enrique Foedike. Dates September 17th-

19th, 2009.

Five years ago I was excited by a CPO world
premiere recording of Ferdinand Ries’s 1837
oratorio Die Könige in Israel, a dramatic
retelling of the biblical story of Saul and
David, which seems to me a long-forgotten
masterpiece (it was reviewed in July/August

2008). Now virtually the same forces have
turned their attention to Ries’s earlier
oratorio Der Sieg des Glaubens (‘The Triumph
of Belief’); and though I wouldn’t rate it
nearly as highly, this proves to be a most
interesting work with some sterling music
which adds to our ever-increasing knowledge
of this masterly pupil of Beethoven whose
oeuvre reposes on the cusp of the Classical
and Romantic eras.

His first attempt at oratorio, the two-part
Der Sieg des Glaubens was the result of a
commission for the Lower Rhine Music
Festival of 1829. The subject is not scriptural,
nor is it fundamentally dramatic: instead this
is a rather abstract, philosophical musical
debate about Christian faith and its (imagined)
opposite. The libretto by Johann Baptist
Rousseau (NB: no relation to Voltaire’s
enemy Jean-Baptiste Rousseau, nor to the
great humanist Jean-Jacques Rousseau – now
that would have been really interesting!)
posits a debate or struggle before Golgotha
between a group of peace-loving Christian
believers and another of power-worshipping
atheistic unbelievers. Perhaps unsurprisingly,
the Believers have the lion’s share of the
argument – the voices of the Unbelievers
aren’t even heard until the concluding chorus
of the oratorio’s first part – and they have
numbers on their side too, fielding what is
essentially a double chorus and up to three
soloists at a time, whereas their adversaries
sing as a single chorus with usually a solitary
soloist at most. 

Ries is able to conjure a wide range 
of music from this set-up. The work is
essentially chorus-driven (there are no purely
orchestral sections except the Introductions 
to the two parts: the second of these is
especially fine, and throughout we find
evidence of his great skill in handling an
orchestra), but he writes several affecting
arias, duets and quartets; and the choruses
themselves (including a ‘threefold chorus’ in
which the argument is at its most intense)
cover many contrasted moods and include
two spirited fugues. The Believers, priggish
goody-goodies in Rousseau’s text, are
ennobled by some beautiful music, and 
the Unbelievers – conventional caricature
villains – receive some effective inventions,
none more so than the baleful, sinister 
‘Look out, we’re coming to get you!’ 
chorus (I paraphrase Rousseau rather freely,
but that’s essentially what they’re saying) just
before the oratorio’s moment of revelation.
This comes in the shape of a pair of Angeli 
ex machina. To the strains of two harps – a
new tone-colour, used with mellifluous skill –
the Angel of Faith (contralto) and Seraph of
Love (soprano) descend from the Heavens 
and show the Unbelievers they’re on a hiding
to nothing with this one. Acknowledging
defeat and accepting Christian Grace, the
former Unbelievers join with their erstwhile
opponents in the concluding choruses of 
pious rejoicing.
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Der Sieg des Glaubens was apparently a huge
public success at its 1829 premiere in Aachen,
but it can’t have been heard very often since.
As with Die Könige in Israel, this is its
premiere recording. Some elements in 
the work anticipate Die Könige in Israel – 
the skilful antiphonal placing and employment
of male and female choruses; the sudden
appearance of harps at a crucial moment 
– but the overall effect is much more static
than in the later work. Once again, however,
Hermann Max directs the Rheinische Kantorei
and Das Kleine Konzert in a sincerely felt 
and obviously carefully prepared and idiomatic
performance, recorded in the churchy acoustic
of the Klosterbasilika at Knechtsfeden in
2009. Among the four principal soloists
Christiane Libor deserves especial mention 
for her fresh-voiced and very attractive
embodiment of the roles of A Believing
Maiden and the Seraph of Love. Once again,
our knowledge of Ries’s output has been
significantly enlarged. Calum MacDonald

Grenzen der Menschheit New

Schubert Der Fischer, D225.
Die Bürgschaft, D246. Hektors Abschied,
D312a. Der König in Thule, D367.
An Schwager Kronos, D369. Gruppe
aus dem Tartarus, D583. Prometheus,
D674. Grenzen der Menschheit, D716. 
Schumann Der Handschuh, Op. 87.
Nachtlied, Op. 96 No. 1. Lieder und
Gesänge aus ‘Wilhelm Meister’, Op. 98a
– No. 2, Ballade des Harfners; No. 4, Wer
nie sein Brot mit Tränen aß; No. 6, Wer
sich der Einsamkeit ergibt; No. 8, An die
Türen will ich schleichen.
Johannes Martin Kränzle (baritone); aTheresa
Kronthaler (mezzo); Hilko Dumno (piano).
Challenge Classics CC72600 (full price, 1 hour

8 minutes). German texts and English translations

included. Website www.challengerecords.com.

Producer/Engineer Christopher Tarnow. Dates

November 5th-8th, 2012.

This is a very interesting disc. Johannes
Martin Kränzle, a baritone of wide operatic
experience, and his excellent accompanist,
Hilko Dumno, have put together a recital that
mixes ballads with visions and meditations (no
love songs), familiar with unfamiliar works,
texts by Goethe with texts by Schiller, and,
above all, early Schubert with late Schumann.
All six Schumann songs were composed in
1849-50, almost a decade after his great song
cycles, and all eight Schubert songs were
composed between 1815 and 1821, well
before Die schöne Müllerin and Winterreise.

The centrepiece of the recital, and,
according to a cheerful but not very
informative interview with Kränzle in the
booklet, the initial inspiration for the disc, 
is a performance of Die Bürgschaft, a hefty
Schiller ballad in high Romantic-Medieval
style, set most ambitiously by the 18-year-old
Schubert. This song, over 17 minutes long, 

is rarely given, but deserves to be much
better known. It tells the story, mostly in
atmospherically accompanied recitative, of a
faithful friend rushing back, against the clock,
to a tyrant’s court where his loyal stand-in
will be killed if he is late. Pouring rain, a
broken bridge, flooding waves, a tremendous
storm and a band of brigands delay him: these
nightmare hindrances are brilliantly suggested
in Schubert’s piano writing, as is the magical
blessing of a very Schubertian brook that
answers his prayer for help. Although he is
told he is too late, his friend is alive to greet
him and the tyrant is so moved by their
embrace that he reprieves them both, this 
to a noble passage sung to powerful chords
framed by silences. Die Bürgschaft is a terrific
song, here sung and played with strength 
and sensitivity from both artists. Kränzle’s
voice, without the roundness and richness 
of Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau’s or Matthias
Goerne’s, is full of character and most
agreeable to listen to; very occasionally 
he misses the middle of the note.

Shorter ballads by both composers 
throw the scale of Die Bürgschaft into 
relief. Schubert’s well-known settings 
of Gretchen’s Der König in Thule and 
of another Goethe ballad, Der Fischer, are 
set strophically and simply and are given
straightforward performances here. Thirty-four
years later, though opening this recital, is
Schumann’s setting of Goethe’s ‘Ballade des
Harfners’ from Wilhelm Meister. The song,
accompanied by harp-like figuration, tells of 
a harper rewarded by a king for his song with
a gold chain that he turns down, preferring a
goblet of wine and his independence. Kränzle
gives a spirited account of the song and
produces a lovely pianissimo for the harper’s
self-deprecatory ‘Ich singe, wie der Vogel
singt’ (‘I sing as a bird sings’); this ballad is
like a (very) miniature Meistersinger. It is
followed here, appropriately, by Schumann’s
settings of the three harper’s songs, oblique,
reflective, lonely and resigned, the postludes
beautifully played by Dumno, and Kränzle
sad, in ‘Wer nie sein Brot mit Tränen aß’, at
the realization of the truth ‘Denn alle Schuld
rächt sich auf Erde’ (‘then all guilt is paid for
on the earth’), and poignantly forlorn in the
best of these songs, ‘An die Türen will ich
schleichen’: they are all more directly self-
pitying than similar moments in Winterreise
(credit to Müller as well as to Schubert).

A remarkable and rarely heard late
Schumann song is his setting of another,
strange, Romantic-Medieval ballad by Schiller,
Der Handschuh, in which fierce wild animals
are braved by a knight to fetch a lady’s glove:
the fear and stillness in the watching court
are wonderfully conveyed in bare music
uncharacteristic of Schumann, as is the shock
of the knight’s rejection of the lady after his
feat has been achieved.

In the rest of the recital further contrasting
songs are juxtaposed: Schubert’s terrifying
vision of hell in his familiar setting of

Schiller’s Gruppe aus dem Tartarus, with
Kränzle’s climactic repeated ‘Ewigkeit’
(‘eternity’) electrifying, is followed by another
rarely heard piece, Hektors Abschied, a duet,
also with words by Schiller, in which Kränzle
is joined by the mezzo Theresa Kronthaler,
who sings her two stanzas most touchingly,
for the soldier’s farewell to his wife,
Andromache, as he goes to fight and to die.
Two big Goethe settings deliver a richer
contrast: Prometheus, often performed, has
Schubert, grandly dramatic in an emphatic
scena, struggling a bit to keep up with
Goethe’s furious defiance of the gods. 
But the less well-known and much quieter
Grenzen der Menschheit (‘Limitations of
mankind’), a resigned, even humble
acknowledgement, from Goethe 50 years
older, of the smallness of human life, is an
undemonstrative setting, Schubert resisting all
temptation to illustrate clouds and wind, and
giving a gentle calm to the question: ‘Was
unterscheidet Götter von Menschheit?’ (‘What
distinguishes gods from mankind?’), which
Kränzle sings with moving thoughtfulness. 
The answer is calm and accepting.

The only weak song on the disc is
Schubert’s An Schwager Kronos, the music
jogging insistently – horses tended to get this
slightly tiresome rhythm from Schubert – as
the young Goethe turns a journey in a coach
to a rather pretentious journey through life;
the old man pictured in the music sounds a
little like Mime. But the recital ends with
Schumann’s very beautiful, very quiet setting
of ‘Nachtlied’, Op. 96 No. 1, neglected on
account of Schubert’s wonderful song to the
same limpid Goethe words.

No one who loves Lieder will want to be
without this disc. Unfortunately the booklet is
something of a shambles: the 1902 translation
of Die Bürgschaft is unacceptably bad; the
booklet note by Janine Ortiz is no more than
an extravagant justification of the decision to
call the recital ‘Grenzen der Menschheit’; and
two songs are reversed in lists given twice.

Lucy Beckett

Stanford Partsongs. New

The blue bird. Chillingham. Corydon,
arise!. Diaphenia. A dirge. Farewell, my
joy!. God and the Universe. The haven.
Heraclitus. The inkbottle. Like desert
woods. A lover’s ditty. My heart in thine.
On a hill there grows a flower. On Time.
Out in the windy West. Peace, come
away. Praised be Diana. Shall we go
dance?. The Swallow. To Chloris. To his
flocks. The train. When Mary thro’ the
garden went. The witch.
Birmingham Conservatoire Chamber Choir/
Paul Spicer.
Somm Céleste SOMMCD0128 (medium price,

1 hour 15 minutes). English texts included. Website

www.somm-recordings.com Producer Siva Oke.

Engineer Paul Arden-Taylor. Dates June 24th and

25th, 2012.
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The beginning is tremendous. ‘Fly, envious
Time, till thou run out thy race’ (On Time).
The text is Milton at his most imperious.
Time and Death and Chance (an interesting
combination!) are imperiously dispatched, in
the grandest rhetorical style, in favour of
Truth and Peace and Love. It’s the longest,
most substantial, perhaps even most
demanding of the 25 partsongs by Stanford
found here. The Birmingham Chamber
choristers under their splendid director 
Paul Spicer seize us by the throat at the 
very first instruction to flight, and never
release their grip.

Stanford’s exercises in this field are a
permanent delight. Many of the numbers
recorded here with the admirable and
generous support of the Stanford Society are
premieres on disc. None is a dud and all
would surely be of interest to choral societies
up and down the land in search of new and
stimulating repertoire; not impossibly taxing
technically, either. Anyone tired of, say,
Stanford’s ubiquitous The blue bird – nothing
against it, by the way: it’s a beautiful little
number, deservedly popular and beautifully
done, too, with immaculate pianissimos and at
a tempo slightly faster than sometimes heard,
which de-sentimentalizes it – might investigate
some of the other Stanford settings of the
same poet, Mary Coleridge (no relation to
Wordsworth’s chum, I think, though you
never know). The haven, for instance: it’s 
in rather the same vein, subdued almost
throughout, maybe even a little bleak in
terms of sentiment – the word ‘gray’ is a
repeated motif – but subtle in utterance,
demanding in terms of legato. Once more,
Spicer and his accomplished team of 24
singers are spot on.

As with their previous fine set of Delius
and Ireland partsongs (reviewed by me in
these pages in December 2012), the recording
was made in a Birmingham church, St Alban
the Martyr: it’s warmly resonant, so there is
a lovely halo round the sound, but the Somm
engineers have had the good sense not to
swamp the choir in an acoustic bath, since by
and large, Stanford’s chosen texts are secular
rather than sacred. Quite a few might even
be familiar to aficionados of the Elizabethan
madrigal, or the tradition of English pastoral:
there are not a few invocations of Corydon
and Chloris, Diana and Diaphenia, a charming
Shepherds’ roundelay in Shall we go dance?.
But there is also Tennyson: in particular, a
fine setting of God and the Universe, Stanford
responding securely and sensitively to its
mystical heights, such as the final reference 
to ‘the Opener of the Gate’. And who could
resist the exuberant setting of A.C. (Land of
Hope and Glory) Benson’s hymn to Queen
Victoria, beginning Out in the windy West and
building climactically to the final fervent
prayer, ‘Reign on, Victoria, Reign!’.

Stanford expert Jeremy Dibble contributes
a succinct note that manages to put each 
song in its context. He underlines Stanford’s

regular returns to the poems of Mary
Coleridge, and indeed all eight partsongs 
of Stanford’s Op. 127 are included here. 
One or two – The train or the delightful 
The inkbottle – may be familiar already;
others, not. But in the last resort, everything
on this finely-executed disc is worth hearing,
and the final track, the well-known (or it
ought to be) My heart in thine, is as moving 
as ever. Piers Burton-Page

Verdi New

Quattro pezzi sacria. Ave Mariab. 
Libera meb.
aDonika Mataj, bMaria Agresta (sopranos);
Coro e Orchestra dell’Accademia Nazionale
di Santa Cecilia/Antonio Pappano.
Warner Classics 9 84524-2 (full price, 57 minutes).

Latin texts and English translations included. Website

www.emiclassics.com Producer David Groves.

Engineers Valeriano Battisti, Igor Fiorini. Dates aLive

performances in the Sala Santa Cecilia, Rome on

December 10th, 12th and 13th, 2012, bstudio

recordings on May 30th, 2013.

Comparisons:

Quattro pezzi sacri:

Brown, Monteverdi Ch, ORR/Gardiner 

(Philips) 442 1422 (1992, two discs)

Baker, Philharmonia Chor and Orch/Giulini 

(EMI Classics) 5 67560-2 (1962, two discs)

Chicago Sym Chor and Orch/Solti 

(Decca) 475 7735 (1977-78, two discs)

R. Shaw Chorale, NBC SO/Toscanini 

(RCA) 74321 72373-2 (1954, two discs)

This is nearly a great record. Antonio
Pappano and his Santa Cecilia forces gave
memorable performances of all the works on
this disc at the 2013 Proms: vibrant, heartfelt
accounts of two rarities and the Quattro pezzi
sacri. It’s that late masterpiece – or rather,
collection of four pieces, published as a set 
in 1898 – that is probably going to be the
main draw of this disc, especially the mighty
Te Deum and Stabat mater – Verdi’s two last
completed works, both for chorus and
orchestra. This disc was made in the Sala
Santa Cecilia in Rome a few months before
the Prom performance, with the Quattro pezzi
sacri recorded in live concerts. It’s incredible
that the Te Deum – surely one of the greatest
20-minute stretches of music in all Verdi –
isn’t even listed in the World’s Encyclopaedia 
of Recorded Music (1951), but since then 
there have been a number of recordings,
including the live 1954 Toscanini NBC
version, Giulini’s Philharmonia Chorus 
and Orchestra disc for EMI and Solti with
Chicago forces on Decca. Toscanini’s may 
be in fairly primitive sound, but it’s an
astonishing and essential performance of the
work. Giulini’s is perhaps the most ardently
spiritual of all, but his disc suffers from some
distortion at climaxes, and Solti’s is good, but
not as fiery as his best Verdi. Among more
recent versions, John Eliot Gardiner’s Philips
recording with period instruments is very 

fine indeed, but there is certainly room for
another really impressive new recording.

Pappano doesn’t disappoint. There is the
most sensitive attention to detail and feeling
for line, and the total conviction of his
conducting is palpable, drawing a superbly
committed response from his Roman singers
and players. The only thing that slightly lets
things down is the recorded sound: it’s
perfectly adequate – more than that if you’re
not too worried about details – but it doesn’t
quite match the power of the performance.
At the Te Deum’s first ‘Sanctus’, for instance,
the result is a little safe rather than the earth-
shattering (and speaker-threatening) fortissimo
that it should be (and, incidentally, was in the
Proms performance). The recording of the
double-choir antiphonal writing at ‘Pleni sunt
coeli – Sanctus’ (bars 23-26) is a little
muddy– but on Gardiner’s recording it has
thrilling clarity. However, Pappano is utterly
idiomatic, and he conducts with a warmth
and fervour that are engrossing, so this is no
easy choice: I would not want to be without
this performance. In the Stabat mater (Verdi’s
last work), the Santa Cecilia version has a
marvellous sense of poetry and a kind of
spiritual intimacy that is extremely moving.
The Italian chorus is also good in the two
unaccompanied pieces, the Ave Maria on an
‘enigmatic scale’, and the female-voice Laudi
alla Vergine Maria, but Gardiner’s Monteverdi
Choir has more secure intonation – and a
more beautiful tone – than any of its rivals. 

So what to do? If Pappano’s performance
had been recorded as well as Gardiner’s, the
Santa Cecilia disc is the one I’d go for, and
on balance – despite reservations about the
cautious engineering – I think it probably 
still is; but I wouldn’t want to be without
Gardiner either (coupled with his remarkable
performance of the Verdi Requiem). However,
another good reason to acquire Pappano’s
record is the additional music on the disc: the
1880 Ave Maria for soprano and strings, and
the Libera me in the version Verdi wrote for
the collaborative Messa per Rossini, a project
that was aborted. Verdi revised this music 
for the Requiem a few years later, but it’s
fascinating to have the original as performed
here. The young Italian soprano Maria Agresta
is the soloist in both these rarities and her
voice is ideally suited to this music: not 
too sweet, with a little edge to it in places,
but always pure and beautifully projected.
Incidentally, the recorded sound for these two
works (made in the same hall, but without an
audience present) has a clarity that would
have been beneficial in the Quattro pezzi sacri.

I wonder, though, why the choral Pater
Noster isn’t on this disc. There would
certainly have been room for it, as the
playing time is under an hour. The booklet
includes an informative note by Stephen 
Jay-Taylor as well as complete texts 
and translations. Setting aside my slight
disappointment with the sound, this is an
extremely worthwhile disc. Nigel Simeone
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Wallace New

Alice. Bird of the wild wing. Cradle 
Song. The Desert Flower – Through 
the pathless forest drear. The Gipsy
Maid. Go! Thou restless wind. Good
night and pleasant dreams. Happy
birdling of the forestb. It is the happy
summer time. The leaves are turning 
red. Old friends. Orange flowersb. 
Over the silvery lakea. Seabirds wing
their way. Softly, ye night winds. 
The spring and summer both are past.
The Star of Love. Why do I weep for
thee? Wild flowers. The winds that 
waft my sighs to thee.
Sally Silver (soprano); aYvonne Howard
(mezzo); bAnna Noakes (flute); Richard
Bonynge (piano).
Somm Céleste SOMMCD0131 (medium price,

1 hour 2 minutes). English texts included. Website

www.somm-recordings.com Producer Jeremy

Silver. Engineer Tony Philpot. Dates March 24th-

26th, 2011.

Recordings exist of Vincent Wallace’s operas
Maritana and Lurline, but few of his songs
have been committed to disc, so this Somm
recital by Sally Silver and Richard Bonynge 
is welcome, making ungrateful my wish that
as the CD lasts only 62 minutes a few more
could have been added. Born in Ireland,
Wallace went with his wife and child to
Australia, whence he departed without them
when he entered into debt. He settled in
New York in 1843, left for London in 1845
and died in France in 1865.

The 20 songs on this CD include a piece
for tenor from Wallace’s opera The Desert
Flower. (We could do with a disc of vocal
excerpts from his operas, including the
unsuccessful Matilda of Hungary and the
unproduced The Maid of Zurich, if the music 
is available.) Andrew Lamb’s helpful notes 
tell us that among the singers for whom
Wallace composed songs were Jenny Lind,
Henriette Sontag and Adelina Patti’s sister
Amalia. The songs here cover many styles: 
a lullaby (Cradle Song), a Spanish romance
(The Gipsy Maid), a serenade (The Star of 
Love) to Happy birdling of the forest; in the 
last the singer’s coloratura is in duet with 
a flute, whereas in Over the silvery lake the
duetting is for soprano and mezzo. In 1853,
Wallace wrote four canzonets, one for each
season. I do not know why only three of
them are on this CD or why they are not
placed together. It cannot be for want of
space, any more than can the omission,
though it is printed in the booklet, of the
second verse of Go! Thou restless wind, a
romance in which the restlessness is mainly 
in the piano accompaniment.

Almost all of these songs are strophic and
it is not only Go! Thou restless wind in which
the piano has the more intricate and involved
music, so one is pleased that although he is
an octogenarian Bonynge retains sufficient
suppleness in his fingers. Some songs will 

be considered by cynics to be sentimental. 
So what? They are what they are and of 
their period. A slow tempo is found in 
about three-quarters of them.

Two, however, are decidedly not slow.
Happy birdling of the forest, listed as a bravura
song, was composed in 1851 for the Irish
soprano Catherine Hayes. The soprano 
and flute, the latter nimbly played by 
Anna Noakes, vie with each other in the
scalework. Here and elsewhere an exposed
top note from Silver is sometimes pinched.
The other aspect which mars some of the
singing, noticed as early as the opening 
song, Why do I weep for thee?, is that 
legato is not Silver’s strongest suit in 
that a stressed final consonant interrupts 
the smoothness of the line. Following 
Happy birdling is The Gipsy Maid, written 
for Jenny Lind. It is the second quick song,
well managed by both singer and pianist. 
I wonder why Bonynge did not record 
both songs with Joan Sutherland, whom 
they would have suited admirably.

The middle of Silver’s voice is
advantageously heard in the disc’s final item,
The leaves are turning red, which is the autumn
portion of the four canzonets about the
seasons. It is firm and sure and fits well a
poem that closes with the lines ‘Tints that
shame a southern sunset / Shed a glow o’er
earth and skies’. Winter’s contribution to
those canzonets, The spring and summer both 
are past, is another song which I enjoyed, 
with Silver in full tone. Six lines of it are
sung without being printed in the booklet;
Silver’s enunciation is clear though. Also
among the best in this selection is the duet
Over the silvery lake, a barcarolle, in which
Silver’s voice is joined by the soft warmth 
of Yvonne Howard’s. In Orange flowers, 
to words by the critic Henry Chorley 
and one of only three songs that go beyond
four minutes in length, it is again flautist
Noakes who is the partner for Silver and
Bonynge. This piece, dedicated to Sontag, 
also requires the soprano to manoeuvre 
her strong voice over the vocal hurdles,
which she does with success.

Bonynge’s contribution is appreciated.
Wallace was a skilled pianist and wrote a
number of solos for his instrument, which
explains why some of his songs have been
given far from simple accompaniments, with
which Bonynge deals dextrously.

What an adventurous move it is for a
record company to provide listeners with the
opportunity to hear songs that have not been
committed to disc time and time again. There
are many nineteenth-century composers whose
vocal works, be they opera, oratorio or song,
would be of interest. (I am still waiting for 
a CD devoted to Henry Bishop.) They are 
a neglected part of Britain’s musical heritage.
Somm’s choice of the charming Victorian
painting by David Sant on the front cover of
this disc, A thorn amidst Roses, suits the music.

John T. Hughes

Choirbook for the Queen New

Bedford May God Shield You on 
Every Step. Bingham Corpus Christi
Carol. Burrell O Joyful Light. Davies
Advent Calendar. Finnissy Sincerity.
Goehr Cities and Thrones and Powers.
Grier Prayer. Osborne A Prayer and 
Two Blessings. R. Panufnik Joy at 
the Sound. Philips Church Music.
Sawer Wonder. Rutter I my Best-
Beloved’s Am. Tavener Take Him, 
Earth, for Cherishing.
BBC Singers/Stephen Cleobury with 
Stephen Disley (organ).
Priory Records PRCD1097 (full price, 1 hour

7 minutes). English texts included. Website www.

priory.records.co.uk Producer Michael Emery.

Engineer Neil Collier. Dates January 22nd and 23rd,

2013.

This collection is of 13 from the 44 anthems
compiled in the ‘Choirbook for the Queen’,
published to celebrate the Diamond Jubilee of
Queen Elizabeth II in 2012, a project which,
according to the anonymous introduction in
the booklet, ‘aspires to many of the qualities
of its Tudor predecessor, The Eton
Choirbook’. That is quite a claim, and one
that one would imagine would hardly be
supported by the diversity of musical language
of the composers involved in the new project
in comparison with the consistency of the
same in the masterly works contained in the
Eton collection. How surprising, then, to
discover just how completely most of the
works on the disc inhabit the world of the
Anglican anthem!

Of course this has to do in great measure
with the sound of a British choir – with or
without organ – and the official, celebratory
nature of the occasion, but it really is
noticeable just how many composers here
were seduced by the sound-world of what
one might call traditional twentieth-century
Evensong fare. One can sense the shadows 
of Britten, Walton, Leighton and others 
in much of the music on this disc, even 
in such an unlikely candidate as David
Bedford’s May God Shield You on Every 
Step, in spite of the chugging minimalist 
organ writing that characterizes its first 
part. There is a quite infectious general
delight in almost-tonal chordal writing 
and chromatic colouring, though I find 
Peter Maxwell Davies’s Advent Calendar
earnest and dull, unlike its remarkable 
text. Similarly, Michael Finnissy’s Sincerity
seems an abstract construction rather than a
reflection of, or complement to, Christopher
Smart’s poem. 

The two works that stand out for me,
perhaps because they are the furthest from
the ‘standard anthem’, are Nigel Osborne’s
reflective A Prayer and Two Blessings and
Roxanna Panufnik’s setting of Roger
McGough’s Joy at the Sound, which evinces 
joy in the sound in no uncertain terms. One
final curiosity is that John Rutter’s I my Best-
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Beloved’s Am (or at least the opening section)
sounds more like John Tavener than the
Tavener work included here, Take Him, 
Earth, for Cherishing! 

Performances throughout are outstanding,
the BBC Singers showing their customary
ability to jump any stylistic or technical
hurdle, under the sure direction of Stephen
Cleobury, and with sterling contributions
from organist Stephen Disley. This is a
fascinating collection that should be
investigated by anyone interested in the
British choral tradition. Ivan Moody

The Hours Begin to Sing New CD/SACD

Bolcom Cabaret Songsd – Song of 
Black Max; Can’t sleep; At the last 
lousy moments of love; Angels are 
the highest form of virtue; George.
Corigliano Three Irish Folksong Settingsb.
D. Garner Vilna Poemsabcd. Getty Four
Emily Dickinson Songsd. Heggie From 
the Book of Nightmaresacd. L. P. Woolf 
Rumí: Quatrains of Loveacd.
Lisa Delan (soprano) with aMaxim Rubtsov
(flute); bDavid Krakauer (clarinet); cMatt
Haimovitz (cello); dKristin Pankonin (piano).
PentaTone Classics PTC5186 459 (full price,

1 hour 19 minutes). English/Yiddish texts and English

translations included. Website www.pentatonemusic.

com Producer Job Maarse. Engineer Roger

de Schot. Date September 2012.

It’s always a pleasure to find IRR quoted in 
a CD booklet, and all the more in this case
since I can’t do better than Nigel Simeone
when he wrote in the June 2009 issue that
Lisa Delan is a singer ‘with an unusually
versatile voice, ranging from rich operatic
tones to Broadway belt’. Here she is, with a
distinguished team of instrumentalist friends,
in a recital of contemporary American vocal
works, most of which were composed for her
and for this collection. All the sung texts
appear in the booklet, translated into English
where necessary, along with an introduction
to each work by its composer

A child’s nightmare is the subject of Jake
Heggie’s short cycle. Not every composer
would have found Galway Kinnell’s poetry
suited to musical setting, and you might 
not have grasped that the cycle is a ‘tender
meditation about our brief, impermanent time
on the planet’ had the composer not told us
so in the booklet. The musical language can
be challenging, though there are sweeter
sounds in the last song, a kind of lullaby as
the child returns to bed. The instrumental
postlude immediately loses touch with tonality
once more, suggesting that there will be more
nightmares to come.

Avrom Sutzkever was a Lithuanian poet
who endured two years in the Jewish ghetto
in Vilnius. His poems, written in Yiddish, 
are sombre, though the subject matter ranges
widely. There is defiance there, and no self-
pity. This mood has been skilfully re-created

by David Garner in Vilna Poems, and the
imaginative writing for the instrumental 
trio is a major part of this. David Krakauer’s
characteristic clarinet playing is particularly
brilliant. Less compelling, I think, are the
flute arabesques and harmonic underpinnings
that accompany the voice in John Corigliano’s
Three Irish Folksong Settings. Delan’s singing,
too, seems rather too artful, though folk
songs in any real sense they are not.

This is the first music I have heard by
Gordon Getty, famous for another reason,
and the impression is favourable. Emily
Dickinson’s verse is sparing with words and
the subject matter narrow. Getty’s equally
sparing music proves an effective vehicle, 
with the old-fashioned virtue of aiming to
complement or enhance the meaning. It is a
brave composer indeed who decides to take
on Copland by setting Because I could not stop
for death. Getty refers to the ‘clip-clop of the
hearse carriage’, and indeed the early part of
the poet’s journey ‘toward eternity’ is jaunty
and sounds like fun. The setting makes more
sense as it progresses, and the short piano
postlude is highly effective.

Rumí: Quatrains of Love is made up of ten
short settings, none exceeding two minutes,
of texts by the thirteenth-century Persian poet
Rumí. The cycle explores differing aspects of
love, including its ‘dangerous’ side – loss of
identity and freedom’. Death – the end of
love – rears its ugly head towards the end. 
If you respond to ideas such as ‘I wasn’t
conscious day or night. / I thought I knew
who I was, but I was you’ then you might
respond more favourably than I to Luna 
Pearl Woolf’s settings. The opening quatrain
is sung into the open piano so that the strings
resonate, not a new idea, not ineffective, 
but it hardly seems to ‘grow’ out of the 
text. Much of the work is successful: the
setting of the words quoted above, for
example, is both appropriate and beautiful.
Later, though, when Delan successfully 
‘kills’ her tone for the quatrain that begins
‘When I die, lay out my corpse’, she cannot
transform the music into anything more 
than a fairly predictable response to the
words. The work is expertly written for 
the forces here and superbly performed 
by all concerned.

Many cabaret songs feature in William
Bolcom’s catalogue, and, as one might expect,
the five recorded here inhabit quite a different
world from the rest of the programme. 
A female organ-grinder, a woman cruelly
betrayed, Messiaen, Puccini and a murdered,
transvestite singer all feature in Arnold
Weinstein’s texts, and Bolcom has conjured
up music that fits like a glove. Like the best
songs of this type, they are funny, serious and
even horrific, sometimes simultaneously. The
high note at the end of the last song brings
the house down, and I’ll risk the wrath of the
superb musicians on this disc by saying that it
is in this work, of the six, that Delan sounds
most at home. William Hedley

Libera nos New

The Cry of the Oppressed. 
Byrd Civitas sancti tui. Infelix ego.
Miserere mei Deus. Plorans ploravit.
Quomodo cantabimus?. Cardoso Sitivit
anima mea. Cristo Inter vestibulum.
Lachrimans sitivit anima mea. Monte
Super flumina Babylonis. Peerson
Laboravi in gemitu meo. Tallis In jejunio
et fletu. Libera nos. Salvator mundi.
Contrapunctus/Owen Rees.
Signum Classics SIGCD338 (full price, 1 hour

10 minutes). Latin texts and English translations

included. Website www.signumrecords.com 

Producer Adrian Peacock. Engineer Dave Hinitt.

Dates November 26th-28th, 2012.

Owen Rees’s credentials as musicologist and
conductor of, in particular, Iberian and English
polyphony with the Cambridge Taverner Choir
and A Capella Portuguesa are well established.
This is the first time I have heard his more
recently founded group, Contrapunctus: the
results are impressive indeed. The programme
is an intelligent and fascinating mixture of
English and Portuguese works on the theme
of ‘cries of the oppressed’. Lest that subtitle
lead anyone to think that there is the slightest
risk of monotony, it should be pointed out
immediately that this is avoided by the
remarkable variety of compositional voices 
in the music chosen.

The proceedings begin with stately accounts
of Byrd’s Civitas sancti tui, surely one of the
perfect expressions of the symbolism of the
destruction of Jerusalem ever written, and a
vocal reconstruction of Tallis’s magnificent
Libera nos, hitherto considered as a purely
instrumental work. Byrd’s Quomodo cantabimus?
receives a similarly inspired reading. The three
Portuguese works, by Cardoso and Pedro de
Cristo, provide very interesting company for
the English pieces not only for thematic reasons
but for their stylistic differences and similarities.
The lamenting intensity of Cardoso’s masterly
Sitivit anima mea, beautifully captured in this
performance, is certainly on a par with the
works by Byrd recorded here. 

Martin Peerson’s music remains little known,
so it is particularly good that his impressive
Laboravi in gemitu meo is included here (the
uppermost voice has been reconstructed by
Richard Rastall – the absence of this voice in
the manuscript containing Peerson’s motets is
of course a principal reason for his neglect on
the part of performers), though the classical
poise of the Byrd Miserere that follows is the
more telling after Peerson’s madrigalistic style.

The sound of the ensemble is in general
rounded and well blended, though there are
moments when a voice (usually an inner one)
will be noticeable precisely for the lack of
such blend, generally, I think, on account 
of an excess of enthusiasm, and there are 
one or two entries that could have been
tidier. These are very tiny quibbles, however,
and the choir’s sound is beautifully captured
by Signum’s team. Ivan Moody
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Rivals New

Bononcini Griselda – In te, sposa
Griselda … Cara sposa.
Broschi Artaserse – Son qual nave.
Leo Andromaca – Talor che irato è il
vento. Demetrio – Freme orgogliosa
l’onda.
Vinci Alessandro – Risveglia lo sdegno.
Il Medo – Sento due fiamme in petto;
Non è più folle lusinga. Taci o di morte.
Semiramide riconosciuta –  In braccio a
mille furie.
David Hansen (countertenor); Academia
Montis Regalis/Alessandro de Marchi
(harpsichord).
Deutsche Harmonia Mundi 8883 74401-2
(full price, 1 hour 16 minutes). Italian texts and

English/French/Swedish translations included. Website

www.sonymasterworks.com Producer/Engineer

Sean Lewis. Dates June 12th-16th, 2013.

Remember when it was easy to pick between
countertenors? You had Alfred Deller and
Russell Oberlin, depending on where you
lived. Then along came James Bowman, Paul
Esswood and Drew Minter. Recordings were
relatively scarce, devoted to lute songs and/or
folk songs, and Baroque Masses and oratorios.
Most of these men had diaphanous sounds,
not trained for the opera house, and hardly
anyone knew that Vivaldi had written dozens
of operas with castrati as star singers; women
were cast in castrati roles in Handel operas
(or the parts were sung by baritones) and
names like Vinci, Leo and Broschi were
footnotes. In addition, the countertenor range
rarely went above the G atop the treble clef.

With the release of the 1994 film Farinelli,
a whole new audience found interest in the
strange exotic sound and phenomenon of the
castrato, even if the voice used in the film was
a digital composite of mezzo-contralto Ewa
Malas-Godlewska and countertenor Derek Lee
Ragin. That same year, David Daniels drew
international fame as Nero at New York
State’s Glimmerglass Festival, repeating it at
the Brooklyn Academy of Music in 1996; in
1997 he won the coveted Richard Tucker
Award (the first countertenor to do so) and
his recording career began that year as well.
He introduced the world to a more muscular
tone, rounder, more focused, less ‘heady’ and
more even from top to bottom. He also added
a tone or two to both ends of the scale.

By then the interest in Baroque opera had
taken hold and since then it has been raining
countertenors. Some have already come and
gone – Jochen Kowalski and Brian Asawa
come to mind – while others have become
superstars. Most have been altos (the term
Deller preferred); lately there are sopranos,
both in tone and range. Philippe Jaroussky’s 

very feminine sound is beautiful and backed
up with fine focus; Michael Maniaci’s higher
range – about a fifth above the ‘norm’ –
wanted for pitch accuracy and could be strident;
Max-Emanuel Cencic seems superhuman, 
with what is basically an alto sound that can
become fascinatingly ferocious at top. And
here we have the young Australian David
Hansen, who is sure to cause controversy.

The ‘Rivals’ of the CD’s title are Farinelli,
Caffirelli, Carestini and other castrati of the
eighteenth century. Hansen’s voice, as far 
as one can tell on a recording (backed up 
by some YouTube studying) is a good size
and has a decidedly soprano timbre. He can
swell a note from a nice pianissimo to forte
and add or subtract vibrato. The registers are
equalized and the range is stupendous: in a
run near the end of Broschi’s ‘Son qual nave’
(from Artaserse), here performed in a version
which includes some of Farinelli’s ornaments,
Hansen manages a cascade from a low F sharp
up to a high C sharp and almost back around.
In the same aria, he takes 178 notes in one
20-second run (I didn’t count them; the
statement is in the notes and I listened,
awestruck – at 4'37", by the way). He never
drops a note. It’s dazzling. But one can’t help
hearing in the octave leaps up to high A flat
(around 3'00"), that those A flats come out
vaguely as squawks. He can sustain a high B
like Joan Sutherland. The mellow ‘B’ section
of the aria exhibits some of the loveliest
singing you’ll ever hear from any voice range;
the legato is pure, the diction, while not in
the Bartoli class, excellent, the knowledge of
precisely where the long cantilena is going is
exquisitely musical.

The CD opener, from Vinci’s Semiramide
riconosciuta (‘In braccio a mille furie’), with
brass and strings back-up, is a wild ride, with
big leaps and Hansen’s decorations in the
da capo are splendid; an aria from the same
composer’s Il Medo (‘Sento due fiamme in
petto’) is a lament with sad oboes; Hansen’s
trills are both expressive and lovely. ‘Talor
che irato è il vento’ from Leo’s Andromaca
(another ‘raging wind and tempestuous sea’
aria) is a brief stunner and one could learn
about the art of embellishment listening to
Hansen. A sustained B flat near the aria’s
close – utterly vibrato-free – will astound
many; the coldness of the tone makes it
sound almost sharp and those allergic to this
kind of aching purity will complain. Indeed,
throughout, it’s the brightness of Hansen’s
tone that may cause the controversy
mentioned above: when he sings in the
middle of his range and lower, there is great
warmth and sensitivity – ‘Cara sposa’ from
Bononcini’s Griselda is filled with sadness and
regret. But the upper octave – the ‘money

notes’ which make him so special – can be a
tad strident. The secret is not to listen to the
whole CD – about 76 minutes – in one
sitting, but that is as true here as it has been
with Pavarotti, Nilsson et al. In brief, Hansen
is a miraculous singer with a unique sound,
spectacular technique and a strong streak of
machismo, when called for, even on high.
Those who do not like the countertenor 
voice in general will not be able to make
their usual ‘He sounds like my Aunt Hilda’
excuses; like David Daniels and Cencic, this 
is a voice backed up by strength and a fierce
desire to communicate. I hope to hear much
more of Hansen, but wouldn’t mind if he
weren’t recorded quite as close-up as he is
here. I’ve given short shrift to Alessandro
de Marchi and Academia Montis Regalis
simply because they are ideal. Most of the
arias here are recorded for the first time:
lovers of great singing and the Baroque are 
in for a treat. Robert Levine

Britten Peter Grimes, Op. 33. New

Alan Oke (tenor) Peter Grimes; Giselle Allen
(soprano) Ellen Orford; David Kempster
(baritone) Captain Balstrode; Gaynor Keeble
(mezzo) Auntie; Henry Waddington (bass-
baritone) Swallow; Catherine Wyn-Rogers
(mezzo) Mrs Sedley; Christopher Gillett (tenor)
Revd Horace Adams; Charles Rice (baritone)
Ned Keene; Stephen Richardson (bass-baritone)
Hobson; Alexandra Hutton (soprano) First
Niece; Charmian Bedford (soprano) Second
Niece; Robert Murray (tenor) Bob Boles; Chorus
of Opera North; Chorus of the Guildhall
School of Music and Drama; Britten-Pears
Orchestra/Steuart Bedford.
Signum Classics SIGCD348 (medium price, two

discs, 2 hours 17 minutes). English libretto included.

Website www.signumrecords.com Producer Nick

Parker. Engineer Mike Hatch. Dates Live performances

at Snape Maltings Concert Hall, Snape on June 7th

and 9th, 2013.

Comparisons:

Vickers, Harper, Summers, Bainbridge et al, 

ROH Chor and Orch/C. Davis (Philips) 462 847-2 (1978)

Langridge, Watson, Opie, Gunson et al, 

LSO Chor, City of London Sinfonia/Hickox 

(Chandos) CHAN9447/8 (1995)

How fitting that the one new Peter Grimes
on CD during the Britten year should 
come from Aldeburgh. It’s taken from 
two performances undertaken in June 2013,
with Steuart Bedford achieving marvellous
results with an orchestra made up entirely 
of young musicians, as is half the chorus.

Let us begin with Bedford, whose
interpretation is clearly a peak in his long
association with Britten’s music. It should be
noted first that the conductor has inspired a
truly exacting standard of musical preparation
from cast, chorus and orchestra. The sheer
precision in every page of the score leaves
one astonished, doubly so given that the opera
is being performed ‘live’. The youthful Britten-
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Pears Orchestra consistently achieves a quality
of sound as magnificent as that heard in any
complete Grimes on CD (the recorded sound,
by the way, is absolutely top-notch). From
the start – in the orchestra’s brief responses
after each line of Swallow and Grimes in their
exchange during the Prologue – it’s clear 
that Bedford has brought forth a tremendous
degree of detail in the playing. Each section
of the orchestra boasts admirable timbre and
terrific articulation. Excellence is evident not
only en masse but in any contribution from a
soloist (especially the cellist in the Passacaglia).
The entire ensemble has completely mastered
the technical and expressive needs of Britten’s
exceptionally demanding instrumental
interludes. At the same time, never have 
I heard a Grimes orchestra that is more truly 
a character in the drama of each scene.

What a lovely idea it was to bring
choristers from the Guildhall together with
the Opera North Chorus. Together they make
a most impressive showing, with the sound
never excessively heavy but certainly as
powerful as the music requires, and with
quite exceptionally good diction. As one
might expect, a peak of excitement for the
listener comes in the wordless, large-scale,
wave-like lines preceding the repeated cries of
‘Peter Grimes!’ – I don’t know any recording
that handles this episode more effectively.

The title role is something of a
disappointment. Alan Oke gives a satisfactory
performance, but, of course, that is not
enough. An ex-baritone, he has the crucial
lower register for Grimes, he’s musicianly and
he sings text as clearly as the rest of the cast.
The voice, though, is limited in colour, and
under strain when Britten asks it to ‘sit’
above the stave full out (as in the ‘Old Joe
has gone fishing’ episode at the pub). It
sounds like a large character tenor rather 
than the ‘full lyric’ ideally required. He has
the fierceness of Grimes, and the defiance,
but never the vulnerability, leaving one in 
the end unmoved. 

The stand-out among the principals by
some distance is Giselle Allen’s Ellen Orford,
a role to which surprisingly few sopranos have
managed to do full justice vocally. Allen lacks
a distinctive timbre, but the voice has a solid
centre (making the unison phrases with Oke’s
Grimes in the Prologue rather more effective
than one usually hears). The lower middle,
very important in this role, is excellent. Janice
Watson on the Chandos recording offers more
‘cream’ in the tone overall, but Allen gives
the more memorable characterization, thanks
largely to a more penetrating textual delivery.
Hers is a notably positive and vigorous Ellen,
with a dramatic involvement to match that of
Heather Harper on the Philips recording.

Listen to Allen’s ‘We have no power’ in the
final scene and you’ll hear the full extent of
Ellen’s despair.

The other ladies are Catherine Wyn-Rogers
(Mrs Sedley), still solid vocally, remarkably
fastidious musically, pristine textually – one
needn’t look even once at the libretto when
she’s singing – but not quite nasty enough in
Act 3; Gaynor Keeble (Auntie), with the
necessary richness for her lines in the women’s
quartet, and with a suitably earthy, bossy
portrayal; and Alexandra Hutton and Charmian
Bedford (Nieces), a bit white-toned above the
stave but astonishingly well matched in vocal
timbre and suitably lively in manner.

The men do well, especially Henry
Waddington’s hearty Swallow. Charles Rice’s
Ned Keene sounds quite youthful but with 
an aptly light lyric baritone, relishing the 
role with a kind of grin in his delivery that
he tends to overdo. One’s ear immediately
notices the mellow timbre of David Kempster
(Balstrode), not always vocally steady in the
first act but improving in that respect
thereafter. His is not quite the sympathetic
aural presence one feels from Chandos’s 
Alan Opie. Stephen Richardson offers the 
big, heavy, dark-toned instrument needed 
for Hobson. The supporting tenors, Robert
Murray (Bob Boles) and Christopher Gillett
(Revd Adams), haven’t much beauty of
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sound, especially the latter, but here again,
the words are put across with phenomenal
clarity and point, which amply compensates. 

The booklet includes a complete libretto,
but individual tracks within the text are not
indicated. There are also artist biographies,
plus a brief but fascinating essay regarding the
development of the work.

The Philips recording (1978) remains my
first choice: Jon Vickers in the title role,
Colin Davis conducting, with forces of 
the Royal Opera House who, having truly
lived with this piece, gave it the ultimate 
in dedication and accomplishment. I will
return to the Aldeburgh performance on
many occasions, however, especially for 
the contributions of orchestra and choruses,
which continually renew one’s admiration for
Britten’s genius as a musical dramatist.

Roger Pines

Busoni Doktor Faust, K303. New

Wolfgang Koch (baritone) Doktor Faust; John
Daszak (tenor) Mephistopheles/Nightwatchman;
Catherine Naglestad (soprano) Duchess of
Parma; Raymond Very (tenor) Duke of Parma/
Soldier/Megäros; Steven Humes (bass) Wagner/
Gravis; Alfred Kuhn (bass) Master of
Ceremonies; Adrian Sâmpetrean (bass) Natural
Scientist/Second Student from Cracow/ Asmodus/
Student; Ulrich Ress (tenor) Lieutenant/First
Student from Crakow/First Student from
Wittenberg; Christian Rieger (baritone)
Theologian; Klaus Basten (bass) Jurist; Rüdiger
Trebes (bass) Third Student from Cracow/Levis/
Third Student from Wittenberg; Kenneth
Roberson (tenor) Beelzebuth/Tenor-solo; Jason
A. Smith (tenor) First Protestant Student; Marcel
Görg (tenor) Second Protestant Student; Werner
Bind (bass) Third Protestant Student; Ingolf
Kumbrink (tenor) First Catholic Student; Jochen
Schäfer (tenor) Second Catholic Student; Elmar
Schloter (organ); Chor und Extrachor des
Bayerischen Staatsoper; Bayerisches
Staatsorchester/Tomá≈ Netopil.
Oehms Classics OC956 (medium price, three discs,

2 hours 33 minutes). German libretto included.

Website www.oehmsclassics.de Producer 

Wilhelm Meister. Engineer Klemens Kamp. Date

Live performance at the Staatsoper, Munich on June

28th, 2008.

Comparison:

Henschel, Begley, Jenis, Kerl et al, 

Lyon National Op Chor and Orch/Nagano 

(Erato) 3984-25501-2 (1997-98)

Busoni wrote his own libretto for Doktor
Faust, starting work on it as early as 1910,
preceding his composition of the score 
some years later. At the time of his death in
1924 the work was still not finished. Later,
Philipp Jarnach undertook the completion of
the opera, which received its premiere in
Dresden on May 21st, 1925, with Robert
Burg as Faust, Theo Strack as Mephistopheles
and Meta Seinemeyer singing the Duchess of
Parma, conducted by Fritz Busch.

Faust and his assistant Wagner are visited
by three students from Cracow, who hand
him a magic book. On reading it, Faust
summons the spirits of darkness, of which 
the sixth and last is Mephistopheles, who
demands that Faust should serve him, to
which agreement is given. In the next scene,
Mephistopheles brings about the death of the
soldier whose sister Faust has seduced. The
wedding of the Duke and Duchess of Parma
finds Faust infatuating the bride. They leave
together. Wittenberg is the background for
the next scene. Faust causes an argument
between Protestant and Roman Catholic
students. Mephistopheles throws down the
corpse of the Duchess’s child, which turns
into a bundle of straw that the devil sets
alight. Mephistopheles next appears as a
nightwatchman and Faust gives money to a
beggar, who is revealed as the ghost of the
Duchess. At midnight, Faust dies.

As expected, the Oehms booklet contains
the libretto in German only; I am following
the performance with the English translation
from the Erato set, a recording which begins
with a spoken prologue (by Dietrich Fischer-
Dieskau) and ends with Jarnach’s music
(Antony Beaumont’s 1984 completion 
comes as a bonus). In the Munich Festival’s
performance here, the producer omitted both,
so the opera ends musically inconclusively
with Faust speaking rather than singing.

Although the earliest complete performance
of Doktor Faust was issued by DG, with
Fischer-Dieskau and William Cochran under
the baton of Ferdinand Leitner, the set that 
I have to hand for comparison is the Erato.
For a start, the sound on that recording is
clearer, better focused than that from this live
performance, which is hard and sometimes
hollow, less easy on the ear than the Erato.
Tomáš Netopil is generally more forceful in
his direction (not meant pejoratively) than
Kent Nagano, who presents a more lyrical
interpretation: each conductor is seconded in
his view by his singers. That does not mean
that Netopil necessarily sets faster tempos: he
may be quicker in one piece, only for Nagano
to adopt a brisker speed elsewhere.

Some telling contributions come from
singers of secondary roles here, Steven Humes
and Ulrich Ress being good examples, but of
those with more substantial parts the Erato
cast members create the better impression,
though between the relative interpreters of
Mephistopheles and Faust it is a matter of
approach. Oehms’s Wolfgang Koch has a
stronger voice than that of Dietrich Henschel
on Erato and his approach is the more
‘operatic’ (other characters in his repertoire
include Alberich and Barak). It is also of a
darker hue than his counterpart’s and a bit
rougher. He does, however, sound as well at
the end of his long stint as at the beginning.
Henschel, who is one of the best exponents
of Lieder in his generation, reflects his skill 
in that field by singing with more variety 
in his use of colour and volume than Koch

does, creating a man of introspection and deep
inner thoughts. Both are valid interpretations.

Between Kim Begley and John Daszak as
Mephistopheles there is also a differentiation
of vocal colour, and again it fits the general
picture in the respective performances. Busoni
is somewhat unkind to his devil by requiring
him to deal with some awkward lines of high
tessitura, one example being the short scene
of Mephistopheles and the Duke of Parma at
the end of the first scene of what is called the
‘Principal Action’: ‘Was Wichtiges, sagt Ihr?’.
Daszak assumes a Mime-type timbre, almost 
a whine, which is effective if not pretty,
whereas Begley’s tone is warmer and round
and suitable for Nagano’s reading. The photo
in the booklet of Daszak as a hirsute figure
suggests basic nastiness; Begley’s singing
indicates, perhaps, a more subtle tempter.
(Of 16 photographs, 13 show Koch, plus 
two more on the box.)

At Munich, the Duchess of Parma is sung
by Catherine Naglestad, and in this role I 
do prefer Erato’s soprano, Eva Jenis. In the
Duchess’s aria, ‘Er ruft mich’, Naglestad
shows a beat in her voice which goes beyond
being just vibrato, especially when she is 
not singing softly (she does produce two or
three nicely placed top notes), although her
understanding of the role is noticeable. Jenis
is less outgoing, more reflective in the aria.
She is also sweeter of tone than Naglestad,
who is definitely not helped by the recording,
which adds a steely edge to her voice. The
Duke is also better served on Erato, if only
because Torsten Kerl, vocally warm and firm,
has a voice which is superior to that of
Raymond Very, whose singing in another
role, the brother of the woman seduced by
Faust, Gretchen, is less appealing than that 
of Erato’s Detlef Roth.

This present issue is not to be ignored, but
on several counts, as I have pointed out, my
preference is for the Erato set. On DVD is a
performance from Zurich in 2006, conducted
by Philippe Jordan, with Thomas Hampson as
Faust and Gregory Kunde as Mephistopheles
(Arthaus Musik, reviewed in April 2008),
which I have not seen. John T. Hughes

Lortzing Regina. New

Johanna Stojkovic (soprano) Regina; Daniel
Kirch (tenor) Richard/Freedom Fighter; Ralf
Simon (tenor) Kilian; Detlef Roth (baritone)
Stephan; Albert Pesendorfer (bass) Simon; Jean
Broekhuizen (mezzo) Barbara; Peter Schöne
(baritone) Wolfgang; Theresa Holzhauser
(mezzo) Beate; Prague Philharmonic Chorus;
Münchner Rundfunkorchester/Ulf Schirmer.
CPO 777 710-2 (full price, two discs, 2 hours

37 minutes). Website www.cpo.de. Producer

Torsten Schreier. Engineer Tom Schinko. Dates

Live performances at the Prinzregententheater,

Munich on January 28th and 30th, 2011.

Comparison:

Klein, Stracke, Kozub, Friedrich et al, Berlin Radio

Chor and Orch/Schartner (Walhall) WLCD0055 (1951)
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Although Lortzing composed Regina in 1848,
it was not performed until 1899 at the Berlin
Court Opera with an altered text. Apart from
this new issue from CPO, the only recording
known to me is one from an East Berlin
Radio broadcast in 1951. The two versions
are not the same, and the radio performance
contains only about half the opera.

1848 was a year in which Austria saw mobs
of agitators plundering Vienna. Against this
background Lortzing set Regina. The workers
in Simon’s factory are threatening to strike
for higher wages. They are calmed by
Richard, the manager, who is rewarded by
Simon’s agreeing to the marriage of his
daughter Regina and Richard, much to the
displeasure of the foreman Stephan, who
proceeds to abduct the young woman. He
takes her to the cottage of Barbara, whose
son Kilian works at the factory, but then
moves her to a nearby powder magazine.
Kilian makes Stephan’s accomplice Wolfgang
and his revolutionaries drunk and frees
Regina, but at the beginning of Act 3 it
transpires that Stephan has kidnapped her
again. Richard and some armed men approach
the powder magazine, whereupon Stephan
threatens to blow up himself and Regina, 
but she seizes his gun and shoots him, thus
reuniting herself with Richard.

The opera begins with a lively and tuneful
Overture, which could be considered unsuited
to the seriousness of the plot but is enjoyable
in its own right, played with a spring in 
its step by Ulf Schirmer’s Munich Radio
Orchestra. Throughout the whole of the 
work is pleasing music in arias and ensembles.
A small amount of German dialogue occupied
four tracks, just under eight minutes
altogether. Sensibly, each of those four tracks
is separated from those with music, unlike the
unhelpful manner in which CPO inserts so
few track markings in the score. For instance,
to access easily Richard’s aria ‘Ihr seid
bedrückt’ one has to go forward 4'31", even
though it absolutely cries out for its own
track. The finale to Act 1 is on a single 20-
minute track: I should have used about nine.

Having listened to the complete opera, 
I cannot think why Regina is not regarded 
as being on a par with Lortzing’s more 
well-known ones. It contains some attractive
melodies, well displayed by singers and
orchestra. Two arias from Act 1 alone are
worthy of inclusion in recital CDs; Richard’s
‘Ihr seid bedrückt’, his address to the factory
workers, which involves the chorus, and
Stephan’s ‘Doch nun verstummt’ (preceded 
by the recitative ‘Was sprach der alte Tor?’).
The weakest aria is that of Barbara, ‘Nicht 
so bleiben kann die Treiben’, at the beginning
of Act 2: a simple piece for a secondary
character, which the American mezzo Jean
Broekhuizen sings competently enough in her
lightish tones.

Lortzing wrote roles for two tenors,
Richard and Kilian, both of importance 
but neither dominating in a way that one

might expect from an operatic tenor. Like
Pinkerton in Madama Butterfly, Richard does
not appear in the second act, which is
devoted mainly to Regina and Stephan, 
who have a long and interesting duet
beginning with Regina’s words, ‘Noch 
einmal, Unmensch’ (‘Once again, monster’).
Each of those four roles contains at least 
one aria, as does that of Simon.

The Prague Philharmonic Chorus and 
the Munich Radio Orchestra add to the life 
of the performance under Schirmer’s vital
direction, but then taking part in this
neglected opera cannot induce a sense of
routine. The soloists are not international
names in the main: the short biographies in
CPO’s booklet, a welcome inclusion, show
that many of them sing primarily in second-
rank opera houses. In spite of that, they all
make notable contributions.

The title role is taken by the German
soprano Johanna Stojkovic, whose repertoire
includes Agathe, Tatiana and Donna Elvira.
She holds her own both vocally and
dramatically, dealing with Regina’s melismatic
passages adroitly and facing Stephan’s threats
with vocal resolution, showing that this
Regina is no wimp.

To the part of Richard, Daniel Kirch 
brings a voice with a rather cutting edge 
(not unpleasant) and a clarity of utterance,
heard not only in his aria but in the song 
to liberty at the end of the opera. Not 
greatly dissimilar in timbre but a shade 
less weighty is Ralf Simon, equally clean 
in production. He has a strophic song (not
allotted a track of its own) near the close 
of Act 2, 12'30" into the finale. Although 
its first line is ‘Hinaus, hinaus in schnellster
Frist’, the first two verses are omitted
although the words are printed in the
booklet. It is a bouncy number with a 
refrain of ‘dri di dum, dri di dum’ sung
initially by Kilian then by the chorus of
revolutionaries as they become more and
more drunk. To Schirmer’s sprightly beat,
Simon sings it breezily, in a tone less full and
warm than Ernst Kozub’s on the Walhall set.
Kozub (1925-71) was then in his mid-twenties
and went on to sing Florestan and various
Wagner roles. That was Simon the tenor, but
Simon the factory owner is performed by the
deep-voiced Austrian bass Albert Pesendorfer,
securely rolling out a voice which has been
heard as Fasolt, Fafner and Hagen.

As so often, it is the villain who is 
the most colourful character. Stephan has
much fine music, not only in ‘Doch nun
verstummt’. Fortunately, the casting of the
high baritone Detlef Roth was a good choice.
He sounds almost a tenor manqué with his
free, succulent upper register: the few weak
notes at the lower end of his range do not
really detract from a compelling performance
of what is actually the largest assignment
among the men. Roth crowns a greatly
appreciated addition to the catalogue.

John T. Hughes

Mozart Così fan tutte, K588. New

Miah Persson (soprano) Fiordiligi; Angela
Brower (mezzo) Dorabella; Mojca Erdmann
(soprano) Despina; Rolando Villazón (tenor)
Ferrando; Adam Plachetka (bass-baritone)
Guglielmo; Alessandro Corbelli (baritone) Don
Alfonso; Vocalensemble Rastatt; Chamber
Orchestra of Europe/Yannick Nézet-Séguin.
DG 479 0641 (medium price, three discs, 2 hours

58 minutes). Italian libretto and English/French/

German translations included. Website www.deutsche

grammophon.com Producer Sid McLauchlan.

Engineers Rainer Maillard, Daniel Kemper, Claudio

Becker-Foss. Dates Live performances at the

Festspielhaus, Baden-Baden in July 2012.

Comparisons

Roocroft, Mannion, James, Trost et al, Monteverdi 

Ch, EBS/Gardiner (Archiv) 437 829-2 (1992)

Isokoski, Groop, Argenta, Schäfer et al, 

La Petite Bande Chor and Orch/Kuijken 

(Accent) ACC9296/98D (1992)

Yakar, Nafé, Resick, Winbergh et al, Drottningholm

Court Theatre Chor and Orch/Östman 

(L’Oiseau Lyre) 414 316-2 (1984)

Fleming, von Otter, Scarabelli, Lopardo et al, 

London Voices, COE/Solti (Decca) 444 174-2 (1994)

This is the second instalment of a projected
survey of Mozart’s seven mature operas, from
Idomeneo to La clemenza di Tito, under the baton
of Yannick Nézet-Séguin (I reviewed Don
Giovanni in December 2012). This Così fan tutte
comes from live concert performances at the
Baden-Baden Festspielhaus in 2012, like its
predecessor a year earlier, but with a different
orchestra, the Chamber Orchestra of Europe
rather than the Mahler Chamber Orchestra.
On the evening I attended, the Ferrando,
Rolando Villazón, was said to be suffering
from an allergy at half time – he had sounded
underpowered in ‘Un aura amorosa’, but 
not alarmingly so – and he marked his part 
in the ensembles in Act 2. His aria, ‘Tradito,
schernito’ and the sublime duet with Fiordiligi,
‘Fra gli amplessi’, were cut. Here he sounds
in rude health – perhaps too rude for Mozart
– and the opera is given in a very full version
of the text, with only Ferrando’s second aria,
‘Ah lo veggio’ – rarely sung live and dropped
in most of the ‘classic’ recordings – omitted
from the sequence of concerted numbers.

Alongside the conductor, Villazón is the other
constant of this series, and he will apparently
feature in all of the sets – presumably apart
from Le nozze di Figaro, unless he has
ambitions to sing Don Basilio’s aria about the
ass’s skin – as Tamino and Belmonte, Tito
and Idomeneo. On the basis of his Ottavio
and now Ferrando, I am not convinced this is
an enticing prospect for Mozartians, although
it may be one for Villazónistas.

Certainly, it is a rare pleasure to hear 
such a full, Mediterranean-sounding voice 
in Mozart’s tenor roles. Ferrando was, of
course, written for an Italian singer, the
otherwise obscure Vincenzo Calvesi, a
member of the Vienna troupe for which
Mozart was writing in the late 1780s and
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1790, the year of Così fan tutte’s premiere 
(he also created roles in Salieri’s La grotto 
di trofonio, Storace’s Gli equivoci – based on
the Comedy of Errors – Soler’s L’arbore di Diana
and the latter’s Una Cosa rara, which Mozart
quotes in the second finale of Don Giovanni).
Villazón’s idiomatic and expressive Italian
diction in the recitatives stands out among the
otherwise Swedish (Miah Persson), American
(Angela Brower) and Czech (Adam Plachetka)
quartet of lovers, but his romantic style,
initially unobtrusive in the opening trios,
quintet and sextet of Act 1, becomes
obtrusive as he piles on the emotion at the
crisis of Act 2 when Guglielmo reveals that
Dorabella has been unfaithful. All kinds of
verismo mannerisms, sobs and portamentos,
disturb the Mozartian line and unbalance the
equilibrium of an otherwise well-matched
ensemble. As Don Ottavio – more of a ‘star’
part in any case – Villazón’s anachronistic
style was evident but it mattered less than it
does here. For all the juiciness of his tone
and his evident sincerity, his Ferrando belongs
to a different stylistic world from the rest of
his colleagues.

The other singer common to the Don
Giovanni set is the recent DG signing, Mojca
Erdman, a thin-voiced Zerlina there, an even
more shrill and irritating Despina here, who
interpolates stratospheric ‘Zerbinetta’ notes on
the words ‘pietra Mesmerica’ (Dr Mesmer’s
magnet) in her ‘funny’ – not! – doctor’s
voice. Erdman is a different kind of
throwback from an earlier Così fan tutte
tradition of casting wiry soubrettes in the
role: of the maidservants listed in my selected
comparisons, Eirian James (Gardiner), Adelina
Scarabelli (Solti), Georgine Resick (Östman)
and even the light-voiced Nancy Argenta
(Kuijken) are all superior. Erdman is a major
blot on this set and the series so far.

It’s a shame as so much of the recording is
very enjoyable indeed. Nézet-Séguin proves a
thoroughly modern Mozartian, aware of the
advantages period instruments have brought to
the music – airier string textures, effortlessly
highlighted wind solos – without turning his
back on an older tradition – most strongly
represented by Karl Böhm, who made three
commercial recordings of the opera – one
that luxuriated in Mozart’s balmy andantes.
The young Canadian’s spacious tempo for the
opening of the Act 1 finale ‘Ah se tutto in un
momento’ reflects the melancholy of the girls
as they contemplate the departure of their
lovers and the initially unwelcome attentions
of the exotic ‘Albanians’, their inamorati in
disguise. Nézet-Séguin is expansive, too, in
the slow sections of Fiordiligi’s Act 2 rondo,
‘Per pietà’, and her subsequent duet with
Ferrando. His control of the momentum in
the bigger ‘action’ ensembles and the two
finales is exhilarating and exemplary. For 
a young conductor who has worked mainly 
on the concert podium, his sense of theatre 
is remarkable. He encourages his singers to
keep the recitatives moving at a cracking

pace, too, abetted by his lively continuo
players (Benjamin Bayl, fortepiano, and
Richard Lester, cello).

Persson’s Fiordiligi – already captured 
for posterity on the beautiful 2006 Nicholas
Hytner production from Glyndebourne on
DVD (reviewed in April 2007) – is the most
treasurable performance here: with her fresh,
still young-sounding soprano, she puts on a
good show of diva histrionics in ‘Come
scoglio’, but her true nature is revealed in
her heart-stoppingly lyrical ‘Per pietà’ – the
horn soloist deserves plaudits, too – and in
the wonderful scene of self-realization in
which she disguises herself in one of
Ferrando’s uniforms and hat and marvels at
the transformation in a mirror. The rising
Munich-based mezzo Angela Brower blends
well with Persson’s bright, creamy soprano,
without ever threatening to upstage her. She
is flirty and flighty, throwing off a deft ‘È
amore un ladroncello’ in Act 2 – her opera-
seria parody ‘Smanie implacibile’ in Act 1
sounds forced, but that may be intentional.

The Guglielmo of Adam Plachetka –
Glyndebourne’s Figaro last summer – is 
bluff and solid, but it’s a shame that Luca
Pisaroni, the brilliant Leporello of last year’s
Don Giovanni and probably optimum casting
for Guglielmo today, was not available for 
the recording. The cast is completed by
Alessandro Corbelli’s Don Alfonso, a veteran
vocal performance certainly, but one which
ranks with the greatest on disc for savour and
ironic delivery of Da Ponte’s text. 

Like my selected comparisons above, this
new set is not without obvious drawbacks,
but no Così fan tutte on record is perfect from
first to last. This one is vividly recorded, with
only a few background titters revealing the
presence of an audience. If you love this
opera as much as I do, you will want to hear
it for the conductor, orchestra, Persson’s
lovely Fiordiligi and Corbelli’s idiomatic
Alfonso. Villazón’s Ferrando is a special case,
always worth hearing, too, even if he sounds
out of place in this company and context.

Hugh Canning 

Mozart 
Die Zauberflöte, K620.
Barnarda Bobro (soprano) Pamina; Norman
Reinhardt (tenor) Tamino; Daniel Schmutzhard
(baritone) Papageno; Ana Durlovski (soprano)
Queen of the Night; Alfred Reiter (bass)
Sarastro; Eike Wilm Schulte (baritone) Speaker/
Second Man in Armour; Dénise Beck (soprano)
Papagena; Martin Koch (tenor) Monostatos/
First Man in Armour; Magdalena Anna
Hofmann (soprano) First Lady; Verena 
Gunz (mezzo) Second Lady; Katrin Wundsam
(mezzo) Third Lady; Laila Salome Fischer
(soprano) First Boy; Eva Dworschak (soprano)
Second Boy; Dymfna Meijts (mezzo) Third Boy;
Eleftherios Chladt (baritone) Priest; Prague
Philharmonic Choir; Wiener Symphoniker/
Patrick Summers.

C Major Entertainment 713708 (2 hours

30 minutes). Subtitles in Chinese/English/French/

German/Korean/Spanish. Website www.cmajor-

entertainment.com. NTSC. 16:9. Region 0. DTS 5.0.

Stage Director David Pountney. Video Director Felix

Breisach. Dates Live performances at the Bregenz

Festival in July 2013.

This production of Die Zauberflöte created by
David Pountney for the 2013 Bregenz Festival
is colourful as regards both the setting by Johan
Engels and Marie-Jeanne Lecca’s costumes,
with fantastical creatures resembling an
imagined joint enterprise by Heath Robinson,
Ronald Searle and Maurice Sendak. They
include three dragons standing permanently 
at the back and to each side of the set.

Over the years, much has been written
about this opera: what this represents, what
that means, what symbolism was intended by
Mozart and his librettist Schikaneder, what
point they were making about the Roman
Church and about freemasonry. For me, the
theorists can express their views and read into
the story what they want, but I am happy to
listen to the music and the performance
rather than indulge in airy-fairy speculation.
Am I the only one?

In Pountney’s production, the Three 
Ladies are not so but are puppets atop 
some prehistoric creatures each manipulated
by three (visible) men. If the idea pleases,
one will find that it works well here, with
skilful synchronization by the puppeteers. 
As the artists take a bow at the end of 
the performance, the three singers appear, 
so presumably they sang from backstage.
Wherever they were, they sing most
creditably, blending successfully. The Three
Boys, voiced by women, resemble dolls 
with overgrown plastic heads, neither clever
nor attractive. Again, the vocalists are
separate. The two Men in Armour are
likewise represented by models. In each case 
I should have preferred to see the singers.

Professor Clive Brown of Leeds University
has been reported as saying that Mozart and
Beethoven would be shocked to hear how
their works are played by the orchestras of
today and suggests that they would have
expected the musicians to interpret the music
freely, as jazz players do. I have not read his
comments in detail and so do not know his
reasoning but I am sure that Mozart would
have been surprised to see how the position
of the conductor has been inflated. Would it
not be an education for all of us if we could
travel back to his time to hear performances
of operas, concertos or symphonies? In this
Bregenz Zauberflöte, Patrick Summers
conducts the Vienna Symphony Orchestra and
perhaps misses some light and shade at times.

The singers are wearing small microphones
close to the mouth. One hears a full sound
from both them and the chorus and orchestra,
with clear pictures to enhance viewing. The
video director captures the important parts 
of the action.
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A small question of uncertainty involves the
role of Pamina. This DVD contains what must
be takes from more than one performance as
no specific date in July is given. As a result,
the cast list printed in the booklet and that
on the back of the box announces Barnarda
Bobro in the part, but the final credits name
both her and Gisela Stille: the latter certainly
sang on the opening night. One must assume
that most of the role is sung by Bobro, who
seems rather placid on occasion but produces
an easy sound, particularly limpid in the scene
with Tamino and the two Men in Armour.

Singing Tamino is an American tenor whom
I had not heard before but want to again.
Norman Reinhardt possesses a somewhat dark-
hued lyric tenor with a strength and steadiness
to intensify his vocal achievement. Tamino is
not a role that challenges its performer with
the scalework of Ottavio or Idomeneo, and 
I should like the chance to hear him in such
fare. Based on his work here, Reinhardt is a
welcome addition to my collection.

So too is Ana Durlovski as the Queen of the
Night. At the start of her first aria, ‘O zittre
nicht’, her tone is so full that one might wonder
how she will cope with the stratospheric notes
that Mozart wrote for his sister-in-law Josepha
Hofer, who created the role. Nevertheless, she
does, showing no strain on the staccato high
F with which Mozart confronted Hofer eight
times in ‘Der Hölle Rache’, the second aria.
On one descent there, Durlovski does slide
through a couple of notes rather than articulate
them, but that is a minor matter in this
imperious interpretation. If you think of the
Queen as being a light, silvery soprano à la
Rita Streich one may be surprised by Durlovski.

Sarastro, the Queen’s antagonist, is played
by Alfred Reiter, whose straight tone is not
the juiciest or most sumptuous to have sung
the part but is evenly produced in his arias.
In this production, Sarastro, without his
robes, is seen occasionally watching events 
but does not sing.

Contrasting with these four serious
characters is Papageno, given a light-hearted
touch by Daniel Schmutzhard in a voice of
youthful security and a breezy manner. He
draws the humour from the bird-catcher
without resorting to slapstick and makes 
good use of his instrument in portraying 
the man’s desires and fears. Less appealing 
is the overplaying of Dénise Beck’s old, 
pre-transformed Papagena. Was it her idea 
or Pountney’s? Her hat of piled crockery is
amusing; it is her coughing which is not.

The Three Ladies are vocally a fine trio;
the Three Boys too, sung here by women,
which means that we do not have the breathy
notes that boys sometimes produce. Martin
Koch supplies a fuller sound that what one
hears at times as Monostatos, who in this
production, despite singing at least twice that
he is black, is obviously not so. The Speaker
of Eike Wilm Schulte is firm. For some
reason, ‘Soll ich dich Teurer’, the trio for
Pamina, Tamino and Sarastro, is omitted, as
is the short duet ‘Bewahret Euch’ for the two
priests. John T. Hughes

Verdi Otello. New CD/SACD

Aleksandrs Antonenko (tenor) Otello;
Krassimira Stoyanova (soprano) Desdemona;
Carlo Guelfi (baritone) Iago; Juan Francisco
Gatell (tenor) Cassio; Michael Spyres (tenor)
Roderigo; Barbara Di Castri (mezzo) Emilia; 
Eric Owens (bass-baritone) Lodovico; Paolo
Battaglia (bass) Montano; David Govertsen
(bass-baritone) Herald; Chicago Children’s
Choir; Chicago Symphony Chorus and
Orchestra/Riccardo Muti.
CSO Resound CSOR901 1301 (full price, two discs,

2 hours 16 minutes). Italian libretto and English/

French translations included. Website www.cso.org/

resound. Producer David Frost. Engineer Christopher

Willis. Dates Live performances in the Orchestra Hall,

Symphony Center, Chicago on April 7th, 9th and

12th, 2011.

Comparisons:

O’Neill, Schwanewilms, Finley, Clayton et al, London

Sym Chor and Orch/C. Davis (LSO Live) LSO0700 

(2009, SACD, rev. Nov 2010)

Antonenko, Poplavskaya, Álvarez, Costello et al,

Salzburg Festival Children’s Chor, Vienna State Op

Chor, VPO/Muti (C Major Entertainment) 725104/

701408 (2008, Blu-ray/DVD, rev. Apr 2010)

Pavarotti, Te Kanawa, Nucci, Rolfe Johnson et al,

Chicago Sym Chor and Orch/Solti 

(Decca) 433 669-2 (1991, CD)

As destiny would have it, the latest disc to
land on the review pile following my final
report on the gigantic Tutto Verdi box
(page 18) was this concert recording of Otello
from Chicago. It features Riccardo Muti on
the podium and Aleksandrs Antonenko in the
title role, just as they were in the 2008
Salzburg Festival production which ended 
up bolstering the Tutto Verdi project when
the Parma staging was scrapped at the last
minute. Stephen Langridge’s Salzburg
production was one of the undisputed
highlights of the set, superbly cast and
benefiting from Muti’s taut direction of 
the Vienna Philharmonic. 

Given in 2011, marking a return to 
the podium for Muti following a period 
of ill-health, this performance bears the
hallmarks familiar from that Salzburg
production. In many ways, it is a cool,
somewhat calculated performance, but reveals
many inner workings in Verdi’s miraculous
score. The opening storm isn’t taken at
breakneck speed, which allows a wealth 
of orchestral detail to emerge. Once again,
Muti opts for the revised version (Paris,
1894) of the Act 3 concertante, with a longer
solo for Desdemona and which details Iago’s
plotting far more clearly. In ‘Cassio’s dream’,
Muti again denies the baritone his high sotto
voce for the line ‘Il rio destino impreco che 
al Moro ti donò’, bringing him down an
octave, which sounds odd after he’s been
permitted it for the first quotation from
Cassio’s supposed sleep-talking. 

The orchestral sound is splendid,
particularly the incisive brass, who blaze
brightly but without the ‘glare’ which
characterized the Chicago sound under Solti 
in their recording, also taken from concerts.
Orchestra Hall offers a superb acoustic which
considerably outclasses that of the Barbican 
on Colin Davis’s LSO Live recording, another
concert performance on disc. Both boast
surround sound, but employed very
differently. The LSO Live engineers add
thunder and cannon effects not heard in the
Barbican performance itself, while these are
absent in Chicago. The CSO Resound team
uses surround sound to envelop the listener;
offstage trumpets emerge from behind, as do
the mandolins in the chorus of Cypriots. The
Herald makes his announcement from the rear
right speaker. 

The Chicago Symphony Chorus, sounding
considerably more Italianate than for Solti in
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1991, offers careful rather than lusty singing
in ‘Fuoco di gioia’, where Muti draws out the
wonderful flickering woodwind lines, but is
charming in the Act 2 Cypriot chorus where
– praise be! – the Chicago Children’s Choir
is employed instead of women taking their
vocal line, as happened in London. The 
choral sound of ‘Viva! Evviva!’ on the 
arrival of Lodovico, the Venetian ambassador,
is overwhelming. 

‘One that lov'd not wisely but too well’,
Antonenko is every inch the finest Otello
before us today. His interpretation has
changed little, vocally, since Salzburg, his
dark tenor sound quite capable of opening up
at the top to create a thrilling ‘Esultate!’ and
a commanding ‘Abbasso le spade’ to silence
the drunken riot in Act 1. In the great Act 2
scene with Iago, Antonenko’s Otello bristles
with anger, especially explosive at the line
‘amore e geloisa vadan disperse insieme!’ 
as Otello demands proof of Desdemona’s
infidelity. Muti pushes him faster than 
I’d suggest he wants to go in ‘Ora e per
sempre addio’ but there’s introspection in 
a beautifully sung ‘Dio! mi potevi scagliar’
with little resorting to declamation or extra-
musical sobs, which also applies to ‘Niun mi
tema’. Simon O’Neill’s reading of the title
role for LSO Live (literally sight-reading) 
and Pavarotti’s for Solti (also his first – and
only – Otello) pale into insignificance against
one who is now so associated with the role
onstage as Antonenko.

Krassimira Stoyanova has a darker, larger
spinto sound than many sopranos who take 
on the role of Desdemona, but she sings 
in such gorgeous long phrases that it’s 
easy to be won round. She isn’t as gifted 
an actress as Marina Poplavskaya, but rises 
to convincing indignation in Act 3. In Juan
Francisco Gatell, Muti has a good, bright-
sounding tenor for Cassio and the minor 
roles are luxuriously cast: Eric Owens as
Lodovico and Michael Spyres as Roderigo
both stand out. 

So what stops this recording matching
Muti’s outstanding Salzburg performance?
Sadly, it is scuppered by the Iago of Carlo
Guelfi, who snarls, growls and blusters his
way through the role. I admire strong
characterization in the role – Iago’s villainy in
his ‘Credo’ is unmistakeable – but Guelfi’s
nasal tone is a severe trial and it sounds as if
he is singing between gritted teeth at times.
He is completely outsung by Antonenko in
‘Sì, pel ciel marmoreo giuro’. It’s not an
interpretation to live with. 

For an audio souvenir of Antonenko’s
Otello and for its brilliant orchestral playing,
this is a welcome issue. Choose the DVD/
Blu-ray option, however, and you get the best
of this release – Antonenko and Muti – plus
the Vienna Philharmonic, a fine production,
Poplavskaya’s enchanting Desdemona (she’s
done nothing finer) and Carlos Álvarez’s
malevolent, but well-sung, Iago. You pays
your money … Mark Pullinger

Vivaldi Catone in Utica, RV705. New

Topi Lehtipuu (tenor) Catone; Roberta
Mameli (soprano) Cesare; Ann Hallenberg
(mezzo) Emilia; Sonia Prina (contralto) Marzia;
Romina Basso (contralto) Fulvio; Emoke Baráth
(soprano) Arbace; Il Complesso Barocco/Alan
Curtis.
Naïve OP30545 (medium price, three discs, 3 hours

41 minutes). Italian libretto and English/French

translations included. Website www.naive.fr 

Producer Giulio D’Alessio. Engineers Jean-Daniel Noir,

Ken Yoshida. Date September 2012.

I thought I’d go the extra mile for this one
… in fact all the way to Italy, to examine
Vivaldi’s autograph manuscript of Catone in
Utica in the National Library of Turin. It now
forms part of the Foà-Giordano collection,
presented by two wealthy families (in
memory of their young sons) in the late
1920s. These bequests finally reunited two
halves of a unique and invaluable library –
Vivaldi’s own personal archive of scores.
There are over 450 works, sacred and
secular, including all but one of Vivaldi’s 
20 or so surviving operas. Most importantly,
the majority of these manuscripts are in
Vivaldi’s own hand, some in his beautiful
scribal writing but also many first drafts 
and ‘working copies’, bristling with re-writes
and revisions, which offer extraordinary
insights into his working methods. Vivaldi’s
manuscripts are also overflowing with his
meticulous performing instructions –
ornamentation, dynamics, articulation, 
bowing – even fully written-out cadenzas. 

For years these manuscripts provided a
private playground for scholars, but in 2000
Naïve founded its Vivaldi Edition – an
ambitious, long-term project to systematically
explore and record the entire Turin collection
for a wider public. Gradually this series has
revealed a very different Vivaldi from the one
we thought we knew. Vivaldi certainly wrote
a lot of concertos and some excellent church
music, but it’s now clear that it was the
opera house that dominated his career.
Indeed, together with Alessandro Scarlatti,
Vivaldi was one of the most important and
prolific opera composers of the late Baroque.
He claimed to have penned 94 operas, though
modern scholars have tactfully reduced this to
between 50 and 70. 

So, back to Catone – preserved in
Volume 38 of the Foà Collection. It’s on 
the desk in front of me, giving off the
subtlest aroma of ancient pasta, its pages
offering crisp resistance to my turns, and the
writing betraying the rapier-like strokes of
Vivaldi’s white-hot quill … and sometimes
the heavy note-heads of midnight slog.
There’s so much of Vivaldi himself in these
pages it’s hard to concentrate on the music.
But I’ve noticed that there appears to be
rather less of this opera than there should be.
Rather alarmingly the manuscript of Catone
begins with Act 2. I check … no, nothing in
Volume 37, or anywhere else in fact. All that

survives of Catone in Utica – staged by Vivaldi
in Verona in 1737 – are the last two acts. 

Vivaldi may never have written the first
act; collaborative operas were quite common.
But the surviving Veronese word book
mentions only Vivaldi as the composer, and 
a single aria from Act 1 seems to have been
reused by him the following year in his opera
Rosmira. Well, that’s one aria down – six
more to find. But the solution adopted here
lies not in detective work, but in re-
composition – a task undertaken by the Italian
musicologist Alessandro Ciccolini. He’s
rejected the usual method of supplying such
missing music – which is simply to take
suitable arias from Vivaldi’s other operas and
fiddle with them until the words of the
missing aria finally fit. Since Vivaldi often did
something similar himself, this method has its
merits. But in this case, Ciccolini wanted to
explore another quick compositional technique
used by Vivaldi, which involved delving into
his concertos for inspiration. Ciccolini
meticulously documents his methods and
sources in the CD booklet, and we learn that
of the seven arias in Act 1, Ciccolini has
recomposed four using material from Vivaldi’s
concertos; one is loosely based on material
from an aria from the opera La fida ninfa; one
closely follows an aria in Atenaide; and there
is one surviving original aria which was later
reused in Rosmira, from which it can be
borrowed back. The opening Sinfonia is
transferred straight from L’Olimpiade – a typical
Vivaldian short-cut. However, the recitatives
have all had to be composed from scratch.

I asked the conductor of this hybrid score,
Alan Curtis, whether he really thought it was
worth devoting 70 minutes (the whole of the
first CD) to so much semi-Vivaldi. He was
frank: ‘The simplest way I can put it is to say
honestly that I do not feel any particular rise
in the quality of the music when we progress
from Act 1 to Act 2. If you care about the
drama, for me, Act 1 is as necessary to a CD
of an opera as it is to a performance of this
opera in the theatre.’ I almost agree. Ciccolini’s
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new arias are very convincing indeed, especially
those for Cesare; but when I first listened
through to the opera not quite realizing the
extent of the reconstructive surgery, it was
only in the last two acts that I picked up the
remote control to repeat such glorious
emotional effusions as ‘Nella foresta’, with 
its braying horns, ‘Se in campo’, with its
belligerent trumpets, and the long, hushed 
‘Se mai senti spirarti’ – nothing in Act 1
quite reaches these heights. 

I am also struck by just what excellent
recitative Vivaldi writes in his two surviving
acts. When I spoke to Finnish tenor Topi
Lehtipuu, who sings the title role, he was
absolutely clear that ‘when it comes to
Vivaldi’s approach to characterization, we get
to know Catone better through his recitatives
than his arias. They are so dramatically
effective … there’s lots of subtle psychology
at work.’ Curtis agrees: ‘in Catone Vivaldi’s
recits are unusually good’, but he admits 
that ‘some of the arias are not particularly
dramatic, and the ending is anti-climactic’.
It’s true. Vivaldi grafted a rather contrived
happy ending onto the plot, and the third act
– with just three arias and a short duet –
feels a little short. But even if a few of the
arias – like Cesare’s parting shot ‘Sarebbe 
un bel diletto’ – seem weak in their dramatic
context, they are nevertheless strong
musically. The plot – very briefly – concerns
the old Roman senator Catone’s resistance 
to the rise of Giulio Cesare. Catone flees 
to Utica with his daughter Marzia; Cesare
follows, falls in love with Marzia, and in 
the ‘happy’ version of Metastasio’s libretto
preferred by Vivaldi, Catone’s death is
prevented and Cesare and Marzia marry.

Initially, the opera was one of Vivaldi’s
great successes. ‘My opera is praised to the
skies’, he wrote to the Marquis Bentivoglio,
‘and if God blesses the season to the end,
there will be a profit, and not a negligible
one.’ Much of the credit was probably due to
the excellent cast: a typical Vivaldi amalgam
of cheapish, rising talent and trusted regulars
who never asked for outrageous fees. The
same is true for the current cast – which
probably wasn’t cheap, but is certainly stellar.
Lehtipuu, as Catone, is a dignified statesman
in his first-act aria, but a furious father in his
Act 2 ‘Dovea sevnarti allora’, where Lehtipuu
really shows his teeth as he adds real tonal
bite to the curses rained down on Marzia. She
is sung by one of my favourite feisty Baroque
contraltos – Sonia Prina. Good to hear her as
a woman for a change – so often she takes
alto castrato roles. Her enunciation – the way
she masticates suitably onomatopoeic text – 
is as deliciously chewy as ever and she runs
away with gleeful, gritty determination in the
pithy ‘Se parto’. Ann Hallenberg is not really
a newcomer anymore – she’s a regular in the
Vivaldi Edition – but she should be so much
better known, such is her palpable emotional
intelligence and utterly captivating tonal
precision. As the scheming Emilia she sizzles

in the climactic aria of Act 2, ‘Come invano
il mare irato’, relishing all the stormy 
sea imagery, and in the following act she
banters bravely with a pair of hunting horns
in ‘Nella foresta’ – bringing some much-
needed dramatic grit and ornamental glitter 
to the finale. 

However, it’s Roberta Mameli’s
emotionally comprehensive portrait of Giulio
Cesare which wins top honours here. It helps
that she gets some of the best music, even in
Act 1 where she utterly changes her vocal
tone to one of concentrated buttery-love-
sickness in Ciccolini’s ‘Apri le luci e mira’.
Love for Marzia also dominates Mameli’s
beautifully poised performance of the long ‘Se
mai senti spirarti’, where hushed breezes are
hinted at in muted and pizzicato strings, as
Mameli’s lungs know no restrictions in her
endlessly sustained and subtly nuanced phrases.

The cast is riveting in the recitatives. The
singers are so animated and involved in the
drama you just have to find out what’s going
on by following the action (text and
translation) in the accompanying booklet.
Curtis shapes the drama generously, with
notably more spacious speeds than some of
his colleagues in earlier operas, and there’s 
no lack of dramatic tension or excitement.
Indeed, I love an exciting performance in
which, according to that favourite reviewer’s
phrase, ‘the notes are really lifted off the
page’. Here, having seen the original notes
myself, I can honestly say that they were
already in flight – such is the propulsive
energy of Vivaldi’s handwriting. How
wonderful that this translates into a truly
uplifting performance. Simon Heighes

Wagner 
Das Rheingold.
René Pape (bass-baritone) Wotan; Doris Soffel
(mezzo) Fricka; Stephan Rügamer (tenor) Loge;
Wolfgang Ablinger-Sperrhacke (tenor) Mime;
Johannes Martin Kränzle (baritone) Alberich;
Anna Samuil (soprano) Freia; Marco Jentzsch
(tenor) Froh; Jan Buchwald (baritone) Donner;
Anna Larsson (mezzo) Erda; Kwangchul Youn
(bass) Fasolt; Timo Riihonen (bass) Fafner; Aga
Mikolaj (soprano) Woglinde; Maria
Gortsevskaya (mezzo) Wellgunde; Marina
Prudenskaya (mezzo) Flosshilde; Dancers of
the Eastman Ballet Company, Antwerp;
Orchestra de; Teatro alla Scala/Daniel
Barenboim.
Arthaus Musik 101 693/also available as Blu-ray
108 090 (2 hours 43 minutes). Subtitles in English/

French/German/Italian/Korean/Spanish. Website

www.arthaus-musik.com. NTSC. 16:9. DVD 9.

Region 0. PCM Stereo. Dolby Digital 5.1. Stage

Director Guy Cassiers. TV Director Emanuele Garofalo.

Date Live performance at La Scala, Milan on May

26th, 2010.

Comparison:

McIntyre, Schwarz, Zednik, Becht et al, Bayreuth

Festival Orch/Boulez (DG) 073 4058 

(1980, rev. Sep 2005)

Outstanding singing from several principals
just about manages to sustain one’s attention
in La Scala’s 2010 performance of Rheingold
(co-produced with Berlin’s Staatsoper unter
den Linden). The visual side falls rather flat,
to my great disappointment.

Director-designer Guy Cassiers places
Alberich in a few inches of water, splashing in
it with the Rhinemaidens behind him. There’s
a massive pile of gold bricks behind him, on
which light flickers – that’s about it for the
first scene. It’s rather a relief that Cassiers
doesn’t bother with the usual fake swimming
from the Rhinemaidens; they’re standing
throughout, creeping up at the back of
Alberich, fondling him and driving him crazy.
A rather pretty projection of green foliage
serves as background for the opening of
Wotan’s scene with Fricka (we first see him
sleeping standing up). Later, when Fasolt is
singing, there are large silhouettes of Freia
and the giants projected onto the backdrop,
distracting one unduly. Of course, for Freia,
Donner and Froh, there’s a good deal of the
usual standing around with nothing to do. Loge
is given an energetic physical characterization,
but it reveals nothing of the character. 

Down in an aptly murky Nibelheim, there
are no physical transformations for Alberich,
and once he’s captured and above ground,
one misses the Nibelungs bringing the hoard
up from below (he seems only to imagine that
it’s happening, writhing in pain as he goes
through the whole ‘schändliche Schmach’
speech). We also don’t see the ring being
pulled off Alberich’s finger. Actually, it’s not
a ring at all – it’s a sparkly glove. Erda’s
appearance makes its presence felt (thanks
mainly to Anna Larsson’s glorious singing),
but Fasolt’s slaying and the gods’ entrance
into Valhalla are ineffective, the latter totally
unworthy of the majesty supporting it in
Wagner’s orchestra.

The costumes feature dark, textured, filmy-
sleeved gowns for the Rhinemaidens, who
confront an Alberich who sports a sort of
hunter-like outfit. Fricka, Freia and Erda all
are given highly textured, not especially
attractive grey evening dresses (Fricka has
gloves to match). Wotan has a casual grey
suit, Loge a more stylized light-gold suit 
with high collar (one can imagine Willy
Wonka wearing it). The giants are a surprise
– they’re in chic black ensembles, with no
significant make-up.

Nine simply-dressed dancers appear in every
scene, proving exceedingly distracting. Unless
the principals are in close-up, one can’t always
concentrate sufficiently on them because of
dancers following them around or emoting
close by. It’s graceful movement, but it wears
out its welcome within about two minutes. 

Not unexpectedly, the performance is
skilfully and confidently controlled by 
Daniel Barenboim, but he provides little
imagination. While the listener will appreciate
the intimacy the conductor seems to have
encouraged in characters’ exchanges onstage –
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whether between gods, giants or Nibelungs –
Barenboim doesn’t use that intimacy to
achieve genuine interpretative detail. The
Scala players get the job done handily, and
it’s rather thrilling when they finally unleash
their full tonal grandeur in the opera’s final
few minutes.

The cast creates character only when their
own natural instincts take them beyond the
insufficient direction. This is particularly true
of baritone Johannes Martin Kränzle’s Alberich.
Although a lighter voice than is usual in this
role, the baritone sails through it, offering
spectacularly fastidious musicianship and much
warmth of tone. He makes no forced or ugly
sounds, achieving all the needed intensity
through meaningful textual projection and
wonderful physical expressivity. A ‘natural’ on
camera, Kränzle is a terrifically sly Alberich,
aptly gleeful when the Nibelung is at his most
powerful, then convincingly devastated in defeat.

René Pape, too, is in excellent voice, his
Wotan registering more strongly than in the
Mariinsky’s Rheingold CD which I reviewed 
in the last issue. Pape’s wonted vocal velvet 
is on display in a portrayal emphasizing 
bel canto. With more specificity from the
director, he could surely achieve superb
results dramatically; as it is, he has the
essential dignity, and there’s a great shot 
of his face showing quiet satisfaction once
Wotan has the ring in hand. 

Opposite Pape is a genuinely regal Fricka,
Doris Soffel. The veteran mezzo can still float
exquisite pianissimos, giving many phrases an
irresistible allure. Her full voice has lost some
‘Schmelz’ but she has great authority, making
every phrase count. The lovely Anna Samuil
(Freia) is blessedly un-blowzy vocally, and
Larsson’s altogether exceptional Erda displays
amazing sangfroid singing her entire address
standing on a tiny platform that rises many
feet above the stage. The Rhinemaidens are
lovely to behold with voices to match,
although Wellgunde and Flosshilde are
occasionally prone to excessive vibrato.

The other principals all have something to
offer. Pape’s colleague from the Mariinsky
recording, Stephan Rügamer (Loge), makes 
a stronger impression here, even if the 
voice remains thin. He has more variety 
of expression than on CD, and a basic
likeability. As with Alberich, it’s a relief to
hear musical singing rather than hectoring
from the giants, Kwangchul Youn (Fasolt,
marvellous at ‘Freia, die holde’, with
wonderful diction throughout) and Fafner
(Timo Riihonen). Jan Buchwald (Donner) and
Marco Jentzsch (Froh) bring strong, solid tone
to their brief assignments. As always, that
sterling character tenor Wolfgang Ablinger-
Sperrhacke (Mime) relishes every word and
note of his role.

The sound is superb, the video direction
frequently inept, while also clearly doing little
justice to the projections that play a vital role
in this production. Arthaus Musik’s booklet
contains only a track listing and an essay 

by Michael P. Steinberg that hails Cassiers’s
conception for its manner of showing ‘how
the globalized moment of 2013 continues to
build on Wagnerian vocabularies of 1870’.
Maybe it works in the theatre – it doesn’t 
on the small screen.

Choosing among nearly 20 Rheingold DVDs
is difficult for some, but in my view nothing
surpasses Bayreuth’s Chéreau production –
controversial in 1976, justly revered by the
time it was filmed in 1980. Musically and
vocally other performances certainly equal it,
but for miraculous theatricality and detailed,
revelatory characterizations it remains
incomparable. Roger Pines

Wagner
Rienzi.
Torsten Kerl (tenor) Rienzi; Marika Schönberg
(soprano) Irene; Richard Wiegold (bass) Stefano
Colonna; Daniela Sindram (mezzo) Adriano;
Stefan Heidemann (baritone) Paolo Orsini;
Robert Bork (baritone) Cardinal Orvieto; Marc
Heller (tenor) Baroncelli; Leonardo Neiva
(baritone) Cecco del Vecchio; Jennifer
O’Loughlin (soprano) Messenger of Peace;
Choeur du Capitole; Coro dell’Accademia
Teatro alla Scala di Milano; Orchestre
National du Capitole/Pinchas Steinberg.
Opus Arte OA1110D/also available on Blu-ray
OABD7125D (two discs, one Blu-ray, 2 hours

56 minutes). Extra features include cast gallery and

interviews with Jorge Lavelli, Pinchas Steinberg and

other members of the cast and crew (55 minutes).

Subtitles in English/French/German/Korean. Website

www.opusarte.com. NTSC. 16:9 anamorphic. DVD 9.

Region 0. LPCM 2.0. DTS Digital Surround. Stage

Director Jorge Lavelli. TV/Video Director Denis Caïozzi.

TV Producer Pierre Moitron. Sound Engineer Joël

Soupiron. Date Live performances at the Théâtre du

Capitole, Toulouse on October 7th and 8th, 2012.

Comparison:

Kerl, Nylund, Jerkunica, Aldrich et al, Deutsche 

Oper Chor and Orch, Berlin/Lang-Lessing 

(Arthaus Musik) 101 521 (2010)

Rienzi was Wagner’s first success, debuting in
Dresden in 1842. That premiere evening
lasted for six hours, complete with ballet 
– it was very much in the French Grand
Opera mould but with the occasional vocal
line redolent of Italian opera (Wagner was
conducting Norma while he composed Rienzi).
Indeed, years later, Hans von Bülow referred
to it as ‘Meyerbeer’s best opera’, doubly
ironic since Meyerbeer had been instrumental
in getting Rienzi produced and later Wagner
opted to despise him. The epic work centres
on the life of a Roman populist figure, Cola
di Rienzi (1313-54), the ‘people’ versus the
nobles and the conflict between the Colonna
and Orsini families. Rienzi, named Tribune,
manages to empower the people; the nobles
rebel and he, with the backing of the Church,
wrests control from the nobles, one of whom,
Adriano Colonna, had previously rescued
Rienzi’s sister, Irene. Adriano warns Rienzi of

a plot to assassinate him by the nobles, and
when the plot is foiled, Rienzi convinces the
people to spare the would-be assassins. Another
uprising is attempted and with Rienzi fighting
alongside the people, the leaders of the Orsini
and Colonna clan are killed. The loss of life
in general, however, has angered the people,
and they, the church and the nobles –
including Adriano – all turn on Rienzi. The
opera ends as the nobles set fire to the
Capitol with Rienzi, Irene and Adriano inside.

An aside or two: Hitler saw a production
of Rienzi in Linz in 1905; he later claimed
that it was the story of the populist
eponymous hero that motivated him to 
think about a career in politics, rather than
continue with his painting. In addition, he
kept the score in his Bunker and it is said to
have perished with him. Performance scores
since then have relied on copies. A BBC
Northern Symphony Orchestra performance
(on four Ponto CDs – POCD1040) from
1976 conducted by Edward Downes lasts 
for four hours and 40 minutes. In 1983,
Wolfgang Sawallisch edited that edition 
down to a (workable) three-and-a-half 
hours (on three Orfeo CDs – C346 953D);
in the edition under consideration here,
recorded in October 2012 at Toulouse’s
Théâtre du Capitole, running time is about 
40 minutes shorter than the Sawallisch. I own
both: the Downes takes patience – it is
weighed down by endless marches, choruses,
preludes and postludes – and the Sawallisch,
in a fine edition, is spoiled by casting a tenor
in the role of Adriano, a trouser part in
Wagner’s score.

Frankly, if heretically, I find this current
edition, led by Pinchas Steinberg, enough
music – enough Rienzi. The wonderfully
energetic finale to the second act, with wacky
coloratura in the upper female voices, has
been shorn of a repeat, but that’s the only
passage I miss. Steinberg’s leadership is
faultless, with forward propulsion (helped by
the cuts) that actually turns the opera into
real drama. He also gets superb playing from
the Orchestre National du Capitole and
glorious choral work from both the Capitole
and La Scala singers. The former make their
superb impression during the wonderful
Overture, with its right-on brass calls, silky
string playing and plangent winds. The two
choruses, with plenty to do, prove themselves
able to sing at all dynamic levels and with
fine attention to the text.

The vocal star of the show is, quite rightly,
tenor Torsten Kerl, who is making somewhat
of a speciality of this crazily demanding part.
(He appears in the Arthaus DVD from the
Deutsche Oper as well; more about that
later.) Kerl is tireless, and while his tone can
be a bit leathery, it is mostly appealing and
he’s an intelligent artist. He emphasizes the
leader-as-man-of-the-people side of Rienzi,
which is what Wagner (at the time, a left-
wing, quasi-revolutionary) intended, rather
than the power-corrupts side, which is filled
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with 20-20 hindsight in the Deutsche Oper
production that makes clear the Rienzi-Hitler
connection. Kerl’s last-act Prayer is as
effective as his outbursts; the voice has no
audible problems. Soprano Marika Schönberg
sings Irene’s music with great feeling but
occasionally flies wildly sharp, particularly
noticeable in the trio in the fourth act, and
elsewhere her shrill top irritates, but her
sincerity and involvement never falter. Mezzo
Daniela Sindram’s Adriano is delivered with
power and thrust, the tone true. A tall
woman, her height adds to the character’s
stature; he is brave, loving and resolute 
(and the vocal range is formidable). Richard
Wiegold and Stefan Heidemann as Colonna
and Orsini, respectively, sing with power and
expressivity and Robert Bork, as Cardinal
Orvieto, is a proper bully. The others, with
not much to do, are all first-class.

The production is odd and fiercely 
stylized. Beginning with films of civil unrest,
demonstrations, police actions and the fall of
the Berlin Wall, it then moves to a timeless,
non-specific region, but probably the late
nineteenth century. All of the characters are
in near-Kabuki whiteface. Riccardo Sanchez
Cuerda’s minimalist (to say the least) sets
consist of metal walls, faintly rusty and full of
rivets; they cause the in-fighting to be almost
suffocating. A gigantic wooden cross, a rolling
platform and candles spruce up the scene.
One can barely tell the Plebes from the
Patricians – probably the point – and the
choruses representing them all act as one –
mob thinking, mob rule. There’s very little
colour – the men are invariably in dark coats
and they wear hats, splashes of red decorate
the clergy and Rienzi (who enters on a white
horse as he ascends to power – a scene
which, oddly, has little effect other than to
show off a white horse) and Irene wears a
red gown. The women, at times, are shawled
and veiled in white/off-white shrouds; a scene
with them in red is effective. All of the
costumes are handsome (by Francesco Zito).
Jorge Lavelli directs, but not with much
purpose: the soloists are left pretty much on
their own with their music to create character
and the choruses move in unison. The
burning of the Capitol is impressive.

What to do? The Arthaus/Berlin version 
is superior vocally only in the role of Irene; 
it is ugly to look at (the cast wear grotesque
masks) and as mentioned above, its directorial
stance is to equate Rienzi with [place name 
of hideous dictator here], which is invalid
within the framework of the character, who 
is noble and genuinely wishes to unite, rather
than destroy. There are those who will not
approve of a Rienzi that has almost two hours
of music removed, but this does not feel like
a ‘highlights from Rienzi’ project. It gives a
good sense of what Wagner was doing at 26
– and is even more remarkable when one
realizes the giant step he took with the opera
that followed – Der fliegende Höllander.

Robert Levine

Arias for Caffarelli New

Cafaro L’Ipermestra – Rendimi più
sereno. Hasse Siroe – Fra l’orror della
tempesta; Ebbi da te la vita. Leo
Demofoonte – Misero pargoletto; 
Sperai vicino il lido. Manna Lucio 
Papiro dittatore – Odo il suono di
tromba guerriera. Lucio Vero ossia 
il vologeso – Cara ti lascio, addio.
Pergolesi Adriano in Siria – Lieto 
così talvolta. Porpora Semiramide
riconosciuta – Passaggier che sulla
sponda. Sarro Valdemaro – Un cor che
ben ama. Vinci Semiramide riconosciuta
– In braccio a mille furie.
Franco Fagioli (countertenor); Il Pomo d’Oro/
Riccardo Minasi (violin).
Naïve V5333 (full price, 1 hour 18 minutes). Italian

texts and English/French translations included.

Website www.naive.fr Producer/Engineer Denis

Guerdon. Engineer Lucie Bourely. Dates August 25th-

September 3rd, 2012.

This disc pays thrilling homage to one of the
greatest castrati, Gaetano Majorano (1710-83),
a.k.a. Caffarelli. He and his rival, Farinelli,
both studied in Naples under the famously
exacting Nicola Porpora. At just 16 Caffarelli
debuted onstage in Rome playing a female
role, Alvida in Domenico Sarro’s Valdemaro.
Despite his prickly, sensitive, extravagantly
self-regarding personality, he became the idol
of Italian audiences during the next decade,
prior to a single season in London (1737-38),
where his singing of several Handel operas
was unsuccessful. He was best loved in
Naples, where he reigned for many years as
longtime leading singer of the chapel royal.

Caffarelli was a mezzo-soprano, and in
today’s (thankfully) castrato-less musical
world, his repertoire lies too high for the vast
majority of countertenors. Naïve’s disc
identifies the Argentine singer Franco Fagioli
as a countertenor, but on this evidence, his
instrument – while boasting easy access to
nearly three octaves – belongs in mezzo-
soprano tessitura. He’s probably better
equipped to take on high-lying music written
for castrati than any other male singer on
disc. By comparison, male soprano Aris
Christofellis some years ago was juvenile in
timbre and interpretatively dull, while today’s
French star countertenor, the technically
brilliant Philippe Jaroussky, lacks sufficient
tonal depth and variety of colour. Former
male soprano Max-Emanuel Cencic – with
much warmer sound than those two – is, 
like Jaroussky, a fabulously accomplished
artist, but he’s now really an alto, lacking the
staggeringly full-throated upper extension that
Fagioli brings to his Caffarelli programme.

In timbre, technique and style, Fagioli
frequently bears a startling resemblance to
Cecilia Bartoli. Stylistically they share a
remarkable astuteness in matters of style, and
vocally they’re each utterly fearless. Fagioli
possesses complete control throughout his
voice’s vast range (some low notes are

admittedly a little odd – certainly not ‘raw’
chest tone, but nonetheless rather baritonal,
sounding unbalanced with the rest of the
voice). Occasionally Fagioli is below pitch
above the stave, but never distressingly so. In
negotiating superhumanly difficult coloratura,
he’s definitely comparable to anyone singing
pre-1800 repertoire today. He fields a reliable
trill and his marksmanship in staccatos is
astounding. In the more emotional and
aggressive sections of these arias, his singing –
as with Bartoli’s – can seem excessively
supercharged. He’s most impressive in his long-
breathed legato, his security in soft, unprepared
high attacks and his command of messa di voce. 

The arias cover two generations of
composers, the oldest being Sarro (b.1679),
the youngest Pasquale Cafaro (b.1716). In the
nine opere serie represented, texts are mostly
by Metastasio, with the aria types generally
typical of the first several decades of the
eighteenth century: the ‘aria di furore’, the
exhilarating call to arms, the reflections of
lovers both despairing and sweet, etc. Of
course, there had to be at least one aria
featuring nature-imitation – in this case, it’s
the nightingale in ‘Lieto così talvolta’, sung
by the lovelorn prince Farnaspe in Pergolesi’s
Adriano in Siria (the singer duets with solo
oboe to ravishing effect). Only one selection
– from Porpora’s Semiramide riconosciuta –
lacks character, seeming musically a mere
collection of effects. Of the two arias from
Leonardo Leo’s Demofoonte, more interesting
is the second, ‘Sperai vicino il lido’, in which
alternating legato and allegro sections are both
characterized by hair-raisingly wide leaps in
the line. The most memorable material of all
comes late in the disc: the exquisite ‘Rendimi
più sereno’ from Cafaro’s L’Ipermestra (worthy
of Handel’s Ruggiero or Ariodante, enriched
here by the glow of Fagioli’s timbre at lower
dynamics) and ‘Odo il suono di tromba
guerriera’, a spectacular showpiece with
especially prominent horns from Gennaro
Manna’s Lucio Papiro dittatore.

Il Pomo d’Oro performs immaculately,
with an almost fiendish relish, under violinist/
conductor Riccardo Minasi. There are only 
24 players, but their sound is more than
imposing enough for the more vigorous pieces
(listen to the magnificently sonorous brass 
in the exhilarating ‘mille furie’ aria from
Leonardo Vinci’s Semiramide riconosciuta) and
their string timbres in the quieter arias are
breathtakingly lovely.

The recorded sound is terrific. Naïve’s
booklet includes texts, translations and an
essay regarding Caffarelli, but neither synopses
of the operas nor the detailed material on the
composers and their music that listeners will
be craving (for that, I would gladly have
sacrificed portraits of the composers and the
article on churches of Naples). Nowhere does
it indicate whether these are world-premiere
recordings, but my detective work has turned
up only three of the arias elsewhere on disc. 

Roger Pines
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My fascination with ‘the record’ started as
long ago as I can remember. My parents
owned a modest number of 78s of singers
from the 1950s such as Michael Holliday,
Rosemary Clooney and Nat ‘King’ Cole.
There were also a few LPs of Perry Como,
The Seekers, and one classical LP –
Beecham’s recording of Grieg’s Peer Gynt.
I listened to them constantly and (inspired 
by the design on the old Columbia label)
apparently spent hours writing and drawing
‘notes’ in front of our Radiogram. By the 
age of five or six I had become a devotee 
of Cliff Richard, Cilla Black, Rolf Harris 
and suchlike, acquiring the latest singles as
they came out. It wasn’t until I became a
chorister at York Minster when I was nine
that the whole amazing universe of classical
music was opened up to me. Singing a vast
repertoire from Tallis to Stravinsky opened
my ears and inspired my musical appetite.
The first classical LP I remember getting at
this time was Fricsay’s Mozart Symphonies
Nos. 40 and 41. 

When I went to Chetham’s School of
Music in Manchester in 1976 at the age of
13, I began to collect music on record more
seriously, although I still had a fairly narrow
view of music. Suddenly I was exposed to
new and exciting records that my fellow
dorm-mates had with them: Shostakovich
symphonies and quartets, Bartók concertos,
Supertramp, Genesis, Yes … I remember
going home in the holidays and irritating my
parents by playing records of Shostakovich’s
Symphony No. 8 (Haitink), Orff’s Carmina
Burana (Jochum) and Close to the Edge (Yes)
very loudly. From then on my horizons
expanded in all directions. One particular
‘eureka’ moment occurred when I was 16.
Having taken Music O-Level a year early, 
our music class was allowed a year of ‘free-
wheeling’. During a double-period I went into
the music library and poked through the LPs.
One boxed-set spine caught my eye: ‘Music
of the Gothic Era’. I had no idea what this
could possibly contain. I pulled it out and
spent the next two hours (three LPs) open-
mouthed and transfixed by the extraordinary
music and equally extraordinary performances
by David Munrow and his Early Music
Consort of London. I was particularly blown
away by the music and the performance of
the Pérotin Organum Viderunt Omnes – I still
find it a benchmark recording. Munrow’s
amazing ability to communicate the
excitement of this music with his performers
is something that I love. That desire to
communicate has become something that
I value tremendously, and all of the musicians
I most admire demonstrate this quality. 

At Clare College, Cambridge I was again
hugely influenced and inspired by my fellow
undergraduates. All had their own area of
interest and we would listen to music in 
each other’s room for hours. From one I got
to know Wagner and Strauss opera, from
another Gaburo, Diamanda Galas, Fernyhough
and everything avant-garde, from another
Ockeghem and music from the Eton Choirbook.
My own interests were taking me in a
Baroque direction. I was Organ Scholar at
Clare, and there was a harpsichord in the
ante-chapel. I began exploring this weird
instrument, playing chamber music and
putting on concerts of larger Baroque
repertoire. I also began avidly collecting 
LPs around this time, particularly certain
performers of ‘Early Music’. I snapped up 
the Leonhardt/Harnoncourt Bach Cantata
series on Teldec, the Mozart Symphonies 
by Harnoncourt, and anything by Reinhard
Goebel and Musica Antiqua Köln. The
excitement, commitment and degree of
communication that these performers brought
to the music they performed inspired me 
in my own exploration and performance. It
was also at this time I became interested in
historical performers: Furtwängler, Toscanini,
Schnabel, Cortot, Casals, Gigli. These years at
Cambridge (1982-86) saw the emergence and
supremacy of digital recording and the CD.
With this came a certain clinical obsession
with perfection of sound and performance
which I feel led to a musical verticalization
and sterility in a great number of recordings.
The ‘live’, unedited, often technically ‘flawed’
performances I found on historical recordings
were, I think, for me an important lesson 
and counterbalance to what was happening,
especially in the recording of ‘Early Music’.

After Cambridge and a post-grad year
studying harpsichord at the Guildhall School

of Music & Drama in London, I was lucky
enough to spend a year in Amsterdam
with Gustav Leonhardt. His lessons 
and the busy musical environment in
Amsterdam broadened my horizons 
once again. The one musical event that
overwhelmed me was a performance of
Mahler’s First Symphony. I managed to
get a ticket for this at the Concertgebouw
– the conductor was Leonard Bernstein.
This live performance was issued by DG
as part of Bernstein’s last Mahler cycle.
The real thing in the Concertgebouw 
was utterly shattering. Again the sheer
force of musical understanding, depth 
of commitment and direct communication
of Mahler’s music by Bernstein through
the orchestra and to the public was
unbelievable.

I am lucky enough to have a rich and
diverse musical life playing solo, chamber
music, directing from the keyboard, conducting
opera/oratorio and large modern symphony
orchestras. Although perhaps pigeon-holed as
an Early Music specialist, I remain a total music
addict. I will play or listen to everything that
I find to be ‘good’ music in any way, shape,
or form. Apart from seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century music which occupies a
great deal of my time, I am a keen advocate
of forgotten nineteenth-century repertoire,
Hubert Parry, and (much to the confusion of
some of my colleagues) an avid proponent of
Stokowski’s work as a conductor and arranger.
I adore Tippett, Adès, Prince and Björk (who
I would love to work with). My collection of
recordings is still growing rapidly, seeking out
new live recordings of Horowitz, historical
piano recordings by Pachmann and Koczalski,
and finding decent transfers of piano rolls by
Carl Reinecke and Saint-Saëns. My collection
of 78s is woefully small, but this is something
I can see may occupy me in the future. As 
I believe that playing Bach, Beethoven or
Schumann with the appropriate understanding
and attitude on instruments from their time
can greatly inform and help us perform their
music, I also think that playing recorded
music on an appropriate machine can help us
appreciate a performance. There is nothing
quite like hearing the opening five minutes of
the 1974 Also Sprach with Karajan and the
BPO played back (at high volume) on vinyl
through a great hi-fi system. The ultimate
‘live-in-the room’ experience, though, is
hearing Caruso, Gigli or Chaliapin played
back on a 1920s HMV Gramophone – utterly
spectacular. Richard Egarr
AAM Records has just released its first disc,
‘The Birth of the Symphony: Handel to Haydn’,
which is reviewed on page 50.

Too many records

Richard Egarr is Music Director of the Academy of Ancient Music
Marco Borggreve



BRAHMS: Clarinet Trio; Horn Trio; Piano 
Quintet; Clarinet Quintet; Schumann Variations

András Schiff; Vienna Octet; Takács Quartet

Rare chamber music recordings,
including the first release on CD 
of the Brahms Clarinet Quintet 

with Peter Schmidl and the 
New Vienna Octet

Christopher Hogwood’s first
recording for L’Oiseau-Lyre (Arne
Sonatas), plus international CD

premieres of the Fitzwilliam Virginal
Book and Weber Songs

Tuckwell’s glorious survey of
Mozart’s music with horn; bon-bons

for violin and orchestra from
Gruenberg and Sakonov;

Rostropovich’s rare Rococo 
with Rozhdestvensky
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Musique pour la Chambre du Roy
Christopher Hogwood

STRING QUARTETS – Borodin 2; 
Shostakovich 8; Tchaikovsky 1

Borodin Quartet; Gabrieli String Quartet

ARNE: Sonatas
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SHOSTAKOVICH: Cello Concerto 2.
TCHAIKOVSKY: Rococo Variations; Andante
cantabile. GLAZUNOV: Chant du minstrel

Mstislav Rostropovich
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WEBER: Songs
Martyn Hill; Christopher Hogwood

GREAT VIOLIN ENCORES
Erich Gruenberg; Josef Sakonov
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MOZART: Horn Music
Barry Tuckwell

Fitzwilliam Virginal Book
Christopher Hogwood
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Kempff plays Chopin
The 1950s Decca Recordings
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Kempff plays Mozart: Vol. I 
Piano Concertos 8, 21, 22, 23, 24
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Kempff plays Mozart: Vol. II Piano 
Concertos 9, 15; Sonatas & Fantasias
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Für Elise
Wilhelm Kempff Encores
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SCHUBERT: Sonatas in A minor,
D.845 & B flat, D.960
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BACH: Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring
Favourite Piano Transcriptions
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BACH: The Well-Tempered Clavier
(excerpts)
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Other titles to look out for...

PERGOLESI: STABAT MATER
Julia Lezhneva, Philippe Jaroussky

Two voices of celestial beauty and expressive 

poignancy come together in this new recording 

of Pergolesi’s exquisite, but tragically charged 

Stabat Mater as Philippe Jaroussky is joined by 

the rising young soprano Julia Lezhneva. 

Diego Fasolis leads I Barocchisti in this 

programme of the Stabat Mater and two other 

choral works by Pergolesi, the Laudate Pueri, 
which features a solo soprano, and the 

Confitebor tibi domine.

SCHUBERT: ARPEGGIONE

Gautier Capuçon

With this collection of works for cello and piano, Gautier

Capuçon and Frank Braley pay tribute to two towering

musicians of the 20th century, Mstislav Rostropovich and

Benjamin Britten, who recorded all four of the works on the

programme: Schubert’s Arpeggione Sonata, Debussy’s Cello

Sonata, Schumann’s Fünf Stücke im Volkston and Britten’s

own Cello Sonata in five movements, which received its 

first performance at the Aldeburgh Festival in 1961.

BRITTEN: STRING QUARTETS

Endellion String Quartet

Benjamin Britten’s string quartets have been a speciality

of the Endellion String Quartet for nearly thirty years.

Recorded in July this year, this new recording is a

major contribution to the Britten centenary celebrations

and marks the start of the Endellion String Quartet’s

own 35th anniversary season featuring concerts at 

the Wigmore and Bishopsgate Halls in London and 

at West Road Concert Hall, Cambridge.

AROUND THE WORLD

Emmanuel Pahud

A dazzlingly diverse recital travels across four continents

and three hundred years with the virtuosity and imaginative

flair that are hallmarks of Emmanuel Pahud’s playing. 

His travelling companion is the guitarist and composer

Christian Rivet, presenting both arrangements and original

works that tap into ancient cultures of expression through

sound and music. The musicians perform together at

London’s Wigmore Hall on 22nd December.
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